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Response to Request for Additional Information
References:

(1)

(2)

FPL Energy Point Beach, LLC letter to NRC, dated April 7, 2009,
License Amendment Request 261, Extended Power Uprate
(ML091250564)
NRC letter to NextEra Energy Point Beach, LLC, dated August 26, 2009,
Point Beach Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2 - Request for Additional
Information from Electrical Engineering Branch Regarding Auxiliary
Feedwater (TAC Numbers ME1081 and ME1082) (ML092310454)

NextEra Energy Point Beach, LLC (NextEra) submitted License Amendment Request (LAR) 261
(Reference 1) to the NRC pursuant to 10 CFR 50.90. The proposed license amendment would
increase each unit's licensed thermal power level from 1540 megawatts thermal (MWt) to
1800 MWt, and revise the Technical Specifications to support operation at the increased
thermal power level.
Via Reference (2), the NRC staff determined that additional information was required to enable
the staff's continued review of the request. Enclosure 1 provides the NextEra response to the
NRC staff's request for additional information. Enclosures 2 through 9 provide additional
information in support of NextEra's response to specific questions.
This letter contains no new Regulatory Commitments and no revisions to existing
Regulatory Commitments.
The information contained in this letter does not alter the no significant hazards
consideration contained in Reference (1) and continues to satisfy the criteria of
10 CFR 51.22 for categorical exclusion from the requirements of an environmental
assessment.
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In accordance with 10 CFR 50.91, a copy of this letter is being provided to the designated
Wisconsin Official.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
Executed on September 25, 2009.
Very truly yours,
NextEra Energy Point Beach, LLC

Larry Meyer
Site Vice President
Enclosures
cc:

Administrator, Region III, USNRC
Project Manager, Point Beach Nuclear Plant, USNRC
Resident Inspector, Point Beach Nuclear Plant, USNRC
PSCW

ENCLOSUREI

NEXTERA ENERGY POINT BEACH, LLC
POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT, UNITS 1 AND 2

LICENSE AMENDMENT REQUEST 261
EXTENDED POWER UPRATE
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
The NRC staff determined that additional information was required (Reference 1) to enable the
Electrical Engineering Branch to complete its review of the auxiliary feedwater system portion of
License Amendment Request (LAR) 261, Extended Power Uprate EPU (Reference 2). The
following information is provided by NextEra Energy Point Beach, LLC (NextEra) in response to
the NRC staff's request.
Question 1
The licensee stated that resulting worst-case calculated transient voltage dip is approximately
48 percent during the startof the motor driven auxiliary feedwater (MDAFW) pump at the time of
emergency diesel generator(EDG) breakerclosure. The staff notes that this voltage dip is well
below the acceptancelimit of 75 percent of nominal voltage during a motor start from the EDG.
Please provide documentation (test data and transientanalyses)to demonstrate that all loads
(worst-case accident loads) can be sequenced successfully while maintainingthe voltage and
frequency within its design limits.
NextEra Response
The requirements listed in Question 1 are based on Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.9, Revision 4,
Application and Testing of Safety-Related Diesel Generators in Nuclear Power Plants,
(Reference 3). Although NextEra is not committed to RG 1.9 in the PBNP current licensing
basis, the following discussion is provided to address the acceptability of the PBNP design.
Dynamic loading calculations for each emergency diesel generator (EDG) demonstrate that the
EDGs are capable of performing their specified safety function and that all loads will be
successfully sequenced with acceptable voltage and frequency values. The EDG dynamic
loading calculation provides the link between the Technical Specification (TS) Surveillance
Requirement (SR) 3.8.1.5 and the design basis accident loading. This is accomplished by first
developing a dynamic computer model of each EDG and comparing the response of the EDG
voltage and frequency during testing. The EDG dynamic computer model is tuned to match the
tested response in a conservative manner. EDG dynamic loading analysis is then performed for
the design basis condition.
An engineering evaluation has been completed which demonstrates that the EDGs are capable
of successfully sequencing all required electrical loads for the maximum design basis loading on
the EDGs, including the loads from the upgraded auxiliary feedwater (AFW) system and
alternative source term (AST) modifications. The calculation discussed above and evaluation
demonstrate that the EDGs are capable of starting and accelerating all safeguards loads to
rated speed within the time requirements of the accident analysis and the EDGs recover back to
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nominal voltage and frequency. The calculation and evaluation show that the Train B EDGs
remain above 75% of nominal voltage throughout the motor starting sequence in all cases. The
Train A EDGs voltage will dip to approximately 48% of nominal voltage during the AFW pump
motor start. The evaluation and calculation also show that this voltage dip will not impact the
capability of the EDGs and safeguards loads from performing their specified safety function.
The evaluation demonstrates that voltage recovers to acceptable levels (within +5% of 97.5% of
nominal voltage) prior to a start of a subsequent motor.
The minimum voltage on the Train A EDGs will dip to approximately 48% of the nominal
voltage. The voltage regulator for Train A EDGs is an analog magnetic amplifier design utilizing
power current transformers (CT) that vectorally adds the high reactive current during a motor
start to boost the excitation current and voltage. The voltage dips are transient in nature and
rapidly recover to within +5% of 97.5% of nominal voltage. As a result, the significant initial
voltage dip does not challenge the voltage regulator system, nor cause it to operate in a
different discrete region (i.e., excitation dependency on other components) other than for what it
is designed. The very rapid voltage recovery exhibited during testing indicates sufficient margin
remains in the excitation system to rapidly recover generator terminal voltage and complete the
starting of each of the automatically connected loads. The calculation and evaluation confirm
that the Train A EDGs are capable of performing their designated safety function and all loads
will be successfully sequenced with acceptable voltage values.
The following information is provided in Enclosure 2:
*

EDG voltage and frequency plots from engineered safeguards test performed during the
fall 2008 Unit 1 Refueling Outage 31 (U1R31)
" EDG voltage and frequency profiles from the transient loading analysis
" EDG voltage and frequency profiles from the evaluation of the impact on EDG transient
loading analysis resulting from the AFW and AST modifications
The test data, calculation and engineering evaluation demonstrate that the EDGs are capable of
starting safeguards loads and the voltage recovers quickly to the acceptable voltage level.
Question 2
The licensee stated that the transientfrequency response of all four EDGs remains above
57 hertz (Hz) at all times. Provide documentation to show that, during sequencing, the EDG
frequency will be restored to within 2 percent of nominal in less than 60 percent of each
load-sequence interval for step load increase and in less than 80 percent of each load sequence
intervalfor disconnection of the single largestload. Also, describe how the effects of frequency
variationshave been evaluated to satisfy the design bases for emergency core cooling system
loads and vital loads, including EDG loading.
NextEra Response
The requirements listed in Question 2 are based on RG 1.9, Revision 4 (Reference 3).
Although PBNP is not committed to RG 1.9 in our current licensing basis, the following
discussion is provided to address the acceptability of the PBNP design.
An engineering evaluation and calculation have been completed to demonstrate that the EDGs
are capable of successfully sequencing the loads. The evaluation considered the electrical
loads associated with the AFW and AST modifications and their effect on the EDG dynamic
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loading calculation results. The engineering evaluation and calculation demonstrate that the
EDG frequency is less than +2% of nominal. In two instances the frequency is less than -2% of
nominal for a maximum of 0.5 seconds. This is less than 60% of the time between load
sequence intervals, which are 5 or 3 seconds.
The dynamic response effect of frequency on equipment in the electrical distribution system is
taken into account by the electrical transient and analysis program (ETAP) software utilized to
perform the calculation. The maximum allowable steady-state frequency variation on equipment
powered by the EDG is evaluated within EDG steady-state loading analysis. Only rotating
equipment (fans and pumps) are affected by frequency on bus loading. For conservatism,
PBNP applies a demand factor to all constant KVA loads (including motors) to increase the load
by an equivalent value related to the maximum allowable steady-state frequency.
Disconnection of the single largest load is not required by PBNP TS and testing of this attribute
is not performed.
The following information is provided in Enclosure 2:
"
*
*

EDG voltage and frequency plots from engineered safeguards test performed during UIR31
EDG voltage and frequency profiles from the transient loading analysis
EDG voltage and frequency profiles from the evaluation of the impact on EDG transient
loading analysis resulting from the AFW and AST modifications

The test data, calculation and engineering evaluation demonstrate that the EDGs are capable of
starting safeguards loads and frequency recovers quickly to the acceptable range.
Question 3
Since auxiliary feedwater pump cables are routed thru duct banks, explain the design features
provided to prevent submergence of cables and periodic testing to be performed to monitor the
condition of the cables.
NextEra Response
Power to the new motor-driven AFW Pump 1 P-53 motor from Train B EDGs will be routed
through duct banks. Power to the new motor-driven AFW pump 2P-53 motor from Train A
EDGs will be routed through the control building and primary auxiliary building (PAB) and will
not be subjected to potential submergence.
The duct banks are underground reinforced concrete structures that encase galvanized steel
and polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipes, which serve as conduits for electrical cables. The duct
banks are constructed with a slope to allow potential ground water intrusion to flow to manholes.
Routine monitoring is performed for the manholes to detect water accumulation and to pump out
accumulated water. Weekly and monthly monitoring includes manhole inspections for water,
documentation of water level, documenting if cables are found under water and pumping out the
manhole.
The motor-driven auxiliary feedwater (MDAFW) pump motor cables will be included in the cable
condition monitoring program. The cable condition monitoring program manages aging of
conductor insulation materials on cables and connectors, and other electrical insulation
materials that are installed in adverse localized environments caused by heat, radiation or
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moisture. The scope of this program includes accessible non-EQ electrical cables and
connections, including control and instrumentation circuit cables, non-EQ electrical cables used
in nuclear instrumentation circuits, and inaccessible non-EQ medium-voltage cables within the
scope of license renewal. The program requires (a) visual inspection of a representative
sample of accessible electrical cables and connections in adverse localized environments once
every 10 years for evidence of jacket surface degradation, (b) testing of nuclear instrumentation
circuits once every 10 years to detect a significant reduction in cable insulation resistance, and
(c) testing of a representative sample of in-scope, medium-voltage cables not designed for
submergence subject to significant moisture and significant voltage once every 10 years to
detect deterioration of insulation. Cables routed through duct banks for MDAFW pump 1 P-53
motor will be subject to the cable condition monitoring program.
Question 4
Describe the environmentalparametersfor the MDAFW pump motor locations. Are the
MDAFW pump motors located in a room that is susceptible to a high energy line break or harsh
environment? Are the MDAFW pump motors requiredto be qualified in accordance with
10 CFR 50.49 requirements? If not, provide the basis.
NextEra Response
Environmental parameters for the new MDAFW pump motor locations are as follows:
,

Temperature
o
o
o

,

Pressure
o
o

"

The normal PAB maximum temperature is 85°F.
Maximum temperature is less than 130 0 F.
The PAB Elevation 8' location of MDAFW pump motors is not subject to high energy line
break (HELB) temperatures.

The normal PAB pressure is slightly less than atmospheric.
The PAB Elevation 8' location of MDAFW pump motors is not subject to HELB
pressurization.

Radiation
o
o

o

The normal radiation level is 1300 RAD for 60-year total integrated dose (TID).
The abnormal radiation level in MDAFW pumps rooms due to chemical and volume
control system (CVCS) demineralizer flushing operations is less than 20-30 mRem/hr at
the floor level. The elevated dose rates for this evolution exist for approximately ten
hours per year.
The MDAFW pumps are not required to operate during the emergency core cooling
system (ECCS) recirculation phase of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA). Therefore,
they do not need to be qualified for post-LOCA harsh radiation levels on PAB
Elevation 8'.

The MDAFW pumps and associated equipment will not be included in the 10 CFR 50.49
program, Environmental Qualification of Electric Equipment Important to Safety for Nuclear
Power Plants, because they will not require qualification for harsh environments. The MDAFW
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pump motor locations will not be subjected to adverse conditions resulting from a HELB.
Radiation levels in the area during post-LOCA conditions could be harsh; however, the MDAFW
pumps are not required for response to this accident. Therefore, they do not need to be
qualified for the post-LOCA radiation levels.
Question 5
In response to the staff's acceptance review question number 7, regardingchanges to the time
delay relays for 4.16 kilo-Volt (kV) and 480 Volt (V9 loss-of-voltage (LOV) relays and the EDG
breakerclose delay relay, the licensee stated that the acceptance criteriais satisfied since the
total calculated time is 13.3 seconds, which is less than the acceptance criteriaof 14 seconds.
The licensee also stated that this time bounds the delay time from initiation of the LOV signal to
closure of the EDG output breaker assumed in the Point Beach Nuclear Plant accident analysis.
However, the staff notes that this time (14 seconds) is inconsistentwith the EDG design basis
provided in Section 8.8.1 of the Point Beach Nuclear Plant'sFinal Safety Analysis Report
(FSAR) which states that the EDGs are requiredto start and be ready for loading within
10 seconds after receiving a start signal. The staff was unable to confirm the design bases
requirementfor the 14-second acceptance criteriathat was referenced in the licensee's
response. Provide the basis for the changes to the time delay relays for the 4.16 kV and 480 V
LOV relays and the EDG breakerclose delay relay.
NextEra Response
Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) Section 8.8.1, Diesel Generator System Design Basis,
states the EDGs are required to start and be ready for loading within 10 seconds after receiving
a start signal. This is a criterion for the EDG and is not affected by EPU. The EDGs remain
capable of starting and being ready to load within 10 seconds of a start signal.
The accident analysis time delays are based on the EDGs powering the bus within 14 seconds
to support the timing requirements for safety related loads. The 14 seconds is included within
the total time requirements of the accident analysis for low head safety injection (LHSI), high
head safety injection (HHSI), and containment spray and containment fan coolers when a loss
of offsite power (LOOP) is considered. The acceptance criteria take into consideration the
degraded voltage logic, loss of voltage logic and EDG ready to load. Since the EDGs are
capable of supplying power to the safeguards buses within 14 seconds, the accident analysis
assumptions remain satisfied.
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Question 6
Provide the supporting documentation that was used in developing your response to questions
1-7 of the staffs acceptance review. At a minimum, the supporting documentation must include
the assumptions used, key parametersevaluated, conclusions,and basis for the conclusions.
NextEra Response
The following documents were used to develop responses to Questions 1-7 of Reference (4)
and in Reference (5). The enclosures are excerpts of approved PBNP documents.
Enclosures 4, 6 and 7 contain excerpts from the base calculation and a minor revision.
EXCERPTED DOCUMENT

ENCLOSURE

Cable Ampacity Calculation

3

Breaker Coordination Calculation

4

Functional Times for ESF Equipment for Accident Analysis

5

Loss of Voltage and Underfrequency Relay Settings Calculations

6

Impact on EDG Transient Analysis as a Result of the AFW and
AST Modifications Evaluation

7

EDG Fuel Oil System Calculation

8

ETAP AC System Analysis for EPU

9

References
(1)

NRC letter to NextEra Energy Point Beach, LLC, dated August 26, 2009,
Point Beach Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2 - Request for Additional Information from
Electrical Engineering Branch Regarding Auxiliary Feedwater (TAC Numbers ME1081
and ME1082) (ML092310454)

(2)

FPL Energy Point Beach, LLC letter to NRC, dated April 7, 2009, License Amendment
Request 261, Extended Power Uprate (ML091250564)

(3)

Regulatory Guide 1.9, Application and Testing of Safety-Related Diesel Generators in
Nuclear Power Plants, Revision 4, dated March 2007 (ML070380553)

(4)

NextEra Energy Point Beach, LLC letter to NRC, dated June 17, 2009, License
Amendment Request 261 Supplement 1, Extended Power Uprate (ML091690090)

(5)

NextEra Energy Point Beach, LLC letter to NRC, dated June 17, 2009, License
Amendment Request 261 Supplement 2, Extended Power Uprate (ML091690087)
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ENCLOSURE2

NEXTERA ENERGY POINT BEACH, LLC
POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT, UNITS 1 AND 2

LICENSE AMENDMENT REQUEST 261
EXTENDED POWER UPRATE
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
INFORMATION FOR QUESTION 1 AND 2 RESPONSE
VOLTAGE AND FREQUENCY PROFILES

47 pages follow

EDG Voltage and Frequency Plots From Testing
EDG Voltage Plots
Note: Indication is low side of 4200/120 transformer.
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EDG Frequency Plots
Note: Large spikes in the data are present due to noise in the electrical circuits associated with
the test equipment. This is most evident in the traces for G01 and G02. The large spikes were
verified to be noise by engineering personnel responsible for testing the EDGs.
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EDG Voltage and Frequency Profiles From the EDG Transient Load Calculation
The following pages present EDG loading profiles from the EDG transient loading
calculation. These profiles did not include auxiliary feedwater system or alternative
source term modifications.
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Section IV - EDG Transient Loading Analysis
GeneratorVoltage Profile
A summary of the generator voltage profiles are provided in figures IV-5 through IV-52.
The worst-case generator voltage occurred at t=O0 when SI and CCW simultaneously
started. The generator voltage initial voltage dips drops to approximately 54% for both
G-01 and G-02 in Case 2 and 3 scenarios. However, the generators were capable of
recovering back to nominal voltage while starting and accelerating the motors. All
subsequent voltage dips during load sequencing were less than the initial voltage dip and
remain above 60% voltage. The EDG's were capable of starting and accelerating the
safety related motor's while recovering back to nominal voltage.
The worst-case voltage overshoot of G-01 and G-02 occurs after the initial loads of the
SI and CCW motor start and complete their acceleration except in DG Case 5 when 2
SW motors start simultaneously. The voltage reaches approximately 129.5% with all
subsequent voltage overshoots being lower including the 2 SW motor starts. The
momentary voltage overshoots are considered acceptable because the voltage on the
system are at these values for less than approximately 2-3 seconds during which the
voltage reduces back to normal. The short time duration of the voltage overshoot will
not impact the operation of the equipment supplied by the EDG's. Additionally, PBNP
performs routine preventative maintenance of the safety related equipment which would
identify any long term impacts of the equipment
The voltage profiles of G-03 and G-04 (Cases 1, 4 and 6) are completely enveloped by
the voltage profiles of G-01 and G-02 (Cases 2, 3, and 5). The worst-case generator
voltage occurs at t=0+ when SI and CCW simultaneously started. The generator voltage
initial voltage dips drops to greater than 84% for both G-03 and G-04 in Case I and 4
scenarios. The EDG's were capable of recovering back to nominal voltage while
starting and accelerating the motors. All subsequent voltage dips during load sequencing
were greater than the initial voltage dip and remain above 84% voltage. The EDG's were
capable of starting and accelerating the safety related motor's while recovering back to
nominal voltage. The worst-case maximum voltage overshoot remained below 100%
nominal voltage (Note: the EDG operating point is set at 4050V or 97.4%).
GeneratorFrequency Profile
A summary of the generator frequency profiles are provided in figures IV-5 through
IV-52. A review of the frequency profiles for G-01, G-02, G-03 and G-04 show a range
of 58.5 Hz to 60.9 Hz. In each case the frequency recovers to sufficient levels prior to
starting of the next sequenced motor.
In summary, the results (figures IV-5 through IV-52) of the calculation show that the
EDG's are capable of start and accelerate all the required safety related loads following a
LOOP (with and without a LOCA). Therefore Acceptance Criteria IV.3.01 has been
satisfied.
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Section IV - EDG Transient Loading Analysis
IV.7.02.1 Figures IV-5 to JV-12 provide a summary of the results of the EDG transient
loading analysis for plant operating condition "DG Case 1." This case is
based on the configuration that G-03 supplies both units B-train safeguards
buses. Unit 1 is in mode 3 due to a unit trip because of a LOCA and a
simultaneous LOOP. Unit 2 is in mode 6 or defueled and the B03/B04
cross-tie is in service. In this configuration, 2B-04 is providing power to
2B-03. Therefore, the require load limitation is that 2P-01 IA and P-032F are
out-of-service (see Section 1.2 and IV.8).
Figure IV-5
G-03 Voltage Profile, Plant operating DG Case I and study case
DG Case 1-1
G-03 Voltage Profile
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Section IV - EDG Transient Loading Analysis
Figure IV-6
G-03 Frequency Profile, Plant operating DG Case I and study case
DG Case 1-1
G-03 Frequency Profile
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Figure IV-7

G-03 Voltage ProfIle, Plant operating DG Case I and study case
DG Case 1-2
0-03 Voltage Profile
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Section IV - EDG Transient Loading Analysis
Figure IV-8
G-03 frequency Profile, Plant operating DG Case 1 and study case
DG Case 1-2
G-03 Frequency Profile
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Figure IV-9
G-03 Voltage Profile, Plant operating DG Case 1 and study case
DG Case 1-3
G-03 Voltage Profile
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Section IV - EDG Transient Loading Analysis
Figure IV-10
G-03 frequency Profile, Plant operating DG Case 1 and study case
DG Case 1-3
G-03 Frequency Profile
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Figure IV-1 1
G-03 Voltage Profile, Plant operating DG Case 1 and study case

DG Case 1-4
G-03 Voltage Profile
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Section IV - EDG Transient Loading Analysis
Figure IV-12
G-03 frequency Profile, Plant operating DG Case I and study case
DG Case 1-4
G-03 Frequency Profile
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Section IV - EDG Transient Loading Analysis
IV.7.02.2. Figures IV-13 to IV-20 provide a summary of the results of the EDG
transient loading analysis for plant operating condition "DG Case 2." This
case is based on the configuration that G-01 supplies both units A-train
safeguards buses. Unit 1 is in mode 3 due to a unit trip because of a LOCA
and a simultaneous LOOP. Unit 2 is in mode 6 or defueled and the 1303/B04
cross-tie is in service. In this configuration, 2B-03 is providing power to
2B-04. Therefore, the require load limitation is that 2P-01 IB, P-032D and
P-032E are out-of-service (see Section 1.2 and IV.8).
Figure IV- 13
G-01 Voltage Profile, Plant operating DG Case 2 and study case
DG Case 2-1
G-01 Voltage Profile
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Section IV - EDG Transient Loading Analysis
Figure IV-14
G-01 Frequency Profile, Plant operating DG Case 2 and study case
DG Case 2-1
0-01 Frequency Profile
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Figure IV- 15
G-01 Voltage Profile, Plant operating DG Case 2 and study case
DG Case 2-2
G-01 Voltage Profile
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Section IV - EDG Transient Loading Analysis
Figure IV-16

G-01 Frequency Profile, Plant operating DG Case 2 and study case
DG Case 2-2
G-01 Frequency Profile
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Figure IV- 17
G-01 Voltage Profile, Plant operating DG Case 2 and study case
DG Case 2-3
G-01 Voltage Profile
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Section IV - EDG Transient Loading Analysis
Figure IV- 18
G-01 Frequency Profile, Plant operating DG Case 2 and study case
DG Case 2-3
G-01 Frequency Profile
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Figure IV- 19

G-01 Voltage Profile, Plant operating DG Case 2 and study case
DG Case 2-4
G-01 Voltage Profile
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Section IV - EDG Transient Loading Analysis
Figure IV-20
G-01 Frequency Profile, Plant operating DG Case 2 and study case
DG Case 2-4
G.01 Frequency Profile
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Section IV - EDG Transient Loading Analysis
IV.7.02.3

Figures IV-21 to IV-28 provide a summary of the results of the EDG
transient loading analysis for plant operating condition "DG Case 3." This
case is based on the configuration that G-02 supplies both units A-train
safeguards buses. Unit 2 is in mode 3 due to a unit trip because of a LOCA
and a simultaneous LOOP. Unit I is in mode 6 or defueled and the B03/B04
cross-tie is in service. In this configuration, I B-03 is providing power to
IB-04. Therefore, the require load limitation is that IP-01 lB and P-032C
are out-of-service (see Section 1.2 and IV.8).
Figure IV-21
G-02 Voltage Profile, Plant operating DG Case 3 and study case
DG Case 3-1
G-02 Voltage Profile
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Section IV - EDG Transient Loading Analysis
Figure IV-22
G-02 Frequency Profile, Plant operating DG Case 3 and study case
DG Case 3-1
G-02 Frequency Profile
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Figure IV-23
G-02 Voltage Profile, Plant operating DG Case 3 and study case
DG Case 3-2
G-02 Voltage Profile
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Section IV - EDG Transient Loading Analysis
Figure IV-24
G-02 Frequency Profile, Plant operating DG Case 3 and study case
DG Case 3-2
G-02 Frequency Profile
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Figure IV-25
G-02 Voltage Profile, Plant operating DG Case 3 and study case
DG Case 3-3
G-02 Voltage Profile
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Section IV - EDG Transient Loading Analysis
Figure IV-26
G-02 Frequency Profile, Plant operating DG Case 3 and study case
DG Case 3-3
"-02 Frequency Profile
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Figure IV-27
G-02 Voltage Profile, Plant operating DG Case 3 and study case
DG Case 3-4
G-02 Voltage Profile
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Section IV - EDG Transient Loading Analysis
Figure IV-28
G-02 Frequency Profile, Plant operating DG Case 3 and study case
DG Case 3-4
G-02 Frequency Profile
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Section IV - EDG Transient Loading Analysis
IV.7.02.4

Figures IV-29 to IV-36 provide a summary of the results of the EDG
transient loading analysis for plant operating condition "DG Case 4." This
case is based on the configuration that G-04 supplies both units B-train
safeguards buses. Unit 2 is in mode 3 due to a unit trip because of a LOCA
and a simultaneous LOOP. Unit I is in mode 6 or defueled and the B03/B04
cross-tie is in service. In this configuration, IB-04 is providing power to
1B-03. Therefore, the require load limitation is that IP-01 IA, P-032A and
P-032B are out-of-service (see Section 1.2 and IV.8).
Figure IV-29
G-04 Voltage Profile, Plant operating DG Case 4 and study case
DG Case 4-1
G-04 Voltage Profile
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Section IV - EDG Transient Loading Analysis
Figure IV-30
G-04 Frequency Profile, Plant operating DG Case 4 and study case
DG Case 4-1
G-04 Frequency Profile
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Figure IV-31
G-04 Voltage Profile, Plant operating DG Case 4 and study case
DG Case 4-2
G-04 Voltage Profile
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Section IV - EDG Transient Loading Analysis
Figure IV-32
G-04 Frequency Profile, Plant operating DG Case 4 and study case
DG Case 4-2
G-04 Frequency Profile
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Figure 1V-33
G-04 Voltage Profile, Plant operating DG Case 4 and study case
DG Case 4-3
G-04 Voltage Profle
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Section IV - EDG Transient Loading Analysis
Figure IV-34
G-04 Frequency Profile, Plant operating DG Case 4 and study case
DG Case 4-3
G-04 Frequency Profile
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Figure IV-35
G-04 Voltage Profile, Plant operating DG Case 4 and study case
DG Case 4-4
G-04 Voltage Profile
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Section IV - EDG Transient Loading Analysis
Figure IV-36
G-04 Frequency Profile, Plant operating DG Case 4 and study case
DG Case 4-4
G-04 Frequency Profile
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Section IV - EDG Transient Loading Analysis
IV.7.02.5

Figures IV-37 to IV-44 provide a summary of the results of the EDG
transient loading analysis for plant operating condition "DG Case 5." This
case is based on the configuration that G-01 supplies Unit- 1 A train
safeguards loads and G-02 supplies Unit 2 A train safeguards loads. Unit 1
and Unit 2 are in mode 6 or defueled and the B03/B04 cross-tie is in-service
and a LOOP occurs. Case 5 is evaluating the worst-case response in this
alignment for both Unit I and Unit 2. Therefore, the common loads are
conservatively considered to have a start signal as a result of an opposite
unit event (e.g. SI).
Figure IV-37
G-01 Voltage Profile, Plant operating DG Case 5 and study case
DG Case 5-1
G-01 Voltage Profile
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Section IV - EDG Transient Loading Analysis
Figure IV-38
G-01 Frequency Profile, Plant operating DG Case 5 and study case
DG Case 5-1
0-01 Frequency Profile
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Figure IV-39
G-02 Voltage Profile, Plant operating DG Case 5 and study case
DG Case 5-1
0-02 Voltage Profile
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Figure IV-40
G-02 Frequency Profile, Plant operating DG Case 5 and study case
DG Case 5-1
G-02 Frequency Profile
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Figure IV-41
G-01 Voltage Profile, Plant operating DG Case 5 and study case
DG Case 5-2
0-01 Voltage Profile
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Section IV - EDG Transient Loading Analysis
Figure IV-42
G-01 Frequency Profile, Plant operating DG Case 5 and study case
DG Case 5-2
G-01 Frequency Profile
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Figure IV-43
G-02 Voltage Profile, Plant operating DG Case 5 and study case
DG Case 5-2
G-02 Voltage Profile
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Section IV - EDG Transient Loading Analysis
Figure IV-44
G-02 Frequency Profile, Plant operating DG Case 5 and study case
DG Case 5-2
G-02 Frequency Profile
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Section IV - EDG Transient Loading Analysis
IV.7.02.6

Figures IV-45 to IV-52 provide a summary of the results of the EDG
transient loading analysis for plant operating condition "DG Case 6." This
case is based on the configuration that G-03 supplies Unit 1 B train
safeguards loads and G-04 supplies Unit 2 B train safeguards loads. Unit I
and Unit 2 are in mode 6 or defueled and the B03/B04 cross-tie is in-service
and a LOOP occurs. Case 6 is evaluating the worst-case response in this
alignment for both Unit 1 and Unit 2. Therefore, the common loads are
conservatively considered to have a start signal as a result of an opposite
unit event (e.g. SI).
Figure IV-45
G-03 Voltage Profile, Plant operating DG Case 6 and study case
DG Case 6-1
0-03 Voltage Proflie
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Section IV - EDG Transient Loading Analysis
Figure IV-46
G-03 Frequency Profile, Plant operating DG Case 6 and study case
DG Case 6-1
G-03 Frequency Profile
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Figure IV-47
G-04 Voltage Profile, Plant operating DG Case 6 and study case
DG Case 6-1
G-04 Voltage Profile
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Section IV - EDG Transient Loading Analysis
Figure IV-48
G-04 Frequency Profile, Plant operating DG Case 6 and study case
DG Case 6-1
G-04 Frequency Profile
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G-03 Voltage Profile, Plant operating DG Case 6 and study case
DG Case 6-2
G-03 Voltage Profile
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Section IV - EDG Transient Loading Analysis
Figure IV-50
G-03 Frequency Profile, Plant operating DG Case 6 and study case
DG Case 6-2
0-03 Frequency Profile
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Figure IV-51,
G-04 Voltage Profile, Plant operating DG Case 6 and study case
DG Case 6-2
G-04 Voltage Profile
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Section IV - EDG Transient Loading Analysis
Figure IV-52
G-04 Frequency Profile, Plant operating DG Case 6 and study case
DG Case 6-2
G-04 Frequency Profile
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IV.7.03

EVALUATION OF MOTOR ACCELERATIONS TIMES AND TIME TOLERANCES

A summary of the acceleration times for each individual motor for each plant operating
scenario and associated study cases are provided in Attachment D 1. The following table
provides the worst-case acceleration time for each motor within a given service (SI,
RHR, AFW, SW, CAF, CCW, and CS) by selecting the longest acceleration time from
each motor service based on all the cases.

SI
CCW
RHR
AFW
SW
CAF
CS

Worst Case Acceleration
Time From Model Case Runs
4.34sec
2.22 sec
0.94 sec
2.72 sec
3.11 sec
14.90 sec
2.15 sec

The results show that the acceleration time of the motors meet the requirements and
satisfy Acceptance Criteria IV.3.04.
The following table shows a comparison of the acceleration time of the induction motors
in comparison with the minimum time between the next consecutive sequenced load on
the EDG. The results show that no additional analysis are required because there is no
potential for overlap between the SI, RHR, AFW, and SW motors during the load
sequence. However, there is a potential for overlapping load sequences between the start
of the first and second CAF motor, However, the current analysis already evaluates the

Page 40

40

EDG Voltage and Frequency Profiles From the Evaluation of the Impact on EDG
Transient Loading Analysis Resulting from the AFW and AST Modifications
The following pages present EDG loading profiles from the evaluation of the EDG
transient loading calculation. These profiles include auxiliary feedwater system or
alternative source term modifications.
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EDG Voltage Profile Review
Figures 8-I to 8-2 provide a summary of the results of the HDG transient loading analysis for plant
operating condition "DO Case L." This case is based on the configuration that G-03 supplies both units
B-train safeguards buses, Unit I is in mode 3 due to a unit trip because of a LOCA and a simultaneous
LOOP, Unit 2 is in mode 6 or defueled and the B03/B04 cross-tie is in service, In this configuration, 2B-04
is providing power to 2B-03. The limitations are described in Calculation 2005-0007 for this case. The
operating AFW pump is in the Unit with a LOCA/SI.
Figure 8-1; G-03 Voltage Profile, Plant operating DG Case I and study case DG Case 1-2
0.03 Voltage Profile (DO
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EDG Voltage Profile Review
Figures 8-3 to 8-6 provide a summary of the results of the EDO transient loading analysis for plant
operating condition "DG Case 2." This case is based on the configuration that G-0 I supplies both units
A-train safeguards buses. Unit I is in mode 3 due to a unit trip because of a LOCA and a simultaneous
LOOP. Unit 2 is in mode 6 or defueled and the B03/B04 cross-tie is in service. In this configuration, 213-03
is providing power to 2B-04. The limitations are described in Calculation 2005-0007. The operating AFW
pump is in the Unit without a LOCA/S1.
Figure 8-3: G-01 Voltage Profile, Plant operating DG Case 2 and study case DO Case 2-2
0-01 Voltage Profilo (DO Caso 2-2)
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Figure 8-4: 0-01 Frequency Profile, Plant operating DO Case 2 and study case DO Case 2-2
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EDG Voltage Profile Review
Figure 8-5: G-0I Voltage Profile, Plant operating DG Case 2 and study case DG Case 2-3
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Figure 8-6: 0-01 Frequency Profile, Plant operating DG Case 2 and study case DG Case 2-3
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EDG Voltage Profile Review
Figures 8-7 to 8-8 provide a summary of the results of the EDG transient loading analysis for plant
operating condition "DO Case 3." This case is based on the configuration that 0-02 supplies both units
A-train safeguards buses. Unit 2 is in mode 3 due to a unit trip because of a LOCA and a simultaneous
LOOP. Unit I is in mode 6 or defueled and the B03/B04 cross-tie is in service. In this configuration, 1B-03
is providing power to IB-04. The limitations are described in Calculation 2005-0007. The operating AFW
pump is in the Unit with a LOCA/SI.
Figure 8-7: G-02 Voltage Profile, Plant operating DO Case 3 and study case DO Case 3-2
Case 3-2)
G-02 Voltage Profile (DOG
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Fieure 8-8: G-02 Frequency Profile, Plant operating DO Case 3 and study case DO Case 3-2
0-02 Frequenoy Profile (DG Case 3-2)
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EDG Voltage Profile Review
Figures 8-9 to 8-12 provide a summary of the results of the EDG transient loading analysis for plant
operating condition "DO Case 4." This case is based on the configuration that G-04 supplies both units
B-train safeguards buses, Unit 2 is in mode 3 due to a unit trip because of a LOCA and a simultaneous
LOOP. Unit I is in mode 6 or defueled and the B03/B04 cross-tie is in service. In this configuration, IB-04
is providing power to I B-03. The limitations are described in Calculation 2005-0007. The operating AFW
pump is in the Unit without a LOCA/SI,
Figure 8-9: G-04 Voltage Profile, Plant operating DG Case 4 and study case Do Case 4-2
0-04 Voltage Profile (DO Case 4-2)
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Figure 8-10: G-04 Frequency Profile, Plant operating DO Case 4 and study case DG Case 4-2
04 Frequenoy Profile (DO Case 4-2)
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EDG Voltage Profile Review
Figure 8-11: G-04 Voltage Profile, Plant operating DG Case 4 and study case DO Case 4-3
0-04 Voltage Profile (OGCase 4.3)
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Calculation 2008-0014
Ampacity of AFW Pump Power Cables Routed in Conduit

1.0

Purpose and Scope
The purpose of this calculation is to determine the ampacity of AFW Pump Power cables
ZB1A83-A and ZC2A68-A routed in conduit. The cables supply electric power from 4160-V
Switchgear 1A06 and 2A05 to Motor Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps (MDAFWP) 1P-53 and
2P-53, respectively. The conduits containing the fore-mentioned cables will be firewrapped. This
calculation shall demonstrate the acceptability of these cables' ampacltles with the deratlng
caused by addition of the fire wrap. The addition of the fire wrap may be necessary to resolve a
potential Appendix R condition that was previously documented in AIR 01131517 (Reference
8.2,4). As a result of this potential condition, a fire was postulated to spread between two fire
zones, The Installation of the fire wrap on the conduits will aid in the resolution of the potential
condition documented In the A/R and will prevent any additional Appendix R Issues.

2.0

Lnu
2.1

Ampaclty Input Data
2.1.1. Conduit Ampacity Methodology Inputs
2.1.1.1.

The base standard for development of the methodology for allowable
ampacity Is based on Article 310 of the National Electrical Code- Version
1965 (Reference 8.3,1).

2.1.1.2.

Base Ampacity data Is taken from Tables 310-12 and 310-14 of the code
(Reference 8.3.1). These tables have been replicated In Attachment A to
this calculation.

2.1.1.3.

Correction factors for multiple conductors are taken from Note 8 to tables
310-12 through Table 310-15 of the code (Reference 8.3.1).
Correction factors for fire wrap addition are taken from NPC 2004-00619

2,1.1.4.

(Reference 8.2.7).
2.2

Required Ampacity Methodoloqy Input
The following Information is used to determine the required ampacity and the required
protective device settings for a given cable. This Information is referenced In the
Methodology section 4.2.
2.2,1. Load Types
Reference 8.2.2 is used to provide a general description of the load types present at Point
Beach. Section 8.0.1 of Reference 8.2.2 also provides that consideration of load required
ampacity is a requirement of the station.
2.2.2. Load Requirements
Reference 8.3.1 was used to provide the requirements for sizing of a cable relative to
current carrying capacity.
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3.0

Assumptions
3.1

Unvalldated Assumptions
None

3.2

Validated Assumptions
None
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Ampacity of AFW Pump Power Cables Routed in Conduit

5.0

Acceptance Criteria
The Derated Ampacity (DA) of a cable in the worst case routing segment shall be 125% greater
than the Required Ampacity of the cable (Reference 8.2.2, Section 8.0.1).
Motor current at nominal voltage of 4160V is 43 A. At 90% degraded voltage the motor amps is
47.8 A.
The required ampacity is motor rated full load amperes x 1.25, or 47.8 A x 1.25 = 59,75 A. This
required ampaclty is calculated at reduced voltage conditions.

6.0

Calculation
Cable ZB1A83-A is routed from Vital SwItchgear 1A06 to the existing P38A Room to the new
Motor-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Room for 1P53 and cable ZC2A68-A is routed from Vital
Switchgear 2A05 through the P38B Room to the new Motor-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump
Room 2P53. This calculation determines the ampacity values for a room ambient temperature of
40'C per Reference 8.2.3.
6.1

Cable ZB1A83-A for IP-053
Cable ZB1A83-A Is a 3-1/C # 4/0 AWG 8-kV, copper, 90"C rated cable run in a 4" conduit.
Per Reference 8.3.1, the base ampacity for 4/0 AWG cable is 211.5 A (based on 235 A
times 0.9 for 400C ambient).
Since cable ZBIA83-A has 3 conductors in one conduit, ADF

Muliple

Conductors= 1.0.

Due to the Installation of the 3M fire wrap, ADFcodulkFire wrap = 0.859.
The conduits to be analyzed have fire stops installed, so

ADFCondult Fire Stop

=0.78,

The cable ampacity is:
A = 211.5 * 1.0 * 0.859 * 0.78 = 142 A

Based upon a review of Final Test Report for 350 HP Motors (Reference 8.2.8) at rating
4160V, the required ampacity for cable ZBIA83-A is 59.75 A, so the cable ampacity is
acceptable.
6.2

Cable ZC2A68-A for 2P-053
Cable ZC2A68-A Is a 3-1/C # 4/0 AWG 8-kV, copper, 90'C rated cable run in a 4" conduit.
Per Reference 8.3.1, the base ampacity for 4/0 AWG cable is 211.5 A (based on 235 A
times 0.9 for 400C ambient).
Since cable ZC2A68-A has 3 conductors in one conduit, ADF Multiple Conductors = 1.0.
Due to the installation of the 3M fire wrap,

ADFcondul Fire Wrap = 0,859.

The conduit to be analyzed have fire stops Installed, so ADFcondult FirrStop = 0.78.
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The cable ampacity is:
A = 211.5

*

1.0 * 0.859

0.78 = 142 A

Based upon a review of Final Test Report for 350 HP Motors (Reference 8.2.8) at rating
4160V, the required ampacity for cable ZC2A68-A is 59.75 A, so the cable ampacity is
acceptable.
7.0

Results and Conclusions
The cable ampacities for cables ZB1A83-A and ZC2A68-A are acceptable when their conduits
have been wrapped with a 3-hour barrier. The operating conditions associated with the cables
and the cable and raceway routes through the Vital Switchgear, PAB and Auxiliary Feedwater
pump room have resulted In acceptable cable ampacity and room temperature has been deemed
acceptable. The fire wrap will aid In resolving potential Appendix R issues associated with the
cables.
This calculation has evaluated the anticipated maximum operating ampere load of the connected
motor loads at degraded voltage conditions, and the ambient temperature room environments In
which they are installed. The results of this ampacity calculation demonstrate that cables have
adequate ampacity. The fire wrap can aid In resolving potential Appendix R issues associated
with the cables and raceway routing.
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Calculation 2004-0009

1

Purpose
The purpose of this calculation is to determine the adequacy of the overcurrent relay settings
arid fuse sizes in providing coordination and protection for the 13.8 kV and 4.16 kV systems at
Point Beach Nuclear Plant (PBNP). The protection of motors, transformers, and associated
cables (within the scope of this calculation), Is included in the adequacy review.

I Purpose
The purpose of this calculation minor revision is to Incorporate load changes into
Base Calculation 2004-0009 resulting from modification EC 13401 and EC 13406.
These modifications add MDAFW (Motor Driven Auxiliary Feedwater) Pumps 1 P-53
and 2P-53 to 4.16kV sources.
Minor Revision 2004-0009-002-A (Reference 8.2.4) and Minor Revision 2004-0009002-B (Reference 8,25) have been reviewed and the modifications as described
above have been determined to not impact this minor revision.
The calculation minor revision will update Attachment A (Protection and
Coordination Plots), Attachment B (relay setting calculations), Attachment C
(tabulation of relay settings) and Attachme.nt ID(applicable references), A '
description of the modification Implemented in this minor revision Is as follows:

1.2

scope
The scope of this calculation is limited to the review of the overcurrent relaying coordination
and protection provided for the 13.8 kV and 4.16 kV buses. Review of all overcurrent relay
settings and fuse sizes associated with the feeder, source, and bus tie breakers of the 13.8 kV
Buses H - 01, H - 02, H - 03, H - 08, H - 09 and H - 504, and of the 4.16 kV Buses 1A - 01,
1A - 02, 1A - 03, 1A - 04, 1A - 05, 1A - 06, 1A - 07, 2A - 01, 2A - 02, 2A - 03, 2A - 04, 2A - 05,
2A - 06 and 2A - 07 is Included in the scope of this calculation. In addition, the review of thb
settings for the overcurrent relays on the high side of the UATs and HVSATs is also included
In the scope of this calculation.
EC 13401
This modification adds MDAFW Pump 2P-53 to 4.16 kV Bus 2A-05. New CTs
and relaying are also added.
The following electrical loads were added to power sources by these
modifications:
1.1.1. Added Load - MDAFW Pump 2P-53 to 4.16 kV Bus 2A-05 Breaker
2A52-68
1.1.2. The following protective devices were provided for pump 2P-53
and Relaying associated with 2P-53 addition:

-

CT

1.1.2.1. 2A52-68 New 100/5 CTs associated with 2P-53 Phase
Overcurrent Relay
1.1.2.2. New West, COM-5 51/50A,BC/A52-68 Phase Overcurrent
Relay
1.1.2.3. New 2A52-68 GCT associated . with 2P-053 Ground
Overcurrent Relay
1.1.2,4, New West. ITH 5OG/A52-68 Ground Overcurrent Relay
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EC 13406
This modification adds MDAFW Pump 1P-53 to 4.16 WV Bus 1A-06. New CTs
and relaying are also added,
The following electrical loads were added to power sources by these
modifications:
1.2.1.

Added Load - MDAFW Pump IP-53 to 4.16 kV Bus IA-06 Breaker
IA52-83

1.2.2. The following protective devices were provided for pump IP-53 - CT
and Relaying associated with 1P-53 addition:
1.2.2.1.

1A52-83 New 100/5, CT's associaled with
Overcurrent Relays

IP-53 Phase

1.2,2.2. New ABB 51Y/A53-83 Phase Overcurrent Relay
1.2,2.3. New ABB 501J/A52-83 Phase Overcurrent Relay
1.2.2.4. New ABB 49/A52-83 Phase Overcurrent Relay
1,225. New tA52.83 GCT
Overcurrent Relay

associated

with

IP-53

Ground

1,2,2,6, New ABB GKT/A52-83 Ground Overcurrent Relay
2.

Deslign Inputs
The following design Inputs and revision to the existing Inputs In the Base
Calculation are required for the relay setting calculations:
2.1.

Section 6.0 of Base Calculation. 2004-0009 (Reference 8.2.1) will be revised to
read as follows:
"The motor rated voltage for all medium voltage motors except the circulating
water pump motors and the MDAFW pumps Is 4000 V. The motor rated
voltage fqr the circulating water pump motors (5,2.1) and the MDAFW pump
motors (5,8.15 and 5,8.16) are 4160V."
"The Westinghouse CO - 5, COM - 5, CO - 6, C0 - 8, COV - 8, CO - 9 and ITH
relays are
electromechanical (5.5.1, 5.5.6). The ABB (BBC) ITE - 51L, and the ABB 49,
50D, 51E, 61L, 61Y and GKT relays are static (5.5.2)."
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2.2. Section 6.11 of Base Calculation 2004-0009 (Reference 8.2.1) will be revised
in the following manner to add a line Item to the existing table for motor
data/relaying associated with MDAFW Pumps 2P-53:
Service

Cubicle
No,

Hp,
RVA, or
MVA

Circuit
FLC

or
2000 hr

Motor
Driven
Auxli.ary
Feedwater
Pump
2P-53

2A52 68

rating,

,X'dV,Xdv,

power

T", T'd,
I%

360 hp
(5.8.1

fdotorIF,

43 A

(5.8.15)

Xfmr Z,
Tap,
Seconder
y
Voltage,
Winding
Connect

Circuit
LRC,
Safe Slall,
Starting
Time
or
X-dY

5,58 x 43A

f',t. ',,

. 100A
(6.8.15)
,
VHD

-239.94A,
(,8,15)
24 sec for
Hot Stall,
25 sec for

i.

-

,;1

i.•4,:,
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"COM-5
289B355A12
Tap 2.3 (2
TD '-HD Int
4.
Inst 4,

) .,4

76.9%V
and 100%
Load,

(5.8.15)

Time Tol. t

90)

time at

NA

Phase
Overcurrent
Relays,
Type,
Style #,
Existing
Settings,

Inst 24 (20-

.

Cold Stall,
3 sac start

Phase
CT
Ratio

541

.

Cable Size/
Rated &
Short CJrcuit
Teorperalur
as/
Conductor
Material

3-1/C-410
AWVG,
,90& 200
it
CConduit,
Tray
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2.3. Section 6.6 of Base Calculation 2004-0009 will be revised in the following
manner to add a line item to the existing table for motor data/relayIng
associated with MDAFW Pump 1P-53:
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2.4.

Section 6.24 of Base Calculation 2004-0009 will be revised to read as follows:
"The Motor Acceleration Curve Data for the new 4,16 kV MDAFW Pump is
shown in Engineering Changes EC 13401 and EC 13406 (5.8.15 and 5.8.16)'.

2.5. Section 6.26 of Base Calculation 2004-0009 will be revised to add a sentence
which reads as follows:
"The relay manufacturers for MDAFW Pumps 1P.-53 and 2P-53 as listed in
Attachment C are taken from References (5.8.15 and 5.8.16)",
2.6.

Section 6.32 of Base Calculation 2004-0009 will be revised to include line
Items to read as follows:
Test Upper
Limit
(+4%)

Relay

Test Time
(3x)

Test Lower
Limit
(4%)

j5,8.15)

{5.8,15)
MDAFW Pump
2P-53
51/50A,B,C/A52-68
COM - 5
MDAFW Pump
51Y/A52-83
1P-53

Source

21.9s

20.9s

19.9 a

Minor Revision 20040009-002-E
Plot A57

6.1 s

5.8 s

5.5 s

Minor Revision 20040009-002-E
Plot A68

50D/A62-83
49/A52-83
2.7. Section 6.34 of Base Calculation 2004-0009 will be revised to include the
following statement regarding the MDAFW Pumps 1P-53 and 2P-53:
"The MDAFW Pumps 1P-53 and 2P-53 are classified as safety-related. Per
EC 13401 and EC 13406 (5.8.15 and 5.8.16)."
3.

Assumptions
3.1.

Validated Assumptions
Our review of the base calculation validated assumptions indicate that none
have an adverse effect on this minor calculation revision.

3.2. Unvalldated Assumptions
There are no unvalidated assumptions associated with this calculation minor
revision.
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5.

Acceptance Criteria
5.1. Acceptance criteria 3.1,1, 3.1.2, 3.2.1, 3.2.3, 3.2.4 and 3.2.5 of the Base
Calculation 2004-0009 for relay settings were used in this calculation minor
revision.
3.1

General Criteria

3.1,1

The motor overcurrent relay high set instantaneous overcurrent element setting must be high
enough to prevent spurious trips of the instantaneous element on motor starting. See Section
2.1.3.4 of this calculation.

3.1.2

The motor time overcurrent relay time dial setting must be selected to prevent a spurious trip
of the time overcurrent unit during motor starting. See Sections 2.1.3.5 through 2.1.3.8 of this
calculation.

3.1.3

The time overcurrent pickup of the transformer feeder high side relay must not exceed the
maximum value of 400 % of the transformer self cooled rating indicated by the National
Electrical Code (5.1.14).
The rating of a transformer high side fuse must not exceed the maximum value of 300 % of
the transformer self cooled rating indicated by the National Electrical Code (5.1.14). See
Section 2.1.4.1 of this calculation.

3.1.4

The time - current curve for a transformer high side overcurrent relay (or fuse), should
generally lie below the transformer's adjusted short circuit withstand curve. Some crossover in
the overload region Is permissible, See Section 2.1.4,8 of this calculation.

3.1.5

The time - current curve for a relay at a normal or alternate feed breaker for a medium voltage
bus must be selected so that the relay curve lies below the upstream transformer's short
circuit withstand capability curve. See Section 2.1.4.9 of this calculation.

3.1.6

A transformer high side relay instantaneous pickup setting, or high side fuse rating, must be
high enough to avoid tripping the transformer during energization. See Section 2.1.4.5 of this
calculation.

3.1.7

The diesel generator and gas turbine generator overcurrent relays must eventually trip for a
short circuit fed from the generator when the rapid decay of short circuit current from a
generator is accounted for. See Section 12,3.3 of IEEE 242 - 2001 (5.1.1}.

3.1.8

The diesel generator and gas turbine generator overcurrent relays must provide short circuit
protection for the generator. See Section 12.5.3 of IEEE 242 - 2001 f5.1.1).

3.1.9

The pickup of the phase overcurrent relay at the main breaker for a bus, or at the tie breaker
between two buses, must be set high enough to carry the maximum load. See Section 2.1.6.1
of this calculation.
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3.2

Licensinoq Related Criteria

3.2.1

Protective devices for all 4160 V and 480 V load center (switchgear) feeders shall coordinate
with the applicable source protective device {5.1.12}.
For the 13.8 kV system, all load breaker relays shall coordinate with the relays for the
Incoming feeds from the HVSATs. This criterion satisfies the FSAR requirement {5.1.13) that
a single fault will not result in a loss of power to both units.
Full coordination Is not required between two protective devices In a single series path (for
example, at opposite ends of a cable, or on the primary and secondary of a transformer),
where opening either breaker or fuse results in the loss of the same load. Both devices must
coordinate with all upstream and downstream protective devices.
An additional requirement for the setting of the bus normal feed, alternate feed, or tie breaker
phase overcurrent relay is the following. The bus relay must not operate before the motor
overcurrent relay, when the largest motor on the bus has started, and Is accelerating to rated
speed, while the bus is fully loaded f5.1.8).

3.2.2

In order to avoid tripping a transformer high side relay for a low side fault, the instantaneous
pickup must be set above the maximum value of the transformer through fault current.
Alternatively, a definite time delay can be used to allow the short circuit current dc offset to
decay before relay actuation. See Sections 2.1.4.2 and 2.1.4.3 of this calculation. This
requirement Is necessary to ensure coordination between the 480 V load center swltchgear
breakers and the transformer high side relays, as Indicated In Section 3.2.1.

3.2.3

The protective devices are required to provide short circuit protection for both the safety related and non - safety - related feeder cables, and the containment penetrations. The
protective device curve must lie below the thermal damage curve of the cable on the
coordination plot {5.1.11).
If the cable is downstream of the protective device, then the damage curve must be based on
the capability of only one conductor per phase of a multi - conductor feed. If the cable is
upstream of the protective device, then the capability should be based on the capability of all
of the conductors in a multi - conductor feed. See Section 2.1.5.2.

3.2.4

The settings for safety - related motor overcurrent relaysshall be established to allow the
motor to start throughout its allowable voltage range to support its safety - related design
function as discussed In the FSAR {5.1.9, 5.1.10}.

3.2.5

The relay settings must satisfy the Appendix R coordination requirements for associated
circuits with common power supplies. For the 13.8 kV and 4.16 kV buses which supply safe shutdown loads (see Section 1.2), the feeder protective devices for non - safe - shutdown
loads are required to coordinate with the source protective device. The feeder protective
devices for safe - shutdown loads are also required to coordinate with the source protective
device If multiple safe shutdown loads fed from one source are credited for different fire areas,
or are fed from cables which are run through different fire areas (5.8.1 & 5.8.2).

3.2.6

The overcurrent relays for the safety injection pump motors must coordinate with the
overcurrent relays for the diesel generators. This criterion Is one specific result of the
Appendix R coordination requirements (5.8.1 & 5.8.2).

3.2.7

The safety injection pump motor 1P - 015A overcurrent relay must coordinate with the
upstream Bus 1A - 03 protective devices. This criterion Is one specific result of the Appendix
R coordination requirements. Note that the overcurrent relays for safety injection pump
motors 1P - 015B, 2P - 015A and 2P - 015B are not required to coordinate for Appendix R
because the upstream supply Is not a credited safe shutdown power supply (5.8.1, 5.8.2).
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4.0

Assumptions

4.1

Unvalidated Assumptions

4.1.1

None

4.2

Validated Assumptions

4.2.1

It is assumed, when the conductor material type is not available, that the conductor material is
copper.
This assumption Is justified in that a review of CARDS (5.8.3), field walkdowns,
Basis:
and cable specifications {5.8.6, 5.8.7, 5.8.8) shows that the majority of cables used at PBNP
are copper. Therefore, this assumption is reasonable.

4.2.2

It is assumed for generator G - 05, that the ratio of IF/ IFg, which Is the ratio of field current with
voltage regulator action included, to the field currrent at no load, Is in the range from a
minimum of 1.25 to a maximum of 1.8.
See Table 7.2 of "Power System Control and Stability" (5.9.41. This table
Basis:
provides typical exciter ceiling voltages for various exciter response ratios. The sustained
(steady state) fault current Is proportional to the ratio of the maximum exciter voltage to the
nominal exciter voltage. Therefore IF/ IFg Is equivalent to the per unit exciter ceiling voltage.
The excitation for Generator G - 05 Is provided by a small shaft - driven dc generator, and no
SCR's are provided. Therefore Itcan be concluded that this generator has a conventional
exciter (5.3.14).
The relay action will be evaluated for the two extreme values of 1.25 and 1.8 provided for
conventional exciters.

4.2.3

It is assumed that emergency diesel generators G - 01, G - 02, G - 03 and G - 04, the gas
turbine generator G - 05, and main generators 1TG - 01 and 2TG - 01 will have a maximum
pre-fault voltage of 105 % of rated voltage.
Procedure OP 2A, "Normal Power Operation", Attachment H "345 kV Voltage
Basis:
Control", (5,11.17} indicates that the maximum operating voltage of the 19 kV main generator
is 19.9 kV, or 104.7 % of 19 kV.
Procedure Of 110, "Gas Turbine Operation", Section 3.25, (5.11.181 Indicates that the
maximum operating voltage of the 13.8 kV gas turbine generator is 14.4 kV, or 104.3 % of
13.8 kV.
Procedures AOP - 22, Unit 1 (5,11.19), and AOP - 22, Unit 2 {5.11.20), indicate that the
maximum operating voltage of the emergency diesel generators is 4300 V, or 103.4 % of
4160 V.
NEMA MG 1 (5.1.15), states that the maximum continuous voltage rating for synchronous
generators is 105 % of rated voltage.
It is conservative to model the generators at their maximum voltage to establish the maximum
fault current for the time current curves.
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4.2.4

It is assumed that:
1) The motor acceleration and thermal limit curve SGV0421824 (given on page 4 of
Attachment C of Calculation 2001 - 0033 {5.2.1}), for operation starting from the motor rated
temperature, applies to the steam generator feedwater pump motor with serial number
L&M77P319, which is not listed on the data sheet, as well as to the four motors which are
listed on the data sheet (serial numbers L&M77P320, L&M77P321, L&M77P322 and
1S84P737).
2) The motor acceleration and thermal limit curve SGV0421823 (given on page 5 of
Attachment C of calculation 2001 - 0033 (5.2.1)), for operation starting from the ambient
temperature, applies to the steam generator feedwater pump motor with serial number
L&M77P319, which Is not listed on the data sheet, as well as to the four motors which are
listed on the data sheet (serial numbers L&M77P320, L&M77P321, L&M77P322 and
1S84P737).
The nameplate data for the steam generator feedwater pump motor with serial
Basis:
number L&M77P319 is the same as the nameplate data for the motors with serial numbers
L&M77P320, L&M77P321 and L&M77P322. All 5 motors were purchased and manufactured
at approximately the same time.

4.2.5

It is assumed that generators G - 01, G - 02, G - 03, G - 04 and G - 05 are able to thermally
withstand 3 times rated current for 10 seconds.
In "Application Aspects of Generator and Excitation System for Process Plants",
Basis:
it is stated that "Another Important criterion to be applied to the generator and excitation
system is that they must deliver a sustained short circuit current of 3.0 per unit for 10 seconds"
(5.9.6, page 704).
Paragraph MG 1 - 22.41, "Maximum Momentary Overloads", of NEMA Standard MG 1 - 1966
(5.1.15), specifies that a synchronous generator shall be capable of carrying 150 % of rated
current for 1 minute. The value of 150 % for 1 minute corresponds to an 12t capability of
135 (per unit current) 2 seconds.
MG 1 - 1987 {5.1.16) specifies that a synchronous generator with a speed greater than
1800 rpm shall be capable of carrying 130 % of rated current for 1 minute. The requirement of
150 % of rated current for 1800 rpm or less is retained from the 1966 standard. The
generators G - 03 and G - 04 have a speed of 900 rpm (5.2.1).
2
Utilizing the capability of three times rated current for 10 seconds, corresponding to an 1t
2
capability of 90 (per unit current) seconds, is therefore conservative with respect to the
industry standards for thermal capability.

4.2.6

It is assumed that the taps for non - safety related transformers X - 27, X - 48, X - 500, X - 07,
X - 704, XL - 45 and XL - 46 are set to their nominal tap position.
Similar transformers in the system are set between 0% (nominal) and +5% of the
Basis:
transformer primary voltage, which would provide a voltage reduction on the secondary side.
Therefore, It is conservative to assume the transformer tap settings are set at their nominal tap
position because this would provide a higher pre-fault voltage and provide the worst-case fault
current on the secondary side of the transformer.
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4.2.7

It is assumed for the purposes of this calculation that the UATs use a tap setting
corresponding to a 5 % boost of the secondary side voltage (corresponding to 95 % of the
primary turns).
Basis:
The UAT primary side current Is equal to the UAT secondary side current divided
by the turns ratio of primary to secondary voltage. The maximum secondary side voltage
boost for the UAT will result In the lowest turns ratio, and therefore the highest UAT primary
side current for the same UAT secondary side current. The maximum secondary side voltage
boost will therefore result in the fastest operating time for the UAT high side relay, and
therefore the minimum coordination time with the low side bus feed relay, and is therefore
conservative.
The maximum through fault current is reduced If the boost Is reduced, since the secondary
side prefault voltage will be lower.
It should be noted that the purpose of this assumption is to justify not revising this calculation
for a change In the UAT tap setting if in the future the boost of 5 % is reduced.

4.2.8

It is assumed that the negative timing tolerance of the CO - 9 relay for the feed to transformers
X - 65, X - 66 and X - 72 is 20 %,
Basis:
The other CO - 9 relays at the H Buses have positive and negative timing
tolerance magnitudes of about 5 %. See Sections lao, lap and laq of Attachment B.
Therefore it Is conservative to use a value of 20 % for the relay timing tolerance in order to
evaluate the coordinating time interval.
The A/R No. 01039716 has been written to develop a relay calibration sheet for the relays 51 /
50 A,B,C / H52 - 23. This relay calibration sheet will Incorporate a new timing tolerance
magnitude of 5 %.

4.2.9

It Is assumed that the Instantaneous settings of 480 V breakers PP - 30 Main, PP - 35 Main
and BOO - 511A are at the maximum value of 10 X.
Basis:
Since these breakers are downstream devices In the coordination plots, a
maximum value will result in a minimum coordination margin, and is therefore conservative.

4.2.10

It Is assumed for transformers X - 07 and X - 704 that the transformer impedance is equivalent
to the typical value stored In the ETAP library.
Basis:
The typical transformer parameters In the ETAP library have been derived from
accepted industry standards for power transformers. The slight difference between the actual
and the typical values will not affect the results and conclusions of the calculations.

4.2.11

It is assumed that the generators G - 01, G - 02, G - 03 and G - 04 have a minimum operating
voltage of 4050 V. This assumption is used to calculate the minimum decrement current
without field forcing, and the minimum sustained field forcing current.
Basis: The procedures AOP - 22 for unit 1 and AOP - 22 for unit 2 Indicate that the minimum
operating voltage for the generators G - 01, G - 02, G - 03 and G - 04 is 4050 V (5.11.19,
5.11.20}.
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4.2.12

It is assumed that the generator G - 05 has a minimum operating voltage of 13800 V. This
assumption Is used to calculate the minimum decrement current without field forcing, and the
minimum sustained field forcing current.
The procedure 01 110 indicates that the minimum operating voltage for the
Basis:
generator G - 05 Is 13800 V {5.11.18}.

4.2.13

It is assumed that the generators G - 01, G - 02, G - 03, G - 04 and G - 05 are operating
unloaded at the time of a short circuit without field forcing.
Basis:
If the generator is operating unloaded, the voltages behind the subtransient and
transient reactances will be minimum values for a given terminal voltage, resulting In minimum
subtransient and transient components of fault current. The steady state component of the
fault current will also be a minimum value since the field current will be equal to the no load
field current for the given terminal voltage. The steady state component of the current will
then be equal to the terminal voltage divided by the synchronous reactance. See
Section 2.1.7.

4.2.14

It is assumed that the maximum load fed by the HVSAT is 62 MVA. This assumption is used
to evaluate the adequacy of the pickup of the HVSAT low side overcurrent relay when one of
the HVSATs is out of service. See Section 2.1.6.1.
There Is no calculation available which determines the maximum loading of the
Basis:
HVSATs 1X - 03 and 2X - 03 when one of the transformers Is out of service (tracked under
Action Item 00458756). Attachments B (measured load) and D (connected load) of
Calculation 2004 -0001 {5.2.2}, are therefore used to estimate the maximum load for most of
the plant services. The transformer rating is used for transformers X - 704, X - 45, XL - 45 and
XL - 46.
As described In the basis for the assumption in Section 4.1.20 of Calculation 2004 - 0001
{5.2.2}, the measured values represent the normal running condition of both units at PBNP.
The maximum measured values were used to provide the highest loading based on actual
plant operating experience,
It is reasonable to expect that the measurements provide a conservative value of the total load
during actual plant operation due to the large number of readings taken throughout the year
(approximately 80 measurements between March and August plus one measurement for the
month of November). Although some Individual services may have a higher maximum load
which has not been recorded in the measurements, the total load will not be greater since the
maximum loads for all services will not occur at the same time.
Additional conservatism is provided by using the full connected load or nameplate rating with
no demand factor for transformers where no measurements are available,
The load magnitudes are conservatively summed together without taking into account the load
power factors.
The maximum load is determined for the condition when both units are operating in Mode 1.
The accident loads are not considered. Ignoring the accident loads is acceptable for this
analysis since the steam generator feedwater pumps are tripped on a safety injection signal.
See Section 6.4.03 of Calculation 2004 - 0001 {5.2.2}, The total load of the two 5000 hp
steam generator feedwater pumps for a unit Is greater than the accident load.
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Bus

Breaker

Service

Load

H - 01

H52 - 11

Transformer
X- 08

831 kVA

2004 - 0001, Section 4.1.20, {5.2.2}

H - 01

H52 - 14

Transformer
X - 48

413 kVA

2004 - 0001, Attachment B, page 3,
Maximum Peak, (5.2.2)

H -01

H52 - 16

Transformer
X - 27

789 kVA

2004 - 0001, Attachment B, page 3,
Maximum Peak, (5.2.2)

H - 01

H - 504 02B

Transformer
X - 500

127 kVA

2004 - 0001, Attachment D, page 61,
Connected {5.2.2}

IA - 01

1A52 - 02

Station
Service
Transformer
IX- 11

790 kVA

2004 - 0001, Attachment B, page 1
Maximum, (5.2.2)

1A - 01

1A52 - 04

Reactor
Coolant
Pump IP001A

4394 kVA

2004 - 0001, Attachment B, page 1
Maximum, (5.2.2)

IA-01

1A52 - 05

Steam
Generator
Feedwater
Pump 1P 028A

4198 kVA

2004 - 0001, Attachment B, page 1
Maximum, (5.2.2)

1A

-

01

1A52 - 06

Circulating
Water Pump
IP - 030A

1746 kVA

2004 - 0001, Attachment B, page 1
Maximum, (5.2.2)

1A

-

01

1A52 - 07

Condensate
Pump 1P 025A

946 kVA

2004 - 0001, Attachment B, page 1
Maximum, J5.2.2)
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Bus

Breaker

Service

Load

IA - 01

1A52 - 08

Heater Drain
Pump 1P 027A

339 kVA

Basis

2004 - 0001', Attachment B, page 1

Maximum, {5.2.2}

01

1A52 - 09

Heater Drain
Pump 1P 027C

344 kVA

2004 - 0001, Attachment B, page 1
Maximum, (5.2.21

1A - 05

1A52 - 58

Station
Service
Transformer
1X-13

1349 kVA

2004 - 0001, Attachment B, page 2
Maximum, {5.2.2}

1A - 02

1A52 - 10

Heater Drain
Pump 1P 027B

341 kVA

2004 - 0001, Attachment B, page 1
Maximum, (5.2,2)

IA - 02

1A52 - 11

Condensate
Pump 1P 025B

940 kVA

2004 - 0001, Attachment B, page 1
Maximum, (5.2.2)

1A - 02

1A52 - 12

Circulating
Water Pump
1P - 030B

1862 kVA

2004 - 0001, Attachment B, page 1
Maximum, (5.2.2)

IA - 02

1A52 - 13

Steam
Generator
Feedwater

4196 kVA

2004 - 0001, Attachment B, page 1
Maximum, (5.2.2)

4431 kVA

2004 - 0001, Attachment B, page 1
Maximum, (5.2.2)

643 kVA

2004 - 0001, Attachment B, page 1
Maximum, (5.2.2)

1A

-

Pump IP 028B

1A - 02

1A52 - 14

Reactor
Coolant

Pump 1P 001B

1A - 02

1A52 - 15

Station
Service
Transformer
1X- 12
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Basis

Bus

Breaker

Service

Load

1A- 06

1A52 - 84

Station
Service
Transformer
IX- 14

1070 kVA

2004 - 0001, Attachment B, page 2
Maximum, {5.2.2}

1A - 06

1A52 - 81

Station

129 kVA

2004 - 0001, Attachment B, page 2

Maximum, (5.2.2)

Service
Transformer
1X - 06

1A - 04

1A52 - 53

Transformer

300 kVA

H - 02

H52 - 23

Transformer Rating

(5.2.2)

X- 704
Transformer
X-45

75 kVA

Transformer Rating
(5.2.2}
(5.2.1, p416)

Transformers
X - 65, X - 66

785 kVA

2004 - 0001, Attachment B, page 3
Maximum Peak, {5.2.2)

50 kVA

Transformer Rating (5.2.1, page 138)

347 kVA

2004 - 0001, Attachment B, page 1
Maximum, {5.2.2)

346 kVA

2004 - 0001, Attachment B, page 1

&X -72
H - 02

H29 - 24

Transformer
XL - 45

2A - 01

2A52 - 19

Heater Drain
Pump 2P -

027C
2A - 01

2A52 - 20

Heater Drain

Maximum, {5.2.2}

Pump 2P -

027A
2A - 01

2A52 - 21

964 kVA

2004 - 0001, Attachment B, page 1
Maximum, (5.2.2)

1927 kVA

2004 - 0001, Attachment B, page 1
Maximum, (5.2.2)

Condensate
Pump 2P -

025A
2A - 01

2A52 - 22

Circulating
Water Pump
2P - 030A
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Basis

Bus

Breaker

Service

Load

2A - 01

2A52 - 23

Steam
Generator
Feedwater

4105 kVA

2004 - 0001, Attachment B, page 1
Maximum, f5.2.2)

Reactor
Coolant
Pump 2PO01A

4394 kVA

2004 - 0001, Attachment B, page 1
Maximum, (5.2.2)

Station

788 kVA

2004 - 0001, Attachment B, page 1

Pump 2P

-

028A
2A - 01

2A52 - 24

2A - 01

2A52 - 25

Maximum, (5.2.2)

Service
Transformer
2X - 11

2A - 05

2A52 - 75

Station

1055 kVA

2004 - 0001, Attachment B, page 2

Maximum, {5.2.2}

Service
Transformer
2X - 13

2A - 02

2A52 - 28

920 kVA

Station

2004 - 0001, Attachment B, page 2

Maximum, (5.2.2)

Service
Transformer
2X - 12

2A - 02

2A52 - 29

Reactor

4332 kVA

2A - 02

2A52 - 30

Steam

4223 kVA

2A52 - 31

Circulating
Water Pump

2004 - 0001, Attachment B, page 2

Maximum, (5.2.2)

Generator
Feedwater
Pump 2P 028B
2A - 02

2004 - 0001, Attachment B, page 2

Maximum, (5.2.2)

Coolant
Pump 2P001B

1864 kVA

2P - 030B
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Bus

Breaker

Service

Load

2A - 02

2A52 - 32

Condensate
Pump 2P 025B

942 RVA

2004 - 0001, Attachment B, page 2
Maximum, {5.2.2)

2A - 02

2A52 - 33

Heater Drain
Pump 2P 027B

381 WVA

2004 - 0001, Attachment B, page 2
Maximum, {5.2.2)

2A - 06

2A52 - 89

Station
Service
Transformer
2X- 14

1476 kVA

2004 - 0001, Attachment B, page 2
Maximum, {5.2.2)

2A - 06

2A52 - 92

Station
Service
Transformer
2X - 06

129 kVA

2004 - 0001, Attachment B, page 2
Maximum (by a review of the ETAP
database, the MCC 2B - 40 load is
considered to be the same size as the
MCC 1 B - 40 load), {5,2.2}

2A - 04

2A52 - 50

Transformer
X - 07

294 kVA

2004 - 0001, Attachment D, page 61
Connected {5.2.2}

H - 03

H29 - 34

Transformer
XL - 46

50 WVA

Transformer Rating {5.2.1, page 156)

Basis

The total load is increased by 2.5 % to account for the real and reactive power losses. The
result is then rounded up to 62 MVA. (This rounding incidentally results in an additional
margin of about 900 kVA.) See Section 47 of Attachment B.
It is Important to recognize that this loading level has been established for the purpose of
evaluating the relay tap setting, and does not consider the impact of the loading level on the
auxiliary system performance, as that analysis Is beyond the scope of this calculation.
4.2.15

It Is assumed that the heater drain pump motors will accelerate to rated speed fast enough so
as to not result In a trip of the COM - 5 overcurrent relay during motor starting with its present
setting of tap 5, time dial 1.
Basis:

No false trips of these relays have occurred throughout the historical plant

operation.
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5.7

Computer Proqrams

5.7.1

Electrical Transient Analyzer Program (ETAP) Version 5.0.3N (S&L Program No. 03.7.696 - 5.03).

5.7.2

Mathcad Program - Version 11.2a.

6.

Calculations
The following text sections addressed In Section 7 of the Base Calculation are
impacted by this calculation minor revision:
6.1.

New Section 7.1.36 for MDAFW Pump 2P-53 which will read as follows:
MDAFW Pumo 2P-53 Motor- Page A57, and Section 52 of Attachment B.
The MDAFW 2P-53 motor COM - 5 relay time overcurrent (TOC) pickup and
ITH and lIT Instantaneous settings. are developed In Attachment B, Section 52,
The coordination with the upstream relays/breakers is analyzed on Pages A41
and A47.

6.2, New Section 7.1.37 for MDAFW Pump IP-53 which will read as follows:
MDAFW Pump 1 P-53 Motor - Page A58, and Section 53 of Attachment B.
The MDAFW 1P-53 motor 51Y (time overcurrent), 50D (Instantaneous), and
49 (overload) settings are developed In Attachment B, Section 53, The
coordination with the upstream relays Is bounded by Pages A40 and A46,
6.3. Section 111.8,06 of Calculation 2004-0002 (Reference 8.2,2) Imposes the
following limitation:
"This calculation Imposes a limitation on the AFW modifications that the
protective devices for the new AFW pump motors must be set to trip at a
current of at least 50A, In addition, the protective device tripping time at 204A
must exceed 7 seconds, and the tripping time at 62A must exceed 50
seconds."
As can be seen from the ETAP plots In Attachment A, Pages A57 and A58,
the requirements of the imposed limitation have been met, Additionally, the
alarm relay pickup of 50A matches the minimum pickup setting of the Imposed
limitation, Also, for Pump 2P-53 the 62A @ 50 seconds point from the
imposed limitation falls within the alarm region but below the HDO setting of
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the relay.
6.4

Motor Starting Current margin
Section 2.1.3.6 of the base calculation (Ref. 8.1.2) states that a 2 second
margin should be maintained between the motor time current curve at
minimum rated voltage and the motor overcurrent relay curve. At 76.9%V and
a starting time of 3 seconds, It can be seen on plots A57 and A68 that a
margin of at least 2 seconds is obtained.

6.5

Feeder Protection
Page B1116 of the base calculation determines that the feeder current does not
exceed 897A during starting of the largest motor with the bus loaded at
minimum voltage. Since the feeder breakers are set at 3000A, the addition of
the MDAFW motors at (43A/0.85) = 50.6A will not trip the breaker,
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8.2

Coordination and Protection Conclusions

8.2.1

Reactor Coolant Pump Motor
The existing tap, high drop out Instantaneous, and normal instantaneous settings of the COM
- 5 relay are acceptable. See Section 2 of Attachment B.
The 51 L relay time dial setting may result in a trip of the motor during a start at 80 % voltage,
since the calculated accumulated travel of 96 % is greater than the limit of 90 % maximum
travel. See Section 3 of Attachment B.
The COM - 5 relay time dial setting will not result in a trip of the motor at either 80 % or 100 %
starting voltage.
The time dial of the 51 L relay can not be adjusted upwards without compromising the locked
rotor protection for 80 % voltage. See the coordination curve plotted on Attachment page Al.
Additional relaying, such as an Impedance relay, should be considered for this motor if the
capability to start the motor at 80% voltage while maintaining protection is desired.
Coordination Is maintained for motor starts at both 80 % and 100 % voltage between the
reactor coolant pump motor relays and the upstream bus feed relays for Buses 1A - 01, IA 02, 1A - 03, 1A - 04, 2A - 01, 2A - 02, 2A - 03 and 2A - 04. See Sections 4 and 5 of
Attachment B.

8.2.2

Steam Generator Feedwater Pump Motor
The existing tap, high drop out instantaneous and normal instantaneous settings of the COM 5 relay are acceptable. See Section 6 of Attachment B.
The steam generator feedwater pump motor Is protected by the existing COM - 5 settings, but
will trip during a motor start at 80 % voltage (146 % travel), based on the available data.
There Is a slight chance the motor may trip during a motor start at 100 % voltage (91 %
travel). See page A2 and Section 7 of Attachment B.
Consideration should be given to adding another overcurrent relay with a more Inverse slope,
and resetting the existing COM - 5 relay if the capability to start the motor at less than 100%
voltage while maintaining protection is desired. Alternatively an impedance relay could be
added to protect this motor.

8.2.3

Condensate Pump Motor
The recommended time dial changes for the Condensate Pump protective relays associated
with AIR 01037571 (see Section 8.5) are partially implemented (for Unit 2 motors only) at this
time (issue of Revision 2 of this calculation). References 5.6.36 and 5.6.47 have been
updated to reflect the new settings. Both the new revision of these documents and the
revision used in the initial evaluation performed In Revision 2 of this calculation are listed in
Section 5.6 for completeness. For continuity at the time of Issuing Revision 2 of this
calculation, the original settings for these relays are shown In Section 6 to capture the full
evaluation process supporting the recommended setting changes.
The existing tap, high dropout instantaneous and normal Instantaneous settings of the COM
- 5 relay are acceptable. See Section 8 of Attachment B.
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The condensate pump motor may trip with the type COM - 5 relay existing time dial setting at
100 % voltage (104 % travel), based on the available data. The setting should be increased to
time dial 3.5. Note that a time dial of 3.5 does not ensure successful starting at 80 % voltage
(93 % travel), but Increasing the time dial further sacrifices thermal protection for the motor.
See pages A3 and A4, Section 9 of Attachment B, and pages C1, C2, C8 and C9.
If the capability to start the motor at 80% voltage while maintaining protection is desired,
consideration should be given to adding another overcurrent relay with a more inverse slope,
and resetting the existing COM - 5 relay. Alternatively an impedance relay could be added to
protect this motor.
If It can be demonstrated that the motor will never start at 80 % voltage because of Its small
size (1250 hp), then the recommended relay setting can be considered adequate.
8.2.4

Circulating Water Pump Motor
The existing tap, high dropout instantaneous and normal instantaneous settings of the COM 5 relay are acceptable. See Section 10 of Attachment B.
From the coordination curve shown on Attachment page A5, and the relay travel calculations
contained In Section 11 of Attachment B, the circulating water pump motor is properly
protected, and the relay setting will allow the motor to start without tripping.

8.2.5

Heater Drain Pump Motor
The existing tap, high drop out instantaneous and normal instantaneous settings of the COM 5 relay are acceptable. See Section 12 of Attachment B.
From the coordination curve shown on Attachment page A6, the heater drain pump motor Is
properly protected.
No motor starting time data Is available to support meaningful relay travel calculations for
these motors. There has been no history of nuisance tripping on overcurrent while starting
these pumps, so the existing time dial setting is considered adequate to support motor starting
{4.2.15).

8.2.6

Safety Inlection Pumps IP-015A and 2P-015A
The existing tap and high drop out instantaneous settings of the COM - 5 relay are acceptable.
The existing normal instantaneous setting of 30 (900 amperes) of the COM - 5 relay is less
than the recommended value of 200 % of LRC. The recommended normal instantaneous
setting of 35 (1050 amperes) is close to the recommended value of 200 % of LRC. See
Section 13 of Attachment B.
The coordination plots on pages A7 and A8 show that the 1P-015A and 2P-015A motors are
not thermally protected for starting and accelerating at all voltage levels for hot or cold starts
with the existing time dial setting of 3.
The coordination plot on page A7A shows that with the recommended time dial setting of 2.2,
motor 1P - 01 5A Is adequately protected for hot or cold starts at 85% of motor rated voltage,
but not protected for either hot or cold starts at 100% of motor rated voltage.
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The coordination plot on page A9 shows that with the recommended time dial setting of 2.2,
motor 2P - 01 5A is adequately protected for cold starts but may not be completely protected
for hot starts at 85% of motor rated voltage, and is not protected for either hot or cold starts at
100% of motor rated voltage.
The relay travel calculations In Sections 14 and 15 of Attachment B show that the motors will
successfully start with the existing time dial setting of 3, and also with the recommended time
dial setting of 2.2 (89 % travel for 1P - 01 5A and 80 % travel for 2P - 01 5A at 85 % starting
voltage).
Coordination between the COM - 5 time overcurrent relay of the Train A safety injection pump
motors and the upstream bus normal feed and diesel generator relays Is maintained, and
meets the acceptance criteria in Sections 3.2.1, 3.2.6 and 3.2.7. See the coordination plots on
pages A38, A39, A42 and A43 and the analysis In Section 41 of Attachment B.
NOTE: When the recommended INST setpoint of 35 is implemented, the recommended time
dial setting of 2.2 must be implemented at the same time (or earlier) to maintain coordination
with the diesel generators G-01 and G-02 panel and switchgear breaker CO-5 relays. See
Section 41 of Attachment B and coordination plots A42 &A43.
8.2.7

Safety Inlection Pumps 1P-015B and 2P-015B
The existing ABB 49 alarm relay setting and 51 L relay tap and time dial settings are
acceptable. The existing.50D relay instantaneous setting of 30 (900 amperes) is less than the
recommended value of 200 % of LRC. The recommended 50D relay Instantaneous setting of
35 (1050 amperes) Is close to the recommended value of 200 % of LRC. See Section 16 of
Attachment B.
The coordination plot on pages A10 and A10A show that the IP-015B and 2P-015B motors
are thermally protected for starting and accelerating at all voltage levels for both hot and cold
starts.
The 51L relay travel calculations in Section 17 of Attachment B show that the motor can
successfully start at the minimum voltage (73 % travel).
The 49 relay time delay has been set to its minimum value. The alarm will be activated well
before the safety injection pump motor running overload thermal limit curve is reached. Note,
however, that the setting will provide little or no time for the operators to react to reduce the
load on the motor for overloads greater than the pickup of the 51 L relay (140 % of the motor
full load current) before the 51 L relay trips.
Coordination between the 51 L relay of the Train B safety injection pump motors and the
upstream bus normal feed and diesel generator relays is maintained, and meets the
acceptance criteria In Section 3.2.1 and 3.2.6. See the coordination plots on pages A40, A41.
A46 and A47 and the analysis in Sections 18 and 43 of Attachment B.
Coordination is not maintained between the 50D relay of the Train B safety injection pump
motors and the 51E relays at breakers 1A52 - 77 and 2A52 - 96 with the 51E relay existing
setting of tap 10, time dial 5.1. The coordinating time interval is only 0.19 second, versus a
required time of 0.25 second when the upstream relay is static. See Section 2.1.2 and the
coordination plot on page A40.
Coordination between the 50D relay of the Train B safety injection pump motors and the 51 E
relays at breakers 1A52 - 77 and 2A52 - 96 is maintained with the 51E relay recommended
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setting of tap 10, time dial 7.5. The coordinating time increases to 0.31 second. See the
coordination plot on page A41 and the analysis In Section 40 of Attachment B.
8.2.8

Station Service Transformers 1X - 11. JX - 12, 2X - 11 and 2X - 12
The existing setting of the type CO - 8 relay for station service transformers 1X - 11, 1X - 12,
2X - 11 and 2X - 12 does not provide short circuit protection for the transformer. The time dial
setting should be decreased to time dial 3. See the coordination curves on Attachment pages
All and A12.
With the recommended time dial setting, there will be some loss of coordination with the
downstream main 480 V breaker for a 4160 V fault current between about 560 A and 1020 A.
Note that the same load is tripped by the high side relay and the low side main breaker.
With the recommended time dial setting, there is also a loss of coordination with the bus tie
breaker to the safety - related 480 V bus. (When the tie breaker is used to feed the safety related bus from the non - safety - related bus, the train is declared inoperable :{5.11.21,
5.11.22}.)
Coordination is maintained between the CO - 8 relay and the 480.V load breakers, and also
between the low side main breaker and the 480 V load breakers, and therefore the
coordination meets the acceptance criterion explained in Section 3.2.1.
Coordination Is not maintained between the low side main breaker and the bus tie breaker to
safety - related bus 1B - 03.
The instantaneous setting is too low, and should therefore be increased to 160 A,
corresponding to a level of about 200 % of the through fault current. See Section 19 of
Attachment B.
The recommended new settings are prbvlded on pages Cl, C2, C8 and C9.
Simultaneous perfect coordination and protection would require a new relay which has two
definite time settings, and a variable slope, similar to the General Electrical Multilin type 745,
In order to match the shape of the main low voltage breaker, The high setting would equal the
recommended instantaneous setting. The low definite time setting would be set above the
short time pickup of the main low voltage breaker, with a time delay of about 1 second. The
time overcurrent unit of the relay would be set to match the long time delay unit of the 480 V
main breaker, while providing overload protection for the transformer.

8.2.9

Station Service Transformers IX - 13 and 2X - 13
The existing setting of the type CO - 8 relay for station service transformers 1X - 13 and 2X 13 provides, at best, only marginal short circuit protection for the transformer. The time dial
setting should be decreased to time dial 2. See the coordination curves on Attachment pages
A13 and A14.
This setting will result In some loss of coordination with the downstream main and tie 480 V
breakers for a 4160 V fault current between about 1100 A and 1530 A. Note that the same
load is tripped by the high side relay and the low side breakers.
Coordination is maintained between the CO - 8 relay and the 480 V load breakers, and also
between the low side main and tie breakers and the 480 V load breakers, and therefore the
coordination meets the acceptance criterion explained in Section 3.2.1.
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There is an unavoidable loss of coordination with the generator G - 01 and G - 02 panel and
switchgear overcurrent relays. See Section 8.2.24.
The Instantaneous setting Is too low, and should therefore be increased to 99 A,
corresponding to a level of about 200 % of the through fault current. See Section 20 of
Attachment B.
The recommended new settings are provided on pages C5 and C12.
Simultaneous perfect coordination and protection would require a new relay which has two
definite time settings, and a variable slope, similar to the General Electrical Multilin type 745,
In order to match the shape of the main low voltage breaker. The high setting would equal the
recommended Instantaneous setting. The low definite time setting would be set above the
short time pickup of the main low voltage breaker, with a time delay of about 1 second. The
time overcurrent unit of the relay would be set to match the long time delay unit of the 480 V
main breaker, while providing overload protection for the transformer.
8.2.10

Station Service Transformers 1X - 14 and 2X - 14
The existing setting of the type 51E relay for the station service transformers IX - 14 and 2X 14 provides, at best, only marginal short circuit protection for the transformer. The time dial
setting should be decreased to time dial 4.5 for improved protection, while the time
overcurrent pickup should be increased to tap 10 to maintain coordination. See the
coordination curves on Attachment pages A15 and A16.
The 50D relay time delay of 0.1 second will allow the offset of a through fault current to decay
before a trip signal is initiated. See Section 20 of Attachment B.
The recommended new settings for the 51E relay are provided on pages C7 and C14.

8.2.11

Station Service Transformers 1X - 06 and 2X - 06
The existing setting of the 51 E relay for station service transformers IX - 06 and 2X - 06 is
acceptable. See the coordination curve on page A17.
The existing setting of the 50D relay is a low percentage of the through fault current, even
though the maximum relay range value Is used. The setting Is considered to be acceptable
since there are no time delay breakers on the secondary of the transformer, and a 6 cycle (0.1
second) time delay Is used for the 50D relay, which provides coordination with the maximum
tripping time of less than 0.02 second for the MCC breakers for fault currents at this level.
See Section 21 of Attachment B.

8.2.12

South Gatehouse Switch Fuse Unit (Transformers X - 704 and X - 45)
The existing setting of the type CO - 9 relay for the south gatehouse switch fuse unit protects
300 kVA transformer X - 704, but does not coordinate with the downstream fuse or the largest
480 V breaker. It is impractical to achieve coordination in this case. Coordination with the 480
V breakers is not required since this transformer does not feed a load center.
The relay setting should be adjusted slightly for better overload protection and an optimum
instantaneous pickup.
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The 200 A fuse rating is large enough to carry the combined load of the two transformers, but
is too high to provide proper overload protection for either transformer X - 704 (480 % of full
load current) or transformer X - 45 (1921 % of full load current).
Protection for the 75 kVA transformer X - 45 should be provided by a separate fuse.
The replacement of the 200 A fuse with a smaller fuse is not necessary since the upstream
relay provides the required protection for the 300 kVA transformer.
See Attachment pages A18 and A19, Section 22 of Attachment B, and page C4.
8.2.13

Warehouse Transformer X - 07
The existing setting of the type CO - 9 relay for 500 kVA warehouse transformer X - 07
protects the transformer, but does not coordinate with the downstream fuse and power panel
main breaker. It Is impractical to achieve complete coordination in.this case. Coordination with
the 480 V breakers is not required since this transformer does not feed a load center.
The relay time overcurrent pickup should be Increased for improved coordination with the low
voltage breakers.
The relay existing Instantaneous setting is too high, and should be lowered.
The 200 A fuse Is properly sized.
See Attachment pages A20 and A21, Section 23 of Attachment B, and page C11.

8.2.14

Alternate Shutdown Transformer X - 08
The existing time dial setting of the type CO - 9 relay for 2500 kVA alternate shutdown
transformer X - 08 does not protect the transformer.
Also, the existing instantaneous setting is too low.
The CO - 9 setting should be changed to tap 10, time dial 3.5, instantaneous 92 A.
.See pages Attachment pages A22 and A23, Section 24 of Attachment B, and page C16.

8.2.15

Switchyard Auxiliary Transformer X - 48
The existing time dial setting of the type CO - 9 relay for switchyard auxiliary transformer X 48 provides no protection for the transformer.
Also, the Instantaneous setting is too low.
The setting should be changed to time dial 5, Instantaneous 49 A, with the pickup remaining at
3A.
Coordination with the 480 V breakers Is not required since this transformer does not feed a
load center.
See Attachment pages A24 and A25, Section 25 of Attachment B, and page C16.
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8.2.16

North Service Buildinq Transformer X - 27
The existing time dial setting of the type CO - 9 relay for 1500 kVA north service building
transformer X - 27 does not protect the transformer.
Also, the instantaneous setting is too low.
The CO - 9 setting should be changed to tap 12, time dial 1.5, Instantaneous 112 A.
This setting results in a minor loss of coordination with the main low side breaker B52 - 49A
and high side fuse for a 13.8 kV level fault current between about 240 A and 320 A. Note that
loss of coordination between devices In a single series path Is considered to be acceptable as
long as the same load Is lost {3.2.1}.
The main low voltage breaker will not coordinate with the 480 V load breakers due to the
instantaneous unit of the main breaker. This breaker must be replaced with a new breaker
having only long time and short time delay elements in order to coordinate with the 480 V load
breakers.
The fuse size of 100 A is sufficiently large to carry the continuous current of this self cooled
transformer (159 % of the full load current), although it Is smaller than the size recommended
by the National Electrical Code. From an examination of the fuse characteristic curve as
drawn on the coordination plot, the fuse apparently may melt during the transformer inrush. If
no fuse operations have been experienced this potential problem may not be a genuine
concern.
See Attachment pages A26 and A27, Section 26 of Attachment B, and page C16.

8.2.17

Transformers X - 65, X - 66 and X - 72
The setting of the type CO - 9 relay for the feed to transformers X - 65, X - 66 and X - 72
coordinates with the downstream transformer high side fuses.
Reduce the relay time dial slightly to maintain coordination with the revised setting of the
generator G - 05 COV - 8 relay.
The main low voltage breaker of transformer X - 72 will not coordinate with the 480 V load
breakers for a fault close to the 480 V bus due to the Instantaneous unit of the main breaker.
The transformers X - 65, X - 66 and X - 72 feed MCC's, rather than load centers. Therefore
the acceptance criterion included in Section 3.2.1 requiring coordination for load centers does
not apply to these transformers.
The S&C type SM - 5, 50E fuses for the 500 kVA transformers X - 65 and X - 72 are properly
sized. The 65E fuse for the 750 kVA transformer X - 66 is slightly smaller than the
recommended size, but Is adequate to carry the transformer rated load.
The transformer X72 fuse does not coordinate with the main low voltage breaker' (Note that,
as explained in Section 3.2.1, full coordination between two protective devices In a single
series path is not required, as long as the same load is tripped.)
See Attachment pages A28 and A29, Section 27 of Attachment B, and page C17.
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8.2.18

Transformer X - 500
This 225 kVA transformer is protected only by a Westinghouse type CLE, 15E high side fuse.
The fuse size of 15 A Is sufficiently large to carry the continuous current of this self cooled
transformer (159 % of the full load current), although it is smaller than the size recommended
by the National Electrical Code. From an examination of the fuse characteristic curve as
drawn on the coordination plot, the fuse apparently may melt during the transformer Inrush. If
no fuse operations have been experienced this potential problem may not be a genuine
concern.
The high side fuse does not coordinate with the generator G - 05 COV - 8 relay above the
existing instantaneous pickup of the relayý For the recommended relay setting, the fuse and
relay fully coordinate.
The high side fuse does not coordinate with the main low voltage breaker, but since the same
load is tripped, this loss of coordination is considered acceptable.
The high side fuse does not coordinate with the largest load breaker, which is the feeder to
MCC B - 500.
The main low voltage breaker will not coordinate with the 480 V load breakers at the maximum
fault level due to the Instantaneous unit of the main breaker.
See Attachment pages A30 and A31, and Section 28 of Attachment B.

8.2.19

Transformers XL - 45 and XL - 46
The transformers XL - 45 and XL - 46 are single phase 50 kVA transformers which are
protected by Gould Amp Trap type CS - 3, 15E fuses.
The 15 A fuse size is greater than the maximum size recommended by the National Electrical
Code (414 % of transformer full load current versus 300 %). A 10 A fuse size (276 % of
transformer full load current) should be considered.
The fuse with either the existing or recommended size will not blow on transformer Inrush.
See Attachment pages A32 and A33, and Section 29 of Attachment B.

8.2.20

Normal feed to Buses 1A - 01, 1A - 02, 2A - 01 and 2A - 02 from the UAT
For the UAT feed to Buses 1A - 01, 1A - 02, 2A - 01 and 2A - 02, the existing setting for the
bus normal feed CO - 8 relay coordinates with the downstream motor and transformer relays,
but does not protect the UAT at the maximum fault level. The upstream bus feeder cable is
protected for downstream faults by the CO - 8 relay, since the capability of the feed In this
situation is based on all 6 of the conductors in this feed carrying the short circuit current. See
Section 2.1.5.2.
The bus normal feed relay (UAT low side CO - 8 relay) does not coordinate with the UAT high
side CO - 6 relay, since the two curves are touching at one point. The CO - 6 relay does not
provide protection for the UAT or the bus feeder cable (since the cable capability in this case
is based on the short circuit current flowing through only one conductor - see Section 2.1.5.2).
Short circuit protection for a fault within the differential zone is provided for the UAT and bus
feeder cable by the transformer differential relay {5.3.5, 5.3.9}.
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It Is recommended that the CO - 8 time dial be reduced to 8 in order to provide proper short
circuit protection for the transformer and the cable feed for a downstream fault, and to
coordinate with the high side relay. This time dial change for the bus normal feed relay Is
important since the high side overcurrent relay does not completely protect the transformer.
The pickup of the CO - 8 relay (referred to the CT primary) Is 169 % of the bus full load
current.
During reactor coolant pump motor starting with a fully loaded bus, the margin in tripping time
between the CO - 8 relay with its recommended time dial setting and the 51L relay for the
reactor coolant pump motor Is 15.9 seconds at 100 % voltage, and 18.8 seconds at 80 %
voltage. Therefore coordination is maintained under these conditions. With the existing
setting of the CO - 8 relay, the coordination margin will be greater, since the new setting is
faster than the existing setting, and therefore bounds the existing setting.
See the coordination curves on Attachment pages A34 and A35, Sections 4 and 37 of
Attachment B, and the recommended relay setting on pages C1, C2, C8 and C9.
8.2.21

Alternate feed to Buses 1A - 01.JA - 02, 2A - 01 and 2A - 02 from the LVSAT Throuqh Buses
1A - 03, JA - 04, 2A - 03 and 2A - 04
For the LVSAT feed to Buses 1A - 01, 1A - 02, 2A - 01 and 2A - 02, the Bus 1A - 03, 1A - 04,
2A - 03 or 2A - 04 normal feed CO - 8 relay with Its existing setting of tap 8, time dial 2.9,
coordinates with the downstream motor and transformer relays, and protects the LVSAT.
The LVSAT high side CO - 9 relay with its existing setting of tap 8, time dial 2.7, also protects
the transformer, but does not coordinate with the downstream normal feed CO - 8 relay.
The CO - 8 bus feed relay should be adjusted downward slightly to time dial 2.8, while the
LVSAT high side CO - 9 relay setting should be changed to tap 7, time dial 3.6, in order to
maintain coordination between these two relays.
The tap of the CO - 9 relay Is reduced from 8 to 7 In order to facilitate coordination with the
relays upstream of the LVSAT on the secondary and primary sides of the HVSAT.
The pickup of the CO - 8 relay (referred to the CT primary) Is 181 % of the bus full load
current.
During reactor coolant pump motor starting with a fully loaded bus, the margin in tripping time
between the CO - 8 relay with Its recommended time dial setting and the 51 L relay for the
reactor coolant pump motor Is 4.1 seconds at 100 % voltage, and 1.1 seconds at 80 %
voltage. Therefore coordination is maintained under these conditions. With the existing
setting of the CO - 8 relay, the coordination margin will be greater, since the new setting is
faster than the existing setting, and therefore bounds the existing setting.
See the coordination curves on Attachment pages A36, A37, A51 and A52.
Also see the calculations In Sections 5, 38 and 47 of Attachment B, and the recommended
settings on pages C3, C4, C10, CII, C17 and C18.
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8.2.22

Buses 1A - 05 and 2A - 05 fed from the LVSAT Through Buses 1A - 03 and 2A - 03
There is no overcurrent relaying at the main breaker for Bus 1A - 05 or 2A - 05, so the full load
current of these buses when fed from the offslte source is not an Issue.
For the feed from Bus 1A - 03 to Bus 1A - 05, or from Bus 2A - 03 to Bus 2A - 05, coordination
is maintained between the motor and transformer feeder overcurrent relays and the upstream
bus normal feed CO - 8 relay.
The coordination between the upstream CO - 8 relay and the safety injection pump motor
COM - 5 relay during motor starting with a fully loaded bus is enveloped by the starting of the
reactor coolant pump motor, since the reactor coolant pump motor is so much larger.
Therefore no coordination calculation has been performed for the Train A safety injection
pump motor starts.
The cables to Buses 1A - 05 and 2A - 05 are not protected by the upstream bus normal feed
overcurrent relay. This loss of protection Is acceptable, since the bus differential zone for
Buses IA - 03 and 2A - 03 includes the cable (5.3.2, 5,3.3, 5.3.6 and 5.3.7).
See the coordination curves on Attachment pages A36 through A39, Sections 5, 38 and 39 of
Attachment B, and pages C3 and CIO.

8.2.23

Buses 1A - 06 and 2A - 06 fed from the LVSAT Through Buses 1A - 04 and 2A - 04
The existing time dial setting of 5.1 for the 51 E relay at the normal feed breakers for Buses 1A
- 06 and 2A - 06 results in a loss of coordination with the downstream motor and transformer
feeder 50D relays.
The recommended time dial setting of 7.5 for the 51 E relay at the normal feed breakers for
Buses 1A - 06 and 2A - 06 maintains coordination with the downstream motor and transformer
feeder 50D relays.
The normal feed 51 E relays at Buses 1A - 06 and 2A - 06 with either the existing or
recommended settings do not coordinate with the feeder CO - 8 relays at Buses 1A - 04 and
2A - 04, but there is no need to coordinate these relays since the same load is tripped.
The CO - 8 relay for the feeder from Bus 1A - 04 to Bus 1A - 06 has marginally acceptable
coordination with the downstream transformer 50D relays. The coordination time of 0.31
second meets the requirement for the coordination between a calibrated upstream
electromechanical relay and a downstream static relay. The coordination margin has been
reduced from 0.17 second to 0.13 second. See Section 2.1.2. No setpolnt change is required
for the CO - 8 relay and the downstream 50D relays.
Coordination with the upstream CO - 8 relays for the normal feed to Buses 1A - 04 and 2A 04 is maintained with both the existing and new relay settings.
The pickups of the feeder CO - 8 relay at Bus 1A - 04 and the 51E relay for the main feed to
Bus 1A - 06 referred to the CT primary are both 650 % of the Bus 1A - 06 full load current,
During safety injection pump motor starting with a fully loaded bus, the total load is less than
the pickup of the 51E relay at Bus IA- 06 and the CO - 8 relay at Bus IA - 04. Therefore
coordination is maintained under this condition.
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See the coordination curves on Attachment pages A17, A40 and A41, Sections 18 and 40 of
Attachment B, and pages C4, C6, CIl and C13.
8.2.24

Bus 1A - 05 and 2A - 05 fed from the Diesel Generators G - 01 and G - 02
The maximum full load current of Bus 1A - 05 or 2A - 05 is 364 A (as determined in Section 41
of Attachment B from the full load current values listed in Sections 6.5 and 6.11 of this
calculation). The full load current of the generators G - 01 and G - 02, corresponding to the
2000 - hour rating of 2850 kW, Is 495 A {5.5.3}. The diesel generator panel type CO - 5 relay
will pickup at 600 A. The diesel generator switchgear breaker type CO - 5 relay will pickup at
560 A. Therefore the panel and switchgear breaker relay pickups are greater than both the
bus full load current and the diesel generator rated current. See Section 41 of Attachment B.
The evaluation of the emergency diesel generator overcurrent relay pickup values relative to
the loading of the generators considers the plant operating procedures, which dictate that
plant personnel must manually limit the loading of the generators. For generators G - 01 and
G - 02 the load must be limited to the 2000 - hour rating of the generator {5.11.19, 5.11.20).
The initial short circuit current fromthe G - 01 and G - 02 generators is 1.6 kA. See
Section 33 of Attachment B.
The diesel generator panel and breaker relays will not trip after a short circuit with no field
forcing. The steady state short circuit current of 265 A under this condition will result In the
eventual tripping of the safety Injection pump motor COM - 5 relays and the 480 V load
breakers, but will not result in tripping of the transformer IX - 13 and 2X - 13 CO - 8 relays.
See Section 41 of Attachment B.
With a field forcing current of 736 A, the panel relays (51A, B, C / G01 (G02)) will take about
20 seconds to trip. The switchgear breaker relays (51/50 A,B,C/A52-60, 51/50 A,B,C/A52-66,
51/50 A,B,C/A52-73, 51/50 A,B,C/A52-67) will take about 17 seconds to trip.
The A/R # 01068879 recommends evaluating, and If possible resolving, the limitation of the
present system design whereby it is not possible to trip the generator after a short circuit when
the field forcing has failed. Potential remedial measures for this condition include the use of
voltage controlled or restrained relays, or impedance relays. These relays would also reduce
the tripping time when the field forcing Is in service.
The coordination when Bus 1A - 05 is fed from generator G - 01 is shown on Attachment
pages A42 and A43.
The station service transformer type CO - 8 relays do not coordinate with the diesel generator
panel and breaker relays. The CO - 8 relays will not trip when the transformer is fed from the
generator, since the pickup is 800 A, while the field forcing current Is only 736 A. This loss of
coordination Is Inherent in this application due to the large size of the station service
transformer relative to the size of the generator.
There is also a loss of coordination with the 480 V main and bus tie breakers.
Coordination with the 480 V load breakers is maintained. The field forcing current of 736 A @
4.16 kV = 6379 A @ 480 V will be above the instantaneous or short time pickup of the 480 V
load breakers.
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Coordination between the diesel generator panel relays (51A,B,C/GO1, 51A,B,C/G02) and
switchgear breaker relays (51/50 A,B,C/A52-60, 51/50 A,B,C/A52-66, 51/50 A,B,C/A52-73,
51/50 A,B,C/A52-67), and the safety injection pump motor relays is maintained.
The diesel generator is thermally protected, since the panel and breaker CO - 5 relay
characteristic curves lie below the curve reflecting a constant 12t corresponding to 3 times
generator current for 10 seconds.
No setting change is recommended to achieve coordination with the station service
transformer relay, since this change would reduce the protection of the generator.
The instantaneous unit of the switchgear CO - 5 relay should be used and set at about twice
the diesel generator initial fault current. The instantaneous unit will detect a fault inside the
generator during diesel generator testing while synchronized to the offsite power system. This
protection Is strongly recommended since diesel generators G - 01 and G - 02 are not
provided with differential protection {5.3.15, 5.3.16).
The coordination between the Bus 1A - 03 normal feed CO - 8 relay and the generator G - 01
CO - 5 panel and switchgear relays during diesel generator testing is shown on pages A44
and A45. There is no coordination above a fault current of about 13,000 A when the
instantaneous unit of the switchgear breaker relays is not used.
Coordination Is maintained between the switchgear breaker relays and the normal feed relay
when the instantaneous unit is set. Mis-coordination of the CO - 8 normal feed relay with the
panel relays remains, but would only be of significance Ifa swltchgear breaker relay failed to
operate. See also Section 42 of Attachment B, and pages C5 and C12.
8.2.25

Bus 1A - 06 and 2A - 06 fed from the Diesel Generators G - 03 and G - 04
The maximum full load current of Bus 1A - 06 or 2A - 06 is 460 A (as determined from the full
load current values listed In Sections 6.6 and 6.12 of this calculation). The full load current of
the generators G - 03 and G - 04, corresponding to the 2000 - hour rating of 2848 kW, is
494 A {5.8.11). The generators G - 03 and G - 04 are allowed to operate up to the 200 - hour
rating {5.11.19, 5.11.20). The current corresponding to the 200 - hour rating of 2951 kW is
512 A {5.8.11). The diesel generator panel type 51E relay will pickup at 1440 A with the
existing setting. The diesel generator switchgear breaker type 51E relay will pickup at 1200 A
with the existing setting. Therefore the panel and swltchgear breaker relay existing pickups
are significantly greater than both the bus full load current and the diesel generator 2000 hour and 200 - hour rated currents. See Section 43 of Attachment B.
The evaluation of the emergency diesel generator overcurrent relay pickup values relative to
the loading of the generators considers the plant operating procedures, which dictate that
plant personnel must manually limit the loading of the generators. For generators G - 03 and
G - 04 the load normally must be limited to the 2000 - hour rating. The load must be limited to
the 200 - hour rating during the safety injection mode {5.1 1.19, 5.11.20).
The Initial short circuit current from the G - 03 and G - 04 generators is 9.4 kA. See
Section 34 of Attachment B.
The diesel generator panel and breaker relays will not trip after a short circuit with the existing
relay settings and no field forcing. The steady state short circuit current of 1023 A under this
condition will result in the eventual tripping of the load breakers. See Section 43 of
Attachment B.
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With a field forcing current of 1421 A, the panel relay's (51 / G - 03 (G - 04)) existing pickup
will be approximately equal to the field forcing current, and therefore the relay will not trip. The
swltchgear breaker relay will take about 89 seconds to trip with the existing pickup.
The diesel generator is not thermally protected for an 12t corresponding to 3 times generator
current for 10 seconds.
The coordination with the existing relay settings is shown on Attachment page A46.
Coordination with the downstream motor and transformer relays is maintained.
The setting of both the panel and breaker relays should be reduced to tap 7 A, time dial 8.5 for
improved sensitivity. With the new tap setting the relay pickup is 840 A, which Is still greater
than both the bus full load current and the diesel generator 2000 - hour and 200 - hour rated
currents.
The new tap setting will result in a trip of the diesel generator panel and breaker relays In
about 26 seconds at the field forcing current. This new setting does not thermally protect the
diesel generator, but does maintain coordination, while resulting In an eventual trip.
Note that although the revised pickup of the panel and breaker relays is only slightly above the
recommended pickup of the transformer 1X - 14 (or 2X - 14) 51E relay, loss of coordination at
the pickup setting is not a realistic concern, since the transformercan not be overloaded to
this level. (The low side main breaker would trip on overloads of this magnitude. See pages
A15 and A16.) Only a fault would result in a current level this high. The current will be at least
equal to the steady state short circuit current without field forcing (1023 A).
The coordination with the recommended relay setting Is shown on Attachment page A47.
Coordination with the downstream motor and transformer relays Is maintained,
The generators G - 03 and G - 04 are provided with differential protection, so these generators
will be Immediately tripped off for a fault which occurs during diesel generator testing.
Therefore a loss of coordination with the source breaker under this condition Is not a concern.
The revised relay settings are shown on pages C6, C7, C13, C14 and C15.
8.2.26

UAT Ground Coordination
Coordination is maintained between the ITH Instantaneous ground relays for all of the 4.16 kV
feeders on Buses 1A - 01, IA - 02, 2A - 01 and 2A - 02, and the type CO - 5 neutral time
overcurrent relays for UATs 1X - 02 and 2X - 02, windings X and Y.
See Attachment page A48 and Section 44 of Attachment B.

8.2.27

LVSAT Neutral Relay Coordination with the type ITH feeder ground relays
Coordination Is maintained between the ITH instantaneous ground relays for all of the 4.16 kV
feeders at Buses 1A - 01, 1A - 02, 1A - 04, 1A - 05, 2A - 01, 2A - 02, 2A - 04 and 2A - 05, and
the type CO - 9 neutral time overcurrent relays for LVSAT's 1X - 04 and 2X - 04, windings X
and Y.
See Attachment page A49 and Section 45 of Attachment B.
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8.2.28

LVSAT Neutral Relay Coordination with the type GKT feeder ground relays
Coordination is maintained between the GKT definite time ground relays for all of the 4.16 kV
feeders at Buses IA - 06 and 2A - 06, and the type CO - 9 neutral time overcurrent relay for
LVSAT's IX - 04 and 2X - 04, winding Y.
See Attachment page A50 and Section 46 of Attachment B.

8.2,29

Buses H - 01, H- 02 and H - 03 fed from HVSAT 1X- 03 or 2X- 03
With the existing relay settings, coordination is maintained between the downstream
transformer feeder relays and the low side and high side relays for the HVSAT's.
With the existing settings, the low side HVSAT type CO - 9 relays provide short circuit
protection for the transformer, but the high side HVSAT type CO - 9 relays do not.
It is recommended that the time dial of both the low side and high side HVSAT relays be
reduced to 4.5. This change will enable the high side relay to provide marginally acceptable
short circuit protection, while maintaining coordination between the HVSAT relays and the
overcurrent relay for the feeder to the LVSAT. The overcurrent relay tap and time dial setting
for the feeder to the LVSAT must also be adjusted to maintain coordination with the HVSAT
low side relay for the pickup current.
The pickup of the CO - 9 relay on the low side of the HVSAT 1X - 03 (referred to the CT
primary) is 158 % of the Bus HOI and H02 combined full load current.
The pickup of the CO - 9 relay on the low side of the HVSAT 2X - 03 (referred to the CT
primary) Is 164 % of the Bus H01 and H03 combined full load current.
The pickup of the CO - 9 relay on the low side of either HVSAT lX - 03 or HVSAT 2X - 03
(referred to the CT primary) Is 123 % of the Bus H - 01, H - 02 and H - 03 combined assumed
maximum loading under the condition when one of the HVSATs Is out of service {4.2.14).
See Attachment pages A51 and A52, Sections 47 and 48 of Attachment B, and pages C17
and C18.

8.2.30

Buses H - 01, H - 02 and H - 03 fed from the Gas Turbine Generator G - 05
Refer to page A53 of this calculation for the coordination with the existing settings of the COV
- 8 relay.
The initial short circuit current from the gas turbine generator is about 3.9 kA. The gas turbine
type COV - 8 relay Instantaneous pickup is set at 3000 A. Coordination is therefore not
maintained for a bolted fault when the instantaneous unit of the COV - 8 is used.
The type CO - 9 relay for the feed to the LVSAT Is set to pickup at 3200 A. Therefore this
relay will never trip when the gas turbine generator Is the source, due to the decay in the
magnitude of the fault current from the generator. After a short time the fault current
magnitude will be significantly less than the pickup value of the CO - 9 relay.
Coordination will be maintained, for a fault through an impedance which limits the magnitude
of the fault current to less than 3000 A, between the 13800 V - 480 V transformer feeder type
CO - 9 relays, and the gas turbine generator COV - 8 relay, with the instantaneous unit in
service.
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It is recommended that the instantaneous unit of the COV - 8 relay be set at about twice the
gas turbine generator initial fault current In order to maintain coordination with the 13800 V 480 V transformer feeders at all levels of generator fault current contribution. With this setting
for the instantaneous element, the relay will only trip Instantaneously when the generator is
paranleled with the offsite power system, and a fault occurs within the generator itself.
The COV - 8 relay will not trip with no field forcing when the Instantaneous unit Is set at about
twice the generator initial fault current. See Section 49 of Attachment B.
With field forcing the COV - 8 relay will take at least 20.5 seconds to trip with the maximum
estimated field forcing current, and would not trip at allwith the minimum estimated field
forcing current, when the setting Is reduced to tap 2 A, time dial 3.
The A/R # 01068879 recommends evaluating, and if possible resolving, the limitation of the
present system design whereby it Is not possible to trip the generator after a short circuit when
the field forcing has failed. Potential remedial measures for this condition Include the use of
voltage restrained relays or impedance relays. These relays would also reduce the tripping
time when the field forcing Is in service.
The gas turbine generator Is thermally protected for an 12t corresponding to 3 times generator
current for 10 seconds.
See Attachment page A54 for the coordination with the revised COV - 8 settings.
The revised settings are shown on page C16.
8,2.31

Bus 1A - 05 from G - 05 (Supplied from LVSAT 1X - 04 through Bus 1A - 03)
Coordination is lost between the generator G - 05 type COV - 8 relay with its existing
instantaneous setting and the downstream feeder relays on Bus IA - 05.
Coordination is maintained with the feeder relays for the revised instantaneous unit setting of
twice the generator initial fault current.
Coordination Is unavoidably lost with the Bus 1A - 03 normal feed relay for both the existing
and recommended settings of the COV - 8 relay.
Coordination with the reactor coolant pump motor relays is not required. The generator G - 05
would not be used to recover from an Appendix R fire unless there was also a loss of offsIte
power. In that case, the reactor coolant pumps would already have tripped on undervoltage
{5.3.24 through 5.3.31}.
See Attachment pages A55 and A56, and Section 50 of Attachment B.

8.2.32

Cables and Penetrations {3.2.3}
The curves in Attachment A show that all motor and transformer feeder cables and the reactor
coolant pump penetration are provided with short circuit protection, except as noted below.
The cables running to Buses 1A - 01, 1A - 02, 2A - 01 and 2A - 02 from the UATs are not
protected by the UAT high side CO - 6 relay at the maximum fault current, but are protected
by the UAT differential relay. Therefore the acceptance criterion discussed in Section 3.2.3 is
met. See Section 8.2.20.
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The cables running from Bus 1A - 03 to Bus 1A - 05, and from Bus 2A - 03 to Bus 2A - 05, are
not provided with short circuit protection by the bus overcurrent relay, but the bus differential
zone for Buses 1A - 03 and 2A - 03 Includes the bus feeder cable. Therefore the acceptance
criterion discussed In Section 3.2.3 is met. See Section 8.2.22.
8,2.33

Appendix R Coordination {3.2.5, 3.2.6, 3.2.7}
Breaker H52 - G05
From the plot on page A53, it can be seen that coordination is not maintained between the gas
turbine generator voltage controlled overcurrent relay with the existing setting and any of the
downstream transformer high side CO - 9 relays because of the instantaneous element of the
COV - 8 relay.
When the Instantaneous element of the COV - 8 is reset at twice the maximum fault current
from the generator, coordination will be maintained with the 13.8 kV - 480 V transformer high
side relays, as shown in the plot on page A54. Coordination does not exist between the COV
- 8 relay and the LVSAT high side overcurrent relay even when the COV - 8 Instantaneous
element is reset because of the relatively high pickup of the LVSAT high side relay.
As shown by the plot on page A55, coordination is not maintained between the gas turbine
generator voltage controlled overcurrent relay with the existing setting, and both the safety
Injection pump motor IP - 015A overcurrent relay and the transformer IX - 13 high side
overcurrent relay, for a bolted fault on Bus 1A - 05, due to the instantaneous element of the
type COV - 8 relay. Coordination Is maintained for lower fault levels.
As shown by the plot on page A56, coordination Is maintained with the Bus 1A - 05 load
breakers at all fault levels with the revised setting for the type COV - 8 relay.
Coordination does not exist between the gas turbine generator voltage controlled overcurrent
relay with either the existing or the revised setting, and the Bus 1A - 03 main (normal) feed
type CO - 8 overcurrent relay.
Coordination with the load breaker relays at 4.16 kV Buses 1A - 01, 1A - 02, 2A - 01, 2A - 02,
1A - 04, 2A - 04, 1A - 06 and 2A - 06 has not been evaluated, since these buses are not
required to be fed by the generator G - 05 for Appendix R related purposes.
Breaker H52 - 10
This breaker is not provided with any overcurrent relaying.
Breaker H52 - 11
Coordination in the overcurrent region is maintained between the CO - 9 relay at breaker H52
- 11 and the downstream main low voltage breaker B52 - 53B for both the existing and new
recommended CO - 9 relay time overcurrent settings, as shown on the plots on pages A22
and A23. Coordination can be lost for a bolted through fault with the existing Instantaneous
setting, but is maintained with the new Instantaneous setting.
The existing CO - 9 relay instantaneous pickup is too low, and may result in a loss of
coordination with the 480 V side breakers for a fully offset fault. The new recommended
Instantaneous setting will maintain coordination.
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Breaker H52 - 21
This breaker is not provided with any overcurrent relaying.
Breaker H52 - 22
As shown by the plots on pages A36 and A37, coordination is not maintained between the
LVSAT high side type CO - 9 relay, and the low side CO - 8 bus feed relay, with the existing
relay settings, but coordination would be maintained with the revised relay settings.
Breaker 1A52 - 36
The plots on pages A38 and A39 indicate that coordination Is maintained between the Bus IA
- 03 normal feed CO - 8 relay and the downstream motor and transformer feeder relays,
Breaker 1A52 - 57
This breaker is not provided with any overcurrent relaying.
Breaker 1A52 - 60 (2A52 - 73)
As shown by the plots on pages A42 and A43, the CO - 5 relay for the generator G - 01 (or G
- 02) feeder breaker does not coordinate with the transformer 1X - 13 (or 2X - 13) high side
CO - 8 relay, or the main and bus tie 480 V breakers for this transformer. Coordination Is
maintained with the safety injection pump motor COM - 5 relay and with the 480 V load
breakers.
The analysis In Section 41 of Attachment B Indicates that the CO - 5 relay will take about
17 seconds to trip with the generator field forcing current of 736 A. The transformer CO - 8
pickup is 800 A. Therefore the transformer relay will not be picked - up with the field forcing
current.
Breaker 1A52 - 66 (2A52 - 67)
The plots on pages A42 and A43 also apply to the CO - 5 relay for the generator G - 02
feeder breaker. Coordination Is not maintained with the transformer 1X - 13 (2X - 13) high
side relay and with the 480 V main and bus tie breakers. Coordination Is maintained with the
safety injection pump motor COM - 5 relay and with the 480 V load breakers.
Breaker 1A52 - 80 (2A52 - 87)
As shown by the plots on pages A46 and A47, coordination Is maintained between the 51E
relay for the generator G - 03 feeder breaker and the downstream relays even with the new
recommended lower pickup and time dial setting for the 51 E relay.
Breaker 1A52 - 86 (2A52 - 93)
The plots on pages A46 and A47 also apply to the generator G - 04 feeder breaker.
Coordination is maintained.
Breaker 1A52 - 58 (2A52 - 75)
The existing Instantaneous setting for the transformer 1X - 13 (2X -'13) high side CO - 8 relay
is too low, and therefore can result in a loss of coordination with the low side 480 V breakers
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for a through fault. The recommended higher setting of the instantaneous unit will not involve
a trip for a through fault.
The plot on page A14 shows that there is a minor loss of coordination between the
transformer 1X - 13 (2X - 13) high side CO - 8 relay, with the new recommended relay setting,
and the downstream main and bus tie breakers.
The 480 V bus tie breaker setting must be revised to ensure coordination with the 480 V main
breaker.
Although there is a loss of coordination between the high side relay and the downstream
480 V main and tie breakers, coordination will be maintained with the 480 V load breakers
because the load breakers coordinate with the main and bus tie breakers.
Breaker 1A52 - 84 (2A52 - 89)
The plots on pages A15 and A16 show that coordination Is maintained between the
transformer 1X - 14 (2X - 14) high side 51E relay with the existing and new recommended
relay setting, and the downstream main breaker.
Breaker 1A52 - 81 (2A52 - 92)
As shown by the plot on page A17, coordination is maintained between the transformer 1X 06 (2X - 06) high side 51E relay, and the largest MCC breaker.
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7.

Conclusions
7.1. The addition of 4.16 kV MDAFW Pumps IP-53 and 2P-53 Impacts the
following Attachments (see attached revised/added pages for Attachments A,
E3,C and D) and tables in Sections 8.1.1.1 of the Base Calculation, as well as
the addition of new Section 8.2.36:
7.1.1. Attachment A - Coordination Curves (Addition of New Pages A57 and
A58 for MDAFW Pump 2P-53 Coordination Curves and revised Pages
'A41 and A47)
7.1.2. Attachment 6 - Mathcad Caiculations (Revised Sections 52 and 53,
Revised Pages B327-B329 for MDAFW Pumps IP-53 and 2P-53
Motor Relay Pickup and Low and High instantaneous Settings, New
Pages B330-B332 for Revised Section 51 (New Sub-Sections aj, ak
and at) MDAFW Pumps 1P-53 and 2P-53 Motor Relay Test Times)
7.1.3. Attachment C - Tabulation of Relay Settings (Revised Pages C7 and
C12)
Note: The ground fault relaying chosen for the new MDAFW pump
motors matches the existing ground fault relaying settings for motor
feeders as described In Section 2.1,3.11 of the base calculation.
The pickup setting of the ITH relay (for Pump 2P-53) is 5 A primary
current, and of the GKT relay (for Pump I P.53) Is 30 A primary current.
The concern with the low setting of the ITH relays Is the possible
spurious tripping of the relays during a motor start, Since the existing
ground fault relays for other motor feeders have not spuriously
operated In the past, the setting of 5 A for the ITH relay and 30 A for
the GKT relay will be used.
7.1.4. Attachment D - References (New Pages D45-D56)
7.1.5. Per Section 7.3 and Attachment A Pages A57 and A58, the imposed
limitation from Section. 111.8.06 of Calculation 2004-0002 (Reference
8.2.2) has been met.
7.1.6. Table 8.1.1.1 of the base calculation will be revised to add two line
items which read as follows:
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Motor
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Installation of Modification EC 13401 Is acceptable based on the above
conclusions. The protective relaying setpoints and test times have
been developed in this minor revision which will allow successful
Implementation of Modifications EC 13401 and EC 13406.
7.17. Section 8.2.34 of the base calculation will be added to read as follows:
MDAFW Pump 2P-53
The tap, high drop out Instantaneous and normal Instantaneous
settings of the COM - 5 relay are acceptable. See Section 52 of
Attachment B.
7.1.8. Section 8,2.35 of the base calculation will be added to read as follows:
MDAFW Pump 1P-53
The ABB 49 alarm relay setting, 51Y relay tap, and 50D relay
Instantaneous settings are acceptable. See Section 53 of Attachment

Bý
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Amps X 10@4.16kV
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Amps X A.0 @4.16 kV
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ENCLOSURE 5
NEXTERA ENERGY POINT BEACH, LLC
POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT, UNITS 1 AND 2
LICENSE AMENDMENT REQUEST 261
EXTENDED POWER UPRATE
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - QUESTION 6 RESPONSE
FUNCTIONAL TIMES FOR ESF EQUIPMENT FOR ACCIDENT ANALYSIS

10 pages follow

Calculation 97-0041

Purpose:
The purpose of this calculation is to establish functional times for the actuation of Engineered Safety
Features (ESF) equipment (low and high head Safety Injection Pumps, Containment Fan Coolers, and
Containment Spray Pumps). These functional times provide basis for the delay time assumptions
used in the accident analyses described in the FSAR.
Revision 3 is a total rewrite of the calculation and as such, no revision bars have been used. Changes
in 97-0041-01-A have been addressed herein,

Background:
The accident analysis described in Chapter 14 of the FSAR assumes delay times to account for delays
associated with the processing of the accident signal, degraded voltage protection scheme to close
Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) output breaker, and the start of the ESF equipment and
components to attain design performance. The total delay time assumed for each accident also
accounts for appropriate delays for instrumentation logic and signal transport, These delay times
were originally estimated in several calculations. This calculation revision consolidates all this
information in a single document and provides basis for the delay times used in the accident analysis
with and without offsite power as discussed in the FSAR.

Assumptions:
ValidatedAssumptions
I. It is assumed that the loss of offsite power (LOOP) or initiation of a degraded voltage event will
occur coincident with generation of the Safety Injection (SI) signal such that the full emergency diesel
generator (EDG) delay will occur after the SI signal as a limiting condition for power availability to
the equipment,
Basis: This assumption is acceptable because it is consistent with the plant design and NRC guidance
provided in General Design Criteria [as clarified by SECY-77-439 "Single Failure Criteria" (dated
8/17/1977)] which requires that safety functions for various fluid systems be accomplished assuming
unavailability of offsite power, along with the consequences of the initiating event and a coincident
single failure, This assumption places full time for the degraded voltage protection scheme to close
the EDO output breaker and energize the bus in the functional times determined herein.
2.

It is assumed that valves 1(2)SI-00878B and 1(2)SI-00878D are normally open, [IMPOSED
CONDITION]
Basis: This assumption reflects valve positions noted in existing Operations Checklist CL-7A
(Unit 1) and CL-7A (Unit 2) and creates an imposed condition for these checklists, Per Reference 11,
the valves receive a SI signal to open if they are closed, Based on this assumption, this calculation
will not include a stroke time for valves 1(2)SI-00878B and 1(2)SI-00878D (it is noted that IST
stroke time testing of these valves is included in procedures IT 210 and IT 215).

3. It is assumed that the stroke time for valves 1(2)SI-00852A and I(2)SI-00852B is less than or equal
to 20.0 seconds, [IMPOSED CONDITION]
Basis; This is consistent with the maximum allowable stroke time for these valves defined in the
Inservice Test Program and establishes an imposed condition for this program.
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4, It is assumed that the stroke time for valves 1(2)SI-00860A, 1(2)SI-00860B, 1(2)SI-00860C and
1(2)SI-00860D is less than or equal to 16.5 seconds. [IMPOSED CONDITION]
Basis: This is consistent with the maximum allowable stroke time for these valves defined in the
Inservice Test Program and establishes an imposed condition for this program.
5. It is assumed that the stroke time for valves that must close to isolate non-critical service water loads
(SW-02816, SW-02817, SW-02927A, SW-2927B, SW-02930A, SW-02930B, SW-04478,
SW-04479, SW-LW-61 and SW-LW-62) and valves that must open to support CFC operation
[I (2)SW-02907 and 1(2)SW-02908] is such that the valves will be fully closed or fully open within
the time required to sequence and start the Service Water pumps and Containment Fan Coolers fans.
[IMPOSED CONDITION]
Basis: This calculation will determine the maximum allowable stroke time for these valves to meet
this criteria and establish an imposed condition for the Inservice Test Program to ensure that stroke
time test acceptance criteria incorporates this value. This assumption takes no credit for flow prior to
the pump or fan reaching full speed and the valves being full open or full closed. This is conservative
since the flow rate is expected to ramp tup as the pump is started and valves 1(2)SW-02907 and
1(2)SW-02908 are a gate design which will provide flows close to the full open valves with the valve
over half open.
6.

It is assumed that the Containment Spray Pump Flow will exceed 1135 gpm. [IMPOSED
CONDITION]
Basis: This assumption bounds the value used in Calculation M-09334-298-ECCS. I to generate the
degraded Containment Spray Pump curves. This assumption creates an imposed condition for the
determination of the pump test acceptance criteria in Calculation 96-0233.

7. It is assumed that 14 seconds is sufficient time for the degraded voltage protection scheme to close
the EDG output breaker and energize the bus, [IMPOSED CONDITION]
Basis: This assumption creates an imposed condition for the acceptance criteria used in Calculation
2004-0002. The 10 second EDO starting time required by the original equipment purchase
specification for EDGs GO I/G02 (Ref. 3) and subsequently used as a design input requirement for the
design of the EDGs G03/G04 (Ref. 4) is bounded by this degraded voltage protection scheme delay
time,
8. It is assumed that during the Main Steam Line Break accident the Containment Fan Cooler Fans
(CFC) will reach fill speed within 15.1 seconds. [IMPOSED CONDITION]
Basis: This assumption creates an imposed condition for the acceptance criteria used in Calculation
2004-0002. The MSLB assumes that Reactor Coolant Pumps (RCPs) are running to make the
limiting case. Whenever the RCPs are running, two of the three Containment Fan Coolers need to be
running, Since RCPs are running, there is no LOOP and sufficient CFCs are already running. Thus
there would be no time delay (0 seconds) to start the CFC fans. However, this calculation uses
15. I seconds as an imposed condition on Calculation 2004-0002.

UnvalidatedAssumptions
None
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Acceptance Criteria:
There are no numerical acceptance criteria for this calculation.. The results of this calculation will be
used as an input to accident analyses.

12This is an imposed condition for Calculation 2004-0002. The value is consistent with the acceleration time

provided in Reference I.

'3 The service water pumps are sequenced in three groups. The sequencer delay time used herein is for the longest
delay.
14This is an imposed condition for Calculation 2004-0002. This value bounds the acceleration times provided in
Reference I Attachment C pages 53, 55, 57, 59, 61, 64 and 67 (range of acceleration times from 1.6 to 4,0 seconds).
15Due to the way that the Unit I ECCS flow model was constructed in Ref, 6, the header on the Unit I model states
",,Emergency Core Cooling System U2". The header lists the file used to create the run as Eccsr4U I.pdb, which is
the Unit I model.
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Calculation:
Determinationof ContainmentSpray HeaderFill Time
Table 1 summarizes the piping volumes for Unit I Train A and Unit I Train B and Table 2
summarizes the piping volumes for Unit 2 Train A and Unit 2 Train B.
Table 1 - Unit 1 Containment Spray Header Fill Time
Train A
Train B
Volume
Volume
Pipe #
(gal)
Pipe #
(gal)
(Attachment 1)
(Attachment 1)
77.00
78.00
79.00
79.10
79.11
79.20
79.21
79.30
79,31
79,40
79.41
79.50
79.51
79.60
79,61
79.70
79.71
79,80
79.81
79.90
81.00
Pipe Volumeunlt

1,Train A

62.00
63.00
64.00
64.10
64.11
64.20
64.21
64.30
64.31
64.40
64.41
64,50
64.51
64.60
64.61
64.70
64.71
64.80
64.81
64.90
66.00

22.06
44.51
492,80
7.94
0.00
7,94
0.00
8.18
0.00
8.18
0,00
8.18
0.00
8.18
0.00
8.18
0.00
8,18
0.00
8.18
27.09
659.60

Pipe Volumeun1 l 1,Train B

21.93
55.36
551.29
12.95
0,00
12.95
0,00
10,83
0,00
10,83
0.00
10.83
0.00
10.83
0.00
10.83
0.00
10,83
0.00
10.83
25,68
755.97

Spray Flow (gpm)

1135

Spray Flow (gpm)

1135

Fill Timeunl,1Tr8 JflA

34.9

Fill Timeunit i, Train B
(Equation 1)

40.0

(Equation 1)
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Table 2 - Unit 2 Containment Spray Header Fill Time
Train A
Train B
Volume
Volume
Pipe #
(gal)
Pipe #
(gal)
(Attachment 2)
(Attachment 2)
22.06
44.51
492,80
7.94
0.00
7.94
0.00
8.18
0,00
8,18
0,00 8.18
0,00
8.18
0.00
8.18
0.00
8.18
0.00
8.18
27.09

77.00
78,00
79.00
79.10
79.11
79.20
79.21
79.30
79,31
79.40,
79.41
79,50
79,51
79.60
79.61
79.70
79,71
79.80
79.81
79,90
81.00
Pipe Volumeuna 2, Train

A

659,60

62.00
63.00
64.00
64,10
64.11
64.20
64.21
64,30
64.31
64.40
64.41
64.50
64.51
64.60
64.61
64.70
64.71
64.80
64.81
64.90
66.00

Pipe Volumeunlt

2,

Train B

21.93
55,36
495.30
12.95
0.00
12.95
0.00
10.83
0.00
10.83
0.00
10,83
0,00
10.83
0.00
10.83
0,00
10.83
0.00
10.83
25,68
699.98

Spray Flow (gpm)

1135

Spray Flow (gpm)

1135

Fill Timeunl2, Train A

34.9

Fill Timeunhi 2,Train B

37.0

(Equation 1)

(Equation 1)

The Unit 1Train B fill time is the highest of the four flow paths. This bounding Containment Spray
Header fill time of 40,0 seconds will be used to determine the funotional time,
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Determinationof FunctionalTimes
The maximum delay time for RI{R and SI pump full flow from the detection of the event is determined as follows:
Flow Path

ESF Equipment

LHSI

HHSI

_

SI signal
processing
time
(Seconds)
[Margin]

EDG output
breaker
closure
time'9
(Seconds)

Load
sequencer
time
(Seconds)

Load
sequencer
Uncertainty
(Seconds)

Motor
acceleration
time
(Seconds)

Valve Stroke
time
(Seconds)

Total
w/o LOOP
(Seconds)

Total
With LOOP
(Seconds)

RHR Pump

2.0

14.0

22.97

14.0

1-2
[Input 4]
NA

8.97

2.0

0-27
[Input 3]
0
[Input 6]

NA

RHR Valves

5.5
[Input 2]
0
[Input 5]

20.0
[Input 7]

22.00

36.00

SI
_ Pump

2.0

14.0

1.0
[Input 8]

0
[Input 9]

8-23
[Input 101

NA

11-23

25.23

_I

[Input 11

The maximum time delay for the LHSI flow path is that associated with opening valves 1(2)SI-00852A and 1(2)-00852B or 22.0 seconds
(36.0 seconds with LOOP). This is rounded up to 23 seconds without LOOP and 37 seconds with LOOP.
The time delay for the HHSI flow path is rounded up to 12 seconds without LOOP and 26 seconds with LOOP.

19This value is 0 sec for "without LOOP" scenarios.
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The maximum delay time for Containment Spray full flow from the detection of the event is determined as follows:
Flow Path

ESF
Equipment

SI signal
processing
time
(Seconds)
[Magin]

EDG output
breaker
closure
time
(Seconds)

Load
sequencer
timne
(Seconds)

Load
sequencer
Uncertainty
(Seconds)

Motor
acceleration
time
(Seconds)

Valve
Stroke
time
(Seconds)

Header
Fill Time
(Seconds)

Total
w/o LOOP
(Seconds)

Total
With LOOP
(Seconds)

20

nput 1_

Containment
Spray

Containment

2.0

14.0

0.38
[Input 12]

3.3
[Input 131

NA

40.0

55.93

69.93

Spray Pump
Containment
Spray Valves

10.25
[Input I1]

2.0

14.0

0
[Input 14]

0
[Input 15]

NA

16.5
[Input 16]

See
Note

See
Note

See
Note

The header fill time for the Containment Spray flow path starts before valves 1(2)SI-00860A, 1(2)SI-00860B, 1(2)SI-00860C and 1(2)SI-00860D are
fully open. As such, the total time delay is based on the Containment Spray Pump time delay or 55.93 seconds (69.93 seconds with LOOP). This will
be rounded up to 56 seconds without LOOP and 70 seconds with LOOP.
The maximum delay time for Containment Fan Cooler and Service Water pump full flow from the detection of the LOCA is determined as follows:
Flow Path

ESF
Equipment

SI signal
processing
time
(Seconds)
[Margin]

EDG output
breaker
closure
time
(Seconds)

Load
sequencer
time
(Seconds)

Load
sequencer
Uncertainty
(Seconds)

Motor
acceleration
time
(Seconds)

Valve
Stroke
time
(Seconds)

Header
Fill Time
(Seconds)

Total
w/o LOOP
(Seconds)

Total
With LOOP
(Seconds)

46.75
[Input 17]

1.46
[Input 18]

19.42
[Input 19]

NA

NA

69.63

83.63

NA

NA

34.57

48.57

20
_rut

Containment
Fan Coolers

Containment
Fan Cooler
Fans
Service

2.0

14.0

2.0

14.0

Water Pump

11

25.75

0.82

6-0

[Input 20]

[Input 21]

[Input 22]

The maximum LOCA time delay for the Containment Fan Cooler flow path is that associated with the Containment Fan Cooler Fans or 69.63 seconds
(83.63 seconds with LOOP). This will be rounded up to 70 seconds without LOOP and 84 seconds with LOOP.

20

This value is 0 sec for "without LOOP" scenarios.
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The maximum delay time for Containment Fan Cooler and Service Water pump full flow from the detection of the MSLB event is determined as
follows:
Flow Path

ESF
Equipment

SI signal
processing
time
(Seconds)
[Marginj

EDG output
breaker
closure
time
(Seconds)

Load
sequencer
time
(Seconds)

Load
sequencer
Uncertainty
(Seconds)

Motor
acceleration
time
(Seconds)

Valve
Stroke
time
(Seconds)

Header
Fill Time
(Seconds)

Total
w/o LOOP
(Seconds)

Total
With LOOP
(Seconds)

46.75
[input 17)

1.46
[Input 18]

15.1
[Input 25)

NA

NA

65.31

NA

25.75
[Input 20)

0.82
[Input 211

6.0
[Input 22)

NA

NA

34.57

NA

21

Containment
Fan Coolers

Containment
Fan Cooler
Fans
Service
Water Pump

2.0

[Input
0

2.0

0

_1

The maximum MSLB time delay for the Containment Fan Cooler flow path is that associated with the Containment Fan Cooler Fans or
65-31 seconds. This will be rounded up to 66 seconds.

21

This value is O sec because the MSLB is analyzed "without LOOP- per Assumption 8.
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Determinationof Valve Actuation Times
Service Water flow path must be fully opened within the time required to sequence and start the pumps and fans. Per Reference 11 the valves
receive a signal to open upon receipt of the SI signal and will start to open when the bus is energized. Thus, the required valve actuation time is
less than or equal to:

-0

Flow Path

ESF Equipment

Containment
Fan Coolers

Containment
Fan Cooler Fans
Service Water
Pump

Pump/Fan Load
sequencer time
(Seconds)-

Pump/Fan Load
sequencer
Uncertainty
(Seconds)

46.75

1.46
[Input 181
0.82
21

[Input 17]
25-75
[Input 20]

Motor
acceleration
time
(Seconds)
15-1
[Input 25e_
6-0
[Input 221

Required
Valve Stroke
time
(Seconds)
63.31
32.57

The allowable time delay is that associated with start-up of the Containment Fan Cooler Fans. Thus, the valve stroke time must be less than or equal
to 63.3 seconds.

(0
CD
CD

22 The CFC Fans are sequenced in two groups and the Service Water Pumps are sequenced in three groups. The longest sequencer times are used here. It is noted

C:

that the normal Service Water CFC flow path is open during the period that the MOVs are stroking.
23 For the CFC Fans, this value is based on the MSLB accident motor acceleration time which is shorter than that for the LOCA and thus produces a shorter, more
conservative, stroke time acceptance criteria.

0
CO
0
04

0b
0

Calculation 97-0041

Results and Conclusions:
The functional times for the actuation of Engineered Safety Features (ESF) equipment (high and low
head Safety Injection Pumps, and Containment Spray Pumps) have been determined as follows:
Containment
High Head SI
Low Head SI
Availability of Offsite Power
Spray
Without LOOP

23 seconds

12 seconds

56 seconds

With LOOP

37 seconds

26 seconds

70 seconds

The functional times for the actuation of the Containment Fan Coolers for the LOCA and MSLB
accidents have been determined as follows:
Containment
Fan Coolers
LOCA

Containment
Fan Coolers
MSLB

Without LOOP

70 seconds

66 seconds

With LOOP

84 seconds

NA

Availability of Offsite Power

The functional time for actuation of the Low Head Safety Injection (LHSI), High Head Safety
Injection (HHSI) and containment fan cooler flow paths is defined as the time from the moment the
SI signal is generated to the moment when the ESF function is accomplished (i.e. full SI flow to the
core or full fan cooler heat removal), The functional time for the Containment Spray flow path is
defined as the time fiom the moment the Containment Hi-Hi signal is generated to the time the ESF
function is accomplished (i.e., full containment spray flow from the spray nozzles and full fan cooler
heat removal). When performing the accident analyses, the delay from the start of the accident until
the initiation of the S] or Containment Hi-Hi signal must be added to these functional times to
determine the total delay.
The close stroke time for valves SW-02816, SW-02817, SW-02927A, SW-2927B, SW-02930A,
SW-02930B, SW-04478, SW-04479, SW-LW-61 and SW-LW-62, and the open stroke time for
valves 1(2)SW-02907 and 1(2)SW-02908 must be less than or equal to 63.3 seconds to ensure that
valves required to isolate non-critical service water loads are fully closed and valves in the SW flow
paths to the CFCs are fully opened within the time required to sequence and start the pumps or fans.
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LICENSE AMENDMENT REQUEST 261
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LOSS OF VOLTAGE AND UNDERFREQUENCY RELAY SETTINGS

42 pages follow

Calculation 2008-0005

1.GENERAL PURPOSE

The primary purpose of this calculation is to determine the voltage and time delay settings for the
Loss of Voltage (LOV) relays associated with the following:
* 4160 V buses iA01, 1A02, 2A01, 2A02 - Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) turbine driven pump
start and Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) Trip LOV relays

1.0

a

4160 V buses IA03, IA04, 2A03, 2A04

0

4160 V buses I A05, I A06, 2A05, 2A06

*

480 V buses IB03, 1B04, 2B03, 2B04, B08, B09

PURPOSE
The purpose of this calculation minor revision Is to determine If proposed time delay settings
for the loss of voltage (LOV) relays for safety related buses 1f2-A05/06 (4.16 kV) and 1/2B03/04 (480 V) of 2.0 seconds and 1.5 seconds, respectively, are acceptable considering
drift, uncertainty and loop errors, The proposed time delay settings are selected to support
minimum ride through times of 1.4 seconds for the 4,16 kV buses and 1,0 second for the 480
V buses, Selection of allowable value ranges for the time delays will be provided for use In
the Technical Speolflcatlons,
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Section II - Drift, Loop Error and Uncertainty
I1, DRIFT, LOOP ERROR AND UNCERTAINTY
11.1

PURPOSE AND

SCOPE

The purpose of this calculation section is to present the drift analysis, loop error,
measurement uncertainty and calculated setting tolerances that are common to the relay
setting analyses performed in the remainder of the calculation.

11.2

METHODOLOGY

The methodology used in this calculation section is not described in the Current Licensing
Basis (CLB) for PBNP.
11.2.01

Determination of Relay Uncertainties
The methodology presented here is based on the guidance of Design Guide DG-I01
"Instrument Setpoint Methodology" (Reference X.4.02).
Note: Rounding the setpoints is performed by rounding up on lower limits and
rounding down on upper limits for as-left calibration settings. This ensures settings
are conservative relative to safety and operability limits.
The following discussion will identify whether each error contributor is applicable,
random, nonrandom, independent, and/or a direction bias for the various relay types
and elements evaluated in this calculation. With the exception of the PT correction
factor, the error contributors will be expressed in percent of relay setting (rather than
in percent of relay setting span), to be consistent with the manufacturer's published
relay accuracy (Reference X.1 1.01).
A generalized view of the voltage and frequency relay sensing loop elements is
shown in Figure 1.
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Section I1- Drift, Loop Error and Uncertainty
Primary Sensing Relay

A

B

C

D

Figure 1
The voltage decay in Block A is developed conservatively in the calculation sections
that make use of it. Since it is not subject to calibration or M&TE error, it is not
discussed further in this calculation section.
The voltage error associated with Block B is conservatively applied algebraically as a
bias outside the loop error calculations, It is applied in the sections that make use of
it and is not discussed further in this calculation section.
The error contributors associated with Blocks C and D are identified based on the
guidance in DG-I01 (Reference X.4.02).
For Blocks E, F, and H through J, error analysis is not done since these blocks
represent devices with fixed (non-adjustable) operating characteristics. The
manufacturers of these devices provide a maximum operating time that includes all
applicable uncertainty. Since these devices are not calibrated, errors associated with
drift and M&TE are not applicable. The time delays for these devices are considered
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Section II - Drift, Loop Error and Uncertainty
in the following calculation sections as they apply. The devices in Blocks E, F, and
H through J are not discussed further in this calculation section.
The various relay loops evaluated in this calculation are tabulated below with the
applicable blocks identified:
Applicable Blocks
I

J

X

X

Relay Type

Function

A

B

C

D

E

F

IA01, 1A02,
2A01, 2A02
IAOI, 1A02,
2A01,O 2A02
iA01, 1A02,
2A01, 2A02
1A03, 1A04,
2A03, 2A04
1A05, 2A05
1A06, 2A06
1B03, 1B04,
2B03, 2B04

ITE-27D

RCP LOV

X

X

X

X

X

X

CV-7

AFW LOV

X

X

X

X

X

KF

X

X

X

X

CV-7

RCP Under
Frequency
LOV

X

X

X

X

X

X

ITE-27D
ITE-27D
ITE-27D

LOV
LOV
LOV

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

11.2.02

G

H

Buses

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

Error Contributors
11.2.02.1

Accuracy: The manufacturer gives the relay setting accuracy for some
relays as repeatability. Because the relay setting for the drop-out and
pickup are each approached from only one direction, linearity and
hysteresis are not included in the relay accuracy term. Note that when
the drift is determined by as-left / as-found calibration data, relay
accuracy is included as part of the drift term. When the drift is
determined by statistical analysis, the drift is conservatively substituted
for accuracy when determining setting tolerance (ST). Relay accuracy is
classified as a random error, and will be combined by the Square Root of
the Sum of the Squares (SRSS) method (Reference X.4.02).

II.2.02.2

Primary Element Accuracy (Potential Transformer): The LOV relays
sense a voltage between 0 - 150 Vac, therefore it is necessary to a have a
potential transformer (PT) to convert a high voltage signal to a low
voltage signal. As described in IEEE Std. C57.13-1993 (Reference
X.2.01), the voltage on the secondary side of a potential transformer is a
function of the burden (load) on the PT and is described by the PT's
accuracy class or provided by the manufacturer. Because a PT has a fixed
turns ratio, the PT error is limited to the correction applied to the turns
ratio as a result of the secondary side burden. This error is a bias, because
the burden shifts the PT output in only one direction for a given burden.
The error of the PT will be expressed as PT for the largest error in the
negative direction and PT+ for the largest error in the positive direction.
The error of the PT will be accounted for in the conversion from the high
voltage signal to the low voltage signal and from the low voltage signal
to the high voltage signal. The PT error is applied to the signal before
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applying the total loop error because the PT error is based on the turns
ratio of the transformer and connected burden, and is unrelated to the
total error of the LOV relays. The error for the PT is classified as a nonrandom process error and will be based on the accuracy assigned to the
PT by the manufacturer. PT performance is not significantly affected by
environment factors, thus no additional error for the PTs will be
introduced.
11.2.02.3

Drift: Relay setpoint drift applies as a random uncertainty for both dropout and pickup settings. Drift can be calculated or given by the
manufacturer. No manufacturer drift value is available, but relay
calibrations performed since 1987 provide as-left / as-found data that can
be used to calculate the drift using statistical methods described in
Appendix H of DG-I0l (Reference X.4.02). See Section 11.2,03.1 below
for more explanation of this method of determining drift. Relay drift is
classified as a random error, and will be combined by the Square Root of
the Sum of the Squares (SRSS) method (Reference X.4.02).

11.2.02.4

M&TE: The manufacturer of the M&TE provides an uncertainty
associated with frequency of calibration of the M&TE. The uncertainty
of the M&TE is random and independent in consideration of the LOV
relay setpoint. However, when relay setting drift is determined using asleft/as-found calibration data, M&TE accuracy is included as part of the
calculated drift term, and does not need to be accounted for separately
(as long as the M&TE uncertainty is less than or equal to the M&TE
used to perform the calibrations).

11.2.02.5

Setting Tolerance: The setting tolerance establishes a sufficient range to
allow the technician to set the relay. Setting tolerance (ST) is expressed
as a random (±) value around an ideal setting, although the tolerance can
also be asymmetric (e.g., +2, -0). The tolerance range is established
based on the device accuracy, MT&E accuracy used to calibrate the
relays, the limitations of the technician in adjusting the device, and the
need to minimize calibration and testing time. When drift is determined
by as-left/as-found statistical methods, setting tolerance is treated as a
separate random error contributor to total loop error.

11.2.02.6

Power Supply Effect: The power supply effect is the effect of control
voltage variations on the relay settings. Some manufacturers provide an
uncertainty for their relays due to control voltage. This effect is assigned
a value by the relay manufacturer separate from relay accuracy and is
considered random and independent of other error terms,

11.2.02.7

Temperature Effect: Some manufacturers provide an uncertainty for their
relays due to temperature. This effect is assigned a value by the relay
manufacturer separate from relay accuracy and is considered random and
independent of other error terms. As-left/as-found calibration data will
account for some of this effect, however the temperature recorded during
performance of calibrations does not cover the complete range of
operation. Therefore, it is conservative to apply the full temperature
effect to the overall relay uncertainty separate from the drift tolerance.
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11.2.03

11.2.02.8

Humidity Effect: No uncertainty due to humidity is considered in the
total relay error (Assumption 11.4.02).

11.2.02.9

Radiation Effect: No uncertainty due to the radiation effect is considered
in the total relay error (Assumption 11.4.03).

11.2.02.10

Seismic or Vibration Effect: There is no uncertainty due to seismic or
vibration effect considered in the total relay error (Reference X.4.04).

Drift Analysis
11.2.03.1

As-found/as-left calibration data will be statistically analyzed to establish
the drift error on the relays with adjustable settings. The general
approach in performing a statistical analysis of the data is provided in
Appendix H of Design Guide DG-I01 (Reference X.4.02). The following
is a summary of the steps performed in the statistical analysis:
a.

As-left and as-found values for the LOV relay drop-out settings were
compiled from historical plant relay calibration data collected
between 1987 and 2007. The raw data for each of the 8 LOV relays
were tabulated in Attachment B, including as-left and as-found dropout values and as-left and as found dates.

b.

From the drop-out values and dates, the number of days between
calibrations and the measured drift over the interval was determined
on the spreadsheet. To make the sample representative of the
nominal 18-month calibration interval, only those as-left/as-found
pairings that were measured within - 25% of 18 months and 24
months (between 405 and 730 days apart) were analyzed.

c.

From the population of as-left/as-found pairings that were suitable
for analysis, the standard deviation was calculated using the Excel
STDEV function.

d.

The standard deviation was then multiplied by a factor based on the
sample size to determine a 95% confidence level drift value.

e.

DG-I01 provides the method of identifying and removing "outliers"
from the sample population.

f.

The data set was tested for "normalcy" by determining skewness and
kurtosis using the procedure in DG-I0 1 Appendix H (Reference
X.4.02).

g. If the data set failed the "normalcy" test, the DG-101 Appendix H
(Reference X.4.02) approach could not be used and in order to be
conservative the largest drift error found in the data set would be
used.
The Software Quality Assurance program does not apply to the Microsoft
Excel spreadsheet used for the drift analysis because Step 2.4,7 in
Reference X.4.01 (FP-IT-SQA-01 "NMC Software Quality Assurance
(SQA) Program"), states that the SQA program does not apply for
"Application software for which the output is validated and documented as
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having been validated each time the application software is used." The
results of the Excel application are independently verified as part of the
independent technical review of this Calculation.
11.2.04

Determination of Total Loop Error
The total loop error (TLE) includes all relay uncertainties (except the PT ratio
correction) and is determined in accordance with the requirements of Design Guide
DG-I01 (Reference X.4.02). The setpoint methodology at PBNP utilizes a
combination of the straight sum and the square root sum of the square (SRSS) plus
algebraic approaches. The error effects are evaluated based on known behavior and
are characterized as independent, dependent, random or non-random. The random
elements of uncertainty are combined by SRSS, and any non-random uncertainties
(commonly known as bias) are added algebraically (straight sum) to the SRSS result
according to sign. The uncertainty equation for each instrument is based on the
characteristics of each applicable element of uncertainty. Therefore, the following
general equation is utilized to calculate the positive (TLE') and negative (TLE-) total
loop uncertainty and is developed in design guide DG-101 (Reference X.4.02).
A 2 +B 2 +(C+D) 2 +ZjXj+XY-YZ

TLE=
Where:

A, B =
C, D =
X=
Y=
Z=
11.2.05

Independent and Random uncertainty errors
Dependent and Random uncertainty errors
Non-random error with unknown sign
Non-random positive bias
Non-random negative bias

Determination of Setting Tolerance
The setting tolerance (ST) establishes a range about the ideal field trip setpoint
(FTSP) for the technician to set the relay. The setting tolerance is determined to be
equal to or greater than the SRSS of the relay accuracy and the M&TE accuracy.
When the drift is determined by statistical analysis of as-found/as-left calibration
data, the drift will be substituted for the relay accuracy. The setting tolerance in
percent of setting is determined as follows:
ST=j±

a + m'

Where:
a=
M=

Relay accuracy (or drift if determined through
statistical analysis)
M&TE accuracy
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3.0

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
3.1

safety buses A06 /
The time delay element settings for the LOV relays for 4.16 WV
A06 and 480 V safety buses B03 / B04 shall be short enough to ensure that the
LOV logic actuates and Initiates the required actions In time to support the
actuation times used In the applicable accident analyses (Reference X8,05.0 of
Revision 0 of this calculation).

3,2

The time delay setpoint of the LOV relay logic scheme must be long enough to
prevent spurious actuation during transients Imposed by offsite power
disturbances, The LOV relay time delay required for this transient Is defined by
PBNP letters (Attachment C & D) as 1.4 seconds for 4.16 kV safety buses (AO5
and A06) and 1,0 second for 480 V safety buses (B03 and B04), To remain within
the Transmission System Operator voltage analysis supporting Reference 5,2 of
this minor revision, a dual unit trip should not be caused by a single transient
disturbance, Therefore, the LOV relays should not prematurely trip upon these
disturbances, This criterion Is based on an Implicit assumption made In FSAR
Chapter 8 (Reference X,8,05.1).

3.3

The time delay element settings for the B03/B04 480 V buses must be short
enough to ensure that the 480 V stripping Is Initialed before the EDG breaker
close permissive occurs,

3.4

The time delay setpoInt of the EDG Close Timer (follower) relay must be long
enough to ensure that the safe closure thresholds as established In calculation
2006-0007 (Reference X1,07 of Revision 0 of this calculation) are reached before
the EDO breaker close permissive occurs.

3.5

The time delay setpoInt of the EDG Close Timer (follower) relay must be long
enough to ensure that the 4,16 kV stripping Is Initiated before the EDG breaker
close permissive occurs.

3.6

The time delay setpolnt of the EDG Close Timer (follower) relay must be short
enough to ensure that the EDG breaker close permissive occurs Intime to support
the actuation times used In the applicable accident analyses (Reference X.8.05,6
of Revision 0 of this calculation).
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6.0

ASSUMPTIONS
6.1

11.4

All assumptions in the existing base calculation 2008-0005 are valid for this minor
revision.

ASSUMPTIONS

Validated Assumptions
11.4.01

It is assumed that the PTs feeding the 480 V buses have a ratio error (correction) of
0.997 to 1.003 for the burdens currently imposed upon them.
Basis: The Westinghouse PT data in Reference X. 10.13 indicates that the
transformer is rated 0.6 for a class W (12.5 VA) burden, and that the transformer will
maintain 0.3 metering accuracy for most single meter applications. For the 480 V
buses, the relay burden is three ITE-27D relays at 1.2 VA each plus a voltmeter that
can be switched off or on to any single phase (References X.5.30, X.5.32, X.5.34 and
X.5.36). This burden is shared among three PTs. The meter is a Westinghouse H252 series horizontal edgewise meter (References X.5.57 through X.5,59 and
X. 11.05). The manufacturer's published burden for these meters is 0.096 VA at
120 Vac (Reference X.10,14). The burden for a Westinghouse K-241 circular scale
voltmeter similar to those in the 4.16 kV systems at PBNP is given as 1.92 VA at
120 Vac (Reference X. 10.14). The total burden on a phase with the voltmeter
switched on is 1.2 + 0.096 = 1.3 VA. If"most single meter applications" as stated by
the PT manufacturer includes a single circular scale meter, we can see that the burden
of the relay plus the edgewise meter is less than a very common single meter
application. In addition, the burden is only 1.3- VA x 100 = 10.4% of the burden

ý12.5 VA )
that the transformer will support for an accuracy of 0.6%. Therefore, it is reasonable
to assume that the PTs will maintain a metering accuracy of± 0.3% for this
application.
11.402,

It is assumed that there is no uncertainty due to humidity changes.
Basis: There is no uncertainty due to humidity changes provided by the relay
manufacturer. The relays have performed well under varying humidity conditions in
the switchgear rooms for 10 years (Reference X.9), Because the as-left/as-found
calibration data includes any effect caused by these humidity variations, no separate
uncertainty due to humidity is considered.

11.4.03

It is assumed that there is no uncertainty due to the radiation effect.
Basis: The relays are located in the turbine building or control building outside
containment and thus will not experience any significant radiation exposure greater
than background, even under accident conditions. Therefore, no radiation effect is
considered.

11.4.04

It is assumed that the LOV relay time delay setpoints are calibrated using a meter
with an accuracy of ±0.01 % of reading or better.
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Basis: The accuracy of the Multi-Amp TV-2 is ±0.0001 sec or 0.0025% of reading
(Reference X. 11. 10). This device is referenced in various PBNP procedures for use
in time delay setting. The procedures require use of this meter or equivalent
(References X.6.01, X.6.12). This value was rounded up for conservatism and to
allow for substitution of M&TE.
11.4.05

It is assumed that the uncertainty of the M&TE utilized to calibrate the frequency
settings of the UF relays will be 4-0.07% or less.
Basis: The M&TE currently required by calibration procedure is a Multi-Amp TV-2
or equivalent, which has an uncertainty of 25 Hz per 1,000,000 Hz or ±0.0025% as
an acceptance criterion to calibrate the M&TE (References X.6.01, X.6.12 and
Xl 1,10). Measuring 55 Hz on a 200 Hz range with a resolution of 0.01 Hz, the Fluke
8060A, which has an accuracy of ±0.05% of reading + 1 digit (Input 11.5.12), this
translates to:

(55

55 Hz (0.0005)+ 0.01 Hzl x 100 = 0.068%,

Hzx100.6%

which is conservatively rounded up to 0.07%.
11.4.06

It is assumed that the uncertainty of the Fluke 8505A M&TE utilized to calibrate the
drop-out voltage setting of the LOV relays is ±0.105% or less.
Basis: The M&TE currently required by calibration procedure is a Fluke 8505A or
equivalent, which has an uncertainty of 0.105% when calibrated on a 12 month cycle
(References X. 11.02 and X.9). Therefore the M&TE uncertainty will be equal to or
less than ±0.105% when calibrating the drop-out voltage setting of the LOV relays.
The calibrations utilize the IOOV range, for which a maximum full scale reading is
160.OOOV, to measure an approximate 120V signal. This includes approximately an
additional 0.005% error to account for the number of counts with a 1 mV resolution.

11.4.07

It is assumed that the cable and fuse impedance has a negligible effect on the burden
and ratio correction factor of the potential transformer supplying the LOV relays.
Basis: The highest burden on the potential transformer, when the relay is required to
operate, is 53.4 VA (or approximately 0.445 amps at 120 V nominal voltage) (See
Inputs 11.5.01.2, 11.5.02.2, 11.5.03.2, 11.5.04.2 and 11.5.05.2). The voltage drop across
the cables is negligible due to the short cable length (cables remain in the
switchgear), the maximum fuse current of 0.445 Amps and the insignificant fuse
resistance. Therefore, the cable and fuse impedance have a negligible affect on the
burden and ratio correction factor of the potential transformer.

11.4.08

It is assumed that there is no uncertainty due to the seismic or vibration effect for the
CV-7, ETR, ITE-27D and KF relays.
Basis: There is no uncertainty due to seismic or vibrational effect provided by the
relay manufacturer. Specific setpoints that require evaluation for seismic effects are
those that are credited as primary trips for accidents/transients that could credibly
occur as the result of a seismic event. These setpoints are found in Table 2.2.1 of the
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Seismic Evaluation Report, USNRC Generic Letter 87-02, USI A-46 Resolution
(Reference X.4.04) and are listed below.
FSAR
Section

Accident/Transient

Primary Reactor Trip Variable
Low Pressurizer Pressure

14.1.6
14.1.7
14.1.8

Rod Cluster Control Assembly
(RCCA) Drop
Reduction in Feedwater Enthalpy
Excessive Load Increase
Loss of Reactor Coolant Flow

14.1.9

Loss of External Electrical Load

14.1.10

Loss of Normal Feedwater

14.1.11

Loss of All AC Power due to
Auxiliaries

14.1.3

14.2.5
Stuck Open Steam Dump or S/G
14.2.5______ Safety Valve

None Required
None Required
Low RCS Flow
Over Temp - Delta T High
Pressurizer Pressure Low-Low
S/G Level
Low-Low S/G Level
Low-Low S/G Level
None Required
NoneRequired

Since the trip setpoints, for the CV-7, ITE-27D and KF relays in this calculation are
not shown in the above table, they and their associated time delay (ETR) relays do
not need to include a seismic uncertainty term because their function is not required
during or following a seismic event. The normal vibrational effect is accounted for by
the drift calculated from the as-left/as-found data and therefore no additional
uncertainty is necessary to account for this effect.
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11.4.09

It is assumed that the nominal voltage and time tolerances for temperatures in the
20'C to 40'C range is consistent for the LOV ITE-27D relays.
Basis: Issue E of the ITE-27D manual supports the nominal 0.5 V and ± 5% time
tolerances for temperatures in the 20'C to 40°C range (Reference X. 11.07).
Environmentally qualified equipment in the Turbine Building is located in two
general areas, near the Feedwater Regulating Valves and at the Condensate Storage
Tanks. Plant operators estimated that the summertime temperature near the
Condensate Storage Tanks was a maximum of 85°F and the summertime temperature
near the Feedwater Regulating Valves was a maximum of 95°F (the temperature near
the Feedwater Regulating Valves was higher due to the number of steam and feed
pipes in the area), Actual plant operating temperatures gathered through temperature
monitoring at the Turbine Building (Condensate Storage Tank area and Main
Feedwater Regulating Valve area) ranges from 77.5°F to 100.5°F. (Reference
X.4.05).

11.4.10

It is assumed that the maximum dc supply voltage at the relays is 134.5 Vdc, which
occurs when the system is fed from the chargers.
Basis: The relays use 125 Vdc control power from DC buses that are normally
supplied by voltage-regulated battery chargers. The calibration procedure for battery
chargers D-07, D-08 and D-09 calls for the output voltage to be set in the range of
132.5 to 133 Vdc (Reference X.6.26). The calibration procedure for battery chargers
D-107, D-108 and D-109 calls for the output voltage to be set in the range of 133.5 to
134.5 Vdc (Reference X.6.27). Therefore, it is conservative to assume that the
maximum operating voltage for all relays is 134.5 Vdc.

11.4.11

It is assumed that the power supply effect on the voltage setpoint on the ITE-27D
relays is -0.2V/+0.3V over the expected voltage range of 102 - 134.5 Vdc at the
relays.
Basis: The maximum supply voltage to the ITE-27D relays is 134.5V (Assumption
11.4.10) and the minimum is 102V (Reference X. 1.03, X. 1.04). Based on Reference
X. 10,02, a -0.2V change is expected for a 25V drop from nominal and a +0.3V
change for a 15V increase from nominal is typical for these relays. This corresponds
to a range of 100 - 140 Vdc, which bounds the range of terminal voltages expected at
the relays.

11.4.12

It is assumed that the setpoint for the B03/B04 ITE-27D relays voltage elements is
60 V for the purposes of determining M&TE accuracy for these relays.
Basis: The minimum allowable voltage setting for these relays in the Technical
Specifications (Reference X.8.03) is 256 V ± 3%; the actual setting will be higher.
256 V is more than 50% of the nominal 480 V bus voltage. 60 V represents 50%
voltage on the relay's 120 V base. This value appears in the denominator of a
percentage computation in the M&TE determination, so a smaller value is
conservative since it will produce a larger M&TE error value.
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11.4.13

It is assumed that the reference accuracy of ± 5% applies for the Agastat ETR relays
evaluated in this calculation.
Basis: The ± 5% tolerance applies to a temperature range of 70 *F to 104 'F, while a
tolerance of ± 10% applies for temperatures outside this range out to a range of 40 *F
to 156 'F (Reference X. 11.01). These relays are exposed to a temperature range of
65 'F to 115 "F (Inputs 11.5.01.1, 11.5.02.1, 11.5.03.1, 11.5.04.1 and 11.5.05.1). This is
only slightly outside the range that the manufacturer states where the ± 5% tolerance
applies. There is insufficient calibration history data at the time settings used on the
relays evaluated in this calculation to support a statistically valid drift analysis. Drift
analysis of similar Agastat ETR relays shows a drift of 2.75% (Reference X. 1.01).
These ETR relays are in the same switchgear environments and similar applications
to the relays evaluated in this calculation, but are set for a much longer delay.
Therefore, the drift analysis done on these relays cannot be applied directly to the
relays evaluated here. The drift analysis shows that the drift of the ETR relays
remains well below the manufacturer's stated ± 5% tolerance. Therefore, the ± 5%
tolerance is considered adequately conservative for the purposes of this analysis.

11.4.14

It is assumed that the setpoint for the Agastat ETR relays is 2.5 seconds for the
purposes of determining M&TE accuracy of the Fluke Scopemeter 123 for these
relays.
Basis: The minimum as left value for these relays from the current procedures is
2.85 seconds (References X.6.02, X.6,03, X.6.13 and X.6.14). This value appears in
the denominator of a percentage computation in the M&TE determination, so a
smaller value is conservative since it will produce a larger M&TE error value.

Unvalidated Assumptions
None.

6.2

The drift for a replacement 4160 V or 480V LOV relay with a time delay range of
1.0 to 10,0 seconds Is assumed to approximate the drift for the existing relay.
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VII. A05/A06 BUS LOV RELAY SETTING
VII.I

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

The purpose of this calculation section is to determine the dropout voltage and time delay
settings for the loss of voltage relaying scheme for 4.16 kV buses I A05, IA06, 2A05, and
2A06.
The scope of this calculation section includes settings for the LOV relays and the EDG close
delay (follower) time delay relays. The specific relays whose settings included in the scope
of this calculation section are tabulated below:
Function
LOV
EDG Close Delay
(Follower)

Relays IDs
1(2)-271/A05, 1(2)-272/A05, 1(2)-273/A05,
1(2)-27 1/A06, 1(2)-272/A06, 1(2)-273/A06
1(2)-62-4/A05, 1(2)-62-5/A05,
1(2)-62-4/A06, 1(2)-62-5/A06

A block diagram of the logic scheme evaluated in this section is presented in Figure 9:

Bus Voltage
Decay

Potential
Transformer

LOV Relay
(ITE-27D)

Aux Relay I
(A06-NBFD65NR)

Eii

i

Output Actions

Aux Relay 2
S[(A05 Only)

[•

Output Actions

[(NBFD65NR)

•

(Follower)
(Folloer
Relay(A06

(A05 - - RM
MG-6)H-6)
(A06
-

RMH-2)

Output Actions

Output Actions

(ETrR)

Figure 9
In this scheme, Aux relay ] trips the incoming 4.16 kV feed breaker to A05/A06, and starts
the EDGs associated with the bus. Aux relay 3 makes up a close permissive for the EDG
output breaker. Both the permissive from Aux relay 3 and the EDG ready to load permissive
must be made up for the EDG breaker to close (References X.5.53 and X.5.54).
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The voltage and time delay settings for the relays in this scheme must be selected in
conjunction with the voltage and time delay settings for the 480 V LOV relays at buses
B03/B04 (Section VIII) to ensure the following, whether the EDGs are running prior to the
LOV or not:
o

o

o
o
o

The EDGs will be started and their output breakers can be closed onto the bus in 14
seconds or less (The accident analyses in Reference X.8.05.6 assume 15 seconds, but
Reference X. 1.06 reduces this to 14 seconds).
The EDGs will be able to meet the 14 second requirement for output breaker closure
when considering a LOCA coincident with a degraded voltage condition (this is
determined in calculation 2004-0002 (Reference X. 1.01), but will be re-validated
here.
4.16 kV loads are stripped prior to closing the EDG output breakers to prevent block
loading the 4.16 kV loads and allow proper sequencing (see discussion below).
480 V loads are stripped prior to closing the EDG output breakers to prevent block
loading the 480 V loads and allow proper sequencing (see discussion below).
The motor voltage for both 4.16 kV and 480 V motor loads has decayed to a safe
level prior to re-energizing buses to prevent damage to the motors from being
energized out of synchronization with the incoming EDG voltage (see discussion
below).

The requirements in the last three bullets are implicitly assumed in the accident analyses in
the FSAR (Reference X.8.05) and AC Electrical System Analysis (Reference X. 1.01) where
load sequencing occurs correctly without damage to equipment.
A rough time line of the sequence of events during a loss of voltage is shown in Figure 10.
Note that the time values shown are approximate and are not to scale. They are intended to
give a rough feel for the time spans involved in the evolution. They are NOT intended to
represent final setpoints or all anticipated system conditions. The voltage decay values
shown represent bounding (longest) values. Shorter (but non-zero) decay times will be
observed depending upon system loading and alignment.
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Bus LOV
Bus Vtg Decay

A R-, Vig Dip

(Z0.8 see)
-- I

Bus V1g
Decay
(z 0.8 see)

BUs VIg
Decay
Lz 0.7 see)

4 kV Safe

Closure Reached
(z 2.3 see elapsed)

-

480 V Safe
-''
Closure Reached
(z 2.5 sec elapsed)

Bus V"g
Decay
(= 0.2 see)

27D Time
Delay
(z 1.5 see)

Minimum Ride Through
sec)
480V LOV Reached
(= 1,6 see elapsed)

4 kV LOV Reached
(= 0.8 see elapsed)

27D Time

d 1,V Iffl

uelay
(= 0.9 see)

Aux Relay (- 0.1 see)

Ae.h,nto

EDG Start Signal &
Incoming Fdr Trip
(z 2.4 sec elapsed)

480 V LOV Actuates
(z 2.5 sec elapsed)
Aux Relay (z 0.1 see)
Aux Relay (z 0.1 see)
ETR Time Delay
(z 2.8 see)

480 V Bus Stripping
(z 2.7 see elapsed)

Aux Relay (z 0.1 see)
.1
Bkr Close Delay (= 0.1 see)

EDG Close Timer
(Follower)
Contacts Close
(z 5.1 see elapsed)
EDG Close Permissive
(z 5.2 see elapsed)

Bus Energized
(z 5.3 see elapsed)
(Assuming EDG Ready)

EDG Start Delay
(10 see max)

EDG Ready to Load
Bkr Close Delay (- 0.1 see)
Bus Energized
(= 12.5 see elapsed)

Figure 10
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VII.2 METHODOLOGY
The methodology used in this calculation section is not described in the Current Licensing
Basis (CLB) for PBNP. The methodology is similar to, but not identical to or dependent
upon the methodology that is described in the CLB for determining the time delay settings for
the degraded voltage relay time delay settings. The methodology used for the settings is
similar to the methodology used for bus A01/A02.

VII.2.01 VOLTAGE SETPOINT METHODOLOGY
A diagram showing the relationship of the values used to determine the voltage
element setpoint for an LOV relay is shown in Figure 11:

Normal Bus Voltage

•.•VM"

Rest

Pickup/Dropout

Ratio

Operability

Limit (OL')

Operability Limit Tolerance (OLTo.)
-Maximum As-Found (RAF,,,)
As-Found Tolerance (RAF)

I•.

Maximum As-Left (RALro.)
Setting Tolerance (ST)
Field Trip Setpoint (FTSP)
Setting Tolerance (ST)

" sFoun I

Minimum As-Left (RALmij)

As-Found Tolerance (RAF)
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Figure 11
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The general approach is to determine the Limiting Trip Setpoint (LTSP) from the
Analytical Limit (AL) and Total Loop Error (TLE). Then the difference between the
Operability Limit (OL) and Field Trip Setpoint (FTSP) is determined. The FTSP is
determined by starting with the LTSP and adding the intentional margin (if any)
between the LTSP and OL plus the difference between the OL and the FTSP. In this
calculation, the margin is not added intentionally as part of selecting the setpoints.
The margin is quantified after determining the setpoints and limits. The remaining
limit values are calculated from the FTSP using the cited tolerances. The inputs
required are the AL, 2a drift (d), TLE, Setting Tolerance (ST), and Operability Limit
tolerance (OLr0 ). The analytical limit comes from reference documents and is
generally tied to the CLB. The remaining values are determined in this calculation.
The 2o drift (d), TLE, and a calculated Setting Tolerance (ST) are determined in
Section II of this calculation. The final values are tabulated in Section 11.7.
The LTSP, FTSP, as-left, as-found, and operability limit values are determined using
the methodology previously described in Section IV.2.01.
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VII.2.02 TIME DELAY

SETPOINT METHODOLOGY

A diagram showing the relationship of the values used to determine the timing
setpoint for a time delay element or relay is shown in Figure 12:
Safety Limit
Margin
Analytical Limit (AL+)

TLE*
Limiting Trip Setpoint (LTSP÷)

Margin
Operability Limit (OL-)

Operability Limit Tolerance (OLTOj)
Maximum As-Found (RAFmox)
As-Found Tolerance (RAF)
Maximum As-Left (RALmi)
, •)
O il,•iii

Setting Tolerance (ST)
Field Trip Setpoint (FTSP)

:i)~: As-Found Tolerance (RAF)

~~Minimum

As-Found (RAFtjin

'i'i.Operability Limit Tolerance (OLTo2)
Margn
::•':"Operability
-

Limit (OL')

•=.-Limiting

Trip Setpoint (LTSP-)

TLE"
Analytical Limit (AL-)
Margin Safety Limit
(SU)

Figure 12
The general approach is to determine the Limiting Trip Setpoint (LTSP) from the
Analytical Limits (ALs) and Total Loop Error (TLE). Then the difference between
the Operability Limits (OLs) and Field Trip Setpoint (FTSP) is determined. The
FTSP is determined by starting with the LTSP and adding the intentional margin (if
any) between the LTSP and OL plus the difference between the OL and the FTSP. In
this calculation, the margin is not added intentionally as part of selecting the
setpoints. The margin is quantified after determining the setpoints and limits. The
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remaining as-left and as-found limit values are calculated from the FTSP using the
cited tolerances as described in Section IV.2.01. The inputs required are the AL, 2u
drift (d), TLE, Setting Tolerance (ST), and Operability Limit tolerance (OLTO,). The
analytical limit comes from reference documents and is generally tied to the CLB.
The remaining values are determined in this calculation. The 2a drift (d), TLE, and a
calculated Setting Tolerance (ST) are determined in Section 11 of this calculation.
The final values are tabulated in Section 11.7.
The LTSP, FTSP, as-left, as-found, and operability limit values are determined using
the methodology previously.described in Section IV.2.01.
VII.2.03

METHODOLOGY FOR THE

LOV RELAY

SETTINGS

The technical specification limit for the LOV relay trip settings will be used as the
lower operability limit (OLmi,) for the voltage element. The setting of the time delay
element and EDG close timer (follower) TDR will be based on the requirement that
the 4.16 kV LOV relays and time delay relays must coordinate with the 480 V
LOV relays to ensure that the 4.16 kV safety buses are repowered after the
480 V buses are stripped (Acceptance Criteria VIII.3.04). The following will
be considered when establishing the time delay relay setpoints:
* The effect of bus voltage decay time on the 4.16 kV and 480 V LOV relay start
times using the most conservative LOV relay voltage and time setting limits.
9 Time delays associated with equipment (auxiliary relays, circuit breakers, etc.)
which operate in series with the 4.16 kV and 480 V LOV relays to perform safety
functions.
* Current licensing basis assumptions for maximum EDG start times.
For voltage settings, the lower bound technical specification allowable value is taken
to be equal to the LTSP and the lower operability limit (OL). That is, no intentional
margin is added at this point in the setpoint determination.
Starting with the lower operability limit, the setpoints, as-left limits, as-found limits,
operability limits, and maximum reset voltage will be determined using the
methodology described in Section IV.2.01.
For time delay settings, new safety limits, technical specification allowable values
and operating limits will be developed since the existing limits will not support the
ride through requirements of Reference X.4.12.
VII.3 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
VII.3.01 Relays 1(2)-271/A05, 1(2)-272/A05, 1(2)-273/A05, 1(2)-271/A06, 1(2)-272/A06,
and 1(2)-273/A06 shall be set to protect the Technical Specifications minimum
allowable voltage of 3156 V.
VII.3.02 The voltage at the A05 and A06 buses must remain above the maximum drop-out
value (OL+) for relays l(2)-271/A05, 1(2)-272/A05, 1(2)-273/A05, 1(2)-271/A06,
1(2)-272/A06, and 1(2)-273/A06 for all anticipated motor starting events. This
acceptance criterion is based on an implicit assumption made in Chapter 8 of the
FSAR (Reference X.8.05.1).
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V11.3.03 The time delay element settings for relays 1(2)-271/A05, 1(2)-272/AO5, 1(2)273/A05, 1(2)-271/A06, 1(2)-272/A06, and 1(2)-273/A06 relays shall be short
enough to ensure that the LOV logic actuates and initiates the required actions in
time to support the actuation times used in the applicable accident analyses
(Reference X.8.05.6).
VII.3.04 The time delay setpoint of the LOV relay logic scheme must be long enough to
prevent spurious actuation during transients imposed by offsite power disturbances.
To remain within the Transmission System Operator voltage recovery analysis
supporting Reference X.4.12, a dual unit trip should not be caused by a single
transient disturbance. Therefore, the LOV relays should not prematurely trip upon
these disturbances. This acceptance criterion is based on an implicit assumption made
in Chapter 8 of the FSAR (Reference X.8.05.1).
VII.3.05 The time delay setpoint of the EDG Close Timer (follower) relay must be long
enough to ensure that the safe closure thresholds established in calculation 20050007 (Reference X. 1.07) are reached before the EDG breaker close permissive
occurs.
VII.3.06 The time delay setpoint of the EDG Close Timer (follower) relay must be long
enough to ensure that the 4.16 kV stripping is initiated before the EDG breaker close
permissive occurs.
VII.3.07 The time delay setpoint of the EDG Close Timer (follower) relay must be short
enough to ensure that the EDG breaker close permissive occurs in time to support the
actuation times used in the applicable accident analyses (Reference X.8,05.6).
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VII.4 ASSUMPTIONS
Validated Assumptions
VII.4,01 It is assumed that the pick up time for all of the auxiliary relays in this LOV scheme
is 0.083 seconds.
Basis: There are four types of auxiliary relay in this scheme. Their operating times
are given as:
*
*
*
*

MG-6 = 0.083 s (Reference X. 11.01)
NBFD65NR = 0,050 s (Reference X.1 1.01)
RXMA-2 = 0.010 s (Reference X. 11.03)
RXMH-2 = 0.050 s (Reference X. 11,03)

For simplicity and conservatism, all four relay types well are treated as having a pick
up time equal to the slowest relay (0.083 s).
VII.4.02 It is assumed that the EDG breaker closing time is 0.090 sec.
Basis: The Routine Maintenance Procedure for the safety related 4.16 kV circuit
breakers (Reference X.6.21) uses 0.090 seconds as the maximum allowable closing
time for the circuit breakers.
Unvalidated Assumptions
None
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VII.7 RESULTS
VII.7.01 VOLTAGE ELEMENT SETTINGS

The voltage element settings for the A05/A06 LOV relays are tabulated below.
Values below the FTSP are conservatively rounded up to the nearest 0.01 V. Values
above the FTSP except VMax Reset are conservatively rounded down to the nearest
0.01 V. The VMa5 Reset value is conservatively rounded up to the next 0.01 V. Values
are presented in volts on the relay base, with the voltage on the 4.16 kV bus base in
parenthesis for selected values.
As discussed previously, the existing as-left setting range in the RMIPs (91.8 V to
92.8 V per Inputs 11.5.03.3 and 11.5.04.3) supports the technical specifications
allowable value. This setting tolerance is effectively an FTSP of 92.3 V with a
setting tolerance of± 0.5 V, or ± 0.541%. The existing FTSP is more conservative
than the calculated FTSP.
The voltages for both the calculated settings (based on no additional margin in the
calculated settings, that is, setting the LTSP=AV) using the ideal setting tolerance
and the existing effective FTSP of 92.3 V and setting tolerance of ±0.541% are
tabulated.
Recommended

Setting
VMax Reset
OLUmx
RAFmx
RALmax

Value
(Calculated Settings)
95.77 V
(3342 V)
92.98 V
(3245 V)
92.7 V
92.42 V

Setting
Value
(Existing Effective
FTSP & ST)
96.27 V
(3363 V)
93.47 V
(3265 V)
93.16 V
92.79 V

FTSP

91.72 V

92.30 V

RALmin
RAFmin
OLnin

91.01 V

91.81 V

90.72 V
90.45 V

91.44 V
91.13 V

TS Allowable

90.443 V
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As shown in the table above, the existing effective setting of 92.3 V with a-setting
tolerance of ± 0.541% protects the technical specifications allowable values. The
margin between the operability limit and the technical specification allowable value
is 0.773 V, or 0.9%. Therefore, Acceptance Criteria VII.3.01 for the voltage element
of the A05/A06 LOV relay voltage elements is met with the existing effective FTSP
of 92.3 V and effective setting tolerance of ± 0.541%.
The maximum reset voltage is 3363 V. The upper operability limit of the dropout
voltage is 3265 V. These are both below the lowest voltage expected at any of the
A05/A06 buses during an RCP start (3512 V per Section 111.7), It is also below the
lowest voltage (3750 V) observed at these buses in the dynamic motor starting
analyses (Section 111.7.02 of Reference X.,.01) . Therefore, acceptance criteria
VII.3.02 for the voltage elements of the A05/A06 LOV relays is met with either set
of relay settings and limits. The margin fr'om VMax ROs0t to the minimum expected
voltage is 3512 V- 3363 V = 149 V, or 4.4%,
VII.7.02 TIME DELAY ELEMENT SETTINGS

The time delay element settings for the A05/A06 LOV relays are tabulated below.
Values below the FTSP are conservatively rounded up to the nearest 0.001 s. Values
above the FTSP are conservatively rounded down to the nearest 0.001 s.
The existing setting tolerance in the RMPs (Inputs 11.5.03.3 and 11.5.04.3) for the
A05/A06 LOV relay time delay elements is 0,8 s ± 0.4 s, or ± 5%, This setting
tolerance is achievable in the field (the relays have been successfully calibrated using
the existing RMPs).
As discussed previously, using the new FTSP with the existing as-left setting
tolerance in the RMPs (± 5% per Inputs 11.5.03.3 and 11.5.04.3) supports the technical
specifications allowable value.
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The times for the calculated FTSP using both the ideal setting tolerance of + 2.22%
and the existing setting tolerance of± 5% are tabulated. The as-left and operability
limits for the existing FTSP and setting tolerance (calculated using the same method
as the other tabulated values) are also tabulated.
Recommended
Setting
Value
(Calculated Settings)
3.Os

Value
C± 5% ST)
3.Os

Value
(Existing Settings)
3.Os

LTSPuppcr

2.835 s

2.835 s

2.835 s

OLmax
RAFmOx
RALmax

1.564s
1.551 s
1.533 s

1.594s

0.850s

1.586s
1.575 s

0.840s

FTSP

1.500s

1.500s

0.800s

RALmin
RAFmin
OLmin

1.467 s
1.453 s

1,425 s
1.418s

0.760 S

1.440s

1.410s

0.750s

LTSPIower

1.111 S

1.058s

1.058s

SL-

1.05s

L.Os

L.Os

Setting
SL+

As shown in the table above, the calculated FTSP of 1.5 s with the existing setting
tolerance of ± 5% protects the technical specifications allowable values and safety
limits.
At the upper end of the range, the margin between the operability limit and the
technical specification allowable value is 1.27 s, or 44.8% using the calculated setting
tolerance of ± 2.22%. Using the ± 5% setting tolerance reduces the margin to 1.24 s,
or 43.8%. Therefore, Acceptance Criteria VII.3.03 is met for the time delay element
of the A05/A06 LOV relay for both setting tolerances.
At the lower end of the range, the margin between the operability limit and the
technical specification allowable value is 0.33 s, or 29.6% using the calculated setting
tolerance of ± 2.22%. Using the ± 5% setting tolerance reduces the margin to 0.30 s,
or 26.9%. Therefore, Acceptance Criteria VII.3.04 is met for the time delay element
of the A05/A06 LOV relay for both setting tolerances.
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VII.7.03 EDG

CLOSE TIMER (FOLLOWER)

TIME

DELAY RELAY SETTINGS

The time delay element settings for the EDG close timer (follower) time delay relays
(I (2)-62-4/A05, 1(2)-62-5/A05, 1(2)-62-4/A06 and 1(2)-62-5/A06) are tabulated
below. Values below the FTSP are conservatively rounded up to the nearest 0.001 s.
Values above the FTSP are conservatively rounded down to the nearest 0.001 s.
The existing setting tolerance in the RMPs (Inputs 11.5.03.3 and 11.5.04.3) for the
A05/A06 EDG close timer (follower) time delay relay is 3.0 s ± 0.15 s, or ± 5%. This
setting tolerance is achievable in the field (the relays have been successfully
calibrated using the existing RMPs).
As discussed previously, using the existing FTSP and as-left setting tolerance in the
RMPs (± 5% per Inputs 11.5.03.3 and 11.5.04.3) supports the technical specifications
allowable values determined for these relays. The calculated values based on an
FTSP of 2.75 s provide additional margin to the 14 s requirement for EDG breaker
closure when starting under degraded grid coincident with a LOCA.
The times for both the calculated settings using the ideal FTSP and a setting tolerance
of+ 5,085% and the existing FTSP and a setting tolerance of± 5% are tabulated.
Recommended
Setting
Value
(Calculated Settings)
(FTSP = 2.75 s,

Value
(Existing Settings)
(FTSP = 3.0 s,

ST = 5.085%)

ST = 5.0%)

4.0 s

4.0 s

LTSPipper

3.806 s

3.806 s

OLmjx
RAFmax

2,999 s

3.270.s

2.946s

3.212s

RALmax

2.889s

3.150s

FTSP

2,750 s

3.000 s

RALmin
R-AFmin
OL-nn

2,611 s
2,554 s
2.501 s

2.850 s
2.788 s
2.730 s

LTSPIowo,

1.686s

1.686 s

1.6s

1.6s

Setting

SL÷

SL'
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As shown in the table above, both combinations of FTSP and ST protect the technical
specifications allowable values and safety limits determined in this calculation for
these relays.
At the upper end of the range, the margin between the operability limit and the
technical specification allowable value using the calculated FTSP of 2.75 s ± 5.085%
is 0.81 s, or 21.3%. Using the existing FTSP of 3.0 s ± 5% reduces the margin to
0.53 s, or 13.9%. Since both have positive margin, Acceptance Criteria VII.3.05 and
VII.3.06 are met for the time delay element of the A05/A06 EDG close timer
(follower) time delay relay for both setting ranges.
At the lower end of the range, the margin between the operability limit and the
technical specification allowable value using the calculated FTSP of 2.75 s ± 5.085%
is 0.82 s, or 48.6%. Using existing FTSP of 3.0 s ± 5% increases the margin to 1.04
s, or 61.7%. Since both have positive margin, Acceptance Criteria VII.3.07 is met
for the time delay element of the A05/A06 LOV relay for both setting ranges.
Although the existing FTSP and setting tolerance meet all acceptance criteria, it is
recommended that the calculated FTSP and setting tolerance of 2.75 s ± 5.085% be
used. The margin to the lower safety limit conservatively ignores the effect of
accelerated voltage decay when additional loads are operating on the buses. This
provides additional unquantified margin on the lower end of the range. This and the
importance of loading the EDGs quickly during a LOCA coincident with a degraded
grid condition argue for selecting the shorter delay for these relays.
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VII.8

CONCLUSIONS

The existing setting tolerance for the voltage element in the A05/A06 LOV relays (1(2)271/A05, 1(2)-272/AO5, 1(2)-273/A05, and 1(2)-27 l/A06, 1(2)-272/A06 and 1(2)-273/A06)
results in an effective FTSP of 92.3 V with a setting tolerance of±0.541%. The calculation
results show that retaining these values protects the technical specifications allowable value
and meets Acceptance Criteria VII.3.01 and VII.3,02 for the voltage element with margin. It
is recommended that the existing setting tolerance be retained and that the nominal setpoint in
the setpoint documents (STPT 21.1 sheets 39 , 66, 103 and 112) and maintenance procedures
(1(2)RMP 9056-1 and 1(2)RMP 9056-2) be revised to reflect the effective nominal FTSP of
92.3 V. Incorporating these changes is tracked under AR 01131460.
The Technical Specifications allowable time of >0.7 seconds and 51.0 seconds for the 1(2)271/AO5, 1(2)-272/A05, 1(2)-273/A05, and 1(2)-27 l/A06, 1(2)-272/A06, 1(2)-273/A06
relays are no longer adequate to support the design functions of the relays. The need to ride
through a worst case grid fault with a duration of I second is required to avoid unnecessary
separation from the grid (note that separating the A05/A06 buses does not necessarily cause a
plant trip) with its attendant challenge to the safety related equipment (particularly the
EDGs). Therefore, a TS change is required. AR 01131451 has been initiated to address this
issue.
The calculated settings for the time delay element in the A05/A06 LOV relays result in an
FTSP of 1.5 s. Both the calculated setting tolerance of± 2.22% and the existing setting
tolerance of± 5% protect both the upper and lower technical specification allowable values
and safety limits determined in this calculation for these relay elements, It is recommended
that the calculated setting tolerance of± 2.22% be implemented with the new FTSP of 1.5 s
to take advantage of the additional margin afforded at both ends of the timing range. Setpoint
documents STPT 21.1 STPT 21.1 sheets 39, 66, 103 and 112 and maintenance procedures
I(2)RMP 9056-1 and I(2)RMP 9056-2 must be revised to incorporate these changes.
Incorporation of these changes is tracked under AR 01131451.
The calculated settings for the A05/A06 LOV EDG close timer (follower) time delay relays
results in an FTSP of 2.75 s ± 5.085%. Both the calculated FTSP of 2.75 s ± 5.085% and the
existing FTSP of 3.0 s ± 5% protect both the upper and lower technical specification
allowable values and safety limits determined for these relays in this calculation. It is
recommended that the calculated FTSP of 2.75 s ± 5.085% be implemented to take advantage
of the additional margin afforded at the upper end of the timing range. Setpoint documents
STPT 21.1 sheets 39, 66, 103 and 112 and maintenance procedures I(2)RMP 9056-1 and
1(2)RMP 9056-2 must be revised to incorporate these changes. Incorporation of these
changes to these documents is tracked under AR 01131461.
It is also recommended that the as-found and operability limits be incorporated into the
existing maintenance procedures. Incorporation of these limits in the maintenance procedures
are also discussed and tracked in ARs 01131451 and 01131461.
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The M&TE accuracy used in determining the relay settings is tabulated below. Alternate
M&TE with accuracy equal to or better than that tabulated may be substituted. Alternate
M&TE with lower accuracy will require additional analysis. Acceptable alternate M&TE
(where known) is identified in the table.
Relay/Element
ITE-27D/Voltage
ITE-27D/Time

M&TE Evaluated
Fluke 8505A
Multi-Amp TV,2

Accuracy
± 0.105% of reading
± 0.01% of reading

ETR/Time

Fluke 123
Scopemeter

± 0.9% of reading
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Alternate M&TE
Doble F6150
(± 0.0005% of reading
+ 50 psec)
Doble F6150
(± 0.0005% of reading
+ 50 psec)
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VIII.

B03/ B04 LOV RELAY SETTING

VIII. 1 PURPOSE AND SCOPE
The purpose of this calculation section is to determine the dropout voltage and time delay
settings for the loss of voltage relaying scheme for 480 V buses 1B03, 1B04, 2B03, and
2B04.
The scope of this calculation section includes settings for the LOV relays. The specific relays
whose settings included in the scope of this calculation section are tabulated below:

Function
LOV

Relays IDs
1(2)-2711/B03, 1(2)-272/B03, 1(2)-273/B03,
1(2)-271/B304, 1(2)-272/B04, 1(2)-273/B04

A block diagram of the logic scheme evaluated in this section is presented in Figure 13:

Bus Voltage
Decay

Potential

LOV Relay
(ATE-27D)

OTransformer

AuxReGy2
6•

Aux~~utu

cton

Aelyctions

S(MG-6)

Aux Relay 3

(MG-6)

Output Actions

•

Output Actions

Figure 13
In this scheme, Aux relay I initiates an annunciator. Aux relay 2 initiates 480 V bus
stripping. Aux relay 3 initiates 480 V bus stripping and load sequence timers (References
X.5,30 through X.5.37).
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The voltage and time delay settings for the relays in this scheme must be selected in
conjunction with the voltage and time delay settings for the 4.16 kV LOV relays at buses
A05/A06 (Section VII) to ensure the following, whether the EDGs are running prior to the
LOV or not:
o The EDGs will be started and their output breakers can be closed onto the bus in 14
seconds or less (The accident analyses in Reference X.8.05.6 assume 15 seconds, but
Reference X. 1.06 reduces this to 14 seconds).
o The EDGs will be able to meet the 14 second requirement for output breaker closure
when considering a LOCA coincident with a degraded voltage condition (this is
determined in calculation 2004-0002 (Reference X. 1.01), but will be re-validated
here.
o 4.16 kV loads are stripped prior to closing the EDG output breakers to prevent block
loading the 4.16 kV loads and allow proper sequencing (see discussion below),
o 480 V loads are stripped prior to closing the EDG output breakers to prevent block
loading the 480 V loads and allow proper sequencing (see discussion below).
o The motor voltage for both 4,16 kV and 480 V motor loads has decayed to a safe
level prior to re-energizing buses to prevent damage to the motors from being
energized out of synchronization with the incoming EDG voltage (see discussion
below).
The requirements in the last three bullets are implicitly assumed in the accident analyses in
the FSAR (Reference X.8.05) and AC Electrical System Analysis (Reference X. 1.01) where
load sequencing occurs correctly without damage to equipment.
A rough time line of the sequence of events during a loss of voltage is shown in Figure 10 in
Section VII. Note that the time values shown in the figure are approximate and are not to
scale. They are intended to give a rough feel for the time spans involved in the evolution.
They are NOT intended to represent final setpoints or all anticipated system conditions. The
voltage decay values shown represent bounding (longest) values. Shorter (but non-zero)
decay times will be observed depending upon system loading and alignment.
VIII.2 METHODOLOGY
The methodology used in this calculation section is not described in the Current Licensing
Basis (CLB) for PBNP. The methodology is similar to, but not identical to or dependent
upon methodology that is described in the CLB for determining the time delay settings for the
degraded voltage relay time delay settings. The methodology used for the settings is similar
to the methodology used for bus AOI/AO2.
VIII.2.01 VOLTAGE SETPOINT METHODOLOGY

A diagram showing the relationship of the values used to determine the voltage
element setpoint for an LOV relay is shown in Figure 14:
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Maximum As-Found (RAFmax)

Minimum As-Left (RALmiu)
Minimum As-Found (RAFmjn)

Figure 14
The general approach is to determine the Limiting Trip Setpoint (LTSP) from the
Analytical Limit (AL) and Total Loop Error (TLE). Then the difference between the
Operability Limit (OL) and Field Trip Setpoint (FTSP) is determined. The FTSP is
determined by starting with the LTSP and adding the intentional margin (if any)
between the LTSP and OL plus the difference between the OL and the FTSP. In this
calculation, the margin is not added intentionally as part of selecting the setpoints.
The margin is quantified after determining the setpoints and limits. The remaining
limit values are calculated from the FTSP using the cited tolerances. The inputs
required are the AL, 2o drift (d), TLE, Setting Tolerance (ST), and Operability Limit
tolerance (OLT0I). The analytical limit comes from reference documents and is
generally tied to the CLB. The remaining values are determined in this calculation.
The 2o drift (d), TLE, and a calculated Setting Tolerance (ST) are determined in
Section II of this calculation. The final values are tabulated in Section 11.7.
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The LTSP, FTSP, as-left, as-found, and operability limit values are determined using
the methodology previously described in Section IV.2.01.
VIII.2.02

TIME DELAY SETPOINT METHODOLOGY

A diagram showing the relationship of the values used to determine the timing
setpoint for a time delay element or relay is shown in Figure 15:
Safety Limit (SL-)

Margin
Analytical Limit (AL*)

TLE'
Limiting Trip Setpoint (LTSW)

Margin
Operability Limit (OL')
Operability Limit Tolerance (OLTeI)
Maximum As-Found (RAF...)
As-Found Tolerance (RAF)
Maximum As-Lent (RALm.)
Setting Tolerance (ST)
Field Trip Setpoint (FTSP)
Setting Tolerance (ST)
Minimum As-Let (RALmin)
As-Found Tolerance (RAF)
Minimum As-Found (RAFmin)

Operability Limit Tolerance (OLr 01)
Operability Limit (OL-)

Margin
Limiting Trip Setpoint (LTSP)

TLE'
Analytical Limit (AL')
Margin
Safety Limit (SL')

Figure 15
The general approach is to determine the Limiting Trip Setpoint (LTSP) from the
Analytical Limits (ALs) and Total Loop Error (TLE). Then the difference between
the Operability Limits (OLs) and Field Trip Setpoint (FTSP) is determined. The
FTSP is determined by starting with the LTSP and adding the intentional margin (if
any) between the LTSP and OL plus the difference between the OL and the FTSP. In
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this calculation, the margin is not added intentionally as part of selecting the
setpoints. The margin is quantified after determining the setpoints and limits. The
remaining as-left and as-found limit values are calculated from the FTSP using the
cited tolerances as described in Section IV.2.01. The inputs required are the AL, 2a
drift (d), TLE, Setting Tolerance (ST), and Operability Limit tolerance (OLT0,). The
analytical limit comes from reference documents and is generally tied to the CLB.
The remaining values are determined in this calculation. The 2o drift (d), TLE, and a
calculated Setting Tolerance (ST) are determined in Section 11 of this calculation.
The final values are tabulated in Section 11.7.
The LTSP, FTSP, as-left, as-found, and operability limit values are determined using
the methodology previously described in Section IV.2.0 1.
VII1.2.03

METHODOLOGY FOR THE

LOV RELAY

SETTINGS

The technical specification limit for the LOV relay trip settings will be used as the
lower operability limit (OLmi,) for the voltage element. The setting of the time delay
element and EDG close timer (follower) TDR will be based on the requirement that
the 4.16 kV LOV relays and time delay relays must coordinate with the 480 V
LOV relays to ensure that the 4.16 kV safety buses are repowered after the
480 V buses are stripped (Acceptance Criteria VIII.3.04), The following will
be considered when establishing the time delay relay setpoints:
" The effect of bus voltage decay time on the 4.16 kV and 480 V LOV relay start
times using the most conservative LOV relay voltage and time setting limits.
* Time delays associated with equipment (auxiliary relays, circuit breakers, etc,)
which operate in series with the 4.16 kV and 480 V LOV relays to perform safety
functions,
" Current licensing basis assumptions for maximum EDG start times.
For voltage settings, the lower bound technical specification allowable value is taken
to be equal to the LTSP and the lower operability limit (OL). That is, no intentional
margin is added at this point in the setpoint determination.
Starting with the lower operability limit, the setpoints, as-left limits, as-found limits,
operability limits, and maximum reset voltage will be determined using the
methodology described in Section IV.2.01.
For time delay settings, new safety limits, technical specification allowable values
and operating limits will be developed since the existing limits will not support the
ride through ride through requirements of Reference X.4.12.
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VIII.3

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

VIII.3.01 1(2)-271/B03, 1(2)-272/B03, 1(2)-273/B03, and 1(2)-271/B04, 1(2)-272/B04, 1(2)273/B04 relays shall be set to protect the Technical Specifications minimum
allowable voltage of 256±3% V.
VIII.3.02 The voltage at the B03 and B04 buses must remain above the maximum drop-out
value (OL÷) for relays 1(2)-271/B03, 1(2)-272/B03, 1(2)-273/B03, and 1(2)-271//B04,
1(2)-272/B04, 1(2)-273/B04 for all anticipated motor starting events. This
acceptance criterion is based on an implicit assumption made in Chapter 8 of the
FSAR (Reference X.8,05.1).
VIII.3.03 The time delay element settings for relays 1(2)-271/1B03, 1(2)-272/B03, 1(2)273/B03, and 1(2)-27 1/B04, 1(2)-272/B04, 1(2)-273/B04 relays must be short
enough to ensure that the LOV logic actuates and initiates the required actions in
time to support the actuation times used in the applicable accident analyses
(Reference X.8,05.6).
VIII.3.04 The time delay element settings for relays 1(2)-271/B03, 1(2)-272/1303, 1(2)273/B03, and 1(2)-271/B04, 1(2)-272/B04, 1(2)-273/B04 relays must be short
enough to ensure that the 480 V stripping is initiated before the EDG breaker close
permissive occurs.
VIII.3.05 The time delay element settings for relays 1(2)-271/B03, 1(2)-272/B03, 1(2)273/B03, and 1(2)-271/1B04, 1(2)-272/B04, 1(2)-273/B04 must be long enough to
prevent spurious actuation during transients imposed by offsite power disturbances.
To remain within the Transmission System Operator voltage recovery analysis
supporting Reference X.4. 12, a dual unit trip should not be caused by a single
transient disturbance. Therefore, the LOV relays should not prematurely trip upon
these disturbances. This acceptance criterion is based on an implicit assumption made
in Chapter 8 of the FSAR (Reference X.8.05.1).

VIII.4 ASSUMPTIONS
Validated Assumptions
VIII.4.01 It is assumed that the EDG breaker closing time is 0.090 sec.
Basis: The Routine Maintenance Procedure for the safety related 4.16 kV circuit
breakers (Reference X.6.21) uses 0.090 seconds as the maximum allowable closing
time for the circuit breakers.
Unvalidated Assumptions
None
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VIII.7

RESULTS

VIII,7.01

VOLTAGE ELEMENT SETTINGS

The voltage element settings for the B03/B04 LOV relays are tabulated below.
Values below the FTSP are conservatively rounded up to the nearest 0.01 V. Values
above the FTSP except VMax Rcct are conservatively rounded down to the nearest
0.01 V. The VM,x Reset value is conservatively rounded up to the next 0.01 V. Values
are presented in volts on the relay base, with the voltage on the 480 V bus base in
parenthesis for selected values.
As discussed previously, the existing as-left setting range in the RMIPs (63.26 V 64.26 V per Input 11.5,05.3) supports the technical specifications allowable value.
This setting tolerance is effectively an FTSP of 63.76 V with a setting tolerance of
± 0.5 V, or ± 0.784%. The existing FTSP is more conservative than the calculated
FTSP.
The voltages for both the calculated settings using the ideal setting tolerance of
±0.830% and the existing effective FTSP of 63.76 V and setting tolerance of
±0.784% are tabulated.

OLmax
RAFmax
RALmax

[-Recommended
Setting
Value
(Existing Effective
Value
FTSP & ST)
(Calculated Settings)
66.41 V
(266 V)
65.582 V
(263 V)
(259 V)
(255 V)
64.48 V
63.67 V
64.40 V
63.59 V
64.26 V
63.46 V

FTSP

62.94 V

63.76 V

RALmin
RAFmin
OLmin

62.42 V
62.35 V
62.27 V

63.26 V
63.19 V
63.11 V

TS Allowable

62.267 V

Setting
VMax Reset

(248.3 V)

62.267 V

(248.3 V)

As shown in the table above, the existing effective setting of 63.76 V with a setting
tolerance of ± 0,748% protects the technical specifications allowable values, The
margin between the operability limit and the technical specification allowable value
increases to 0,84 V, or 1.3%. Therefore, Acceptance Criteria VIII.3.01 for the
voltage element of the B03/104 LOV relay voltage elements is met with either set of
relay settings and limits,
The maximum reset voltage is 266 V. The upper operability limit of the dropout
voltage is 259 V. These are both below the lowest voltage expected at any of the
B03/B04 buses during an RCP start (384 V per Section 111.7). It is also below the
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lowest voltage (380 V) observed at these buses in the dynamic motor starting
analyses (Section 111.7.02 of Reference X.1.01) . Therefore, acceptance criteria
VII.3.02 for the voltage elements of the RCP LOV relays is met with either set of
relay settings and limits. Using the existing FTSP and ST, the margin from VM0 xReset
to the minimum expected voltage is 380 V -266 V = 114 V, or 42.9%.
VI11.7.02 TIME DELAY ELEMENT SETTINGS

The time delay element settings for the B03/B04 LOV relays are tabulated below.
Values below the FTSP are conservatively rounded up to the nearest 0.001 s. Values
above the FTSP are conservatively rounded down to the nearest 0.001 s. The as-left
and operability limits for the existing FTSP and setting tolerance (calculated using
the same method as the other tabulated values) are also tabulated.

F

Recommended
Setting

Value
(Calculated Settings)
1,6s

Value
(Existing Settings)
1.6s

LTSPupper

1.508 s

1.508 s

OLmax
RAF,nax

0.442 s

RALmax

0.890 s
0,882 s
0.869 s

FTSP

0.850 s

0.400 s

RALmin

0.831 s

0.360s

RAFmin.
OLmin

0.823 s
0,815s

0.358s

LTSPIow,.,

0.440 s

0.440 s

SL-

0.415s

0.415s

Setting

SL.

0.440 s

As shown in the table above, the calculated FTSP of 0.85 s with the calculated setting
tolerance of ± 2.309% protects the technical specifications allowable values and
safety limits.
At the upper end of the range, the margin between the operability limit and the
technical specification allowable value is 0.62 s, or 41.1%. Therefore, Acceptance
Criteria VIII.3.03 and VIII.3.04 are met for the time delay element of the B03/B04
LOV relays.
At the lower, end of the range, the margin between the operability limit and the
technical specification allowable value is 0.37 s, or 84.2%. Therefore, Acceptance
Criteria VIII.3.05 is met for the time delay element of the B03/B04 LOV relays.
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VIII.8 CONCLUSIONS
The existing setting tolerance for the voltage element in the B03/1B04 LOV relays results in
an effective FTSP of 63.76 V with a setting tolerance of+0.784%, The calculation results
show that retaining these values protects the technical specifications allowable value and
meet Acceptance Criteria VIII.3.01 for the voltage element with margin. It is recommended
that the existing setting tolerance be retained and that the nominal setpoint in the setpoint
documents (STPT 21.1 sheets 84 through 87) and maintenance procedures (I(2)RMP 9056-4
and I(2)RMP 9056-5) be revised to reflect the effective nominal FTSP of 63.27 V.
Incorporating these changes is tracked under AR 01131460.
The Technical Specifications allowable time of <0.5 seconds for the 1(2)-271/B03, 1(2)272/B03, 1(2)-273/B03, ](2)-271/B04, 1(2)-272/B04, 1(2)-273/1B04 relays is no longer
adequate to support the design function of the relays. The ability to ride through a worst case
grid fault with a duration of approximately 0.415 second is required to avoid unnecessary
separation from the plant distribution system (note that separating the B03/B04 buses does
not necessarily cause a plant trip) with its attendant challenge to the safety related equipment.
When setting tolerance and drift are considered, 0.5 sec is no longer sufficient to ensure the
ride through requirement is met. Therefore, a TS change is required. AR 01131451 has been
initiated to address this issue.
The calculated settings for the time delay element in the B03/B04 LOV relays results in an
FTSP of 0,85 s. The calculated setting tolerance of± 2.309% protects both the upper and
lower technical specification allowable values and safety limits determined in this calculation
for these relay elements. It is recommended that the calculated setting tolerance of± 2.309%
be implemented with the new FTSP of 0.85 s to address the need to ride through a grid fault
of 0.415 second duration. Setpoint documents STPT 21.1 sheets 84 through 87 and
maintenance procedures I(2)RMP 9056-4 and 1(2)RMP 9056-5 must be revised to
incorporate these changes. Incorporation of these changes is tracked under AR 01131451.
It is also recommended that the as-found and operability limits be incorporated into the
existing maintenance procedures. Incorporation of these limits in the maintenance procedures
is also discussed and tracked in AR 01131451.
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The M&TE accuracy used in determining the relay settings is tabulated below, Alternate
M&TE with accuracy equal to or better than that tabulated may be substituted. Alternate
M&TE with lower accuracy will require additional analysis. Acceptable alternate M&TE
(where known) is identified in the table.
Relay/Element
ITE-27D/Voltage
ITE-27D/Time

M&TE Evaluated
Fluke 8505A
Multi-Amp TV-2

Accuracy
± 0.105% of reading
± 0.01% of reading

ETR/Time

Fluke 123
Scopemeter

± 0.9% of reading
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Alternate M&TE
Doble F6150
(± 0.0005% of reading
+ 50 psec)
Doble F6150
(± 0.0005% of reading
+ 50 psec)
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7,0

ANALYSIS
7.1

Since the methodology In revision 0 of this calculation Is used to determine the
Impact of time delay setting changes for the LOV relays for buses A05 / A06 and
B03 / B04 and the EDG close timer (follower) relays, the origInal pages of the
calculation sections VII and ViII are marked up to delineate the required changes
and analysis, Attachment A contains the changes / analysis for the LOV relay
time delay for buses A05 / A06 as well as the ETR relay and Attachment B
contains the changes / analysis for the LOV relay time delay for buses B03 / 804.
The allowable time delay ranges for the Technical Specifications for the 4160V
and 480V LOV and ETR time delay relays must support the Acceptance Criteria
(AC) In Section 3,0.
A, Acceptance Criterion 3.2 requires the ride through delay for the 4,16 WV buses
(AO5/A06) and 480 V buses (103/104) be revised to 1.4 seconds and 1,0
seconds, respectively.
This AC is satisfied by Increasing the lower safety limits of the time delays for the
4.16 WVand 480 V LOV relays. The 4.16 kVLOV relay safety limit has been
conservatively Increased to 1.5 seconds and the 480 V LOV relay safety limit has
been Increased to 1,0 seconds,
B. Acceptance Criteria 3,1 and 3,6 require that the time delays must allow the
EDG output breakers to close within 14 seconds or less to support accident
analyses.
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These ACs are satisfied since the allowable time delay for the 4.16kV 27D relay
has a maximum value of 2.3 seconds, This maximum time delay value Is selected
as a value between OLmnx (2,086 eec) and LTSPupper (2.837 sec) as Indicated on
Attachment A,page 14, Selecting this maximum time delay value of 2,3 sec for
the technical specification allows reasonable margin from the maximum operating
limit, The elapsed time from Attachment A, pg 2, Fig 10, for the bus to be
energized Is the sum of the bus voltage decay (0,8 see), 27D time delay (high
allowable Tech Spec range, 2,3 see), aux relay (0,1 see), EDO start delay (10 see)
and EDO breaker close delay (0.1 see), These values total to 13.3 seconds which
satisfy the maximum 14 second requirement,
C, Acceptance Criterion 3,6 requires that the 4.16kV loads are stripped prior to
closing the EDO output breakers to prevent block loading the 4.16kV loads,
This AC Is satisfied since the 4,16kV LOV relay strips the bus at the same time
that the ETR time delay starts. Starting the EDO and breaker closure (10.2 see)
after the LOV relay actuates allows sufficient time for the 4.16kV bus to be
stripped of loads,
D. Acceptance Criterion 3,3 requires that the 480V loads are stripped prior to
closing the EDG output breakers to prevent block loading the 480V loads,
This AC Is satisfied by coordination of the 480V LOV time delay and ETR time
delay to ensure that the 480V loads are stripped before the ETR relay provides a
permissive to close the EDO breaker. The minimum time for the EDO close
permissive through the ETR relay Is the sum of voltage decay (0,8 sec), 4.16kV
LOV minimum allowable time delay (1,8 sec), and ETR minimum allowable time
delay (1.96 see) which totals to 4,55 seconds, The maximum time for the 480V
loads to be stripped through the 480V LOV relay Is the sum of voltage decay (0,8
see), voltage decay (0.8 sac), 480V LOV maximum allowable time delay (1.80 see)
and two auxiliary relay actuations (0,2 sec) which totals 3,4 seconds, With the
480V loads stripped a minimum of 1,15 seconds before the EDG breaker close
permissive, there Is adequate coordination between the 480V LOV relay time
delay and the ETR relay time delay.
E. Acceptance Criterion 3,4 requires that the motor voltage for both the 4,16kV
and 480V motor loads should be allowed to decay to a safe level prior to reenergizing the buses to prevent damage to the motors,
This AC Is satisfied by considering the safe closure time for the 4.16kV and 480V
motors. These safe closure times are Identified as Input VII5,,04 of reference 5,2.
This Input Identifies the safe closure times for the 4,16kV and 480V motors using
the LOV reach (LOV detected) at the 4,16kV buses as the starting time as 2,3 and
2,63 seconds respectively. The quickest time that the EDO breaker can close and
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energize the buses Is through the ETR time delay relay and assumes that the
EDO Is already running when the 4,16kV LOV Is reached, The 4.10kV LOV
minimum allowable time delay (1.8 sec) and the ETR minimum allowable time
delay (1.95 sec) provides a minimum time of 3.75 seconds of delay between
4,16kV LOV reached and EDO close permissive which Is greater than the safe
closure time of 2,53 seconds.
7.2

8,0

Minor revision A Introduces a short term temperature under accident conditions
but Indicates that the relays actuate early In the accident before the temperature
rise. It also concludes that the Input and output data or this calculation remains
unchanged. Therefore, minor revision A does not Impact the Input, analyses or
conclusion of this minor revision.

CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions of the base calculation are affected by this minor revision,
The Impact of the longer durations of the ride through times due to the transients of the offelte
power supply require changes to the time delay settings for each of the LOV relays for buses
A05 / A06, B03 / B04 and the EDO close timer (follower relay). The new settings prevent
spurious actuation resulting In separation of these buses from the preferred offsite power
supply. The relay settings support the actuation times used In the applicable accident
analyses, Time delay settings for the EDO close timer meet the criteria for being long enough
to ensure that safe closure thresholds are reached and for 4A16 kV stripping Is Initiated before
the EDO breaker close permissive occurs while being short enough to ensure that the EDG
breaker close permissive occurs Intime to support actuation times used In the applicable
accident analyses.
The analysis provided above and Attachment A and B demonstrates that the revised time
delays for LOV relays are adequate for the safety related buses, 1/2 - A05/06 and the 1/2 103/04, of, 2.0 seconds and 1,5 seconds, respectively, based on minimum required time
delays 1,4 seconds and 1.0 seconds for the 4160 V and 480 V buses, This minor revision
confirms and supports the following time delay changes to Surveillance Requirements (SR)
3.3,4,3.
SR 3,3.4.3 Allowable Time Delay Values for 4,16 kV and 480 V LOV:
* 4,16 kV loss of voltage time delay of ;11,8 seconds and : 2.3 seconds.
* 480 V loss of voltage time delay of ; 1.15 seconds and'5 1.6 seconds.
SR 3.3,4.3 Allowable Time Delay Values for DO close timer:
* DO Close Timer (Follower) Allowable Time Delay Allowable Values of ý: 1.95
seconds and :5 3,55 seconds,
SR 3,3.4.3 Allowable Values for 4.16 kV degraded voltage remains unchanged.
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1.

GENERAL PURPOSE
1.1

PURPOSE
The overall purpose of this calculation is to develop the dynamic motor impedance models for the
safety related switchgear motors, develop an AC electrical distribution system model for transient
analysis and to perform transient analysis on the safety related AC electrical system that support
the design and licensing basis of Point Beach Nuclear Plant and will utilize ETAP to perform part
of or all of the analysis. The following transient analyses included in this calculation are the EDG
Transient Loading Analysis and the Voltage Decay Analysis.
EDG transient loading analysis is performed to demonstrate the emergency diesel generators
(EDGs) are capable of sequentially starting the automatic safety related loads, demonstrate motors
start and accelerate their driven equipment within sufficient time to support their specified safety
function, and demonstrate protective devices will not prematurely trip. The calculation will
evaluate the impact of the 480V loss of voltage (LOV) relays and 480V MCC contactor voltage
requirements versus the voltage profile at the 480V Switchgear and MCCs during the load
sequence. The capability of the EDG to restart the loads (if the 480V LOV or 480MCC contactors
drop out) will be evaluated. The total duration of time the individual safety related loads will be
without power will be identified.
Voltage Decay analysis is performed to determine the worst-case time for the stored energy in
induction motors fed from the safety related 4160V and 480V switchgear buses to decay to a safe
level for an unsynchronized transfer to the Emergency Diesel Generators (EDGs) following a trip
of the 4160V switchgear bus supply breaker from offsite power. The trip of the supply breaker
may result from a degraded voltage, loss of voltage, spurious breaker opening or etc. Additionally,
-it's performed to establish the time delay requirements for the loss of voltage scheme (4.16kV loss
of voltage (LOV) relays, 480V LOV relays, and the EDG breaker close delay relay) which
initiates a permissive for EDG breaker closure following a trip of the supply breaker.

1.0

PURPOSE
The purpose of this engineering evaluation it to evaluate the impact of the new AFW modification design and Alternate Source
Term (AST) modifications on the EDO transient analysis performed InCalculation 2005-0007 "Electrical System Transient
Analysis". Revision 0 of Calculation 2005-0007 was performed based on the original design of the AFW modification when
the AFW motor driven pumps would remain shared between both Unit I and Unit 2 with the motors relocated to the 4160V
buses. Since completion of Revision 0 of Calcu1lation 2005-0007, the AFW modification design has been changed to Unitize
the AFW system where each unit will have one Terry Turbine AFW pump and one Motor Driven AFW pump, The Motor
Driven AFW pumps will still be powered from the 4160V bus but the operation of the AFW pump motors has changed frlom
the previously analyzed oases InCalcnlation 2005-0007 (Ref. 6,2). In addition, the AST modifications will make the control
room ventilation fans automatically load onto the lDOs to support accidents from a radiological perspective to maintain
control room doses within required limits (Ref. 6.6).
This engineering evaluation is determining the Impact on the EDO performance and capability afler the new AFW
modification and AST modifications have boen installed,
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2,0

SCOPE
The scope of this engineering evaluation is limited to the Impact of the AFW modification and AST modification, as listed
below, on Calculation 2005-0007 revision 0, The engineering evaluation will Include (he following items within the scope: (a)
Revise 13TAP trnnslont model for modifications listed below (Section 11of Calculation 2005-0007), (b) Develop new worstcase loading sequence based on modifications listed below (Section IV,2,04 and TV,2,05 of Calculation 2005-0007), (o)
Perform EDO Transient analysis to evaluate worst-case conditions (Section IV,2,06 of Calculation 2005-0007), (d) Evaluation
impact of 480V Loss of Voltage Relays (Section IV,2,09 of Calculation 2005-0007), (o) Evaluate motor acceleration times to
support meeting Acceptance Criteria IV,3,04 of Calculation 2005-0007, and (9 Evaluato the resllts of the trnnsient response of
the EDO to domonstrato EDOs and motors are capable of starting and accelerating (Section IV,2,06 of Calculation 2005-0007).
AFW Modification; The scope or the AFW Modification based on Reference 6,2
I1 Installation of now Motor Driven AFW pump IP-53 and will be supplied f'om bus IA-06 via breaker IA52-83.
2. Inslallation of new Motor Driven AFW pump 2P-53 and will be supplied from bus 2A-05 via breaker 2A52-68.
3. The now Motor Driven AFW pumps (I P-53 and 2P-53) are going to be uinItized and will only support operation
related to Its associated Unit, IP-53 will support Unit I and 2P-53 will support Unit 2.
4. The operation of the new Motor Driven AFW pump are utilized to support a design basis accident and will
automatlcally start on the following signals (a) low-low water level In either steam generator in associated unit, (b)
loss of both 4.16kV busses supplying the main feedwaler pumps for associated unit, (o) ATWS Millgation System
Activation Signal on assoolated unit, or (d) safety injection signal on associated unit.
5, Now AFW MOV I AF-04067 and 2AF-04067 will be installed to serve as the safety related service water supply to
the new Motor Driven AFW pump suction, Those valves will receive signals to open on low CST level or low motor
driven AFW pump suction pressure in conjunolion with a signal that automatically started the pumps, The valves
would not receive asignal to open during first 2 minutes of an event which would impact the BDO Transient
Analysis,
6. The existing shared Motor Drive AFW pumps (P-38A and P-38B) will remain but will be reclassified as Standby
Steam Generator (SSG) pumps, The SSG pumps will be controlled manually for startup, shut(down and certain nonaccident events. The SSO pumps control scheme will be modified-to remove all automatic controls, Therefore, the
,S0 pumps will not be automatically loaded onto the EDOs, The SSQ pumps control scheme will be modified to trip
the SSG pumps ipon an AFW Initiation signal or EDO safeguards sequclene signal,
7. The existing AFW MOWs (AF-04020, AF-0402l, AF-04022, and AP-04023) will still support operation of the SSG
pumps. Those valves will have their control schemes modified to romove the automatic signal to open to support
AFW since the 880 pumps will only be operated manually,

AST Modifications: The scope of the AST Modification is based on Reference 6,6
I. The control room ventilation fans (W-0 13B1I, W-0 13B2, W-0 14A, and W-01413) control scheme is modified to aultostart on the ,DOs upon receipt ofa Containment Isolation signal or High Radiation signal.
2. The Fayade Freeze Transformer (X-1713) control scheme Ismodified to dc-energize the circuit after a loss of offsite
power. Therefore, the Fagade Freeze Transformer would not be loaded automatically on to the EDO and plant
operators would use the EDO load management procedures to determined when it is acceptable to manually
re-energize the load
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Section II - Motor Dynamic Impedance Models
II. MOTOR DYNAMIC IMPEDNACE MODELS
II. I PURPOSE AND SCOPE

1I.1.01

PURPOSE:
The purpose of this calculation is to develop a motor impedance model of
induction motors supplied by the safety related switchgear. The motor impedance
model is developed to dynamically model the motors to perform transient
analyses in ETAP. The calculation will determine a composite motor
characteristic for each motor service (safety injection (SI), service water (SW),
etc.) powered from the safety related switchgear to be dynamically started. The
composite motor characteristic envelops the characteristics of the individual
motors with a bounding model for each motor service to allow flexibility in
replacing motors with its designated spare without impacting this calculation.

11.1.02

SCOPE:
The scope of this calculation is to develop the motor impedance model for the
motors required to be dynamically modeled for the EDG transient loading
analysis and the voltage decay analysis. The following motors will be modeled in
this. calculation:
"
*
*
"
•
•

Safety Injection Pump (SI) Motors
Component Cooling Water Pump (CCW) Motors
Service Water Pump (SW) Motors
Residual Heat Removal Pump (RHR) Motors
Containment Spray Pump (CS) Motors
Containment Accident Fan (CAF) Motors

The motor impedance models are developed based on the various individual
unique motor characteristics provided by the motor vendor. The composite motor
is developed to envelop the characteristics of the individual motors in a service
with a bounding motor model for each motor service.
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11.2 METHODOLOGY
The following steps are performed to develop the motor impedance model for each service
of motor; namely:
I. Development of input data required to develop the composite motor
model.
2. Development of composite motor curves for torque versus speed, current
versus speed, and power factor versus speed.
3. Development of a composite nameplate for each motor service.
4. Determine the motor model type (Single 2, Double 1, or Double 2) and
develop the impedance model to closely replicate the composite motor
curves.
5. Verify the motor impedance model using ETAP (Reference VI.3.01).
11.3

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The following acceptance criteria are being established to ensure the safety related motors
dynamic models will represent the installed motors. The motor impedance models to be
utilized within transient analyses must demonstrate that the motors connected to the
electrical distribution system are capable of performing their required safety and safety
support functions as described in the FSAR and to meet PBNP GDC 39 (Reference
VI.8.01, VI.8,02, VI.8.03, and V1.8.04). Therefore, the motor torque, motor current, and
motor power factor versus speed calculated based on the developed motor impedance
models will be compared to the motor vendor data for each service of motors. The
following acceptance criteria are established for each service of motor to ensure that the
motors are adequately modeled:
11.3.01

The acceleration time of the impedance model must match the vendor data with a
small positive tolerance allowed.

11.3.02

The torque versus speed curve of the impedance model must match the vendor
data with a small tolerance allowed.

11.3.03

The current versus speed curves of the impedance model must match the vendor
data with a small tolerance allowed.

11.3.04

The power factor versus speed curve of the impedance model must match the
vendor data with a small tolerance allowed.

11.3.05

The open circuit time constant of the impedance model must match the vendor
data with a small positive tolerance allowed.
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11.4 ASSUMPTIONS
11.4.01

VALIDATED ASSUMPTIONS

11.4.01.1

It is assumed the load speed vs. torque for compressors, fans and
pumps are as follows:
Fan Load Speed vs.
Torque Curve
Percent of
Percent of
Full Load
Full Load
Torque
Speed
0%
20%
5%
11%
10%
2%
4%
15%
5%
20%
7%
25%
30%
9%
35%
13%
17%
40%
21%
45%
26%
50%
32%
55%
38%
60%
65%
45%
52%
70%
60%
75%
80%
67%
76%
85%
85%
90%
90%
92.5%
95%
95%
97.5%
100%

Pump Load Speed vs.
Torque Curve
Percent of
Percent of
Full Load
Full Load
Speed
Torque
0%
15%
5%
8%
5%
10%
3%
15%
20%
4%
25%
7%
9%
30%
13%
35%
17%
40%
21%
45%
26%
50%
31%
55%
60%
37%
65%
44%
70%
50%
75%
58%
66%
80%
85%
75%
83%
90%
88%
92.5%
93%
95%
97%
97.5%
98.4%
100%

Basis: The load dynamic characteristics (Speed vs. Torque curves)
for centrifugal pumps and fans have a characteristic that torque
varies as the square of the speed (Reference VI.2.07 and VI.2.08).
The pump speed vs. torque characteristics were established by
establishing the worst-case speed vs. torque based on the known
pump characteristics provide for the switchgear loads, The fan speed
vs. torque characteristics were established based on the typical curve
based on reference V1.4.08 and VI.2.08 based on the characteristic
that torque varies as the square of speed. The torque at zero speed
would theoretically be zero, but the motor must overcome stuffing
box fiiction, rotating element inertia, and bearing friction in order to
start the shaft turning. This requires a torque at zero speed that may
range from 2.5% to 15% of rated full load torque for pumps
(Reference VI.2.07) and from 2.5% to 20% of rated full load torque
for fans (Reference VI.2.08 and VI.4.08). Therefore, the torque at
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zero speed was conservatively chosen to be 15% for pumps and 20%
for fans of rated full load torque. This provides a single worst-case
characteristic for all pumps and fans. The 100% speed and 100%
torque was corrected to a slip of 1.6% for pumps and 2.2% for fans
based on the worst-case rated load RPM for pumps and fans powered
by the switchgear (Reference VI.4.08).
11.4.02

UNVALIDATED ASSUMPTIONS

None
11.7 RESULTS

The impedance models of the motors for each service have been completed and verified.
-Attachments B5 and B6 contain the output of the MathCAD engine and user interface for
each service of motors. Attachment B2 contains the Excel spreadsheets for the unique
motor data of torque, current and power factor versus speed used to develop the composite
motor curves for each service of motors. Attachments B4 contain the composite motor
curves based the output of MathCAD (Attachment B3) for the motor impedance models.
Below are a summary of the results identifying the following:
" Torque, current, and power factor versus speed curves depicting a
comparison of the unique motor characteristics for each service versus the
composite curves of that motor service.
" The final impedances in percent per unit to provide the best curve fit of the
motor impedance model curves to the composite curves.
" A comparison of the acceleration times of the motor impedance models
versus the vendor data.
" A comparison of torque, current, and power factor of the impedance models
in MathCAD versus the vendor data ETAP.
The Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Motor impedance model was provided by the motor
vendor and is, therefore, not included in the results below.
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11.8

CONCLUSIONS

The calculation determined a composite motor nameplate and composite motor curves
which established bounding motor performance characteristics for a given service (SI,
SW, RHR, CCW, CS, and CAF). The composite motor information was utilized to
establish the motor impedance model for each service which provides motor performance
characteristics which bound the vendor data.
The motor impedance model was determined to be acceptable which was verified by a
motor dynamic starting analysis performed in ETAP. The motor performance
characteristics were compared to the composite motor curves for each motor service. In
all cases the motor performance characteristics as calculated by ETAP based on the
motor impedance model were primarily more conservative than the composite motor
curves, i.e., equal to or lower torque versus speed curve, equal to or higher current versus
speed curve and equal to or lower power factor versus speed curve as shown in section
11.7.05. In a number of cases, the ETAP curves exhibited a slightnon-conservative
overlap that are considered to have a negligible impact on transient analyses and
determined to be acceptable. Therefore, Acceptance Criteria 11.3,02, 11.3.03 and 11.3.04
which allows a small tolerance have been met. In addition, the acceleration time of
motors as calculated by ETAP and the open circuit time constant based on the motor
impedance model were compared to the vendor data. In all cases the acceleration time
and open circuit time constant of the developed motors was greater with a slight positive
tolerance than the vendor's data.
The motor impedance models have been demonstrated to be more conservative then the
vendor supplied data for the motors in each of the specific motor services. Acceptance
Criteria 11.3.01, 11.3.02, 11.3.03, 11.3.04 and 11.3.05 have been satisfied. Therefore, it is
concluded that the motor impedance models developed are acceptable for use in the EDG
Transient Loading Analysis and Voltage Decay Analysis.
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III, AC ELECTRICAL SYSTEM MODEL IN ETAP FOR TRANSIENT ANALYSIS

111. 1 PURPOSE AND SCOPE
111.1.01 PURPOSE:
The purpose of this calculation is to develop and maintain an AC electrical
distribution system model in ETAP (Reference VI.3.01), to perform electrical
system transient analysis. The electrical distribution system model will include
equipment powered by the safety related system (buses IA-05, 1A-06, I B-03,
1B-04, IB-30, 1B-32, 1B-39, 1B-40, 1B-42, lB-49, 2A-05, 2A-06, 2B-03,
2B-04, 2B-30, 2B-32, 2B-39, 2B-40, 2B-42, and 2B-49) that will be evaluated
within the transient analysis. The electrical distribution system model will
include ratings and performance data that were developed in the Master Input
Calculations (Reference VI. 1.01 and VI. 1.02) and various other references. The
calculation also models the operational scenarios that will be used for the
various electrical system analyses. The electrical distribution system model
will be used to perform the Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) Transient
Analysis and Voltage Decay Analysis for the safety related buses.
Additionally, this calculation will ensure the electrical distribution system
model is controlled and maintained.
111.1.02 SCOPE:
The scope of the Electrical Distribution System Model for Transient Analysis
will only include the equipment to be dynamically modeled within ETAP. A
limitation in ETAP requires that all equipment within the model include the
dynamic equipment parameters required even if the equipment is off in all
operating conditions. Therefore, due to the limitation in ETAP, the following

scope is included in this calculation:
Only the safety related equipment powered by the following switchgear IA-05,
1A-06, 1B-03, 1B-04, 2A-05, 2A-06, 2B-03, and 2B-04 are modeled (See
section 111.5.05)
The safety and non-safety related equipment listed in section 111.5.05 powered
by MCCs 1B-30, 1B-32, IB-39, 1B-40, 1B-42, 1B-49, 2B-30, 2B-32, 2B-39,
2B-40, 2B-42, and 2B-49 are modeled. See methodology section 111.2.01 item I
for further detail.
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111.2 METHODOLOGY
Note: The methodology utilized in the calculation section is not described within the
current licensing basis (CLB) (e.g. FSAR).
111.2.01

MODEL DEVELOPMENT:

The PBNP electrical system to be evaluated for transient analysis is modeled in
ETAP and includes the equipment powered from the safety related 4.16kV
switchgear, 480V Switchgear and 480V Motor Control Centers (MCC). The
base model was built utilizing the system single line drawings (References
VI.5.01 through V1.5.313) and the AC Master Input Calculations (reference
VI. 1.01 and VI. 1.02) as a reference for the topology of the system. The base
model topology was developed as follows and the schematic diagrams (single
line drawings) from ETAP are in Attachment CI:
1. Each circuit was modeled individually for the circuits listed in section
111.5.05. The circuits listed in section 111.5.05 contain all the safety
related equipment powered from 4.16kV and 480V switchgear; and
contains the safety and non-safety related loads powered from the safety
related 480V MCCs that would automatically restore after a loss of
offsite power. The individual circuits being modeled within this
calculation are the loads that would automatically be loaded onto an
EDG after a loss of offsite power event. This is determined by
reviewing the schematic diagrams for all circuit supplied by lA05,
1A06, 1B03, 1B04, 1B30, 1B32, 1B39, 1B40, 1B42, 1B49, 2A05,
2A06, 2B03, 2B04, 2B30, 2B32, 2B39, 2B40, 2B42 and 2B49. ETAP
requires that all equipment within the model to include the dynamic
equipment parameters required even if the equipment is off in all
operating conditions. Therefore, as a result of the limitation within
ETAP, only the loads that are automatically loaded onto the EDG are
individually modeled within ETAP (See section 111.5.05 for list of
loads). In addition, see section V.2.01 for the basis of the model
supporting Voltage Decay Analysis. Each circuit contains a protective
device, cable and load as applicable. The cables for individual loads are
modeled in ETAP as part of the load device for Induction Motors and
Static Loads.
2. Each circuit that was not individually modeled within the calculation
will include a list of breakers and the loads they supply for reference.
3. Modeling Techniques: Individual nodes were added as required
between cables and devices as required by ETAP to allow connection to
occur. Additionally, single-throw switches were utilized as placeholders
for the cubicle supporting the B-03 to B-04 crosstie. No technical data
except voltage is required for the individual nodes and single-throw
switches utilized for modeling techniques.
4. Instrument, lighting and small miscellaneous transformers are modeled
as static load devices (ETAP device name) when fed by MCCs.
Assumption 111.4.01.3 addresses this modeling technique.
5. Alternate Safe Shutdown Alignment: Several safety related motors fed
from the 480V safety related switchgear that may be alternately fed
from non-safety related switchgear B-08 and B-09. These motors may
be fed from either path via a manual transfer switches or molded case
switches. For the purpose of this calculation, the manual static transfer
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switches will be modeled as individual nodes with a voltage rating
equivalent to the system voltage because the alternate path is not within
the scope of this calculation and modeling the switch as a node will not
impact the results of the calculations performed.
6. Offsite Power Source: The offsite power source will be modeled with a
Power Grid within ETAP. The offsite power source is established to
conservative simulate a stiff source with a constant voltage on the safety
4.16kV bus with no voltage variation as a result of bus loading.
Therefore, the Power Grid is established for each 4.16kV bus with a
rating of 999999 MVASC and 9999 X/R which will provide a stiff
source in ETAP. This will not impact the EDG transient analysis
because offsite power source is not utilized. This is conservative for the
voltage decay analysis to establish the worst-case source voltage.
111.2.02 TECHNICAL DATA ENTRY:
The equipment technical data entered into the model was based on the required
fields described in Section III.5.02. Special considerations are required for
certain equipment and the methodology used is as follows:
I. Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG): The nameplate information input
into the model for Emergency Diesel Generators are Rated kW, Rated
Voltage, and Rated kVA. The nameplate rated kW and rated kVA of the
generator remained fixed and the power factor is calculated by ETAP
based on the input parameters to satisfy the standard engineering
equation Within ETAP. A subtransient model of the EDG is utilized in
ETAP to represent the dynamic model of the EDG. This provides a
comprehensive representation of a synchronous machine including both
the transient and subtransient parameters. The initial EDG data is based
on section 111.5.02.8 which is based on manufacturer data and standard
data for an EDG. However, the EDG, exciter and governor parameters
will be adjusted to match the performance of the EDG's during
surveillance testing as documented in Section IV. The adjustments are
made to the parameters to provide the best calculated EDG dynamic
response to match the installed equipment.
2. Circuit Breakers: The only information placed into the ETAP model for
transient calculations is the circuit breaker rated current and rated
voltage. The transient analysis requires that there to be an impedance
between two buses/nodes. There are several cases were there would be
a breaker separating two buses/nodes. A bus/node was placed on the
secondary side of the breaker to allow the breaker to feed multiple loads
based on the configuration of the plant. Therefore, to meet the
requirements of the transient analysis in ETAP, a cable is included with
an impedance of 0.0001+jO.0001 ohms with a cable length of 1 foot will
be utilized in cases where there is only a breaker between 2 nodes. The
cable ID will be established with the letter D with the cubicle ID. The
addition of this cable will have a negligible impact on the results of the
calculation since the additional impedance is relatively small and
therefore meets the requirements of ETAP.
3. Induction Motors (Fed from 480V MCC): The nameplate information
input into the model for induction motors are Horsepower, Rated
Voltage, Percent Power Factor at 100% load, Poles, Full Load Amps,
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and rated full load RPM. The nameplate current of the motors will
remain fixed and the percent efficiency at 100% load is calculated by
ETAP based on the input parameters to satisfy the standard engineering
equation (equation 111-1) for efficiency within ETAP. The transient
analyses require the motor impedance models to be developed to
evaluate the affects of the motors on the system for motors being
dynamically modeled. Motor impedance models will be developed for
motors equal to or greater than I HP (Assumption 111.4.01.6).
Therefore, to develop the motor impedance models for motors fed from
480V MCCs ETAP's parameter estimation module is utilized to
calculate the motor impedance models. The ETAP parameter estimation
module calculates480 the equivalent circuit model parameters based on
advanced mathematical estimation and curve fitting techniques based
on machine performance characteristic data. The motor impedance
model parameter estimation calculation method is based on reference
VI.2.05. ETAP's parameter estimation module requires the following
inputs: motor nameplate information (Percent power factor at 100%
load, Percent efficiency at 100% load and Motor rated speed), locked
rotor torque, locked rotor current, locked rotor power factor and
breakdown torque. Than ETAP parameter estimation module is utilized
to calculate the motor impedance module based on a solution precision
of 0.1% and an acceleration factor between 0.05 and 0.15 are utilized.
The solution precision is the allowable deviation of the ETAP
calculated values and a value of 0.1% will closely model the
characteristics of the motors. The acceleration factor is the convergence
acceleration factor used between iteration and a value 0.05 and 0.15 is
sufficient to develop the motor impedance model to ensure a solution is
determined. ETAP's parameter estimation module calculates motor
circuit impedance model and remaining motor parameters (X/R, 50%
and 75% of load power factor and efficiency). Additionally, motors W085 and W-086 are modeled on high speed (25 HP - 1745 RPM versus
12.5 H.P - 857 RPM) to provide the worst-case loading and impact on
the electrical distribution system.

0.746 * HP
EFF= * *II*I

Eq

Where:
EFF = Efficiency
HP = Horsepower
V = Phase-to-Phase Voltage
I = Phase Current
PF = Power Factor
4. Induction Motors (Fed from 4.16kV and 480V Switchgear): The
induction motors fed from the switchgear are based on a composite
motor for each motor service (SI, SW, CCW, etc.). The composite
motor consists of an ETAP Induction Machine device and an ETAP
Lumped Load Device. The combination of these two devices will
provide the dynamic response of the motors as provided by the
manufacturer. The composite motor technical data was developed to
envelop the characteristics of the individual motors within a service and
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determined in Section II of this calculation. The nameplate information
input into the model for induction motors are Horsepower, Rated
Voltage, Poles, Full Load Amps, and rated RPM based on the
composite motor data. The transient analyses require the motor
impedance models to be developed to evaluate the affects of the motors
on the system. The motor impedance models for each service were
developed in Section II and placed in the ETAP library for the ETAP
Induction Machine device (see Item 9). The appropriate motor
impedance model is placed in the model for each service. ETAP's
calculates the remaining motor parameters (power factor, efficiency,
locked rotor current, locked rotor torque, X/R, etc.) based on the motor
impedance model selected. The ETAP Lumped Load device will be
placed in the system as a 100% constant impedance device with the

parameters determined in Section II. The lumped load device is.
identified as a shunt impedance Z4h in Section I1of the calculation. This
provides the enveloping composite motor data to perform transient
analyses.
5. AFW Motors and Cables: This calculation is evaluating the impact of
modification EC1565 and EC1566 (Ref VI.4.09) which replaces the
motors and supplies the AFW motors from the 4.16kV switchgear. The
AFW power supply cables will consider 2 cables to evaluate the
minimum length for voltage decay analysis and maximum length for
EDG transient analysis. This provides the worst-case condition for each
analysis. The cables will be modeled with a switch on both sides of the
cable. The status of the switches will be dependant on the scenario
being performed. The maximum cable length is based on Input
111.5.02.3 and the minimum length will established as 1 foot to provide
the worst-case minimum length. The motor nameplate information that
is inputted into the model for the AFW motor are Horsepower, Rated
Voltage, Poles, Full Load Amps, and rated RPM based on the vendor
data. The motor rated voltage and rated current are entered equal to the
voltage base and current base of the per unit motor impedance model.
This ensures ETAP calculates the same motor model in ohms as the
manufacturer. The transient analyses require the motor impedance
models to be developed to evaluate the affects of the motors on the
system. The AFW motor impedance model is provided by the vendor,
which is similar to a Single2 model in ETAP. The following are minor
modification: The vendor provides the motor core loss resistance,
however ETAP Single2 model neglects the core loss resistance. This is
acceptable and will have a minor impact on the transient analysis
because the motor core loss resistance is approximately 10 times the
magnetizing reactance which is in parallel. Therefore, the majority of

magnetizing or exciting current will flow through the magnetizing
reactance and excluding the core lossresistance will have a negligible
6.

impact on the transient response of the AFW motor.
Static Loads: ETAP requires that the standard engineering equations be

satisfied for the load nameplate. The nameplate information for static
loads consists of Rated Voltage, kVA, kW, kVAR, Full Load Amps,

and power factor. The rated voltage must always be entered. The
remaining parameters are derived based on which parameters are "handentered." For example, if the Voltage, kW and power factors are hand-
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entered, then the kVA, kVAR and amps are determined from the
equation by ETAP.
7. Overload Heaters and Non-Safety Related Cables: The overload heaters
and cables are entered into the model based on the information provided
in the Master Input Calculations (Reference VI. 1.01, VI. 1.02).
However, if the non-safety related cable information is unknown (cable
length, cable size, etc.), they are not modeled. The cables not being
modeled will have a negligible impact on the transient analysis because
the loads are mostly static loads which will provide a larger load since
voltage drop across the cable will be neglected. Therefore, not modeling
the non-safety related cables will have a negligible impact on transient
analysis performed. Overload heaters with multiple different type
heaters will be modeled based on the largest impedance. This is
conservative for transient analysis calculations because the larger
impedance provides a greater voltage drop across the device which in
turn impacts motor starting. In addition, this is conservative for EDG
loading because the addition impedance will provide a larger load as a
result of the losses through the overload heater.
8. Data for Motor Operated Valves (MOV) for Motor Starting Analysis: A
transient analysis is performed to evaluate automatic loading onto the
EDG to ensure a successful start of safety related motors and successful
operation of the EDG after a loss of offsite power with or without a loss
of coolant accident (LOCA). MOVs that receive an automatic signal to
start change state during a LOCA or a loss of offsite power (LOOP)
will create additional load on the safety related buses. To account for
the additional load of the MOVs, they are modeled in a stalled (locked
rotor current) condition for the total duration of the event being

evaluated. Therefore, the stroke time of the valves will be placed as 100
seconds which is greater then the total sequence time to be evaluated.
This will provide the worst-case loading conditions as a result of the
movement of the MOV. During transient analyses the MOV loading
provided within the analysis is based on the information contained
within "Characteristics" which define the current, percent power factor
and stroke time utilized. The nameplate information is required to be
placed in the model; however the information is not utilized to perform
transient analyses. Therefore, the nameplate horsepower and rated
voltage will be entered based on input 111.5,02.12 and an efficiency of
50% and a power factor of 80% will be arbitrarily chosen. This will
automatically calculate the full load amps. In addition, the number of
poles will be arbitrarily chosen as 4 and is not utilized to perform the
analysis. Since the transient analysis utilizes the "characteristics" when
an MOV is started the arbitrary values chosen for efficiency, power
factor, and number of poles will not impact the analyses. Note: The
MOV voltage requirements are evaluated by the GL89-10 MOV
program, therefore the MOV terminal voltage requirements are not
evaluated within the scope of ETAP related calculation. (See section
111.5.02.12 for input data)
9. ETAP Library Information: ETAP Library "Calc2005-0007" created for
this calculation to provide the required equipment data for overload
heaters, cable impedance and motor circuit models The following
ETAP library data and associated references are as follows:
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0

*

*

*

FH and H Overload Heaters: The overload heater resistance used
was obtained from reference VI.4.13 of Calculation 2003-0007
(reference VI. 1.02). The overload heater resistances were entered
into PBNP ETAP library (Library - Calc2005-0007.lib). The
overload heater resistance was then selected as appropriate for the
specified ciicuit. This will match the overload heater resistances
contained in the Master Input Calculation. The overload heater
resistances provided by the vendor for type FH and H heaters were
provided for use in engineering calculations and provide a
minimum and maximum resistance value. These resistances
account for various tolerances including temperature. Values were
not added for the "App.", "Nom. R" or "%Tol" columns. The
"App," Field describes the intended application of the heater and is
not required. The "Nom. R" and "'%Tol" are calculated by ETAP
based on the minimum and maximum resistances. The "Min
Amp," "Max Amp" and "Trip Amp" are placed at zero because the
trip amps are not utilized within this calculation.
Cable Impedance: The cable impedance used in the Master Input
calculation for all cables is contained in Attachment A of
References VI.1.01 and VI.1.02. The cable impedance specified in
Attachment A was placed into a PBNP ETAP library (Library Calc2005-0007.lib). The cable impedances were then placed into
the model based on the cable size and route of the circuit. This
matches the total cable impedance value contained in the Master
Input Calculations. The U/G Ampacity parameters (Ta = 20C, Te =
90C, RHO = 90), A/G Ampacity Parameters (Ta = 40C, Tc = 90C)
and Insulation Parameters (Type = Rubber and %Class = 100%)
were placed into the library as placeholders and these parameters
do not impact the cable impedances which are utilized within the
transient analysis.
Motor Load Model: The load dynamic characteristics (Speed
versus Torque curves) of the fans, pumps and compressors are
provided in assumption 111.4.01.7. The dynamic data for each type
of load (fan, pump and compressor) was entered into the Motor
Load Model Library in the ETAP library (Calc2005-0007.lib). The
load curves were entered as Model Type - Curve and labeled as
PBNP-FAN, PBNP-PUMP and PBNP-COMP.
Motor Circuit Model: The ETAP Transient Module (Reference
VI.3.01) requires the motors to be entered based on the motor
impedance model. Therefore, section II developed the motor
impedance model for the safety related motors supplied from the
4.16kV and 480V Switchgear. To select a motor impedance model
for a give service the motor impedance model is required to be
entered into the ETAP Motor Circuit Model Library. Therefore,
the motor impedance models were entered into the ETAP Motor
Circuit Model Library for a given model type (Singel, Single2 or
DBLI &DBL2) by defining a Design Class "PBNP" and labeling
the Model ID based on the appropriate service. The motor
impedance models required inputs are provided in Section
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111.5.02.9. Also see section 111.2.02 item 4 above for discussion of

composite motor for a given service,
10. The EDG Governors for G-01, G-02, G-03, and G-04 are Woodward
type 2301A electronic governors (References VI.5.314, VI.5.315, and

V1.5.316). The governor for the EDG's will utilize the transfer function
contained within the ETAP library. The parameters for the governors
will be developed within section IV. The transfer function utilized by
ETAP is as follows:
Woodward Governor 2301
This type of governor-turbine system represents the Woodward 2301 and 2301A speed governing systems
with a diesel turbine system and load sharing capability.
Pug

" o+,,.
O.5

Load Sharin-

0+11+

ngate

Acuto

WYoodward Governor 2301A and 2301 (2301)
Para meter Definitions and Unilts
Parameter definitions and ftheir units are provided in the following table:
Parameter
Made
LS GP•L

Definition
Droop or Isoch
Load sharing group nudber
Droop
Steady-state speed droop in second
emax
Miii. shaft position in degree~s
Omits
Max. shaft position in degrees
aGain
setting
Ip
Reset setting
p
Actnator compenation setting
K1
Partially vey' high pressure power fr'action
ra
Acttator time constant
TI
Engine Dead Time constant
T2
Amplifier/compensator time constant
Pinax
Maxinmu shaftpower
Prin
Minixum slhaft power
k
Internal variable ( =eMVA/(0urx-omax))
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Deg/A
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11. The EDG Voltage Regulator / Exciters for G-01, G-02 , G-03 and G-04
(VI.4. 11 and VI.4.12) are static type systems with compound terminal
voltage and current inputs similar to an IEEE type 3 type of excitation
system (reference VI.3.01). The exciters for the EDG's will utilize the
transfer function within the ETAP library. The parameters for the
exciters will be developed within section IV. The transfer function for
an IEEE type 3 exciter utilized by ETAP is as follows:
IEEE Type 3
Inj
A - (.78X, 11, .'l

P,

I,,,,TY
_

_

>

_

%IM

- -Is

0.0
I-

T,

IEEE Type 3 - Static System ilih Termihnal Potential anid Cun'ent Supplies (3)

Pairameter Definitions and Units
Parimeter definitions and their units are provided in the following table:

Paramneter
VRmax

NiRiniin
VBmax
KA
KE
KF

KI
KP
TA
TE
TF
TR

Definition
Maximum value of the regulator output voltage
Minimum value of the regulator output voltage
The value of excitation function at Efdmnax
Regulator gain
Exciter constant for self-excited field
Regulator stabilizing circuit gain
Current circuit gain coefficient
Potential circuit gain coefficient
Reactance associated with potential source
Regulator amplifier time constant
Exciter time constant
Regulator stabilizing circuit second time constant
Regulator input filter tnue constant
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p.u.

p.u.
p.u.
pAt.
p.u.
p'l.

See.

Sec.
Sec,
Sec.
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111.2.03

DEVELOPMENT OF CIRCUIT DEMAND FACTORS:

The individual circuit demand factors developed in this section are rounded
(Maximum Demand Factor is round up to the nearest whole number and
Minimum Demand Factor is rounded down to the nearest whole number) to the
nearest whole number, as appropriate, to meet data requirements for ETAP.
111.2.03.1

Voltage demand factor for the EDG and Offsite Power
ETAP has 10 different generating categories to allow different
operating states for the Grid and generators in the system. The
following are the defined generating categories used in the base
model:
*
*
*

Design: Normal operating voltage
Max Voltage: Maximum system operating voltage
Min Voltage: Overall minimum system operating voltage

The following fields are defined for each operation mode for each
generating category:
"
"
"

Swing Mode: Percent Voltage and Voltage angle
Voltage Control: Percent Voltage, Mega-Watts, Reactive
Power Minimum and Reactive Power Maximum
MVAR Control: Mega-Watts and Reactive Power (MVAR)

Emergency Diesel Generators (G-01, G-02, G-03, and G-04) and
Offsite Power
The emergency diesel generators will automatically be loaded a
loss of offsite power. The transient module in ETAP requires at
least one source to be in Swing Mode. Therefore, the emergency
diesel generators are modeled in Swing mode. The voltage angle
for each generating category is 0 degrees. The voltage angle is
used as a reference point throughout the system and will not affect
the results of the calculation. The following is the percent voltage
for each category:
Design: 4.16 kV- The design category is an operating voltage
during normal plant operation. 4.16kV is the nominal voltage in
which the EDG operates at during operation when automatic
operation.
Max Voltage: 4.569 kV - This would be the maximum 4.16 kV
system voltage possible based on the maximum Gas Turbine
voltage (14.4 kV) and the transformer tap settings. This provides
the worst 4.16 kV system voltages neglecting the voltage drop
through the system. The Gas Turbine operating at its maximum
voltage bounds the maximum 345kV system (362 kV) without the
Gas Turbine in operation. (Reference VI. 1.01, VI.7.13, and
V1.7.21)
Min Voltage: 4.05 kV - This is the minimum allowable operating
voltage of the EDG per operating procedures (reference VI.7.14,
VI.7.15, VI.7.16, and VI.7.17).
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Bkr Closure: 3.744 kV - This is the minimum allowable voltage at
which the EDG output breaker will close and be automatically
loaded on the safeguards buses. The A-train EDGs output breaker
closure are designed to be at a voltage greater than 90% of nominal
voltages and are confirmed each outage per procedure (Reference
VI.7.18 and VI.7.19). The B-train EDGs output breaker closure is
based on voltage monitor relays which ensure the voltage is greater
than 3931 volts (Reference VI. 1.07). Therefore, it is conservative
that the minimum voltage at breaker closure will be 3744 volts.
111.2.03.2

111.2.03.3

Demand Factors for the 4.16 KV Circuits
The only safety related circuit fed from the 4.16 KV system is the
safety injection pump motors and the auxiliary feedwater pump
motors (reference VI.4.09). The safety injection pump is typically
OFF during normal plant operation unless a surveillance test is
being performed. The safety injection pump motor starts and loads
to the bus during a LOCA event. The minimum demand factor for
the safety injection pump is based on the manufacturer's pump
curve by obtaining the most limiting brake horsepower on the
pump curve (Reference VI.4.02). The maximum demand factor for
the safety injection pumps are based on the maximum brake
horsepower under worst-case flow conditions during operation of
the pumps per Reference VI. 1.04.
The auxiliary feedwater pump is typically OFF during normal
plant operations unless a surveillance test is being performed. The
auxiliary feedwater pump motor is utilized in modes 2, 3, and 4
when chemical additions or small feedwater flow requirements do
not warrant the operation of the main feedwater and condensate
systems. In addition, the auxiliary feedwater pump will
automatically start and deliver adequate flow to maintain steam
generator level upon receipt of an initiating signal (e.g. low steam
generator level, ATWAS, safety injection signal, etc.). The
minimum and maximum demand factors for the auxiliary
feedwater pump are based on requirements of the AFW System per
Reference VI.4.09.
Demand Factors for 480 V Circuits
The minimum and maximum demand factors for the 480 V circuits
are developed to provide the worst-case minimum and maximum
loading for transient analysis. The minimum and maximum
demand factors for the circuits are developed as follows:
The non-safety related circuits and the safety related circuits
supplied by the MCCs (1B-30, 2B-30, 1B-32, 2B-32, IB-40,
213-40, IB-42 and 2B-42) that are powered by the safety
related buses which will automatically be loaded onto the EDG
after a LOOP are modeled with a demand factor of 100% to
evaluate for maximum load conditions for transient analyses.
This will provide the worst-case loading for the non-safety
related circuits and safety related circuits, because typically
loads are designed to operate equal to or less than their
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nameplate rating. The minimum demand factor of 0% will be
utilized for circuits fed from the MCC's which will provide the
worst-case minimum loading for transient loading analyses
(Assumption 111.4.01.4)
* The safety related circuits supplied by the switchgear are
modeled based on the maximum brake horsepower under
worst-case flow conditions during operation of the pumps per
references VI. 1,04, VI. 1.05, and VI. 1.06. The minimum
demand factor for the 480V switchgear pumps is based on the
manufacturer's pump curve by obtaining the most limiting
brake horsepower on the pump curve. This provides the worstcase minimum and maximum loading for transient analysis.
* The lighting transformers supplied by the MCCs (IB-30, 2830, 1B-32, 2B-32, 1B-40, 2B-40, IB-42 and 2B-42) that are
powered by the safety related buses which will automatically
be loaded onto the EDG after a LOOP are modeled with a
maximum demand factor equivalent to the maximum
connected electrical load based on drawings or based on the
KVA rating of the transformer. The minimum demand factor
of 0% will be utilized for lighting transformers fed from the
MCC's which will provide the worst-case minimum loading
for transient loading analyses (Assumption 111.4.01.4)
111.2.03.4

Equipment Demand Factors Entered into Base Model
The demand factors for each equipment established in the previous
sections were entered into the Loading Category, in ETAP, for
each equipment with a status of"On" in the operating conditions
being evaluated. The following Loading Categories are utilized:
0 Design
0 Minimum DF
* Maximum DF
0 ORT 3 Load
The Loading Category - Design maintains all the equipment
modeled "ON" within the base model to establish the total
connected load for a bus during different plant operating
conditions. The Loading Category - Minimum DF is the minimum
demand factor for the equipment that is modeled as "ON" for any
plant-operating scenario being evaluated. This category will be
used to evaluate the maximum Voltage decay for the 4.16kV and
480V switchgear. The Loading Category - Maximum DF is the
maximum demand factor for the equipment that is modeled as
"ON" for any plant-operating scenario being evaluated. This
category will be used to evaluate worst-case loading when supplied
by the EDG after a LOOP with or without a LOCA. The Loading
Category - ORT 3 Load is the demand factor for the equipment
utilized in tuning the EDG in Section IV.
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111.2.04 DEVELOPMENT OF PLANT OPERATING CONDITIONS (SCENARIOS):

111.2.04.1

Development of status for each circuit
The development of the operating scenario's and status for each
circuit will be developed for each transient analysis performed.
Note: Section IV will develop the operating scenarios for EDG
transient analysis and Section V will develop the operating
scenarios for the Voltage Decay analysis. The general guidelines in
the development of the equipment status for operating scenario's
will be as follows:
o

,

111.2.04.2

The status of each equipment, "ON" or "OFF", will be based
on the status of the protective device feeding the service
Motor Operated Valves (MOVs) that change were determined
by a review of plant drawings (Reference VI.5.155 through
VI.5.194). The operation of the MOVs during a LOCA is taken
into account in the transient analyses and the Info Page Demand Factor for Open and Closed states are listed as 100%
to account for loading during transient analyses. The initial
statuses of the MOVs are based on plant operating system
checklists. MOVs status-dependent on Shift Manager
discretion are modeled in the conservative state in which they
change position in a LOCA. Therefore, if an MOV changing
state will be included in the scenario the protective device will
require to be statused as Closed and ETAP requires that the
breaker of the equipment to be started must be closed.
Therefore, the Motor Operated Valves (MOVs) that change
state (Open or Close) will have a breaker status of"ON" to
ensure the MOVs are accounted for during the motor starting
condition. However, the MOV Loading Category Demand
factor will be 0% for static loading since MOVs operate for
short durations and meet the definition of "OFF" by operating
for less than 2 minutes per hour. The demand factor of the
MOV during the transient analysis is contained in the
characteristic section of the MOV.

Plant Operating Conditions Modeled (Case)
The case studies and the equipment status for each case study in
the base model are developed in Section IV (EDG Transient
Analysis) and Section V (Voltage Decay Analysis). The worst-case
plant alignments will be developed based on the guidance provided
in Section 111.2.04.1. Each case study was determined to evaluate
the worst-case condition for each individual unit.
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111.2.04.3 Development of Study Cases for model
The study case for each type of analysis contains, as applicable, the
solution control variables, loading conditions, tolerance
adjustments, faulted bus selection, motor starting events, prestart
loading conditions and a variety of options for output reports. The
following is the general set-up of the study case for Transient
Analysis.
Transient Analysis Study Case Development
a. Max. Iteration: 20
Specified number of maximum iterations the program
will calculate convergence of the solution has not
been met for the initial load flow.
b. Solution Precision: 0.0000000001
The precision is compared with the difference in
power for each bus (MW and MVAR) between
iterations for the initial load flow. If the difference
between iterations is less than or equal to the value
entered for the precision, the desired accuracy is
achieved. The solution precision utilized will result
in a negligible difference in the voltage at the bus.
c. Acceleration factor: 1.45
This is the convergence acceleration factor used
between iterations.
d. Simulation Time Step: 0.001 seconds
A time step of 0.001 seconds shows the expected
system response during dynamic motor starting. A
time step of 0.001 seconds provides adequate
resolution to capture the dynamic response of the
system without producing excessive amounts of
output data.
e. Plot Time Step: 10 x dt
This value determines how often ETAP records the
results of the simulation for plotting. Therefore, 10
times the simulation was chosen to capture significant
events.
f. Apply Transformer Phase-Shift: No
PBNP does not have any transformers that would
require a phase shift to be applied; therefore the item
is unchecked.
g. Loading Category: Maximum DF or Minimum DF
The loading category is chosen based on the analysis
being performed. The Maximum DF category
provides the maximum demand factor for equipment
to establish the worst-case loading for transient
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h.

i.

j.

k.

1.

m.

n,

o.

analyses and the Minimum DF provides the minimum
demand factor for equipment to establish the worstcase minimum loading for transient analyses.
Generation Category:
The generator category is chosen based on the
analysis being performed..
Charger Loading: Loading Category
There is no battery chargers within the model
developed in this calculation. Therefore, the Charger
Loading is placed in loading Category.
Load Diversity Factor: None
No field is checked. The demand factors applied to
the equipment in the system are determined based on
the loading category. No additional global or bus
diversity factor is required.
Events
The events group specifies the events according to the
time of occurrence.
Actions
The action group allows any system change or
disturbance for a given event group. An action could
be starting or stopping a motor, opening or closing a
breaker, etc. An action will be based on the element
type (Motor, MOV, Gen/Power Grid, or breaker),
action (Start or stop, Open or Close) and equipment
information (equipment ID and Starting Category)
Total Simulation Time
The total simulation is determined to ensure the
complete dynamic response is captured and the
system returns to steady state conditions and is based
on the timing sequence of loads after the initiation of
the event.
Plot
The plot page is used to allow the user to determine
which equipment/device that are dynamically
modeled will be tabulated at the end of the transient
stability output report and stored in the plot file to be
plotted. The user places a check in the box to mark
which equipment/device is tabulated. All critical
equipment should have data tabulated.
Dynamic Modeling: Model Machines Larger or Equal to 1
HP/KW
The dynamic modeling in ETAP determines which
equipment ETAP will dynamically model when
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performing the transient analyses. PBNP only has
medium voltage and low voltage induction machines
dynamically modeled. All induction machines are
dynamically modeled greater than I HP and therefore
1 HP/KW is chosen to have ETAP dynamically
model all induction machines within the transient
analysis greater than 1 HP.
p. Dynamic Modeling During Simulation (Time >0): Both
unchecked
PBNP does not have any load tap changing
transformers or starting devices within the safety
related system modeled within this calculation;
therefore the items are unchecked.
q. Starting Load of Accelerating Motors: Yes - Based on
Motor Mechanical Load
The load torque model will be applied directly based
on the required brake horsepower and the load curve
will be applied directly without any adjustments.
r. Constant Power Load - Threshold Voltage (VLC Limit):
75%
The threshold voltage is used to control automatic
conversion of a constant kVA load to a constant
impedance load for transient stability calculations. If
the connected bus voltage is below this value, a load
type conversion will occur for all applicable loads. A
threshold voltage of 75% voltage was chosen because
this is the minimum voltage at which a running motor
is guaranteed to operate for 60 seconds or less. The
threshold voltage limit only impacts motor Z- 103
because it is the only motor that is not dynamically
modeled since its less than I horsepower. If a motor is
dynamically modeled, the motor circuit model is
utilized to determine the response of the motor.
Therefore all other motors are not impacted by the
voltage threshold limit.
s. Constant Power Load - Delta V: 2%
To avoid sudden jump during the load type
conversion, a 2% of the voltage margin may be added
to make an undetermined region of VLC Limit +/2%, which means if the connected bus voltage drops
below VLC Limit -2%, a constant kVA load is to be
converted to constant impedance load. On the other
hand, if the connected bus voltage recovers about
VLC Limit +2%, the load is to be converted back to a
constant KVA Load. A delta of 2% provides
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sufficient value to prevent a sudden jump during load
type conversion.
t. Reference Machine: None (unchecked)
u. Synchronous Machine Damping: Use Weighted Machine
Frequency
An equivalent network frequency will be calculated
by taking the weighted average of the speed of the
synchronous generators that are in the system. This
equivalent frequency is then used in the swing
equation to calculate the machine-damping power.
This option is checked when a system does not have a
"power grid" and thus the network frequency is not
guaranteed to remain constant during the transient.
This is utilized to best model the system during
transient analyses.
v. Impedance Tolerance - Transformer: No
w. Impedance Tolerance - Reactor: No
x. Length Tolerance - Cable: No
y. Length Tolerance - Transmission Line: No
z. Resistance Temperature Correction - Transmission Line:
No
Tolerance items v, w, x, y, and z: The tolerances
provide an adjustment to the characteristic being
evaluated in the motor starting analysis. The above
impedance and length tolerances are primarily for
initial design analysis and are not considered because
installed impedances and lengths are entered into the
model.
aa. Impedance Tolerance - Overload heater: Yes - Individual
bb. Resistance Temperature Correction - Cable: Yes Individual
Tolerance items aa and bb account for the tolerance of
overload heater resistance and the temperature at
which the resistance values are determined
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111.3

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

There are no applicable acceptance criteria. This calculation only develops the electrical
system model in ETAP that will be used to perform the EDG Transient Load Analysis
and Voltage Decay Analysis.

111.4 ASSUMPTIONS
111.4.01 VERIFIED
111.4.01.1

ASSUMPTIONS

It is assumed that lighting transformers, instrument transformers
and miscellaneous transformers supply loads with a power factor
of 90%.
Basis: The power factor for the lighting loads range from90% to
100% based on the type of lighting loads that are considered per
Reference VI.2.01. Therefore, conservatively a power factor of
90% is used to represent the power factor for the ballast in the
lighting circuits. In addition, the lighting transformers load is
calculated using the KVA rating of the transformer or by the total
connected load. This makes the assumed 90% power factor for the
lighting transformer conservative further.
The other transformers are also modeled based on their transformer
KVA rating or total connected load. The typical loading of these
transformers consist of static, lighting or small motor loads. These
loads may have power factors other than 90%. However, a 90%
power factor is also assumed for these transformers as the
transformers are conservatively loaded and a variation from 90%
power factor will have a minimal effect on the calculation results.

111.4.01.2

It is assumed that the minimum cable conductor operating
temperature is 25°C and the maximum cable conductor operating
temperature is 90°C.
Basis: It is conservative to assume a minimum cable operating
temperature of 25*C because typically cable operating
temperatures will typically range normally from 60'C to 90'C for
energized plant equipment because cables are sized typically 6080% loaded based on ampacity. Therefore, a conservative
minimum operating temperature of 25'C utilized, which will result
in the minimum cable impedance throughout the system, for
transient analyses. The majority of power cables installed at PBNP
have a normal maximum operating temperature rating of 90'C.
The sizing of plant operating cables is based on 90'C to determine
if the ampacity of the cable is acceptable. Therefore, all cables are
modeled with a maximum operating temperature of 90'C which
will provide the maximum cable impedance for transient analyses.

III.4.01.3

It is assumed that instrument, lighting and miscellaneous
transformers that are fed from MCCs are modeled as static load
devices only (i.e., without a transformer element).
Basis: The loads contained on instrument, lighting and
miscellaneous transformers are mostly static loads. In some cases,
motors are connected on the secondary side of the transformers
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which have relatively small HP and rated for 120, 208 or 240 volts.
Although the motor loads are dynamic in nature, they do not
impact the nature of the overall load from static due to their small
rating. Therefore, the transformer loads are modeled as a lumped
static load for transient analysis.
111.4.01.4

It is assumed that the maximum demand factor for loads powered
by buses 1B-30, 2B-30, 1B-32, 2B-32, IB-40, 2B-40, IB-42 and
2B-42 are 100%, unless otherwise stated. It is assumed the
minimum demand factor for loads powered by buses IB-30, 2B30, 1B-32, 2B-32, IB-40, 2B-40, IB-42 and 2B-42 are 0%, unless
otherwise stated.
Basis: Plant equipment is typically sized to provide sufficient
power requirements based on the required power demand (demand
factor) of the load. Therefore, the equipment is typically sized
based on the next nominal rating to support the required power
demand. Therefore it is conservative to assume that the maximum
brake horsepower of the equipment is 100% and provides
maximum loading for transient analysis (e.g. EDG transient load
analysis). The minimum loading of the supplied by the buses
above are unknown. Therefore, it is conservatively assuming a
minimum loading of 0% which will provide the worst-case
condition of minimum loading for transient analysis (e.g. voltage
decay analysis).

111.4.01.5

Rated

It is assumed that the locked rotor power factor, locked rotor
torque, breakdown torque, motor moment of inertia and load
moment of inertia are as follows, if the motor data is unknown:

Lokd
Rotor
Power
Factor:

Motor Size

Synchrono
us Speed

3 HP
5 HP
7.5 HP
15 HP
20 HP
2H/25P
25 HP12.5 HP

1800 RPM 60%
1800 RPM N/A
1800 RPM 55%
1800 RPM N/A
1800 RPM 47%
1800RPM12LBT2
/ RPM N/A
/ 900RPM
900 RPM
N/A

40 HP

Locked
Rotor
Torque
(Percent
of Full
Load
Torque):
215%
N/A

Breakdown
Torque
(Percent of
Full Load
Torque):

Motor Moment
of Inertia:

Load Moment of
Inertia:

17
27
39
75
99

N/A
150%

250%
N/A
215%
N/A
200%

N/A

N/A

0.41 LB-FTA2
N/A
1.03 LB-FTA2
N/A
4.3 LB-FTA2
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

175%

LB-FTA2
LB-FTA2
LB-FT^A 2
LB-FTA2
LB-FTA2

122 LB-FTA2
(25HP 1800RPM)
1007 LB-FTA2

Basis: The MCC motors are dynamically modeled to include the
affect of the motors on transient analyses. The above data is
required to support creation of the motor impedance model and
inertias for each motor. Therefore, the parameters are based on the
Motor Size (HP) and rated speed (RPM). The percent locked rotor
power factor is typical values for squirrel-cage induction motors
based on reference VI.2.03. The locked rotor and breakdown
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(maximum) torques are minimum required design torque values for
design class B motors per NEMA standard MG-1 (Reference
VI.2.04). Based on a review of the Master Input Calculation
(Reference VI. 1.02) of MCC motors installed' at PBNP show that
motors purchased for PBNP are design class B motors. The locked
rotor power factor, locked rotor torque, and breakdown torque are
utilized in the development of the motor impedance model. The
above data is technically justified in that conservative motor
impedance models will be developed based on the minimum
required design torques. Slight variations in locked rotor power
factor will have minimal impact on the affects of the motor
impedance model based on evaluation within ETAP. In addition,
the locked rotor power factor, locked rotor torque, and breakdown
torque align within the information provided by Baldor in
Reference VI.6.01 for the reliance motors installed as shown in
section 111.5.02.10. The motor moment of inertia (WK2 ) is based
on typical Westinghouse motor data provided in reference VI.2.02.
The load moment of inertia (WK 2) is based on the maximum
allowable per NEMA standard MG-i (reference VI.2.04). This is
technically justified since this will provide the worst-case moment
of inertia for the installed motors and the worst-case transient
response for these motors during motor starting. The voltage decay
analysis will not be impacted because as described in section
111.2.03.3 the MCC loads have a minimum demand factor of 0%,
since ETAP does not take into account frictional losses the
moment of inertia does not impact the individual motor affects.
Note: If the demand factor is changed to greater than 0% this
assumption requires review for voltage decay analyses.
111.4.01.6 It is assumed the motors less than I HP will have a negligible
impact on the transient analysis.
Basis: Motors less than I HP will have a negligible impact on the
dynamic response of the safety related electrical distribution
system because they are a relatively small load compared to the
total load of the 1500 kVA transformers (X-13 or X-14) and/or the
total load on the EDG as well as the capacity of 2850 kW of the
EDGs, Therefore, the dynamic response of small motors will not
impact the transient analysis.
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Ii1.4.01.7

It is assumed the load speed vs. torque for compressors, fans and
pumps are as follows:

Fan Load Speed vs.
Torque Curve
Percent of Percent of
Full Load Full Load
Speed
Torque
0%
20%
5%
11%
10%
2%
15%
4%
20%
5%
25%
7%
30%
9%
35%
13%
40%
17%
45%
21%
50%
26%
55%
32%
60%
38%
65%
45%
70%
52%
75%
60%
80%
67%
85%
76%
90%
85%
92.5%
90%
95%
95%
97.5%
100%

Pump Load Speed vs.
Torque Curve
Percent of Percent of
Full Load Full Load
Speed
Torque
0%
15%
5%
8%
10%
5%
15%
3%
20%
4%
25%
7%
30%
9%
35%
13%
40%
17%
45%
21%
50%
26%
55%
31%
60%
37%
65%
44%
70%
50%
75%
58%
80%
66%
85%
75%
90%
83%
92.5%
88%
95%
93%
97.5%
97%
98.4%
100%

Compressor Load
Speed vs. Torque
Curve
Percent of Percent of
Full Load Full Load
Speed
Torque
0%
125%
5%
115%
10%
110%
15%
105%
20%
100%
50%
100%
75%
100%
100%
100%

Basis: The load dynamic characteristics (Speed vs. Torque curves)
for centrifugal pumps and fans have a characteristic that torque
varies as the square of the speed (Reference VI.2,07 and VI.2.08),
The pump speed vs. torque characteristics were established by
establishing the worst-case speed vs. torque based on the known
pump characteristics provide for the switchgear loads. The fan
speed vs. torque characteristics were established based on the
typical curve based on reference VI.4.08 and VI.2.08 based on the
characteristic that torque varies as the square of speed. The torque
at zero speed would theoretically be zero, but the motor must
overcome stuffing box friction, rotating element inertia, and
bearing friction in order to start the shaft turning. This requires a
torque at zero speed that may range from 2.5% to 15% of rated full
load torque for pumps (Reference VI.2.07) and from 2.5% to 20%
of rated full load torque for fans (Reference VI.2.08 and VI.4.08).
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Therefore, the torque at zero speed was conservatively chosen to
be 15% for pumps and 20% for fans of rated full load torque. This
provides a single worst-case characteristic for all pumps and fans.
The 100% speed and 100% torque was corrected to a slip of 1.6%
for pumps and 2.5% for fans based on the worst-case rated load
RPM for pumps and fans powered by the switchgear (Reference
VI.4.08). The pump and fan speed vs. torque characteristic would
be applicable to the pumps located on the MCC since all pumps of
the same speed vs. torque relationship for centrifugal pumps. Note:
The full load slip of the motors on the MCC's range from 2.5% to
4.8% based on rated motor RPM. Utilizing a slip of 1.6% for
pumps and 2.5% for fans will have a negligible impact on the
dynamic response of MCC loads because the loads are 40 HP or
less compared to the capacity of 2850 kW EDG's. The EDG
starting air compressors (K-004A, K-004B, K-005A and K-005B)
Ingersoll-Rand type 30 compressors which are piston driven
(positive displacement compressors) (Reference VI.4.1 1). A
positive displacement compressor and positive displacement pump
operate under the same principles of compressing a liquid or gas
into a pressurized system. Therefore, a positive displacement
compressor (like a positive displacement pump) will have a
constant torque regardless of the speed with a constant discharge
pressure. The torque at zero speed was increased to 125% of full
load in order to overcome stuffing box friction, rotating element
inertia, and bearing friction in order to start the compressor
(Reference VI.2.07).
II1.4.01.8

It is assumed that the maximum loading of the containment
accident fans (IW-001A1, 1W-001B1, IW-00IC1, IW-00ID1,
2W-00IA1, 2W-00IB1, 2W2W-00IC1, and 2W-00IDI) is equal
to 150 HP under accident conditions (e.g. LOCA and MSLB).
Basis: The containment accident fans have a fixed volume air flow
rate through containment HVAC system since the system
resistance to flow remains the same as the HVAC system does not
change during plant operations. The BHP of a fan is dependent on
the fan speed and the density of the air (or gas) flowing through the
system, The speed of the fan will be constant since it is driven by a
single speed motor, therefore the BHP of the fans will be directly
related to the density of the air flowing through the system. The
BHP of the fan is directly proportional to the density of the air
flowing through the system. (Reference VI.2.15) The changes in
density are impacted by temperature, pressure, altitude, etc.
Therefore, the worst-case BHP of the containment accident fans
will be determined at the maximum density of the air flowing
through the fans during a design basis event (LOCA or MSLB).
The worst-case conditions in containment during accident
conditions are 286°F, 60 psig and a density of 0.2 lb/ft3 (Reference
VI.4.07). During the Containment Integrated Leak Rate Test (ORT
17 Unit I and Unit 2), containment accident fans power
requirements are measured at a containment density of 0.2 lb/fl3
equivalent to worst-case accident conditions. The power
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consumption during this test would be equivalent to the power
consumption during a design basis event (LOCA or MSLB). Based
on the completed ORT 17 (Reference VI.4.26), the worst-case
BHP is 150 HP (conservatively rounded up). This is equivalent to
the motor nameplate rating per reference VI. 1.01.
111.4.02 UNVALIDATED ASSUMPTIONS:
None
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111.7 RESULTS
111.7.01 EQUIPMENT DEMAND FACTORS
A summary of the Demand Factors is as follows:
Equipment ID
IP-015A, IP-015B,
2P-0I5A and 2P-015B
P-038A and P-038B
IP-01OA, IP-010B,
2P-01OA and 2P-0IOB
IP-011A, IP-01B,
2P-01IA and 2P-01 1B
1P-014A, 1P-014B,
2P-014A and 2P-014B
P-032A, P-032B, P-032C,
P-032D, P-032E, and

Minimum
Demand Factor
35%

Maximum
Demand Factor
104%

57%
40%

100%
85%

56%

98%

40%

107%

66%

109%

25%
25%

100%

0%
0%
0%
0%

67%
57%
35%
34%

P-032F

1W-001AI, IW-001BI,
IW-001CI, 1W-001D],
2W-00IA1, 2W-00BI,
2W-001CI, and 2W-001D1

XL-10
XL-20
X-17B
XY-09 and XY- 10
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111.7.02

MOTOR IMPEDANCE MODEL

The motor impedance models were developed for each induction motor on the 480V
MCCs greater than I HP. The following tables are a summary of the motor impedance
models calculated based on ETAP's motor parameter estimation module. Note: The
summary table is rounded based on the ETAP output report; however the parameters in
the ETAP were automatically updated by ETAP and utilized exact calculated motor
parameters as calculated by ETAP.
Xr

Rr
Equipment ID
K-004A
K-004B
K-005A
K-005B
P-206A
P-206B
P-207A
P-207B
W-012A
W-012B
W-012C
W-012D
W-085
W-086
W-181A1
W-181A2
W-181A3
W-181B1
W-181B2
W-181B3
W-183B
W-183C
W-184B
W-184C
W-185A
W-185B

Rs
5.99%
5.99%
5.82%
5.82%
5.25%
5.25%
5.25%
5.25%
4.58%
4.58%
4.58%
4.58%
4.80%
4.80%
2.87%
2.87%
2.87%
2.87%
2.87%
2.87%
2.98%
5.23%
5.23%
2.98%
3.93%
3.93%

Xs
10.96%
10.96%
10.93%
10,93%
6.43%
6.43%
6.43%
6.43%
10,31%
10,31%
10,31%
10.31%
8.62%
8,62%
9.58%
9.58%
9.58%
9.58%
9.58%
9.58%
2.00%
7.73%
7.73%
2.00%
1.03%
1.03%

Xm
302.5%
302.5%
303.5%
303.5%
240.7%
240.7%
240.7%
240.7%
385.5%
385.5%
385.5%
385.5%
342.9%
342.9%
186.0%
186.0%
186.0%
186.0%
186.0%
186.0%
199.2%
196.4%
196.4%
199.2%
169.4%
169.4%
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@LR

@FL

@LR

@FL

3.30%
3.30%
4.82%
4.82%
2.87%
2.87%
2.87%
2.87%
3.69%
3.69%
3.69%
3.69%
3.87%
3.87%
4.18%
4.18%
4.18%
4.18%
4.18%
4.18%
4.34%
4.90%
4.90%
4.34%
5.22%
5.22%

3.74%
3.74%
3.67%
3.67%
2.92%
2.92%
2.92%
2.92%
2.61%
2.61%
2.61%
2.61%
3,22%
3.22%
2.83%
2.83%
2.83%
2.83%
2.83%
2.83%
5.14%
2.61%
2.61%
5.14%
5.40%
5.40%

3.10%
3.10%
5.07%
5,07%
4.33%
4,33%
4,33%
4.33%
5.12%
5.12%
5.12%
5.12%
7.35%
7.35%
7.99%
7.99%
7.99%
7,99%
7.99%
7.99%
12.94%
7.17%
7.17%
12.94%
14.83%
14.83%

17.49%
17.49%
14.09%
14,09%
15,71%
15,71%
15,71%
15.71%
16.13%
16.13%
16,13%
16,13%
8.98%
8.98%
14.52%
14.52%
14.52%
14.52%
14.52%
14.52%
19.72%
12,67%
12.67%
19.72%
22.10%
22.10%
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111.7.03 AC ELECTRICAL SYSTEM MODEL
The AC electrical system base model to perform transient analysis was created using
ETAP that included the safety related system (]A-05, 1A-06, 1B-03, 1B-04, 1B-30, 1B32, IB-39, IB-40, 1B-42, 1B-49, 2A-05, 2A-06, 2B-03, 2B-04, 2B-30, 2B-32, 2B-39,
2B-40, 2B-42, and 2B-49). The base model was created using the methodology
described in Section 111.2 and utilizes in the technical data from Section 111.5. The base
model is contained within the follow ETAP computer files:
File Name
Calc2005-0007.1ib
Calc2005-0007.mdb
Calc2005-0007.oli
Calc2005-0007.OTI
Calc2005-0007.scenarios.xml
Calc2005-0007.macros.xml

File Size
180 KB
14,008 KB
4 KB
19 KB
13 KB
4 KB
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06/27/2007
09/05/2007
10/05/2007
10/05/2007
06/01/2007
09/05/2007

Date
05:50
03:12
09:59
09:58
11:14
06:20

PM
PM
AM
AM
AM
AM
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111.8 CONCLUSIONS
The calculation developed the AC Electrical Distribution System model in ETAP include
equipment powered by the safety related system (IA-05, 1A-06, 1B-03, 1B-04, 1B-30, 1B-32, 1B39, 1B-40, 1B-42, 1B-49, 2A-05, 2A-06, 2B-03, 2B-04, 2B-30, 2B-32, 2B-39, 2B-40, 2B-42, and
2B-49). The calculation also developed the worst-case demand factors for both minimum and
maximum loading for the equipment contained in the model. The base model created in this
calculation will be used to perform electrical analyses that include EDG Transient analysis and
Voltage Decay Analysis.
Limitations
The calculation was performed based the AFW modifications (Reference VI.4.09) being
completed and the technical parameters associated with the modification are as documented within
Input Section 111.5 for the following items:
5 Motors: P-038A and P-038B (Input Section 111.5.02.9)
N Cables: ZEIA65A and ZF2A90A (Input Section 111.5.02.3)
0 Circuit Breakers 1A52-65 and 2A52-90 (Input Section 111.5.02.4)
a Equipment Minimum and Maximum Loading Range (Input Section 111.5.03)
The calculation is only applicable if the installed AFW modifications meet the requirements as
documented within the Input Sections described above. AROI 114775 has been initiated to track
the installed modification are bounded by the analyzed condition.
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,IV. EDG TRANSIENT LOADING ANALYSIS
IV. I PURPOSE AND SCOPE
IV.1.01 The purpose of this calculation is to perform a transient loading analysis of the safety
related 4160V and 480V system being automatically supplied by the alternate
emergency standby power source after a loss of offsite power (LOOP). The calculation
is to determine that each emergency diesel generator (G-01, G-02, G-03, and G-04) is
capable of sequentially starting and supplying the power requirements of one complete
set of safeguards equipment for one unit having a loss of coolant accident (safety
injection) and providing sufficient power to place the second unit in a safe shutdown
condition. This calculation performs a dynamic transient analysis to demonstrate the
emergency diesel generators (EDGs) are capable of sequentially starting the automatic
safety rclated loads, demonstrate motors start and accelerate their driven equipment
within sufficient time to support their specified safety function, and demonstrates
protective devices will not prematurely trip. The calculation will evaluate the impact of
the 480V loss of voltage (LOV) relays and 480V MCC contactor voltage requirements
during voltage dips and voltage recovery. The capability of the EDG to restart the loads
(if the 480V LOV or 480MCC contactors drop out) will be evaluated. The total duration
of time the individual safety related loads will be without power will be identified.
IV. 1.02 The scope of this calculation includes the following:
*

Determine and verify the various parameters for G-01, G-02, G-03, and G-04,
including the governor and exciter models, by comparison of the parameters
versus the "Safety Injection Actuation with Loss of Engineered Safeguards AC"
tests performed during the Spring 2007 outage.
" Determine the worst-case load sequencing scenario for each EDG and perform
transient analyses to determine the response of G-01, G-02, G-03, and G-04.
" Determine the 480V MCC transient voltages during EDG sequential loading and
compare them to minimum voltage requirements for the MCC contactors'
holding voltage. If contactors drop out, an evaluation is performed to evaluate
the impact on the 480V MCC loads on the capability to re-start after the voltage
returns above the contactor pickup voltage. In addition, the total time for each
safety related MCC load is established for the duration the load will be without
power (the time between MCC contactors dropout and pickup).
" Determine the 480V Switchgear transient voltage during sequence loading and
compare it to the 480V LOV relays dropout setpoint. If the 480V LOV relays
dropout, an evaluation is performed to evaluate the impact on the 480V
switchgear loads by establishing the total time for the voltage to recover to the
relay's reset setting and identify any affects on load sequencing.
* Evaluate the protective devices' time versus current characteristics to the
transient current profile for each dynamically modeled safety related load
powered by the EDG.
All transient analyses will be performed using ETAP PowerStation (Reference VI.3.01 ).
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IV.2 METHODOLOGY
Note: The methodology utilized in the calculation section is not described within the current
licensing basis (CLB) (e.g. FSAR).

IV.2.01 EDG TRANSIENT LOADING ANALYSIS GENERAL
The EDG Transient Loading analysis is being performed to demonstrate that the EDGs
(G-01, G-02, G-03 and G-04) are capable of automatically loading the engineering
safeguards loads following a loss of offsite power with a loss of coolant accident
(LOCA) in one unit and bringing the second unit to safe shutdown. The calculation is

also being performed to demonstrate that all safety related loads will be capable of
performing their designated safety function by ensuring they automatically load onto the
EDG and do not prematurely trip on overcurrent. The following is a general outline of
the steps to perform the EDG Transient Loading Analysis:
I. Development of an ETAP Model for the performance of the EDG transient load
2.
3.
4.
5.

analysis.
EDG tuning and parameter validation
Development of scenario's for EDG Transient Loading Analysis
Development of study cases for EDG Transient Loading Analysis
EDG Transient Loading Analysis in ETAP

6.
7.
8.
9.

Effects of Timer Tolerance on EDG Load Sequence
Evaluation of 480V MCC Contactors
Evaluation of 480V Switchgear LOV Relays
Evaluation of Protective Devices on Switchgear
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IV.3 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
IV.3.01 The emergency diesel generators shall be able to start and accelerate all required design
basis accident loads of the enveloping accident load condition during EDG sequence
loading. This ensures that the required safeguards loads are capable of performing their
required safety or safety support functions as required to meet PBNP GDC 39. The EDG
provides necessary power to cool the core and maintain the containment pressure within
design values for a LOCA in addition to supplying sufficient power to shut down the
unaffected unit. (Reference VI.8.01 and VI.8.04)
IV.3.02 The 4160V and 480V switchgear circuits' overcurrent protective devices shall not trip at
any time during the sequential loading of the EDG. This ensures that the required
safeguards motors are capable of performing their required safety functions as require to
meet PBNP GDC 39 (Reference VI.8.01)
IV.3.03 The voltage at the 480V switchgear shall ensure the B-train 480V LOV relays do not
dropout during EDG loading sequence of the enveloping accident load condition which
could impact the load sequence. This ensures that the 480V LOV relays do not dropout
which would potentially re-sequence the 480V circuits. Additionally, this ensures that
the required safeguards equipment are capable of performing their required safety
functions as required to meet PBNP GDC 39 (Reference VI.8.01)
IV.3.04 The motor acceleration time for the SI pump motor shall be less than 8.23 seconds, the
residual heat removal shall be less than 1.2 seconds, the SW pumps shall be less than 6.0
seconds, the CAF motors shall be less than 15.1 seconds and the CS pump motor shall
be less than 3.3 seconds. The motor. accelerations meet the requirements of the FSAR
Chapter 14 Accident Analysis (Reference VI. 1.15). Note: There are no acceleration time
requirements for the CCW and AFW pump motors.
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IVA4 ASSUMPTIONS
Validated Assumptions
IV.4.01 It is assumed that the BHP for the RHR pump motor during ORT 3A and ORT 3B is 125
HP.
Basis: Per ORT 3A and 3B the RI-JR pumps are aligned for decay heat removal and the
low head safety injection flow path is isolated by step 5.3.11 (ORT 3A) and step 5.3.12
(ORT 3B). The procedure aligns the opposite train RHR pump for decay heat removal
and establishes flow between 1000 to 1550 gpm. The RHR train being tested is aligned
in auto in preparation for the test. During the test both RHR pumps are supplying the
water to the reactor through a common flow path. Based on PPCS, the RHR total flow
was approximately 1694 gpm for ORT 3A and approximately 1610 gpm for ORT 3B.
Therefore, there was approximately 850 gpm flow through each RHR pump during the
test and based on calculation 2006-0022 (Reference VI. 1.04) the BHP is conservatively
estimated to be 125 HP. (Reference VI.4.19, VI.4.20, VI.4,21, and VI. 1.04)
IV.4.02 It is assumed that the BHP for the SI pump motor during ORT 3A and ORT 3B is 672
HP.
Basis: Per Attachment G of ORT 3A and 3B, the SI pumps are established to have a
flow of 700 to 750 gpm through the full flow test line by adjusting valve 1SI-00829C.
Therefore, based on calculation 2006-0022 (Reference V1. 1.04) the BHP is
conservatively estimated to be 672 HP during the test.
Un-Validated Assumptions
None
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IV.7 RESULTS
IV.7.01 EDG TUNING AND PARAMETER VALIDATION
The EDG tuning and parameter validation was performed in accordance with the
methodology described in Section IV.2.03. The purpose of this section is to tune the
generator, governor and exciter parameters to provide performance characteristics in
ETAP that match, in the conservative direction, the response of the EDG during the
"Safety Injection Actuation with Loss of Engineered Safeguards AC" (ORT 3A and
ORT 3B). Therefore, the AC Electrical System model in ETAP was configured to match
the completed ORT 3A and 3B safeguard tests (References VI.4.19 and VI.4.20). As
stated in methodology section IV.2.03, the generator, exciter and governor were tuned
and provide a curve fit for the starting of the RHR pump motor (second load step) in
each of the figures below. The curve fit for the SI Pump motor matches for initial
voltage dip and is in the same general shape as the ORT safeguard tests signatures for
the voltage overshoot, but may not be-exact. The voltage overshoot is in the same
general shape and occurs later in time in ETAP than the ORT safeguards test signatures
as a result of conservatism in the motor impedance model and BHP on the motor within
the simulation vs. actual. When reviewing the figures below, it is noted the generator
breaker closed at a frequency below nominal in the ORT safeguards test signatures while
the model initial frequency is at the generator nominal frequency of 60 Hertz. The initial
frequency dip of the SI Pump motor is similar to the ORT safeguard test signatures but
at 100% nominal frequency versus the lower value of frequency when the generator
output breaker closed in the ORT safeguards tests. This can be seen in the voltage and
frequency plots of the completed ORT 3A and 3B safeguard tests.
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IV.8 CONCLUSIONS

IV.8.01 EDG Tuning
The EDGs were tuned in ETAP to match the performance of the EDG's during the
"Safety Injection Actuation with Loss of Engineered Safeguards AC" (ORT 3A and
ORT 3B). The EDG tuning established the EDG, governor and exciter parameters to
provide performance characteristics in ETAP that match, in the conservative direction,
the response of the EDG. Therefore, the EDG parameters are considered acceptable to
support the EDG Transient loading analysis.
IV.8.02 EDG Transient Loading Analysis in ETAP
The transient analysis determined that each EDG is capable of sequentially starting and
accelerating all the required design basis loads of the enveloping accident load
conditions. In addition, the transient analysis demonstrated that all safety related motors
were capable of starting throughout the worst-case sequence of events including the CS
motor which may start anytime after a nominal 10.25 seconds. Acceptance Criteria
IV.3.01 has been satisfied.
IV.8.03 Motor Acceleration Times and Time Tolerances
The transient analysis shows that the SI, RHR, SW, CAF and CS were maintained
within the required motor starting times. A comparison of the acceleration times of the
induction motors and the minimum time between consecutive sequenced loads
determined that no additional analysis is required because there is no potential for
overlap between the SI, RHR, AFW and SW motors. There is a potential for overlapping
load sequences between the stalr of the first and second CAF motor but overlap occurred
within the transient analysis and demonstrated that both CAF motors will successfully
accelerate their driven equipment during the overlap of the two CAF motors. Acceptance
Criteria IV.3.04 has been satisfied.
IV.8.04 480V MCC Contactors and Loads
The voltage profiles at the safety related 480V MCCs were evaluated and found to
demonstrate the sequenced MCC loads will successfully start and accelerate their driven
equipment under each of the loading conditions including the overlapping load condition
and the worst case affects of starting the CS motor and MCC process initiated loads
during EDG sequential loading. The MCC loads may have short power interruptions as a
result of initial contactor pickup or the contactors dropping out during the load sequence.
However, this will not impact the EDG operation since no loads directly support the
operation of the EDG (e.g. load required to operate to keep EDG running). Slight
interruptions of the EDG fuel oil transfer pump, EDG room exhaust fans or EDG
Radiator Cooling Fans will not prevent the EDG from performing its safety function
since power is restored to the MCC loads to re-energize the loads as stated in section
IV.7.04. Therefore, Acceptance Criteria IV.3.01 has been satisfied.
The calculation shows that MCC's 1B-32, IB-42, 213-32 and 2B-42 will have a delay in
establishing power and a potential interruption of power during the load sequence which
supply power to several MOV's required to support operation of the RHR, CS and SW
systems. The evaluation of the timing requirements in Calculation 97-0041 need to
incorporate the additional time delay in the MOV's to support the timing requirements
of the Accident Analysis. AROI 105237 has been initiated to document the condition and
update calculation 97-0041 with the information.
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IV.8.05 480V Switchgear and LOV Relays
The voltage profiles at the safety related 480V switchgear loads were evaluated and
found to demonstrate the sequenced loads will successfully start and accelerate their
driven equipment under each of the loading conditions including the overlapping load
condition of the two CAFs and the worst case affects of starting the CS motor and MCC
process initiated loads during EDG sequential loading. Acceptance Criteria IV.3.01 has
been satisfied.
An evaluation of the B-train LOV scheme was performed because the LOV scheme will
initiate load shedding and block automatic load sequencing on dropout of the relays until
sufficient voltage recovers on the buses to reset the relays. This does not impact the
A-train because the LOV scheme is blocked once the EDG output breakers are closed,
The results show in all cases except DG Case 5-1 and DG Case 5-2 the B-train 480V
LOV relays will not dropout or impact the 480V Switchgear loads and satisfied
Acceptance Criteria IV.3.03. However, DG Case 5-2 determined the 480V LOV relays
will actuate during the simultaneous start of two SW motors. This is considered
unacceptable for 2B-04, because this would initiate the 480V load shedding scheme on
the bus which will require all the loads to re-sequence on the bus. Therefore, Acceptance
Criteria IV.3.03 is not maintained when an A-train EDG (G-01 and G-02) is supplying
the system when the 480V B03/B04 cross-tie is in service for 2B-03 and 2B-04. This
condition requires a limitation to prevent the simultaneous start of two SW motors.
AROI 114773 has been initiated to document the condition and incorporate the limitation
into plant procedures.
IV.8.06 Protective Devices on the Switchgear
The evaluation of the overcurrent protective device versus the current profile of the
circuits connected to the 4160V and 480V switchgear determined that no overcurrent
protective devices actuate during the EDG loading sequence. Acceptance Criteria
IV.3.02 has been satisfied.
IV.8.07 Limitations:
The calculation was performed based the following operating limitation when the 480V
B03/B04 cross-tie is in-service and a single EDG is supply both units A-train and B-train
buses. The following are the operating restrictions during this plant operating condition:
"
*
"
"

480V bus tie in-service 2B-03 supplied by 2B-04: 2P-0 I1A and P-032F are "off'
(pull-out) when a single EDG is supplying both units B-Train.
480V bus tie in-service 2B-04 supplied by 2B-03: 2P-01IB, P-032D and P-032E
are "off' (pull-out) when a single EDG is supplying both units A-Train,
480V bus tie in-service IB-03 supplied by IB-04: IP-01 IA, P-032A and P-032B
are "off" (pull-out) when a single EDG is supplying both units B-Train.
480V bus tie in-service IB-04 supplied by IB-03: 1P-01 B and P-032C are "off"
(pull-out) when a single EDG is supplying both units A-Train.

The calculation is only applicable if the above operating limitations are implemented
when the plant is placed in the above operating conditions. ARO 1114773 has been
initiated to track implementation of the operating restrictions in plant procedures.
In addition, overcurrent protective device settings to be installed for the AFW
modification must ensure they do not trip for the composite motor current profile in
Attachment D2 within the EC1565 and 1566. AROI 114775 has been initiated to track
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that modifications EC1565 and 1566 ensure the AFW overcurrent protection will not trip
for the worst-case composite motor current profile shown in Attachment D2.

5,0

ASSUMPTIONS
5.1 It is asumod the new W-013BI and W-013B2 is uonsistent with motor data provided inReference 6,4 (Input 4.7).
Basis: The motor data provided by Homewood Energy Is the proposed motor to be purchased to replace tho existing
W-01 3B1 and W-01 3B2 motors as part of the AST modification, This data will be representative ofthe Installed 15 HP
motor. Slight changes In actual purchased motor data for W-013B1 and W-013B2 will have Rnegligible impact on the
EDO transient response, Note: Any changes to thu motor data will be evaluated as part of the detailed design or the AST
modifioation,
5.2 It Is assumed that locked rotor power factor for the new W-013B1 and W-013B2 is 51%,
Basis: The typical looked rotor power factor inRof. 6.1 for a 15 HP is 55% based on manufaoturer motor data fl'om
Baldo,/Rflianco. Slight variations inlocked rotor power factor will have minimal impact on the affects of the motor
Impedance model based on evaluation within ETAP, However, ETAP Parameter Estimation module were unable to
identity a solution within the Inputs inSection 4,7 and looked rotor power factor of 55%, 't'herefore, this required the
looked rotor power factor to be revised to 5) %,The change Inthe looked rotor power factor has a negligible Impact on the
motor impedance parameters calculated by RTAP. Reducing (he locked rotor power factor for the motors will result Inan
increase inreactivo loading during motor starting, This results In a slightly weaker motor (slightly lower motor torque)
which will provide conservativo ohareoloristios based on reducing the looked rotor power factor in R.TAP while retaining
other parameters constant. Since the remaining parameters remain constant, this has a negligible impact on the caloulated
motor parameters, Therefore, the motor Impedance models are determined to be acceptable utilizing a locked rotor power
factor of Sl%.
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ANALYSIS
The EDO transient load analysis is performed utilizing the methodology described in Section 3,2, This engineering evaluation
will determine (1) determine the EDOs ore capable of sequentially starting and accelerating safbty related loads during accident
conditions, (2) that adequate voltage Is available to downstream 480V switohgear buses to prevent actuation of the B-train
480V LOV relays, fnd (3) determine motor acceleration times to meet appropriate Acceptance criteia, The following steps arc
utilized In the performance of this evNlualion:
7.1 The AC Electrical Dlstrlbution System model was developed in calculation 2005-0007 and revised as discussed in Section
3.2.1. Calculation 2005-0007 and Section 4,0 developed the required Inputs to perform the EDO transient loading
analysis, This model isutilized to perform all the required analysis to determine thie EDO transient load analysis, worstcase voltage and fequeoncy profiles of the EDO, worst case voltage profiles at the 480V swltohgear, worst-case motor
aocceleration times dwring load sequoncing, The ETAP motor parampeter estimation reports for W-0 I 3B I, W-0 I 3B2,
W-014A and W-014B are contained In Attachment 4, The computer files and Inpuits for the model that are revised by this
engineering evaluation are as follows:

14Ie1
Nien.
C2lo2005-0007,llb
Calo2005-0007,mdb
CalW2005-0007,oll

Calc2005-0007,OTI
Calo2005-0007,soonardos,xml
Cnlo2005-0007,maoros,xml

Flie size
180 KB
141 72 KB
lKB
19 KB
16 KB
6 KB

DAN'
)6/27/2007 05:50 PM
).6/I1/2009 10:09 AM
)06/11/200909:21 AM
) 6/11/2009 10:09AM
6/07/2009 05:40 AM
06/09/2009 03:38 PM

7.2 This section utilizes ETAP PowerStallon computer software to perform the required EDO translent load annlysoe uilizing
the transient analysis modlo. The computer software is a Level A application and meets the requirements of procedure
NAP-501 "Software Quality Assurance Program" (grondfathored from previous procedure PP-IT-SQA-0 )).
7.3 The plant operating conditions are established within the AC Electrical Distrlbution System model In ETAP based on the
methodology Sections 32,4 The plant operating conditions are labeled as DO Case I, DO Case 2, DO Case 3, and DO
Case 4.
7.4 The following steps will determine the transient loading response for the EDOs, 4160V System and 480V system to ensure
that the EDOs are capable of sequentially loading all required safeguards equipment during a LOOP event (with or without
a LOCA), The steps muist be performed sequentially. (Methodology Section 3,215)
7.4.1 The model is placed in the configuration stahts (plant operating condition) in ETAP for the EDO and condition to be
ovaluhted, DO Case I through DO Case 4 provides the enveloping loading conditions for the BDOs,
7.4,2 The EDO transient loading analysis Is determined by ETAP's Transient program, The appropriate sttudy case Is
developed In methodology section 3.2,4 and Identifies the options necessary to perform the analysis. These study
cases are labeled as DO Case 1-2, DO Case 2-2, DO Case 2-3, DO Case 3-2, DO Case 4-2, and DO Case 4-3.
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7.4,3 The SI, RIHR, SW, OAF, CCW, and CS motor impedance models utilize a shunt Impedance to support the motor's
dynamic impedance model, Therefore, the time at which the shunt impedance Is tulrned otT is establishod and placed
within the study case once the appropriate slip In section 11i.5,02.9 of Calculation 2005-0007 is reached. The
following are the established times to place into (he study case (extracted from Section IV.6.05,3 of Calculation
2005-0007, Rof. 6. 1):
Case I Study Cases:
DO C0s. 1-2

1

et
Actions

Sterlrin
Motor
C~lqo!oY

SW-IP-015B

oeln

N/A

SW-ZP-O 11

., Openl

N/A

T-RItR-L

SW-IP-010B

Open

N/A

T.CS-L

SW-IP-01413

Open

N/A

T - 17,3 soeonds

T-SWI.L

SW.P.032C

Open

N/A

T = 22,2 seconds

T-SW2-L

SW-P-032D

Open

N/A

T - 27.5 aceonde

T-SW3-L

SW-P-032E

Open

N/A

T= 52,1 seconds

'T-CAI-1,

SW-I W-00 ICI

Open

N/A

SW-I W-00I1IO

Open

N/A

8yont
Aolions
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Op,n
Open
Open

Motor Slerllng
Category
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Time Sequence

EYont ID

Equipment

T- 4,0 seconds

T,31.L

T= 1.6 ne..ncls

T.CCW-L

T = 64 seconds
T,

11,9seonds

e0 seconds I
Case 2 Study Cases
T-

-CAF2-L

DO Coso 2-2
Time Sequence

Fvont ID

Equipment

T - 4.6 aonda
T = 2,7 seonds
T = 6,5 sueonds
T - 12.3 seconds
T- 17.3 seoonds
T - 22.4 seconds
T- 27,6 soonds
T -53.1 seconds
T=60,2 seconds

T-SI-L
T-CCW-L
T-RHR-L
T-CS-L
T-SWI-L
T-SWZ-1.
T-SW3-1,
T-CAPI-L
T-CAF2-L

BW-IP-OISA
SW-21.-OI I A
SW-IP-OIOA
SW-IP-014A
SW-P-032A
sW-P.032B
SW-P-032F
SW-IW.OOIAI
SW-IW-001B31

DO Case 2-3
The 8tquonu

Event ID

Equipment

Event
Aollons

Motor StarlIng
Catogory

T -4.4 seoonds
T = 2,3 seconds
T = 6.5 scontls
T= 17.3 sconds
T 22.4 seonds
T- 28.6 soconds
'r-2B,6eeondm
T -53.1 soendts
Tr 60,2 noeonds

T-SI-L
T-CCW-L
T.-RHR-U
'T'-SWI-L
T-SW2-L
T-SW3-L
T-CS-L
T-CAFI-L
T-CAF2-L

SW-IP-015A
SW-2P-01 I A
SW-IP-0IOA
SW-P-032A
SW-P-03213
SW-11-032P
SW-IP-014A
SW-IW-001AI
8W-lW-Ot1BI

Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open

NIA
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
NIA
N/A
N/A
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Case 3 Study Cases
DU Case 3,2
Time Sequence

Event TD

Equipment

T-4,4 seconds
T- 2.2 seconds
T - 6.5 seconds
T 12.3 seconds
T- 17.3 seconds
T- 22.4 sconds
T = 27,6 seconds
T -53,6seconds
T- 59,9 seconds

1-S-1
T-CCW-L
T-RHR-L
T-CS-.L
T-SWI.L
T-SW2-L
T-SW3-L
T-CAFI-L
T-CAF2-L

SW-211-015A
SW-IP-01 IA
SW-2P-010A
SW-2P-014A
SW-P-032A
SW-P-032B
SW-P.032F
SW-2W-00IAI
SW-2W-00BI)

Event
Actions
Open
Open
Opan
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open

Motor Selngn8
Category
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Event
Actions

Motor Starling
Cntugory

Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
NIA
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Case 4 Study Cases
PC Coes4-2
Time Soquqnco

Bvvnt TD

T -4.1 seconds
77- 1,5 seconds
T - 6A4seconds
T = 11.9 seconds
T - 17,3 seconds
T - 22.1 seconds
T- 27,5 seconds
T - 52,7 seconds
r - 59,.8 eeondos

'I-CCW-L
T-RHR-L
T-CS-L
T-SWI-L
T-SW2-L
T-SW3-L
T-CAFI-L
T-CAPF2-IL

DO Cese 4-3
Time Seqeneeo

Ivenl ID

Equipment

T - 4,I seconds
T,- 1.5 seconds
T - 6,4 seconds
T- 17.3 seconds
T"'22,1 seconds
T - 27.7 seconds
T - 27.6 seconds
T-52.7 seconds
T -59,8 s'conds

T.81-L
T-CCW-L
T-RHIR-L
T-SWI-L
T-SW2-L
T-SW3-1.
"-CS-L
T-CAF-I.,
T-CAF2-L

SW-2P-015B
SW-IP-01 IB
SW-2P-010B
SW.P-032C
SW-P-032D
SW-F-D32E
SW-2P-014B13
SW-2W-00IC)
SW-2W.00Ib1

oquipment
SW.21-1W-2P-015B
SW-IP.01 I B
SW-2P-O1013
SW-2P-014B
SW-P-032C
SW-P.032D
SW-P-03211
SW-2W-Q01C)
SW-2W-001DI

Open
Open

Event
Aetions
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open

Motor Storting
CnleSory
N/A
N/A
NIA
NIA
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

7A.4
4ho
h •DOtransient loading analysis Is performed utilizing ETAP by rtoning the transient analysis program for each
study case, updated for sootlon 7A4.3, The BDO transient loading analysis will ensure the EDO and the safety related
equipment aro capable of performing their lunollon afler a LOOP event,
7,4.5 The results are oontained in Altaohmonts 5 to 10,
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8.0

EVALUATION AND RESULTS
8.1 EDO Transient Loading Analysis inETAP
The EDO transient loading analysis was performed for each plant operating condition and associated study cases inSection
3.2.4 to ensure that the EDO and safoty related equipment are capable of performing the safety or safety support funolion
during a LOOP event (with or without a LOCA).
The following are the results of the EDO transient loading analysis. A total of 6 transient loading analyses were pefornmed
to demonstrate the capability of the EDO and the safety related equipment based on the impacts of the AFW modifioation
and AST modification, For each of the transient land runs there is a figure in Attachment I of the generator voltage and
frequency profiles and Isalso compared to the results of Calculation 2005-0007 (Roef 6.1)to show the delta between this
engineering evaluation and calculation 2005.0007.
The EDO transient loading analyses is contained in Attachments 5 to 10, Figures 8-1 through 8-30 InAttachment I and 2
provides a summary of the results by providing the voltage and frequency profile for each run/study case, The results show
the EDO's are ocapable of sequenlially loading the required LOOP loads (with or without a LOCA) under all worst-ease
loading conditions, tneach case, the voltage and frequency recover to acceptable levels (within +1-5% of 97.5% of nominal
voltage and within +/-0,2% of nominal 60Hz) prior to stairling of the subsequent sequenced motor, In addition, all safelty
related motors were capable of starting and coming up to full speed while supplied by the EDO, The following is n
summary of the voltage and frequency response of the E3DO transient loading analysis:
Gene,'ator Voltae Profile

A summary of the generator voltage profiles are provided In figures 8-1 through 8-12 InAttachment 1,The generator
voltage profiles provided In Attachment I provide the new generator voltage profile as calculated in this engineering
evaluation and compared it to same profile InCalculation 2005-0007 to establish the differences as a result oflhe AFW
modification and AST modification, The previous worst-case generator voltage occurred at t10' when SI and CCW
simultaneously started and resulted in the Initial generator voltage dip to be approximately 54% for boll) O-0l1 and 0-02 in
Case 2-2 and 3-2 scenarios, The new worst-aose generator voltage occurs at t=0+ when 81, CCW and AFW simultaneously
started and results Inthe Initial generator voltage dip to be approxlmately 48% for both 0-01 and 0-02 In Case 2 socnario
when the AFW motor is inthe non-LOCA/Sl unit,
An additional, scenario was evaluated at t-25.75 seconds when SW and CS are considered to simultaneously start and this
resulted in a generator voltage dip of approximately 60% for both 0-01 and 0-02 in Case 2-3 scenario. The new generator
voltage occurs at t'-25.75 seconds when SW and CS are considered to start Inthe LOCA/SI Unit and AFW InnonLOCA/SI Unit simultaneously started and results ina generator voltage dip ofapproximately 52% fbr bolh G-01 and 0-02
InCase 2-3 scenario when the AFW motor IsIn the non-LOCAISI unit,
However in all cases, the generators were capable of recovering bank to nominal voltage while starting and accelerallng the
motors, The EDO's were capable of starting and accelerating the safety related motor's while recovering back to nominal
voltage.,
The previous worst-case voltage overshoot of G-01 and 0-02 occurred after the SW and CS motor start and complete their
acceleration (DO Case 2-3), The voltage reaches approximately 130,5% with all other voltage overshoots being lower,
The now worst-case voltage overshoot of 0-01 and 0-02 occurs after the SW, CS, and AFW motor start and complete their
acceleration InDO Case 2-3, The voltage reaches approximately 132,2% with all other voltage overshoots being lower.
The momentary voltage overshoots are considered acceptable because the voltage on the system are at these values for less
than approximately 2-3 seconds after which the voltage roduoos back to normal, The short time duration of the voltage
overshoot will not impact the operation of the equipment supplied by the EDO's because this is not suffriient time to
negatively Impact life of the motor or will not cause motor Insulation breakdown as shown by periodic meggor testing.
Additionally, PBNP performs routine preventative maintenance of the safety related equipment which would identif'y any
long term Impacts on the equipment as a result of the higher voltage,
by the vollage profiles of 0-01 and 0-02
The voltage profiles ofO-03 and 0-04 (Cases I and 4) are completely enveloped
(Cases 2 and 3). The previous worst-ease generator voltage occurred at t-04 when SI and CCW simultaneously started and
resulted Inthe Initial generator voltage dip to be approximately 84% for both 0-03 and 0-04 inCase 1-2 and 4-2 scenarios.
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The now worst-uaso generator voltage occurs at t=O• when SI, CCW and AFW simultaneously slaritd and results in the
initial generator voltage dip to be approximately 83% for both 0-03 and 0-04 In DO Case 4-2 scenario when the AFW
motor is in the non-LOCA/Sl unit,
An additional, scenario was evaluated at t-25.75 seconds when SW and CS are considered to simultaneously start end this
resulted in a geSorator voltage dip of approximately 92% for both 0-03 and 0-04 In Case 4-3 soenario. The now gonernaor
voltage occurs at t-=25,75 seconds when SW and CS are considered to start In the LOCA/SI Unit And AFW In nonLOCA/SI Unit simultaneomsly started and results in a generator voltage dip of approximately 89% for both 0-03 and 0-04
in Case 4-3 scenario when the AFW motor is in the non-LOCA/SI unit,
The EDO's were capable of starling and accelerating the safety related motor's while recovering back to nominal voltage.
The worsi-oase maximum voltage overshoot remained below 100.5% nominal voltage (Note: the HDO operating point Is
set at 4050V or 97.4%),
gcJyidatlo Dsoign and Peaiormoane
.1o6ta•
For voltage regulation, O-01 and 0-02 EDOs utilize an EMD/Baslor Meg Amp Voltage Regulator with static oxciter.
The static exciter is a three-phase, f'ull-wavo magnotio amplifier that supplies DC Excitation current to the generator field.
The static exciter amplifies the signal from the voltage regulator to the power level reqvired for proper generator field
excitation. The exciter assembly consists of six Individual reactors, rectilying diodes, and a magnetic amplifier.
Power Input to the main windings of the exciter is supplied from a three-phase potential transformer. In addition, power
current transformers are also used to prevent output voltage collapse and provide rapid voltage recovery when largo motor
loads are started, The power cirrent transformers are oritical to the design because the input to the three-phase, fill wave
magnetic amplifier is a vector sum of the exciter potential transformer inpuil and the power curn'en transformer inputs.
During a largo motor start, the input1from the exciter potential transformer would roduce As output voltage declines;
however the input from power current transformers would Increase as a result of largo Inrush current for motor starts, The
power c•urrnt transformers are designed to provide a larger Impact than the exciter potential transformer. Therefore, the
exciter field will have sufficient voltage to recover the EDO ontput voltage. The rapid voltage recovery for the acceleration
of motors and load are accomplished because of the discoussion above related to the Power Current Transformers,
(Reflrenoes 6,7, 6.8, 6,9, and 6,10)
A ,oviow of the voltage reglator design per references 6,7, 6.8, and 6.9 show that the voltage reguflator will not shitdown
or otherwise cease to operate duiring extreme transient demands (eog., motor starting), This is bocause the static exciter
derives Its excitation source f'rom the exciter potential transformers and control power transformers (as mentioned above);
which is in excess of that required for fill load operation, There are no voltage or murrent limiting devices that will prohibit
the operation of the exciter. A current limit design feature Is included to protect the generator from overload but does not
prohibit op~eration of exciter.
Proper voltage regulation is provided by a combination ofa reverse acting control signal (signal amplifier) that essentially
reigns In the oxoess/avallablu excitation and a forward noting bins signal that is sot for 115% full load rated genoretor field
current, The bins signal is stationary and the reverse acting control signal is what controls excitatlon via the voltage
regulator, An increase in the voltage regulator control signal reurche, excitation, A decrease in control signal, resuilts In an
increase in excitation (uip to the bias setpoint level of I 15%), Therefore, during a motor starting transient, the voltage
rogu•ltor control signal will decrease to a minimum to allow the magnetic amplifier to rapidly Increase, supporting the
excitation necessary to mitigate voltage drop and provide rapid voltage recovery.
Therefore, the EDCls will be capable of recovering the EDO outpnt voltage Asa result of the large voltage due to a large
motor load'based on the design of the voltage regulator / excitation system As long as the EDO is maintained within the
maxinmum allowable dead load pickup capability, The voltage regulator/oxoitetr will produce the maximum excitation as
necessary to support motor starting; and has no discrete point at which It will shutdown,
In addition, 0-01 And 002 has maximum dead load pickup capability of {2,5MVA, This is the maxiimum impact load (o,g
starting MVA) the EDO can successUlly start and rooover (Rof 6,10), A review of the results in Attachments 5 through 10
of this evaluation, show that the maximum impact load pinced onto 0-01 or 0-02 Is loss than 7MVA. This Is well within
the maximum capability of the HeDO's.
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Engineering Evaluation RC13025 adeqopately addresses the impact of AR0 l139357 and this engineering evaluation does
not Impact the methodology, resnlls or conclusions ofEC13025. Therefore, a voltage dip of 48% or the efftets of' C13025
(Additional 3% voltage drop) will not impact the ability of the voltage regulator to recover voltage after a motor starts on
the EDO's based on the disoussion presented above since the maximum impact load is within the capability of the EDOs
and the excitation system will provide sufficient capability to restore EDO output voltage,. Therefore, the EDO's will be
capable of performing their safety function to start and accelerate all required design basis loads (Acceptance Criteria
IV,3,1 of Calculation 2005-0007),
The AFW modifloation and AST modifivations have a relatively minor Impact on the transient response of the EDOs,
Based on a review of the figures in Attachment I, it has arelatively similar response to Caloulation 2005-0007 and the
modifoitions did not Impaol the EDG's capability to perform theh' designated safety function, Therefore, the EWO's are
capable of starting and accelerating all autlomatloally started loads onto the EDOs,
Genea/lor FrrequencyProfile
A summary of the generator fi'equonoy profiles are provided In figures 8-2, 8-4, 8-6, 8-I 0, and 8-12 In Attachment I. A
review of Calculation 2005-0007 shows the frequency profiles for 0-01, 0-02, 0-03 and 0-04 show a range of 58,5 Hz to
60,9 Hz, In each case the frequency recovers to suffiieont levels (within +/-0,2% of nominal 60Hz) prior to sMialing of the
next sequenced motor, The now analysis shows the frequency profiles for O-01, 0-02, 0-03 and 0-04 remain bounded
within the range of 58,5 Iz to 60,9 Hz in previous Calculation 2005-0007, In the cases analyzed within this engineering
evaluation, the worst-case fi'equency dip increased by approximately 0,2 Hz,
In summary, the results (figuros 8-1 through 8-2 In Attaohment I) of the engineering ovaluation show that the EDO's are
capable of starting and accelerating all the required safety related loads following a LOOP (with and without a LOCA).
Therefore Acceptance Criteria MV,3,01 of Calculallon 2005-0007 remains satisfied after completion of the AFW
modification and AST modification,
8,2 Motor Acceleration Time Review
A summary of the acceolration times for each individual motor for the plant operating scenario's and associated study
cases analyzed In this engineering evaluation are provided below, The results show that the acceleration time of the motors
meet the requirements in section 3,2.8 which are based on Acceptance Criteria IV,3,04 in Calculation 2005-0007. The
AFW modification and AS'l" modification had a slight impact on the acceleration of the motors as a result of AFW purnps
starts at T-"0÷ and T-25,75 seconds, However, the slight Increase in acceleration times were still within the required
acceptance criteria to support Chapter 14 accident analysis, Therefore, Acceptance Criteria IV,03,04 of Calculation 20050007 and Section 3,2,8 would remain satisfied aofer completion of the AFW modification and AST modification.

Equipment

IP-015A
IP-015B

N/A

4.54

4,36

N/A

3,98

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

2P-015A
2P-0) 5B

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

4.34
N/A

N/A
4,02

N/A
3.98

1P-053

2.78

3.84

3.11

N/A

NIA

N/A

2P-053

N/A
N/A
0.80
N/A

N/A
0.90
N/A
N/A

N/A
0,90
N/A
N/A

2,80
N/A
N/A
0.94

2.9'
N/A
N/A
NIA

2.79
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

,o

0.80

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

NIA
N/A

2,10
NIA

NIA
146

N/A
1,38

IP-010A
IP-010B
2P OA

2P-0 OB
I P-0 IA
IP-0IIB
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NA/A
454

424

<8.23

3.84

2.72

<5.0

0.94

0.94

<1.2

2.58

2.09

N/A
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IDr~

2P.01IA

N/A

2,58

2,14

N/A

N/A

N/A

2P-01 ID
IP-014A
IP-014B
2P-014A

1.38
N/A
1.36
N/A

N/A
1.72
N/A
N/A

N/A
2,76
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
1.74

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

2P-014B

N/A
N/A

N/A
14.22

N/A
14.22

N/A
N/A

1.34
N/A

2,09
N/A

N/A

N/A

1W-00lA]
IW-001BI

2.76

2.15

<3.3

14,72

1'1.64

<15.1

276

2.20

<6.0

N/A

13.85

13.83

NIA

N/A

iW-00ICI

13.26

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

lW-001D]
2W-001AI
2W-00fB I

14.09
NIA

NIA
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
14.72

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

13.59

N/A

N/A

2W-001C I

N/A

N/A

NIA

NIA

14.00

14,00

2W-001DI
P-032A
P-032B
P-032C

N/A

NIA

NIA

N/A

13.59

13,57

N/A
N/A
1.74

1,76
1.82
N/A

1,72
1,80
N/A

1.72
1,80
NIA

N/A
NIA
1.76

N/A
N/A
1.74

P-032D

1.84

N/A

NIA

N/A

1,58

1.68

P-032E

1,72

N/A

N/A

N/A

1,87

1.91

P;032F

N/A

1.78

2.76

1.78

N/A

N/A

8,3 Evaluation of Switchgear Voltage Profile and 480V LOV Relays
A summary oflthe switchgear voltage profiles are provided In figures 8-13 through 8-30 In Attachment 2, The switchgoar
voltage profiles in Atlachment 2 provide the now switchgoer voltage profile as calculated In this engineering evaluation
anid compared IHto same profile in Calculation 2005-0007 to establish the differences as a result of the AFW modification
and AST modification, The results show that oil 480V switlhgonr motors will starl and accelerate their driven equipmont
and moot Acceptance Criteria V,3,01 of Calculation 2005-0007. The 480V LOV rolays moet the ncceptnnco criteria
IVM3,03 within Calculation 2005-0007 based on the summary results In Attachment 2, The resulls show that the AFW
modification and AST modification have a minor impact on the voltage response of the system, Therefore, Accoptance
Critorla IV,3,01 and IV,3,03 of Calculation 2005-0007 would remain satisfied ator completion of the AFW modification
and AST modification,

9,0

CONCLUSIONS
In Conclusion, the AFW modification and AST modification have a overall minor Impact on the EDO Transient analysis and
all equipment would remain captablo of performing their specified safety function for support the design basis of the plant,
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ENCLOSURE 8

NEXTERA ENERGY POINT BEACH, LLC
POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT, UNITS 1 AND 2

LICENSE AMENDMENT REQUEST 261
EXTENDED POWER UPRATE
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - QUESTION 6 RESPONSE
EDG FUEL OIL SYSTEM CALCULATION

15 pages follow

Calculation N-94-142

Purpose:
The purpose of this calculation is to:
Document the basis for the level switch settings (including applicable uncertainty) for the:
* EDG Day Tanks (T-031A, T-031B, T-176A, and T-176B)
* 001/002 Skid Mounted Fuel Oil Tanks
0 Fuel Oil Storage Tanks (T-175A and T-175B)
Document the process limit for the minimum indicated level for the Fuel Oil Storage Tanks (T-175A and
T-I75B).
Establish Inservice Testing acceptance criteria for the Fuel Oil Transfer Pumps (P-206A, P-206B,
P-207A, and P-207B) flow capability to their associated day tanks (T-03 IA, T-03 IB, T- 176A, and
T-176B).
Generate a curve showing the indicated level by sight glass versus the gallons of usable fuel in the G-02
EDG Skid Mounted Fuel Oil Tank. The curve will also depict the fuiel oil transfer level switch set points.
Generate a curve showing the % indicated level versus the total tank volume in the Fuel Oil Storage
Tanks (T- 175A/B),
Validate that the Technical Specification fuel oil required value of 11,000 gallons satisfies the 48 hour run
of one EDG of each train, at rated load,
Validate that the seven day operation of one EDG at required loads with tanks T-175A and T-175B cross
tied can be met.
Validate that the two hour operation of one EDG at rated load can be met by the EDG Day Tanks
(T-031A, T-03 IB, T-176A and T.176B) and the G-01/G-02 Skid Mounted Tanks,
Evaluate fuel oil storage capacity in tanks T-175A, T-175B, T-032A, T-032B and T-030 to support the
following Appendix R operation:
0 Two EDGs (G-01, 0-02, 0-03 or G-04) or the Gas Turbine (0-05) for the 72 hr duration of the.
Appendix R event
9 Diesel Engine for Fire Pump P-035B (P-035B-I) operation for 8 hours
Revision 5 includes the following changes: (1) Removes the 10% margin identified for the T-176A and
T-1 76B day tank capacity determination. This margin was provided for initial tank sizing and is not
applicable to subsequent capacity evaluations. (2) Clarifies the basis for the High Heating Value to be
used for Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel and recalculates fuel consumption rate at PBNP fuel conditions to
address A/R 0114489. (3) Removes the conservatism in the temperature correction used for the fuel oil
consumption rate determination.
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Background:
During a design basis accident or any time offsite power is lost, the EDO Fuel Oil System provides a fuel
supply to the EDG's to support the combustion process, An adequate supply of fuel oil is required to
allow the EDGs to meet the power r'equirements for the accident and/or safe-shutdown loads. Fuel oil
stored in the following tanks is available to the EDGs:
*
0
•
*
0
•
o
0

Fuel Oil Storage Tank T- 175A - This tank is primarily used to support operation of EDO G-01
and. G-02. Fuel is pumped from T- 175A to tanks T-031A and T-031B via fuel oil transfer pumps
P-206A or P-207A.
Fuel Oil Storage Tank T-175B - This tank is primarily used to support operation of EDO G-03
and G-04. Fuel is pumped from T-175B to tanks T-176A and T-176B via fuel oil transfer pumps
P-206B or P-207B.
EDO G-01 Day Tank T-03 IA - This tank supports operation of EDG 0-01. Fuel is pumped from
T-031A to the G(-01 skid mounted fuel oil tank via skid mounted fuel oil transfer pumps
G0I-P-FTC] and GOI-P-FTC2.
EDO G-02 Day Tank T-03 IB - This tank supports operation of EDO 0-02.. Fuel is pumped from
T-03 IB to the G-02 skid mounted fuel oil tank via skid mounted fuel oil transfer pumps
G02-P-FTC I and 002-P-FTC2.
EDO G-03 Day Tank T-176A - This tank supports operation of EDO G-03. Fuel is supplied from
T-176A to 0-03 via engine mounted fuel oil pumps P-208A and P-209A.
EDO G-04 Day Tank T- I76B - This tank supports operation of EDO 0-04. Fuel is supplied friom
T-176B to 0-04 via engine mounted fuel oil pumps P-208B and P-209B,
EDO G-01 Skid Mounted Fuel Oil Tank - This tank supports operation of EDO G-01. Fuel is
pumped to 0-01 via engine mounted fuel oil pumps P-240A and P-240B,
EDO G-02 Skid Mounted Fuel Oil Tank - This tank supports operation of EDO G-02. Fuel is
pumped to 0-02 via engine mounted fuel oil pumps P-241A and P-241 B,

Cross-ties between the discharge of the T-175A/B transfer pumps and the day tanks allow the inventory of
T-175A and T-175B to be used to support any of the four EDO's.
For Appendix R compliance, electrical loads are supported by two of the EDGs (G-01, G-02, 0-03 or
G-04) or the Gas Turbine (0-05), Fuel oil is supplied to the Gas Turbine from tanks T-032A and T-032B
through pump P-105. Fire Pump Diesel Engine P-035B-E is supplied fuel oil from tank T-030.
Revision 0 of this calculation established the basis for settings of level switches for Tanks T-175A,
T-175B, T-176A and T-176B. Revisions I and 2 of this calculation added physical dimensions from the
bottom of T-175A and T-175B for the high and low settings of the level switch and added a discussion of
level instrument uncertainty.
Revision 4 merges the Fuel Oil System evaluations (N-94-142 Rev. 3, 6704,001-C-061 Rev. 1,6704.001C-063 Rev. 2, 2001-0010 Rev. 1, N-90-079 Rev. 1) for all four EDGs into a single calculation and expands
the scope to address the determination of the minimum useable volume in the tanks based on NPSH
requirements and vortex criteria. It will also address fuel oil requirements for Appendix R compliance.,
Although the G-01 skid mounted fuel oil tank currently has no level glass, it is anticipated that a
modification similar to that on G-02 may be installed in the future, Provided that the modification is
similar to that installed on 0-02, and the gage glass is calibrated similarly (i.e. with reference to the floor
slab surface), then the results of this calculation may be applied to the 0-01 skid mounted fuel oil tank as
well.
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AR 01043496 addresses operating experience with determination of fuel oil storage capacity where the
diesel loading profile was not considered in determining the fuel consumption. This calculation us'es the
2000 hr engine rating for 0-01 and 0-02 and 195 hr engine ratings for 0-03 and G-04 to determine fuel
consumption. See Assumption 18 for a discussion of the engine loading.
CAP 061278 identifies minor deficiencies in Emergency DG System Mechanical Calculations based on
the initial CR Project review and is consolidated into PassPort AR 00052983.
OEI 112771, "OE25315 Ferni 2 - Assessment Identifies Non-Conservatism in EDG Fuel Oil Tank
Calculations" identifies industry experience with similar fuel oil tank calculations.

Assumptions:
ValidatedAssumptions
I. It is assumed that the T-03 IA/B fuel suction pipes are cut at a 45 degree bevel,
Basis: This is acceptable because, although the drawing 8410900 (Ref. 18) is not explicit, it
implies that the fuel suction pipes have been cut at an angle, and the angle appears to be
45 degrees. This results in the top of the opening (the point at which the fuel siphon would be
broken) that is one pipe diameter above the bottom of the pipe,
2. It is assumed that the diesel manufacturer has correctly designed the G-01 and G-02 fuel oil
system such that fuel oil pumps P-240A, P-240B, P-241A, and P-241B that feed the
G-01/G-02 fuel headers maintain adequate NPSH and do not create an air core vortex
throughout the useable volume of the G-01/G-02 skid mounted fuel oil tank.
Basis: This is acceptable because the skid mounted fuel oil tanks switch positions are being
maintained by PBNP to the manufacturer's specified positions per TS-81 and TS-82 which
ensure the pump suction pipes will remain submerged. The fuel injection pumps (P-240A, P240B, P-241A, and P-241B) are positive displacement pumps which can almost develop a
full vacuum on the suction pipe. Therefore, the fuel oil fill and injection feed system was
designed and is being maintained to assure adequate NPSH is always available to the G-01/02
DG fuel injection pumps,
3. It is assumed that the volume of the lower sloped sections of the G-0I/G-02 skid mounted
fuel oil tank may be calculated using a triangular cross section (i.e. the radius transitions have
negligible effect on calculated volume).
Basis: This is acceptable because the curved portions of the G-01/0-02 skid mounted fuel oil
tank (2" radii) are dimensionally small relative to other cross sectional dimensions (-10% of
the overall height, and -3% of the overall width), and therefore closely approximate an
angular transition (see Attachment 4), This assumption serves to address issues noted in
OE 1112771 regarding tank dimensions.
4.

It is assumed that the cross sections of the beam structure forming the top of the 0-0 1/0-02
skid mounted fuel oil tank displace negligible volume.
Basis: This is acceptable because by inspection of the drawings included in Attachment 4,
the structural steel beams occupy -1% of the total volume, and displace fuel only at the very
high end of the tank volume. Therefore, the area of critical interest (i.e. the range of normal
fuel pump cycling) is not affected at all. At the high end of the tank volume curve it is the
level setting of the high alarm switch that is important, not the corresponding volume.
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5. It is assumed that the G-01/G-02 skid mounted fuel oil tank fuel suction tubes are cut at a
45 degree bevel.
Basis: This is acceptable because, although the drawings included in Attachment 4 are not
explicit, they imply that the fuel pickup tubes have been cut at an angle, and the angle appears
to be 45 degrees. This results in the top of the opening (the point at which the fuel siphon
would be broken) is one tube diameter above the bottom of the tube.
6. It is assumed that the bottom end of the G-0I/G-02 skid mounted fuel oil tank fuel suction
tubes are I tube diameter above the lowest point in the skid tanks (i.e. centerline).
Basis: This is a conservative assumption intended to bound the possible tube-end to tank
bottom clearance, and to account for any local fuel surface depression (draw-down) while the
lines are actively drawing fuel,
7.

It is assumed that the G-01/G-02 skid mounted fuel oil tank fuel suction tubes inside the tank
are the same diameter as tubing outside of the tank.
Basis: This is acceptable because the tubing appears to pass through a bulkhead fitting at the
top of the tank (Attachment 3). This fitting may actually be a union or flange. In any case, it
is reasonable to assume that the diameter of the tubing does not change simply due to passing
through the tank top.

8. It is assumed that the G-0I/G-02 skid mounted fiel oil tank ends are fabricated from ¼A" steel
plate.
Basis: This is acceptable because the drawings included in Attachment 4 only depict the
thickness of the tank sides, It is reasonable to assume that the ends are made of similar
thickness material. This dimension is needed since only the overall (outside) length of the
tank is depicted.
9.

It is assumed that the G-01/G-02 skid mounted fuel oil tank is mounted level.
Basis: This is acceptable because the tank is an integral part of the EDG skid structure. The
EDGs must be installed reasonably plumb and level to avoid excessive vibration. This
assumption serves to address issues noted in OEI 112771 regarding tank dimensions.

10. It is assumed that T-03 IA/B is well vented and that the pressure in the tank is equal to
atmospheric pressure.
Basis: This is acceptable because T-03 IA/B have a 2" vent pipe per Reference 18 with flame
arrestors per drawing M-219-1 (Reference 17) (the flame arrestors do not have Equipment
ID. numbers). At the fuel oil transfer pump flow rate 41 gpm [Input 5] in each of the two
fuel oil supply lines, the required air flow rate in the vent pipe would be just above 5 cfm.
From Reference 44, the pressure loss in a 2" pipe at 5 cfm is small.
1I. It is assumed that T- I 76A/B is well vented and that the pressure in the tank is equal to
atmospheric pressure.
Basis: This is acceptable because T-I76A/B have a 4" vent pipe (Reference 2). At the fuel
oil transfer pump flow rate 41 gpm [Input 5] in each of the two fuel oil supply lines and
taking no credit for fuel oil return line, the required air flow rate in the vent pipe would be
just above 5 cfm. From Reference 44, the pressure loss in a 4" pipe at 5 cfm is small.
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12. It is assumed that the top of the T-175A/B nozzles are installed level.
Basis: Tank T- I75A/B was fabricated with a 6" slope between the working points per
Reference 6. Based on a review of the working point elevations [Inputs 21 through 241 the
installed slope ranges from 6 7/32" to 6 7/16". A slope of 6 7/16"over the 58'-3" distance
[Input 25] between the working points is less than 0.53' which is negligible. This assumption
serves to address issues noted in OE1112771 regarding tank dimensions.
13. It is assumed that a 1.2% reduction in the High Heating Value (HHV) is used for Ultra Low
Sulfur Diesel (ULSD) fuel. [IMPOSED CONDITION]
Basis: The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) finalized new standards for diesel
engines and fuels. Sulfur content for land-based non-road diesel fuel are limited to 500 ppm
(low sulfur diesel, or LSD) starting in June 2007 and 15 ppm (ULSD) starting in June 2010.
The processing required to reduce sulfuir to 15 ppm also reduces the ai'omatics content and
density of diesel fuel, resulting in a reduction in volumetric energy content (BTU/gallon).
The expected reduction in energy content is 1,2% or more per NRC Information Notice
2006-22 (Reference 74). The reduced energy capacity of the ULSD may result in increased
fuel consumption,
To account for this 1.2% reduction the range specific gravity values in the Tech Spec Bases
3.8.3 (Ref. 71) is used, Per Reference 54 the HHV corresponding to the Tech Spec maximum
specific gravity of 0,89 is 19,330 Btu/lb. Reducing this HHV by 1.2% gives 19,098 Btu/lb.
Per Reference 54 the HHV corresponding to the Tech Spec minimum specific gravity of 0.83
is 19,715 Btu/lb. Reducing this HHV by 1.2% gives 19,478 Btu/lb.
14. It is assumed that the Gas Turbine (G-05) operates with a load less than or equal to 3 MW
(the load used to determine the 0-05 fuel consumption in Attachment 10).
Basis: See Attachment II for justification of this assumption.
15. It is assumed that the two Heating Boilers (Z-032A and Z-032B) cease operation on a loss of
offsite power.
Basis: With a loss of offsite power, only emergency power is available, Per Reference 78
busses that power the Heating Boilers (B22 and 2B-3 1) are not in service on loss of offsito
power.
16. It is assumed that expansion joint and flexible hose pressure loss is approximately three (3)
times that of steel pipe,
Basis: The manufacturer of the expansion joints in the FO system are unknown and therefore
all dimensional parameters are also unknown, It is known that the expansion joints are small
in size (I" to 2") per References 20 and 24 therefore they are assumed to be a flex type hose
or braided hose, Per OmegaFlex (Reference 75), a Manufacturer of Flexible Metal Hose and
Braid Products, the amount of pressure loss is approximately three (3) times that of steel pipe.
Thus, for the calculation of head loss, the expansion joint and hose length is multiplied by
three (3) and added to the length of straight pipe.
17. It is assumed that the fuel consumption rate (expressed in gal/kw-hr) of G-03/G-04 at the
195 hr rating (2951 kw) is equal to that at the 2000 hr rating (2848 kw).
Basis: Fuel oil consumption data for G-03 and 0-04 is provided in References 3 and 49 up to
2860 kw [Input II], For 0-03, the consumption rate data shows a consistent downward trend
as the generator output increases, For 0-04, the fuel consumption rate decreases up to
2600 kw and remains essentially the same at 2860 kw, For G-01 (the only EDG to be tested
above the 195 hr rating), the fuel consumption rate was lower-than that near its 2000 hr
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rating,
18. It is assumed that for the purposes of determining fuel oil consumption for the first 48 hour
period of EDG operation, the 2000 hr engine rating for 0-01 and 0-02 and the 195 hr engine
rating for 0-03 and 0-04 represents average loading for the operating scenarios and that for
the purposes of determining fuel oil consumption for the seven day operation of EDG, the
2000 hr engine rating for G-01 and 0-02 and the 2000 hr engine rating for G-03 and G-04
represents average loading for the operating scenarios.
Basis; See Attachment 20 for a justification of this assumption.
19. It is assumed that for the purposes of determining fuel oil consumption, the average
temperature of the fuel oil is nominally at 60'F.
Basis: Fuel oil is stored in small day tanks near the EDGs and in large capacity buried storage
tanks, Fuel in the day tanks is at the normal ambient temperature of the storage tank rooms
prior to the start of the engines, These rooms will heat up as the engine operates, The buried
storage tanks are normally at the soil temperature at their average depth. The volume of fu.el
below ground is significantly larger than that in the day tanks, Based on the fuel
consumption rates and the day tank size, fuiel pumped from the below ground storage tanks
will not significantly heatup as the engine operates when used to support the 48 hr and seven
day filel consumption calculations (which are based on engine operating at rated capacity).
20. It is assumed that for the purposes of determining fuel oil consumption, the BHP for rebuilt
SW pumps at the predicted minimum operating flow will be less than that predicted in
Calculation 99-0052.
Basis: PBNP is in the process of rebuilding the SW pumps and is selecting a rebuild design to
reduce the pump shutoff head and the BHP requirements at low flow. With a given resistance
curve as defined in Calculation 99-0052, lower head at low flows would mean that the flow
per pump would decrease. Even at the lower flow, the B-IP on the rebuild design will be
below that on the curves used in Calculation 99-0052. This assumption creates an IMPOSED
condition on the SW pump rebuild design,

UnvalidatedAssumptions
None
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Acceptance Criteria:
There are no numerical acceptance criteria for the portion of this calculation that documents the basis for
the level switch settings on the Fuel Oil Storage Tanks (T-175A and T-175B), the EDO Day Tanks
(T-031A, T-031B, T-176A, and T-176B) and the G-01/G-02 Skid Mounted Fuel Oil Tank.
For the process limit for the minimum indicated level for the Fuel Oil Storage Tanks (T-175A and
T-175B), 11,000 gallons of fuel shall be maintained by each train to satisfy Tech Spec 3.8.3 and its
associated bases Tech Spec Bases B 3.8.3 (Reference 71).
For the Inservice Testing Criteria acceptance criteria for the Fuel Oil Transfer Pumps (P-206A, P-206B,
P-207A, and P-207B), the pumps shall provide more fuel oil to the day tanks (T-031 A, T-03 IB, T- 176A,
and T-176B) than is being consumed by the EDG's,
There are no numerical acceptance criteria for the portion of this calculation that generates the curve
showing the indicated level by sight glass versus the gallons of usable fuel in the G-02 EDG Skid
Mounted Fuel Oil Tank.
There are no numerical acceptance criteria for the portion of this calculation that generates the curve
showing the % indicated level versus total tank volume in the Fuel Oil Storage Tanks (T-175A/B).
The portion of the calculation that validates the Technical Specification fuel oil consumption for the
48 hour run of one EDO at rated load, shall show that the consumption is less than 11,000 gallons (Tech
Spec 3.8.3 and associated bases Tech Spec Bases B 3,8,3, Reference 71).
For the portion of the calculation that validates that the seven day operation of one EDG at required loads
with tanks T-175A/B cross tied shall demonstrate that sufficient fuel oil is maintained between the'
combined volume of T-175A and T-175B to allow operation of one diesel continuously at the required
load for seven days (Tech Spec Bases B 3,8.3, Reference 71).
For the portion of the calculation that validates that the two hour operation of one EDO at required loads
can be met by the EDO Day Tanks shall demonstrate sufficient fuel oil is maintained in the EDO fuel oil
day tanks (T-03 IA/B plus G-01/G-02 Skid Mounted Tanks for G-01/0-02 and T-176A/B for 0-03/0-04)
to allow operation of one EDG for two (2) hours at rated load (Reference 72).
For Appendix R Compliance, adequate fuel oil storage must be available to support operation of Two
EDGs or the Gas Turbine for the 72 hour duration of the Appendix R event (Reference 61). For
Appendix R Compliance, adequate fuel oil supply must be available to support operation of the diesel
driven fire pump for an 8 hour period (Reference 59, pg. 2-3).
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Fuel Oil TransferPump Testing Acceptance Criteria:
Fuel oil transfer pumps P-206A, P-206B, P-207A, and P-207B are positive displacement pumps that
transfer fuel from storage tanks T- 175A&B to day tanks T-031 A, T-031 B, T-176A, and T- 176B. Pressure
control valves at the pump discharges (FO-03982A, FO-03982B, FO-03983A, and FO-03983B) are
designed to bypass flow from the fuel oil transfer pumps to limit pressure at the pump discharge to their
setpoint of 26 psig. Empirical data in References 66, 67, and 68 demonstrate that these valves do not have
sufficient capacity to limit system pressure to their setpoint. This data indicates that the valve results in
normal system pressures of approximately 50 psig with flows to T-176A and T-176B of 28 to 30 gpm,
The operational impact of the actual system pressures and flows has been evaluated and documented in
Reference 69.
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Per Section 10 of Reference 12, the fuel oil transfer pumps should have the capability of supplying fuel
oil to the day tanks at a rate six times the engine fuel oil consumption rate. Thus, the capacity of P-206A
and P-207A (qp.2o6,/P.2OA)
must be:
qP-206A/P-207A

and, the capacity of P-206B and P-207B
qP-20 6 9/P- 20 78

Eqn. 18A

CI6'O-02

(qp-2o6BIP-2o78)

must be:

qG-03/G-04

Eqn. 18B

Where:
qG-0oI/-02 = Fuel

oil consumption rate for G-01/G-02

qo-o3/o-o4= Fuel oil consumption rate for G-03/G-04

The factor of six used to establish the pump capacity requirements provides margin for changes in fuel
properties due to temperature variations and to minimize cycling of the pumps during diesel operation.

Process Limits for Fuel Oil Storage Tank and Fuel Oil Day Tank Level
Switch Settings:
Fuel Oil Day Tanks T-031A/B:
Settings of LS-03930B/LS-0393 1B and LS-03930A/LS-03931A turn pumps P-206A and P-207A On and
Off to control the supply of fuel to day tanks T-03 I A/B. There are no prescribed requirements for the
stored volume of fuel in tanks T-03 IA and T-03 lB. Reference 45 provides guidance on the selection of
tank level alarm setpoints ("one or more day or integral tanks whose capacity is sufficient to maintain at
least 60 minutes of operation after reaching the low level alarm setpoint. The integral and day tanks may
be combined in establishing the available capacity," and "fuel consumption with the diesel running at
100 percent continuous rated load plus a minimum additional margin of 10 percent based on the minimum
quality fuel oil that is acceptable and the most adverse operating conditions"). Additionally, Reference 45
provides guidance that automatic transfer of fuel should be initiated before actuation of the low alarm and
that the day tank capacity should be sufficient to preclude excessive cycling of the transfer pump.
Based on a review of the physical dimensions for the G-01/G0-02 skid mounted tanks and T-03 IA/B, it is
clear that a significant quantity of fuel is available in these tanks.. As such, a quantitative assessment of the
setpoints is not performed herein.

Fuel Oil Day Tanks T-176A/B:
Settings of LS-03991A/B turn pumps P-206B and P-207B On and Off to control the supply of fuel to day
tanks T-176A/B. Revision 2 of this calculation used the following criteria for assessing the T-176A/B
setpoints:
0 The low level (pump on) is set at one hour of fuel remaining. The volume at the low level is
determined by summing the fuel oil consumption for one hour with the unusable volume.
0 The high level (pump off) is set to provide enough fuel for two hours of continuous operation at
100% rated load, The volume at the high level is determined by summing the fuel oil
consumption for two hours and the unusable volume.
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*

Settings of LS-03935A/B are chosen to provide High and Low Level alarms for Day Tank
T- I76A/B ifLS-03991 A/B fails and is not maintaining or is overfilling Day Tank T- 176A/B.

The levels switches used for T-176A/B have fixed actuation positions. As such, the actual setpoints, as
defined in Input 71, are assessed versus this criteria based on fuel consumption rates for the minimum
quality fuel oil that is acceptable and the most adverse operating conditions. Equation 8A is used to
determine the volumes based on actual setpoints and these are compared with the volumes calculated using
the above criteria,
The level with respect to the top of the level switch flange is determined by subtracting the calculated level
from the distance from the top of the mounting flange to the inside bottom of the tank (64.5" [Input 67]).

G-01/G-02 Skid Mounted Fuel Oil Tanks:
See the discussion on the setpoints for tanks T-03 IA and T-03 IB.

Fuel Oil Storage Tanks T-175A/B:
PBNP Technical Specification 3.8.3 requires maintaining at least 11,000 gallons in each fuel oil storage
tank, This level is monitored via a level transmitter on the tank and a level indicator.
As discussed on Page 34, Tanks T-175A and T-175B are installed with a 0.53' slope with a vertical
distance between the working points of 6 7/16". The horizontal distance from the ccnterline of the
instrument mounting flange to the closest working point is 12'-1 Y2"[Input 72]. Thus, the tank is
1.35" [=(sin 0.530),(12'-l ½'"),(12,in/ft)] lower at the level switch than at the nearest working point and
5.09" [=6 7/16" - (sin 0,53).( 2'. 1 1/2").(l 2 in/ft)] higher than the furthest working point,
The level in the dished head nearest the level switch is equal to the level gauge reading minus 1.35" and
the level in the dished head furthest from the level switch is equal to level reading plus 5,09". Equation 5A
is used to determine the volume in each dished head based on these levels, The level in the cylindrical
portion of the tank is determined based on the average of the levels at the two ends using Equations 6A
and 6B, The required height in the tank is solved iteratively to achieve the desired volume, The results are
expressed in terms of height from the inside bottom the tank, The small slope of the tank has a negligible
impact on the vertical distance {i.e., 10'-0" = [10'-0"/(cos 0.530)}.
The LS-03933A/B low level setpoint is used for a local alarm to alert the operator that action should be
taken to replenish the tank to avoid encroaching on the Technical Specification minimum volume. This
setpoint should be set above the minimum level required level to meet the Technical Specification
requirement, The tank volume at a range of levels is solved and the setpoint is then computed. The level
setpoint is expressed in terms of the distance from the face of the mounting flange. The mounting flange
on T-175A is located at EL 28'-3 1/8" [Input 27] and on T-I75B is located at EL 28'-3 1/4" [Input 28].
The higher elevation on T-175B is conservatively used herein. The working point elevation nearest the
level switch is EL 19'-8 3/8" [Input 23], the difference in level between the working point and the level
switch is 1,35" and the diameter of the tank is 10'-0" [Input 20]. Thus the elevation of the inside bottom
of that tank at the level switch is:
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IE'LLS-

39 33,B

lofomn

=(19'-8 3/81) -

.35L(101-011)

13.348 ft

The distance from the tank bottom to the face of the level switch mounting flange is then:
I1s-03933,11

H= (28'-3 1/ 4") - (13.348 ft) = 14.923 ft = 179 inches

The high level alarm is a local alarm that has no safety function and therefore is not determined in this
calculation.

Fuel Oil Storage Capacityto Support EDG Run Times:
The Fuel Oil Storage Tanks T-175A/B and the EDO Day Tanks T-031A/B and T-176A/B must contain
sufficient Fuel Oil to allow one EDO to operate for 48 hours at rated load, to allow one EDO to operate
continuously at the required load for 7 days, and to allow one EDO to operate for 2 hours at rated load,

EDG Run Time of 48 Hours at Rated Load
The volume of fuel oil that would be consumed by a 48 hour run of one EDO at rated load is calculated
by multiplying the G-01/0-02 fiuel oil consumption rate determined in the methodology above and the
G-03/G-04 fuel oil consumption rate determined in the methodology above by the time of operation and
the load at the 2000 hr rating of the EDO [Input 6 and 7],
The larger of the two consumed volumes must be less than 11,000 gallons (Tech Spec Bases 133,8.3
Reference 71).

EDG Run Time of 7 Days at Rated Load
The volume of fuel oil that would be consumed by a 7 day run of one EDO at rated load is calculated by
multiplying the 0-01/G-02 fuel oil consumption rate determined in the methodology above and the
0-03/G-04 fuel oil consumption rate determined in the methodology above by the time of operation and
the load at the 2000 hr rating of the EDO [Input 6 and 7].
The larger of the two volumes must be less than the usable volume of the combined storage of the tanks
(T-175A and T-17513).

EDG Run Time of 2 Hours at Rated/Short Term Accident Load
The volume of fuel oil that would be consumed in 2 hours of one EDO operation is calculated by
multiplying the G-01/G-02 fuel oil consumption rate determined in the methodology above by the time of
operation and the load at the 2000 hr rating of the G-01/G-02 EDO [Input 6].
Per Reference 84 the G-03/G-04 engine load may be 2951 KW for the first I to 4 hours therefore the
consumed volume in 2 hours of operation is based on the 195 hr load rating. The volume of fuel oil that
would be consumed in 2 hours of one EDO operation is calculated by multiplying the G-03/G-04 fuel oil
consumption rate determined in the methodology above by the time of operation and the short term
accident load [Input 8].
The resulting consumed volume of G-03/G-04 must be less than the usable volume in each day tank
(T-176A and T-176B) and the resulting consumed volume of 0-01/G-02 must be less than the usable
volume in each G-01/G-02 skid mounted fuel oil tank,
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Tank Usable Volume:
Fuel Oil Day Tanks T-031A/B:
The usable volume within a tank is determined by subtracting the unusable volume from the volume
corresponding to the Transfer Pump OFF setpoint. Equation 7A is used to determine the volume based
actual setpoint [Input 70]. Since the setpoint is expressed in terms of the level span, dimensions for the
span between the level taps and the distance from the centerline of the lower tap to the inside bottom of the
tank are used to determine the height above the bottom of the tank for use in Equation 7A,

Fuel Oil Day Tanks T-176A/B:
The usable volume within tanks T-176A/B is determined by subtracting the unusable volume from the
volume corresponding to the Transfer Pump OFF setpoint, This volume is calculated as pail of the
assessment of the T- I76A/B setpoints.

G-02 Skid Mounted Fuel Oil Tank Level:
From inspection of the drawings provided by the EDG manufacturer (Attachment 4), it is apparent that the
usable volume of the tank is entirely contained in the portion with vertical sides forming a right
parallelepiped. This indicates a straight linear relationship between indicated level in the sight glass and
gallons of usable capacity.
The first step is to establish the minimum level of oil in the tank that will still cover the open lower ends of
the suction tubes, Correlating this to the sight glass indication using the calibration data for the glass will
provide the coordinates for the left most point on the curve. Since the unusable volume is both non-linear
with respect to level glass indication, and irrelevant for operating the EDG, this figure will simply be noted
with the TLB graph for use in estimating the volume to be drained during maintenance.
The second step is to determine the slope of the fuel curve, This is a simple matter of determining the
incremental volume in gallons for each inch of indicated level, With these two steps completed, the level
vs. volume curve can be plotted.
The final step is to indicate the manufacturer's recommended level switch settings on the graph. By
inspection it is apparent that the manufacturer's settings are based on total tank volume and not usable
volume,

Fuel Oil Storage Tanks T-175A/B:
Technical Specification Bases TS B3.8.3 requires that 11,000 gallons of useable volume must be available
in both T-175A and T-175B, This volume is ensured by maintaining a specific tank level as read on a
level indicator. Therefore, the unusable volume must be added to 11,000 gallons to determine the process
volume.
The level indication for each tank is scaled 0'-6" to 10'-0" equal to 0% to 100% [Inputs 29 and 30], Per
References 6 and 24, the level transmitters and switches are located the same distance firom the working
points of the tank. Thus, the approach outlined on Page 37 for determining the volume at the level switch
is applicable to that at the level indicator, The tank volume at a range of levels is solved and the tank
volume versus indicated level (in %) is plotted. The process level associated with the process volume is
then computed.
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Technical Specification Bases TS B 3.8.3 also states that sufficient fuel is normally maintained to allow
one diesel to operate continuously at the required load for 7 days, The bounding fuel consumption rate is
used to determine the quantity of usable fuel required to meet this normal supply. As noted in Technical
Specification Bases TS B 3.8.3, Tank T-175A and T-175B can be cross-tied so this volume could be
shared between the two tanks.

Level Switch Uncertainty
The level switches used for alarms, 'Pump On' and 'Pump Off' conditions on T-176A/B (LS-03991 A/B)
and T-03 IA/B (LS-03930A/B and LS-0393 IA/B), high and low alarms for T-176A/B (LS-03935A/B)
and low alarms on T- 175A/B (LS-03933A/B) are GEMS (IMO) model LS-800 non-adjustable float
switches (Passport and Reference 10). From the vendor correspondence (Reference 10), the repeatability
uncertainty of the level switches is about 0,031 (1/32) inches and the switches were factory set using
water (SO = 1.0). The acceptable range for specific gravity of the diesel fuel oil is 0.89.to 0,83 (Average
= 0.86) [Input 14]. From the vendor correspondence, this represents an uncertainty of only 0.12 inches
(1.31 inches (S0 @ 0,85) - 1,19 inches (SG @ 1.0)), Therefore, the uncertainty associated with the level
switches LS-0399]A/13, LS-03930A/B, LS-03931A/B, LS-03935A/B and LS-03933A1B is considered to
be negligible,

Appendix R Compliance:
EDG Fuel Oil Storage
The fuel consumption rate for G-01/G-02 exceeds that for G-03/G-04 and will be used for the Appendix
R compliance evaluation,
The volume of fuel oil that would be consumed by a 72 hour run of two EDG's at rated load is calculated
by multiplying the 0-01 and G-02 fuel oil consumption rate determined in the methodology (Page 21) by
the time of operation and the load at the 2000 hr rating of the EDG's [Input 6].
The required volume calculated based on EDG fuel consumption rates must be less than the usable
volume in the storage tanks (T-175A plus T-I75B).

Gas Turbine Fuel Oil Storage
The Fuel Oil Storage Tanks T-032A and T-032B must contain sufficient fuel oil to allow the Gas Turbine
to operate for 72 hours at a 3 MW load,
The volume of fuel oil that would be consumed by a 72 hour run of the Gas Turbine (G-05) is calculated
by multiplying the G-05 fuel oil consumption rate at 3 MW load [Input 63] by the time of operation.
The results of the fuel consumption calculation will be used as input to a calculation that determines the
minimum level of fuel oil needed in the fuel oil storage tanks (T-032Aand T-032B) for Appendix R
requirements,

Fire Pump Diesel Engine Fuel Oil Storage
The Fuel Oil Storage Tank T-030 must contain sufficient fuel oil to allow the fire pump to operate for
8 hours at maximum load. Per Reference 57, the tank capacity is reduced by 5% for the volume of the
sump and by 5% for expansion.
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Results and Conclusions:
This basis for the EDO fuel oil tank level switch settings are as follows:
EDG Day Tanks (T-031A, T-031B, T-176A and T-176B)
9 There are no prescribed requirements for the combined stored volume of fuel in tank
T-03 lAiB and its associated skid mounted fuel oil tank, Based on a review of the
physical dimensions for the G-01/G0O-02 skid mounted tanks and T-03 IA/B, it is
clear that a significant quantity of fuel is available in these tanks (see discussion on
Page 57). As such, a quantitative assessment of the setpoints is not performed herein.
* The 'Pump On' setpoint for T-176A/B at 27" above the inside bottom of the tank
ensures that at least 1 hour of fuel remains below the pump on setpoint,
* The 'Pump Off' sepoint for T-1 76A/B at 48" above the inside bottom of the tank.
The usable volume in T-176A/B is slightly less (1.4 gallon=443,6-445.0) than the
quantity to ensure 2 hours of fuel oil are available in the tank. The 2 hour duration
was a sizing criteria for the tank and was originally based on a consumption rate for
operation of an EDO at 100% of the 2000 hour load rating of 2848 kW. The
difference in storage volume is roughly 20 seconds of fuel oil consumption. This
volume is considered to-be acceptable to meet the guidance of Reference 45 to
preclude excessive cycling of the transfer pump,
Fuel Oil Storage Tanks (T-175A and T-175B)
V The T-175A/T-175B low level alarm setpoint must be at least 43,53" above the
bottom of the tank (or less than 135.47 inches below the face of the mounting flange)
to alert the operator that the level is falling below the Technical Specification
minimum usable volume of 11,000 gallons.
0 The T-175A/T-175B high level alarm is a local alarm with no safety function and as
such a process limit is not determined herein,
The process limit for the minimum indicated level for the Fuel Oil Storage Tanks (T-1 75A and T- 1758)
is 43.53" above the bottom of the tank (or 32.92% indicated level) to ensure that the usable volume of
fuel in the tank exceeds 11,000 gallons,
The IST acceptance criteria for the Fuel Oil Transfer Pumps (P-206A, P-206B, P-207A, and P-207B)
flow capability to their associated day tanks (T-03 IA, T-03 I B, T-1 76A, and T- I76B) are:
o

Pumps P-206A or P-207A flow capability to their associated day tanks (T-031A or
T-03 IB) is 21,8 gpm.

9

Pumps P-206B or P-207B flow capability to their associated day tanks (T-76A or T176B) is 22.3 gpm,

A curve showing the indicated level by sight glass versus the gallons of usable fuel in the G-0I/G-02
EDO Skid Mounted Fuel Oil Tank is provided in Figure 4 on Page 54. This curve also depicts the fuel oil
transfer level switch set points.
A curve showing the % indicated level versus the total T-175A/B Fuel Oil Storage Tank volume (in
gallons) is provided in Attachment 19.
This calculation determined that the volume of fuel required for a 48 hour run is 10,479 gallons for
0-01/G-02 and 10,680 gallons for G-03/G-04. This validates the Technical Specification required
volume of 11,000 gallons.
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This calculation determined that the volume of fuel required for seven day operation of one EDG at
required load is 36,676 gallons for 0-01/0-02 and 36,076 gallons for G-03/G-04. Figure 3 on Page 53
provides a chart of the acceptable level combinations to meet this storage requirement. The capacity of
each tank is 35,000 gallons (per Attachment 19) with a maximum usable volume in each tank of
approximately 34,360 gallons (per Attachment 19).
This calculation determined that the volume of fuel required for two hour operation is 436.6 gallons for
G-01/0-02. The combined usable volume in T-03 IA/B (424.9 gallons) and the 0-01/0-02 Skid Mounted
Tanks (426.4 gallons) exceeds the O-0l/G-02 two-hour operation fuel oil consumption (436.6 gallons) by
414.7 gallons (=424,9+426,4-436.6).
This calculation determined that the volume of fuiel required for two hour operation is 445.0 gallons for
G-03/0-04. The usable volume in T-176A/B is slightly less (1.4 gallon-443.6-445.0) than the quantity to
ensure 2 hours of fuel oil are available in the tank, The 2 hour duration was a sizing criteria for the tank
and was originally based on a consumption rate for operation of an EDO at 100% of the 2000 hour load
rating of 2848 kW. The difference in storage volume is roughly 20 seconds of fuel oil consumption. This
volume is considered to be acceptable to meet the guidance of Reference 45 to preclude excessive cycling
of the transfer pump.
This calculation validated that the fuel oil storage in Tanks T-175A, T-175B, T-031A, T-032B and T-030
support the Appendix R operation as follows:
Two EDGs (G-01, G-02, G-03 or G-04) or the Gas Turbine (G-05) for the 72 hr duration of' the
Appendix R Event
* G-01 and 0-02 consume 31,450 gallons in the 72 hour Appendix R event duration,
This is less than the normally maintained usable volume of the T-175AiB Fuel Oil
Storage Tanks (approximately 34,360 gallons per Attachment 19) and thus meets the
acceptance criteria,
0 Gas Turbine (0-05) consumes 75,774 gallons of fuel oil in the 72 hour Appendix R
event duration. This value provides input to a calculation that determines the
minimum level of fuel oil needed in the fuel oil storage tanks (T-032Aand T-032B)
for Appendix R requirements.
Diesel Engine for Fire Pump P-035B (P-035B-E) Operation for 8 Hours
* The fire pump diesel engine consumes 136 gallons in the 8 hour required operating
period for Appendix R compliance, This is less than the available volume of
180 gallons in storage tank T-030.
This calculation creates an imposed condition for the Fuel Oil receipt inspection to ensure that the Higher
Heating Value of fiel oil transferred to T-175A/B is at least 19,098 Btu/lb at the Tech Spec maximum
specific gravity of 0.89 and at least 19,478 Btu/lb at the Tech Spec minimum specific gravity of 0.83,
This calculation creates an imposed condition for the Pump ON and Pump OFF setpoints for tank
T-03 IA/B (LS-03930A, LS-03930B, LS-0393 IA and LS-3931B),
This calculation creates an imposed condition for the Pump ON and Pump OFF setpoints for tank
T- 176A/B (LS-03991 A/B).
This calculation creates an imposed condition for the SW pump rebuild design. This imposed condition is
tracked via GAR 01150878.
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ETAP ANALYSES OF AC SYSTEM FOR EPU
The overall purpose of this calculation was to perform the AC electrical system
calculations that support the design and licensing basis of Point Beach Nuclear Plant
following installation of the Alternate Source Term (AST) and Extended Power Uprate
(EPU) modifications. This calculation utilized ETAP to perform the analysis.
The following analyses are Included in this calculation:
I1. Short Circuit Analysis - The short circuit analysis includes the evaluation of the
Individual breakers and electrical bus work from the 13,8 kV system through the
480V system.
Ill. Degraded Voltage Analysis - The degraded voltage analysis includes determining
the minimum 4.16 kV system voltage, minimum 345 kV system voltage, motor
starting analysis and the setpoint calculation for the degraded voltage relays.
IV. Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) Steady State Loading Analysis - The
Emergency Diesel Generator Steady State Loading Analysis includes evaluation of
loading for Diesel Generators G-01, G-02, G-03, and G-04. The results of the
calculation will include loading values that will provide the basis for FSAR Section
8,8, as well as Unit I and Unit 2 AOP-22 "EDG Load Management" tables for KW
values listed in the tables.
V. Maximum Voltage Analysis - The Maximum Voltage analysis Includes an
evaluation of maximum voltage for all equipment on the 13.8kV system through the
480V system to ensure all equipment Is within its maximum voltage rating
(including protective devices, motors, cables, static loads and fuses).
Each is described further below.
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II. SHORT CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
The purpose of the short circuit analysis is to determine the three phase short circuit
currents at plant equipment contained in the AC Electrical Distribution System to assure
the equipment is capable of withstanding and interrupting the maximum possible fault
current in the system. The electrical system plant alignments are used to ensure the
maximum possible fault current for each plant equipment is determined.
The scope of the short circuit analysis is limited to the bounding electrical system plant
alignments to determine the maximum fault current for the following 13.8 kV, 4.16 kV
and 480 V buses including their associated breakers.
METHODOLOGY
The following steps develop the maximum three phase short circuit currents at plant
equipment within the AC Electrical Distribution System. The plant equipment evaluated
are Switchgear, Motor Control Centers, Power Panels, Circuit Breakers, and Fuses.
Step 1 - Establish AC Electrical Distribution System Model
The AC electrical distribution system model is developed and contains the technical
data, equipment demand factors, and operating (e.g. ON/OFF, brake horsepower, etc.)
status for plant equipment from the 345 kV system through the 480 V system in ETAP.
The model in ETAP will be utilized to determine the maximum three phase short circuit
current at various plant equipment.
Step 2 - Establish Plant Operating Conditions (Scenarios/Cases)
The plant operating conditions were developed and then the worst-case condition for the
unit being evaluated was determined. The plant operating conditions evaluated were
consistent with plant operation, plant operating procedures, design basis events and
licensing commitments to ensure the worst case three phase short circuit currents are
established.
Step 3 - Establish Sources Maximum System Pre-Fault Voltages
The maximum pre-fault voltages for 345 kV system, the main unit generators, the gas
turbine and the EDGs (G-01, G-02, G-03, and G-04) are developed. (1) The maximum
345 kV system is based on the maximum allowable voltage within the normal range.
(2) The maximum pre-fault voltages for the main unit generators and the gas turbine
generator are based on the maximum allowable voltage per plant operating procedures.
(3) The emergency diesel generators voltages are based on the maximum MVARs
allowed during the monthly surveillance per plant operating procedures.
The maximum voltages provide the worst-case system voltages for the 345 kV through
the 480 V systems. This will provide the worst-case pre-fault voltage. The three-phase
fault current is directly proportional to the pre-fault voltage; therefore this will provide the
worst-case fault current for plant equipment. If pre-fault voltages above 504 V are
obtained at any 480 V switchgear, MCC, or power panel the 345 kV switchyard voltage
will be reduced to ensure that the 480 V interrupting ratings for the circuit breakers can
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be used. If adjustment is required, this will provide the basis for establishing a new
maximum allowable voltage value for the 345 kV switchyard.
Step 4 - Establish Cable Impedance Temperature
The cable temperature at which the cable impedance is calculated for the short circuit
analysis is developed. The cable impedance temperature utilized to perform the short
circuit analysis is 25 degrees centigrade and provides a conservative temperature to
ensure the maximum system short circuit condition. The minimum operating
temperature of 25 degrees centigrade accounts for a fault occurring upon energization of
the equipment. The 25 degrees centigrade temperature is conservative because a lower
cable temperature (when compared to cable design operating temperature of
90 degrees centigrade) will result in lower cable impedances, which will be conservative
for calculating fault currents.
Step 5 - Determination of Equipment's Maximum Pre-Fault Voltage
The short circuit current is proportional to the pre-fault voltage calculated at the
equipment. The equipment maximum pre-fault voltage is calculated using the ETAP
load flow analysis module at each piece of equipment from the 345 kV system down to
the 480 V system, The Newton Raphson iterative technique is used to calculate the
equipment voltages for each plant operating condition evaluated.
Step 6 - Determination of Short Circuit at Plant Equipment
The short circuit Calculation will use IEEE std. C37.010-1999, IEEE Std. C37.13-1990,
IEEE Std. 141-1993 and IEEE Std. 242-2001 to determine the maximum fault current for
high, medium and low voltage systems. There are two types of short circuit currents
calculated:
1. 1/cycle network (subtransient network)
2. 1.5-4 cycle network (transient network)
The.i' cycle network currents, also called momentary currents, are the currents at 1/2
cycle after a fault initiation. They relate to the duty to which circuit breakers are
subjected when "closing against" or withstanding short circuit currents. These currents
are also referred to as "close and latch" currents. Often these currents contain dc offset,
and they are calculated on the premise of no ac decrement in the contributing sources,
i.e. the machine reactance remains sub-transient. Since low-voltage breakers operate in
the first cycle, their interrupting ratings are compared to these currents. The 1.5-4 cycle
network currents are the short circuit currents in the time interval from 1.5 to 4 cycles
after fault initiation. They relate to the currents flowing through the interrupting
equipment when isolating a fault. Hence, they are also referred to as "contact-parting"
currents. These currents are asymmetrical, i.e. they contain DC offset, but due
consideration is given to ac decrement because of the elapsed time from the fault
inception. All contributing sources are taken into account when calculating interrupting
currents by virtue of reactances that range from sub-transient to transient. Interrupting
currents in the 1.5 to 4 cycles interval are only associated with medium and high-voltage
breakers.
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The short circuit calculation is developed using a "combination 1/ cycle network." This is
based on the interpretation of IEEE Std. C37.010-1999 and IEEE Std. C37.13-1990
(References VII.2.01 and VI1.2.02) because the initial symmetrical RMS magnitude of
the current contributed to a terminal short circuit might be 6 times rated for a typical
induction motor. Large low-voltage induction motors (described as all others, 50 hp and
above) use a 4.8 times rated current Y2 cycle estimate, which is effectively the same as
multiplying the sub-transient impedance by approximately 1.2. For this motor group,
there is reasonable correspondence of low- and high-voltage procedures. Induction
motors smaller than 50 hp a conservative estimate is 3.6 times rated current(equivalent
of 0.28 per unit impedance) ½/ cycle assumption of low-voltage standards. This is
effectively the same as multiplying sub-transient impedance by 1.67. The single
ombinatlon ½ cycle network adds conservatism to both low- and high-voltage standard
calculations. It increases calculated ½ cycle short circuit currents at high voltages by the
contributions from small induction motors and at low voltages, when motors are 50 HP or
larger, by the increased contributions of larger low-voltage induction motors. The
combined network rotating machine reactance (or impedance) multipliers in IEEE Std.
141-1993 are applied automatically by ETAP when the short circuit analysis is
performed.
The total short circuit current calculated in this analysis is the total asymmetrical current.
The asymmetrical short circuit current wave is composed of two components. One is the
ac symmetrical component (E/Z). The other is a dc component initially of maximum
possible magnitude equal to the peak of the initial ac symmetrical component, or,
alternatively, of the magnitude corresponding to the highest peak (crest) assuming that
the fault occurs at the point on the voltage wave where it creates this condition. At any
instant after the fault occurs, the total current is equal to the sum of the ac and dc
components.
Since resistance is always present in an actual system, the dc component decays to
zero as the stored energy it represents is expended in 12R loss. The decay is assumed
to be an exponential, and its time constant is assumed to be proportional to the ratio of
reactance to resistance (X/R ratio) of the system from source to fault. As the dc
component decays, the current gradually changes from asymmetrical to symmetrical.
Asymmetry is accounted for in simplified calculating procedures by applying multiplying
factors to the alternating symmetrical current. A multiplying factor is selected that
obtains a resulting estimate of the total (asymmetrical) RMS current or the peak (crest)
current, as appropriate for comparison with equipment ratings, capabilities, or
performance characteristics that are expressed as total (asymmetrical) RMS currents or
peak (crest) currents.
The alternating symmetrical current may also decay with time, as indicated in the
discussion of sources of short-circuit current. Changing the impedance representing the
machine properly accounts for ac decay of the current to a short circuit at rotating
machine terminals. The same impedance changes are assumed to be applicable when
representing rotating machines in extensive power systems.
The following are the steps performed to determine the maximum short circuit current for
plant equipment:
1. Calculate the maximum pre-fault voltage at plant equipment.
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2. Based on the maximum pre-fault voltage, calculate the maximum symmetrical
short circuit current at plant equipment using ETAP. ETAP uses the E/Z
methodology described in ANSI/IEEE standards using separate reduction of
single equivalent R and X networks. The symmetrical RMS current is determined
by ETAP for the ½ cycle and 1.5-4 cycle networks. The 1.5-4 cycle network is
determined by the contact parting time of the breaker to interrupt the fault. An
X/R ratio is obtained for each individual faulted bus and short circuit current,
which is used to determine the multiplying factors to obtain the asymmetrical
value of the momentary and interrupting short circuit currents. A short circuit
study case and its associated options were developed for each plant operating
condition.
3. The evaluation of the 480V switchgear and MCCs is based on the ANSI/IEEE
standards for symmetrical and asymmetrical current (Reference VII.3.01). ETAP
applies the ANSI multiplying factor to the symmetrical RMS current and
compares it to the equipment rating.
4. The evaluation of the momentary and interrupting rating of the 13.8 kV and
4.16 kV switchgear power circuit breakers is based on ANSI/IEEE standards and
determined using ETAP.
5. The evaluation of the interrupting rating of the 480 V Switchgear power circuit
breakers is based on the ANSI/IEEE standards and determined using ETAP.
ETAP compares the calculated short-circuit current to the rating for the power
circuit breakers. However, ETAP is unable to evaluate if the pre-fault voltage is
greater than rating of the power circuit breaker inputted for the circuit. Therefore,
a circuit may fail because the pre-fault voltage exceeds the rating of the
equipment. The following is performed to evaluate the power circuit breakers: a
review of the pre-fault voltage will be performed and the calculated fault current
by ETAP will be compared against the appropriate rating if greater than the
maximum voltage rating of the breaker. If the pre-fault voltage is greater than the
maximum voltage rating, then the breaker will be considered to have failed.
6. The evaluation of the interrupting rating of the 480V MCC and 480V power panel
molded case circuit breakers and fuses is performed manually based on the
ANSI/IEEE standards. The molded case circuit breakers are manually evaluated
because ETAP does not evaluate OFF circuits and breakers contained with
schedules (e.g. power panels). Additionally, as with 480 V switchgear breakers,
ETAP is unable to evaluate whether the prefault voltage is greater than the
nominal 480V short circuit rating for each breaker. Therefore, the molded case
circuit breakers for both MCCs and power panels are evaluated as follows:
The interrupting symmetrical short circuit current for low voltage circuit breakers
is determined using the 1/2 cycle network because the circuit breakers are rated
based on the maximum symmetrical current at an instant ½ cycle after the fault.
The low voltage circuit breakers are rated based on the maximum short circuit
current (symmetrical current) on the source side of the breaker based on a test
power factor (or X/R ratio). A multiplying factor is required to be calculated if the
calculated system X/R ratio is greater than the test X/R ratio. The symmetrical
current is then corrected prior to comparison to the breaker interrupting rating.
Therefore, the following equation is used to determine the multiplying factor of
the calculated symmetrical short circuit current for low voltage circuit breakers
and fuses. The equation is derived from Section 10.1.4.3 within IEEE/ANSI Std.
C37.13-1990 and Section 3.41 in IEEE Std. 1015-1997.
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1+e ""IX/Rco
(Eq. 1) unfused LVCB and MCCB: MFuF =

(Eq. 2)

I +e'"r''xRrs

Sym(Corected) ='Sym (CALC) * MFUF

Where:
ISym (Corrected)--: symmetrical current corrected based on
Calculated X/R versus the tested X/R
ISym (CALC) = symmetrical short circuit current for the 1/2 cycle
network at point of fault

X/RcALc = calculated X/R ratio using the first cycle network

at the point of fault
X/RTEST-= Breakers symmetrical ratings tested X/R ratio
= the correction multiplying factor for unfused low
voltage circuit breakers based on the Calculated versus
Test X/R ratio; Ifthe calculated X/R ratio is less than the
Test X/R ratio, then the correction multiplying factor is
equal to 1.

MFUF

2

(1+2*e"
(Eq. 3) fused LVCB and fuses: MFF =

(Eq. 4) Isym(Corrected) =

ISym (CALC)

*

*IX/Rcac)1/2

(I +2*e"2' f/X/Rtest) 1/2

MFF

Where: MFF = the correction multiplying factor for fused low voltage

circuit breakers and fuse is based on the Calculated versus
Test X/R ratio; Ifthe calculated X/R ratio is less than the
Test X/R ratio, then the correction multiplying factor is
equal to 1.
Therefore, the corrected symmetrical short circuit calculated using
Equation 2 or 4 is compared against the appropriate symmetrical rating of
the low voltage circuit breaker based on calculated pre-fault voltage at the
equipment.
7. Determination Of Short Circuit Current At Pressurizer Heater Power Panels
Pressurizer heater power panels PP-1 0, PP-1 1, PP-1 3, PP-1 4, PP-1 5, PP-1 6,
PP-18, and PP-19 are modeled as "OFF" in the ETAP model. The fault current
available at these power panels is determined using the pre-fault voltage and
available short circuit current at the upstream switchgear with the cable
impedance from the switchgear to the power panel using standard engineering
formulas since there are no loads supplied by the power panels that contribute to
the fault (e.g., motors). Fault impedance at the upstream switchgear is
conservatively calculated from the maximum pre-fault voltage (Attachment E4)
for any Case and the maximum available symmetrical fault current at the
switchgear for any case using ohm's law.
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The resistance and reactance values for the fault at the switchgear are calculated
from the fault impedance at the switchgear and the X/R ratio taken from the
ETAP report associated with the maximum available fault current using simple
trigonometry.
The cable resistance is corrected from the 90 °C value to 25 aC for short circuit
calculations consistent with the temperatures used in ETAP.
The cable resistance and reactance is calculated from cable size and impedance
data using simple unit conversions.
The fault impedance to the power panels is calculated from the fault impedance
at the switchgear and the cable impedance using simple vector addition.
The fault current and X/R ratio at the power panels is then calculated from the
prefault voltage at the switchgear and the sum of the fault impedance at the
switchgear and the cable impedance using ohm's law and a simple ratio.
The calculated values are carried at their full precision throughout the calculation
and rounded only in the last step. The fault current is rounded up to the nearest
ampere for and the X/R ratio is rounded to nearest tenth.
ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
Acceptance Criteria for switchgear, MCCs and power panels: The calculated short
circuit currents shall be less than the bus symmetrical and asymmetrical withstand
ratings of the switchgear, MCCs and power panels. This is to ensure the switchgear,
motor control centers and power panels are capable of performing their intended design
and safety functions as required to meet PBNP GDC 39, FSAR Sections 8.2, 8.4 and
8.5, and the FPER.
Acceptance Criteria for short circuit ratings of high voltage circuit breakers: The
calculated short circuit currents shall be less than the momentary and interrupting ratings
(including application voltage) of the high voltage circuit breakers. This is to ensure the
high voltage circuit breakers are capable of performing their intended safety functions as
required to meet PBNP GDC 39, FSAR Sections 8.2 and 8.4, and the FPER.
Acceptance Criteria for short circuit ratings of low voltage circuit breakers: The
calculated short circuit currents shall be less than the interrupting ratings (including
application voltage) of the low voltage circuit breakers (based on appropriate short circuit
rating considering pre-fault voltages applied). This is to ensure the low voltage circuit
breakers are capable of performing their intended safety functions as required to meet
PBNP GDC 39, FSAR Section 8.5 and the FPER.
Acceptance Criteria for short circuit ratings of fuses: The calculated short circuit currents
shall be less than the interrupting rating (including application voltage) of the fuses
(based on appropriate short circuit rating considering pre-fault voltages applied). This is
to ensure the fuses are capable of performing their intended safety functions as required
to meet PBNP GDC 39, FSAR Section 8.5 and the FPER.
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ASSUMPTIONS
Unvalidated Assumptions-None
Validated Assumptions-None
RESULTS
The maximum switchyard voltage was adjusted until the highest voltage experienced by
any 480 V switchgear, MCC, or power panel was equal to or less than 504 V in order to
allow use of the 480 V interrupting ratings for the circuit breakers. The maximum
allowable switchyard voltage was found to be slightly above 360.9 kV. Therefore, this
calculation conservatively requires a limit on the maximum switchyard voltage to 360.5
kV.
Gas Turbine (G-05) Versus A-Train EDG (G-01 and G-02) Evaluation - The short circuit
calculation is performed to establish the bounding short circuit configurations to provide
the worst-case short circuit analysis. Based on the technical parameters of the gas
turbine generator and the A-train EDG, it would be expected that the gas turbine would
provide a higher short circuit contribution to the system than the A-train EDG. Therefore,
the case of G-05 connected to Unit 1 and the case of G-05 connected to Unit 2 are
evaluated against the case of G-01 connected to Unit 1 and G-02 connected to Unit 2 to
ensure that the bounding plant configurations are analyzed. The results show, as
expected, that the fault currents at the A-train 4.16 kV buses (1A-05 and 2A-05) are
higher when G-05 is running and connected to the bus than when the EDG (G-01 or
G-02) is running and connected to the bus. However, the results also show that fault
currents at the 480 V buses are lower when G-05 is running than when the EDG (G-01
or G-02) is running. A further evaluation of the results shows that the pre-fault voltages
on the 480V buses are higher. Therefore, even though the gas turbine generator
provides a higher short circuit contribution to the system than the A-train EDGs, the
increase in pre-fault voltage on the 480 V system has a greater effect than the increase
in short circuit contribution from the gas turbine generator.
For the cases which model both units at 100% power, G-05 is importing VARs and
pulling the voltage at the 13.8 kV, 4.16 kV and 480 V buses lower than if the gas turbine
generator was "Off' as a result of the LVSATs being lightly loaded. In other cases the
A-train EDGs (G-01 and G-02) are exporting VARs, which in turn increases the voltage
on the 4.16kV and 480V buses. For these cases, the A-Train EDGs running, provides
higher short circuit currents on the 480V switchgear due to the higher pre-fault voltages.
Therefore, a review of additional cases was performed to determine if additional plant
configurations were required to be analyzed. The conclusion of this review was that the
fault currents on the A-train buses calculated using the contribution from G-05 will bound
those calculated using the EDG contribution for all plant alignments except one. For the
A-train 480 V buses when the units are at 100% power with maximum 345 kV grid
voltage and lightly loaded LVSATs, the A-train EDG paralleled with the system for
testing and exporting maximum VARS, the EDG produces a higher fault current at the Atrain 480 V buses. In this case the EDG drives the pre-fault voltage on the A-train 480 V
buses, resulting in higher calculated fault currents on those buses.
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In all of the other A-train cases where G-05 is running, it drives the bus voltage and
provides a higher fault contribution than the A-train EDG would. Therefore, the bounding
cases for the A-train short circuit currents have been identified and are evaluated in this
calculation. Additional plant configurations need not be analyzed.
In conclusion, the fault currents on the A-train buses calculated using the contribution
from G-05 will bound those calculated using the EDG contribution for all plant alignments
except one. For the A-train 480 V buses when the units are at 100% power with
maximum 345 kV grid voltage and lightly loaded LVSATs, the A-train EDG paralleled
with the system for testing and exporting maximum VARS, the EDG produces a higher
fault current at the A-train 480 V buses. In this case the EDG drives the pre-fault voltage
on the A-train 480 V buses, resulting in higher calculated fault currents on those buses.
In all of the other A-train cases where G-05 is running, it drives the bus voltage and
provides a higher fault contribution than the A-train EDG would. Therefore, the bounding
cases for the A-train short circuit currents have been identified and are evaluated in this
calculation. Additional plant configurations need not be analyzed. The following table is
a summary of the buses that fail in one or more cases:

_________

DevicelbDfi
.1A-01
1A-02
B-81

___Master-Failure.

List-

Bus•.MCCB or"Fuse Failures'_____
BusBus
PP-7
PP-11
PP-13
PP-18
PP-30
PP-33
PP-34
PP-67

Bus,,

The short circuit current for the buses listed above was greater than the equipment
rating for the worst-case plant configurations modeled. Therefore, Acceptance Criteria
are not satisfied.
This potential issue needs to be evaluated and addressed as part of the EPU
modifications.
Evaluation of the 480V switchgear voltage:
The maximum system voltages for 480V switchgear are below 500V which is the
maximum value for which the 480V rating for DB breakers may be utilized. Therefore,
the 480 V rating of the DB breakers is used. A review of the results for the breakers
installed on 1B-01, 1 B-02, 1 B-03, 1 B-04, 2B-01, 2B-02, 2B-03 and 2B-04 show that the
calculated fault currents are less than the 480V interrupting rating for the circuit
breakers. These circuit breakers meet acceptance criteria.
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Switchgear B-07, B-08 and B-09 are within the appropriate voltage rating of 504V for
MCCBs and 508 V for power circuit breakers. Therefore, the power circuit breakers at
switchgear B-07, B-08 and B-09 will meet Acceptance Criteria and be capable of
interrupting the available short-circuit current.
Switchgear B-507 is operating below its maximum voltage rating of 500 V. Therefore, the
power circuit breakers at switchgear B-507 will meet Acceptance Criteria and be capable
of interrupting the available short-circuit current.
Evaluation of DB breakers with discriminator disabled:
Circuit breakers 1 B52-11B (1B-03); 1B52-14B (1 B-03), 1B52-23A (1 B-04), 1 B52-23C
(1B-04), 2B52-35C (2B-03), 2B52-38B (2B-03), 2152-31B (2B-04), and 2B52-32C
(2B-04) are DB-50 breakers installed on the safety related 480V switchgear with the
discriminator circuit disabled, which results in a short circuit rating of 42kA with a
maximum voltage rating of 630 V. A review of the results in Attachments El and F1
through F32 shows that the symmetrical short circuit duty for these breakers is less than
the short circuit rating of 42 kA. Therefore, the power circuit breakers with their
discriminators disabled will meet Acceptance Criteria and be capable of interrupting the
available short-circuit current.
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Section Hl

.)ogrmded Voltage Analysis

111. DEGRADED VOLTAGE ANALYSIS
11,I

PURPOSE AND SCOPE
111.1.01 PURPOSE
The purpose of this calculation is to determine the minimum voltage that must be
maintained on the safeguards 4.16 IV buses to assure that all safety-related loads have
adequate voltage to maintain continuous operation and starting capability during
worst-case plant loading conditions, This calculation will determine the Technical
Specification Allowable Values for TS 3.3.4 and the degraded voltage (DV) relays'
voltage and time delay seopoints, The calculation will also determine the minimum
345 kV system voltage, required to ensure the degraded voltage relays do not actuate
(time out) during motor starting when offaite power is acceptable, The degraded
voltage analysis ensures that all safety related equipment has sufficient voltage in
order to be capable of performing its design and licensing functions during a loss of
coolant accident and during normal plant operation by tripping offsite power when the
voltage is unacceptable and maintaining offsite power when It is acceptable.
U1, 1.02 SCOPE
The scope of the degraded voltage analysis is limited to establishing the minimum
voltage requirements for 4,16 kV safeguavds buses I A-05, 2A-05, IA-06, and 2A-06
including all safety related loads fed downstream; ensure that the safeguards molors
are capable of starting under minimum voltage conditions; establish the degraded
voltage relay setpoints (voltage and time delay) for the relays identified in Table I;
and determine the minimum 345 kV system voltage required to maintain the
safeguards bus voltage.
Ani additional set of static motor starling cases wi)l also be generated for the RCP,
Condensate, and Feed Water pump motors to ensure adequate voltage will be
available with the A-01 and A-02 buses supplied through the X-02 transformers, The
only purpose of the additional cases is to examjllno the terminal voltages for these
specific motors. Evaluation of bus voltages and relay settings for the non-safety buscs
is outside the scope of this analysis,

I11. 1.03 TERMINOLOGY
a. Dropout occurs when the degraded voltage relay input voltage drops below
a preset level, When dropout occurs, the rclay slarts o tlijne out. After
timing out, the relay output contacts change state.
b. Pickup (or Reset) occurs when relay input voltage returns to a preset level
above the dropout setting to reset the relay. There is no time delay associated
with pickup. The relay output contacts immediately change state when
pickup occurs,
c. Total Loop Error' (TLE) is the statistical combination of all uncertainties
associated with the loop components, TLE is calculated using a combination
of Square Root Sum of the Squares (SRSS) for independent and random
orrors, and algebraic methods for dependent non-random errors.
d. Total Measurable Uncertainty (TMU) is the statistical combination of
uncertainties that are measurable during periodic (18 month) surveillance
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testing of the DV relays, These are the uncertainties that can be 'reset' by
returning the relay selpoint to its as-lefl calibration tolerance band.
e. Saf•ty Limit (SL) is the minfiium sustained voltage below which safeguards
equipment may not satisfactorily operate to perform its design function.
f. Analytical Limit (AL) equals the Safety Limit plus an arbitrary margin
assigned to allow for small future changes to the Safety Limit.
g. Nominal Trip Setpolnt (NTSP) is the calculated minimnum as-left setting
that protects the Analytical Limit friom being exceeded by accounting for all

instrument uncertainties in the relay loop (at a 95% confidence level),
(NTSPro = Nominal Dropout Setpoint and NTSPu = Nominal Pickup
Setpoint)
h, Allowable Value (AV) is the calculated minimum as-found setting that
protects the Analytical Limit from being exceeded by accounting for all
unmeasurable uncertainties in the relay loop (at a 95% confidence level).
i. Actual Trip Setpotnt (ATSP) is the ideal field setting in the calibration
procedure. The ATSP equals the NTSP plus a field setting tolerance band.
(ATSPoo - Actual Dropout Setpoint and ATSPIu = Actual Pickup Setpoint)
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111.2 METHODOLOGY
The methodology used in this calculation section to determine the degraded voltage time delay
with and without an SI is partially described in the Current Licensing Basis (CLB) tfo PBNP.
The remainder of the methodology used in this calculation section is not dcscribed in the CMB
for PBNP. The time delay relay settings determined using the methodology described in
Section 111.2.1 I appoar in Technical Specification 3.3.4 (Reference VII,8,01) and in SER 2007..
0002 (Reference VD.8,23), and the SER contains porlions of the methodology presented in that
section.
The following steps develop the minimrnum required 4.16 kV safety related bus voltage to
ensure all equipment remains above its minimum voltage requirements, determine the degraded
voltage relay trip set points, and detonnine the minimum 345 kV system voltage to ensure the
4.16 kV system is maintained above the pickup setpoint of the degraded voltage relays, The
Bollowing steps will he performed:
.MI.2,01 ESTABLISH AC ELECTRICAL DISTrIBUmiON SYSTEM MODEL
The AC electrical distribution system model is developed in Calculation 2008-0025
(Reference V11, 1,26). Calculation 2008-0025 contains the technical data, equipment
demand faotors, and operating (e.g, ON/OFF, brake horsepower, etc.) status for plant
equipment from the 345 kV system through the 480 V system in ETAP (Reference
VII,3.01), This ETAP model will be utilized to determine the minimum 4.16 kV
system voltage required to ensure operalion of all safety related equipment, perform
motor starting analysis under minimum voltage conditions, and determine the
minimum required 345 kV system voltage.
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111.2.02 ESTABLISH PLANT OPBRATfNO CONDITIONS (SCBNARIOS/CASES)

The plant operating conditions are developed in Calculation 2008-0025 (Reference
VII. 1.26) and the worst-ease conditions for the unit being evaluated are determined.
The plant operating conditions being evaluated are consistent with plant operation,
plant operating procedures, design basis events and licensing comnmitmunls to ensure
the worst case conditions are evaluated for minimum voltage conditions. The
Following are the plant operating configurations to be evaluated for minimum voltage
conditions.
Cnttarto ntImode

Ut

Mn

13.8V

HVSAT

I.VSAT

u)r

An•lnMninon
1Otl-or-Scrvice OUtt-oC S•'vt~v

I

Dogrnded Voltago Coniigurnlions:
LIae
M
LlI2

-

Mode I

H-01 to H-02

None

None

LOCA

IX-02
X0

I.i-),•t

Mode3LOCA

Modo I

IJ .2X3

Mode 3
LOCA

Mode I

H-01
tt

Nione

IX-04

tX-02

Allriod
Togelher

2)-03

None

IX-02

Hn03

L2-t2X2

Mode I

Mode•I .OCA

H.0l
0o 11H-03

None

None

2X-02

L2..2X4

Mode I

Modt 3
LOCA

H-0 Iol1-2

None

2kV4

2X.02

L2-1X3

Mad* I

Mode 3 LOCA

All Tled
Together

X
t?(-03

None

2)-02

Configuration Descriptions:
Conditions Common to All LOCA Configurations: There are six configurations
involving a large break LOCA (L I-I X2, LI-IX4, L I -2X3, I.,2-2X2, L2-2X4, L2IX3), For all of these conoigurations, the gas turbine generator and the emergency
diesel generators are OFF (the generators would be running -their output breakers
remain open). A large break LOCA would have all safeguards loads operating at their
maximum brake horsepower inouding containment spray pump motors, which start
upon receipt of a high-high containment pressure signal f>25 PSI (Rferonce
VII. 7.06)].
Case LI-IX2: This case models Unit 1 in mode 3 due to a unit trip caused by a large
break LOCA and Unit 2 in mode I at 100% power wilh IXb02 out of service due Io a
failure. The 480 V loads supplied by transformers IX-1 I and IX-12 are energized,
However, all 4kV balance of plant motors will be off since these motors are stripped
from buses IA-0I and I A-02 as part of the automatic bus transfer scheme associated
with the loss of transfornmer I X-02. This case is used to prove the worst-case loading
configuration for Unit I safeguards buses is the Ll-IX4 configuration,
Case LI-IX4: This case models Unit I in mode 3 due to a unit trip caused by a large
break LOCA and Unit 2 in mode I at 100% power with )X-04 011t of service. The
PBNP licensing basis does not require analysis of both transformots IX-04 and IX-02
out of service coincident with a LOCA, IIowever, in order to provide conservative
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loading values for rItnsformer 2X-01), transformers I X- I I and I X.- 12 are modeled as
supplied by buses I A-03 and IA-04. This case is used in determining the worst-case
loading configuration for Unit I safeguards buses, to deternmine the minimum 4.16 KV
lminjimum system
system voltage requirements and to evaluate motor starting at the
voltage.
Case LI-2X3; This case models Unit I in mode 3 duo to a unit trip caused by a large
break LOCA and Unit 2 in mode I at 100% power with 2X-03 out of service. The
PBNP licensing basis does not require analysis of both transformers IX-02 and 2X-03
out of service coincident with a 1,OCA. However, in order to provide conservative
loading values for transformers I X-03 and IX-04, transformers I X- I I and IX-12 are
modeled as supplied by buses IA-03 and IA-04, This case is used in determining the
worst-ease loading configuration for Unit 1 safeguards buses, to determine the
minimum 4.16 KV system voltage requirements and to evaluate motor starling at the
minimum system voltage.
Case L2-2X2: This case models Unit 2 in mode 3 due to a unit trip caused by a large
break LOCA and Unit I in mode I at 100% power with 2X-02 out of service due to a
failure. The 480 V loads supplied by transformers 2X-1 I and 2X-12 are energized.
However, all 4kV balance of plant motors will be otTsince these motors are stripped
from buses 2A-0 I and 2A-02 as part of the automatic bus transror scheme associated
with the loss of transtbrmer 2X-02, This case is used to prove the worst-case loading
configuration for Unit 2 safeguards buses is the L2-2X4 configuration,
Case.L2-2X4; This case models Unit 2 In mode 3 due to a unit trip caused by a large
break LOCA and Unit I in mode I at 100% power with 2X-04 out of service, The
PBNP licensing basis does not require analysis of both tr-ansforners 2X-04 and 2X-02
out of service coincident with a LOCA, However, in order to provide conservative
loading values for Iranst'orner IX-04, transformers 2X-I I and 2X-12 are modeled as
supplied by buses 2A-03 and 2A-04, This ease is used in determining the worst-case
loading configuration for Unit 2 safeguards buses, to determine the minimum 4.16 KV
system voltage requirements and to evaluate motor starting at the minimum system
voltage.
Case L2-1X3: This case models Unit 2 in mode 3 due to a unit trip caused by a large
break LOCA and Unit I in mode I at 100% power with IX-03 out ofservice. The
PBNP licensing basis does not require analysis of both transformers 2X-02 and IX-03
out of service coincident with a LOCA. However, in order to provide conservative
loading values for transformers 2X-03 and 2X-04, transformers 2X-1 I and 2X-12 are
modeled as supplied by buses 2A-03 and 2A-04, This case is used in determining the
worst-ease loading configuration for Unit 2 safeguards buses, to determine the
minimum 4,16 KV system voltage requirements and to evaluate motor starting at the
minimum system voltage.
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111.2.03

ESTABLISH CABLE IMP1,DANCE T'MPViRATURI3

The cable temperature at which the cable impedance is calculated for the degraded
voltage analysis is developed in Calculation 2008-0025 (Reference VI1. 1,26). The
cable impedance temperature utilized to perform the degraded voltage analysis is 90
degroes centigrade, which provides i conservative temperature to ensure the maximum
voltage drop through cables is taken into account. The 90 degree centigrade
tmpcnrature Is conservative because a higher cable temperature will result in higher
cable resistances, which will produce lower calculated voltages at the loads.
111.2.04 DETERM INE MINIMUM 4.16 KV SYSTEM VOLTAGE
The degraded voltage relays sense the minimum system voltage at 4,16 kV safety
related Buses IA,.05 (Unit I A-Train), I A-06 (Unit I B-Train), 2A-05 (Unit 2 ATrain), and 2A-06 (Unit 2 B-Train), Therefore, the minimum voltage at the 4.16 kV
system is established at these four buses to ensure that all safety related equipmenl in
the 4.16 kV and 480 V systems have sufficient voltage to perform their design
function during a Design Basis Event (e.g. LOCA). This will establish the safety limit
For each safety related 4.16 IcV bus.
The minimum voltage is calculated by utilizing the ETAP load flow analysis module
(Reference VI,3,01) and the AC Electrical System Model developed in Calculation
2008-0025 (Reference VII, 1.26) to calculate the steady state voltage at each safety
related component. Configuration LI -1X4 will be used to determine the minimum
voltage (Safety Limit) for Buses IA-05 (Unit I A-Train) and I A-06 (Unit I B-Train);
L2-2X4 will be used to determine the minimum voltage (Safety Limit) for buses 2A05 (Unit 2 A.-Train) and 2A-06 (Unit 2 B-Train), An iterative process is used to
determine the minimum voltage by updating the associated generating category .
voltage for the grid (345 WVsystem) until the minimum steady state voltage criteria
for all safety related equipment supplied by Ihe safeguards 4,16 kV buses is satisfied.
Essentially, the 345 kV system voltage is reduced until (he most limiting safety related
component reaches Its minimum allowable voltage or maximum allowable current,
The Newton Raphson iterative technique is used to calculate the equipment voltages
for each condition evaluated, The load flow study case and its associated options were
developed in Calculation 2008-0025 for each plant operating condition evaluated, The
appropriate generator category will be used for the associated bus being evaluated
(UIA-MIN, U1 B - MIN, U2A- MIN, and U2B - MIN).
111.2.05 MOTOR STARTING ANALYSIS AT SAFETY LIMIT VOLTAGE
The maximum loading conditions during a degraded voltage condition exist when it is
coincident with a loss of coolant accident and the following signals are present: Safety
Injection, Containment Isolation, Low Pressurizer Level and High Containment
Pressure. The various signals actuate the safeguards logic and sequentially start the
safety related equipment shown on Reference VII5,01, unless the equipment was
running prior to the safeguards actuation signals, Therefore, a motor starting analysis
is required to demonstrate the safety related motors would start at minimum voltage
conditions,
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A series of dynamic motor starting analyses (study cases) are performed to
demonstrate the adequacy of the minimum system voltage and the affects on the safety
related electrical equipment. In a dynamic motor starting analysis, the starting motors
are evaluated based on their design characteristics (speed vs. torque curves) to ensure
that the safety related motors are capable of starting and theeffects of the voltage dips
on the 4.16 kV and 480 V systems are acceptable. The adequacy of the safety related
equipment will be evaluated based on the motors starting sequence during a LOCA at
the offsite grid voltage and configuration that determined the minimum safety limil as
described in Section 111.2.04.
The motor starting analyses are performed by utilizing the ETAP (Reference Vll.3.0l)
motor acceleration analysis module using dynamic motor starting to demonstrate the
ability of safeguards tnotors to start at the offslte grid voltage that determined the
minimum ,safety limit voltage utilizing the AC Electrical System Model developed in
Calculation 2008-0025 (Reference Vi 1.1.26), The motor starting analysis will be
performed for each plant safety related train at the offls3ite grid voltage that determined
the minimum salety limit voltage calculated in Section 111.2,04 with the same plant
configuration (Configuration LI-1X4 for IA-05 and IA-06; Configuration L2-2X4 for
2A-05 and 2A-06).
The motor starting sequences (events) arc developed to evaluate each individual
starting sequence to ensure that each safety related motor is capable of starting undur
worst-case conditions during a loss of coolant accident. The following was taken into
consideration for the motor starting sequence:
a. The containment spray pump (P-014) will start after a nominal 10.25 seconds
delay following tile receipt of a containment high-high pressure signal
(Reference VII. 1.26), Since the containment high-high pressure signal may
be received any time during the event, the containment spray pump was
considered to start simultaneously with each motor after 10.25 seconds, The
earliest containment spray pump start occurs when the containment high-high
pressure signal is received at (=0, and the pump starts 10.25 seconds later.
Therefore, the containment spray pump could start simultaneously with any
motor that starts later than 10,25 seconds into the event,
b. Service water pump and containment accident fan motors may be running
prior to the start of the event. Therefore, in order to calculate worst case bus
loading, these motors are modeled as rtnning for sequence steps prior to their
scheduled sequence start. This will provide worst-case starting conditions

because the bus is at its maximum loading condition,
The uncertainty of the starting sequence is taken into consideration for each
motor to evaluate the potential overlap, The worst-case sequence times are
contained inReference VII. 1.26,
d, Only a single containment accident fan motor would start during the
sequence because three of four accident fans are running during normal plant
operations (Reference VIT.4.29), Therefore, only a single accident fan motor
is considered in development of tile motor sequences.
The motor starting study case options are developed in Calculation 2008-0025
(Reference VII. 1,26). The following motor starting sequence (events) will be utilized
to perform the dynamic motor starting analysis:
c.
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Study Case, UI .-LBA-A (Bus IA-05) and U I-LB3-A (Bus IA-.06)

T'ime Sequeiico

Equipmment
IP-015A, IP-015B, ICV.00112B, ICV-00!12C, ICV-00313,

IRC-00427, ISW-02907, ISW-02908, ]ST-00852A, ISI-00852B,
FO-03930, VO-0393 1, SW-028 16, SW-02817, SW-02927A,
SW-02927B, SW-02930A, SW-02930B, SW-04478, and
SW-04479
IS1/00860A, 181-00860B, ISI-00860C, and ISI-008601)

T - 0 see

T=0 seo
T1-.5.25 sec

IP-0I0A so).d IP-0.IOB

T - 10.,14 see

P-038A, P-038B, AF-04021, AF-04023, iP-014A, & IP-014B

-MotrsRunning P-032A, P-032)3, P-032C, P..032D, P-032E, P-032F, I W-00IAI,
Throughout Event 1W-001BI, IW-001CI, and 1W-001D_
Total Simulation 16 seconds
Time

Study Case: U I-LBA-B (Bus )A-05) and U1 -LBB-B (Bus I A-06)
Time Sequence
.0•

Equipment
:-•A, IP-OISB, ICV..00112B, I CV-00I 12C, I CV..00313,

I RC-00427, ISW-02907, ISW-02908, ISJ..00852A, )SI-00852B,

FO-03930, F0-03931, SW-02816, SW-028 17, SW-02927A,

I" 0(see

SW..02927B, SW..02930A, SW-02930B, SW-04478, find
SW-04479

00860B, 11-00860C, and IS1-00860D

T- 4.77 soc
T= 5.5 sea

1 1--0086

T - 10.89 see

P-038A, P-038B, AF-04021 and AF-04023

IP-010A and IP-0IOB

P-032A, P-032C, IP-014A, & IP-014B
T - 15.02 sea
Motors Running P-032B, P-032D, P..0321, P-032F, IW-00 IA, 1W-001B,
Throuygyot .Event 00

and
IC1,

IW-00C

Total Simulation 21 seconds

Time

IW-

ID I
____________________________

.....
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Study Casu: U I..LBA-C (Bus I A-05) and UI-LBB-C (Bus I A-06)
EqnJpment

'rime Sequonte

_

IPNOI)SA, IP-0I5f, ICV-00 11213, 1CY-00I 12C, ICV-00313,
IR.-00427, ISW-02907, I SW-02908, ISI-00852A, SI-00852B,
1, = 0 see

FO.-03930, PO-0393 1, SW-02816, SW-02817, SW.,02927A,

SW-0292713, SW-02930A, SW.-0293013, SW-04478, and

SW-04479

T -5.5 soc
T= 9.63 sue
T.- 10.89 sec
T - 16,02 see
T= 19,88 stc
Motors Running

fluouighoul Event

IP-010A and IP-0!0B
I SI-00860A, 191-00860B, ISI-00860C, and I SI-00860D
P-038A, P-038B, AF-04021 and AP-04023
P-032A and P-032C
P-032B, IP-014A, IP-0144B & P-032D
P-032B, P-032F, IW..001AI, IW-00IBI, IW-001CI, and IW..
01DlDI

Total Simulation Time 26 seconds

Study Case: U I-LBA-D (Bus I A-05) and U I-LBB-D (Bus IA-06)
Time Sequence _

T
1 0 see

T 5.5 see

T
T

Equipment_
IP-015A, IP-015B, ]CV-00l 12B, ICV-00)] 2C, ICV-00313,
I RC-00427, ISW-02907, ISW-02908, ISI-00852A, ISI-00852B,
10-03930, FO-0393 J, SW-02816, SW-02817, SW-02927A,
SW-02927B, SW..02930A, SW-0293013, SW-04478, and
SW-01479

IP-01OA

and I P-0t1013

10..5 se

P-038A, P-038B, AF-04021 and AF..04023

15.5 see

P-032A and P-032C
P-032B and P..032D

S= 2 1.17 see
T- 28.01 see
T 38,26 sao
Motors Running
Throognhout Event

ISI-00860A, 1S1-00860B, 181-00860C, and ISI-00860D
IW-001AI (-DA), IW-001CI (-DB), IP-01A, & IP-014B
P-032B, P-032F, IW401IBI, IW-OIAI (.DB), IW-00ICI (..DA)

and IW-001DI
Total Simulation Time 60 seconds
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Study Case: U2 LBA-A (Bus 2A-05) and U2...LBB-A (Bus 2A..06)
Time Sequence

T - 0 see

S0 soc

Uquipment
2F..015A, 2P..OI5B, 2CV-00112)B, 2CV-001 12C, 2CV-00313,
,2RC.00427,
2SW-02907, 2SW-02908, 2S1-00852A, 2S1-00852B,
FO-03930, FO-0393 1, SW-02816, SW-02817, SW-02927A,
SW-0292713, SW-02930A, SW-02930B, SW-04478, and
SW-04479
2..00860A, 2S,.008608, 2SI-00860C and 2SI-00860D

T= 5.25 see

2P-0OA and 2P-0 IOB

T = 10.14 see

P-038A, P-038B,"AF-04020, AF-04022, 2P-014A, & 2P-014B

P-032A, P-032B, P-032C, P-032D, P-032B, P-032F, 2W-001Al,
Motors Running
'1
2W-00 1BI, 2W-0 101, and 2W..00l DI
t'hroughout Event
Total Simulation Time 116 seconds
Study Case: U2J,,BA-B (Buses 2A-05) and U2_jBB..B (Bus 2A-06)
Equipment

Time Sequence

T,- 5,5 see

2P-01 SA, 2P-01 5B, 2CV-001128, 2CV-001 12C, 2CV-00313, 2RC00427, 2SW-02907, 2SW-02908, 2S1-00852A, 2S1-00852B, FO-03930,
FO-03931, SW-02816, SW-02817, SW-02927A, SW-02927B,
SW-02930A, SW-02930B, SW-04478, and 8W-04479
2P-0 1OA and 2P-0 IOB

T- 9.63 sec

2S1-00860A, 251-00860B, 2S1-00860C and 2S1-00860D

T = 10.89 see

P-038A, P.038B, AF-04020 and AF-04022

)'=19.88 see
Motors Running
Throughout Event
Total Simulation Time

P-032B, P-032D, 2P-014A, & 2P-0 4B
P..032A, P-032C, P-O32E, P-032F, 2W-OOAI, 2W-001B I, 2W-001 Il,
and 2W..001I D I
25 seconds

S=,0 see

Study Case: U2 LBA-C (Buses 2A-05) and U2. LBB.-C' (Bus 2A-06)
Equipment

Thne Sequence
T- 0 Bee

2P-015A, 2P-015B, 2CV-001 12B, 2CV-001 12C, 2CV-00313, 2RC..
00427, 2SW-02907, 2SW..02908, 2SI-00852A, 2SI-00852B, F0-03930,
FO-0393 1, SW-02816, SW-02817, SW-02927A, SW-02927B,
SW-02930A, SW-02930B, SW-04478, and SW-04479

T - 5.5 sec

2P-010A and 2P-010B

T - 10.5 see

P-038A, P-038B, AF-04020 and AP-04022

T - 14.74 sec

281-00860A, 2SI-00860B, 2S1-00860C and 291-00860D

T - 21.17 gec

P-032B & P-032D

'"= 24.99seo
Motors Running
Throughout Event

P-0321R, P..032F, 2P04A, & 2P-014B .....
P-032A, P-032C, 2W-001AI, 2W-0011 I, 2W-001C I, and 2W..001D I
__

Total Simulation Time 30 seconds
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Study Case: U2 LBA-D (Bus 2A-05) and U2_LBB-D (Bus 2A-06)
Equipment

Time Sequence

2P-15A, 2P-O15B, 2CV-001 12B, 2CV-001 12C, 2CV-003 13, 2RG-

T = 0 sec

00427, 28W-02907, 2SW-02908, 2S1-00852A, 2S1-00852B, FO-03930,

rT =.5 sec

2P-OI OA and 2P-0OIOB

T 10,5sec

P-038A, P-038B, AF-04020 and AF-04022

T - 20,Ssec

P-032B and P-032D

7W-02816,
SW-.02927A, SW-02927B,
M-02817,
FO..03931,
SW-02930A. SW-02930F3. SW-04478, and SW-04479

T,- 26.57 see

P-032, and P-032F

T.28,01 sec
T= 38.26 see

2S.oo086oA, 2S-00860B, 2So-00o60C and 2S1-00860D

Motors Running

2W-_00JAI (-DA), 2W-00QCI (-D3), 2P-014A, & 2P-01413
P-032A, P-032C, 2W-OIBI, 2W-OOICI (-DA), 2W-MOIAI (-DB), and

Throughout Event

2W-00IDI

Total Simulation Time 60 seconds
111,2,06 STATIC MOTOR STARTrNG ANALYSIS FOR 4 KV BALANCE OF PLANT MOTORS

A static starling analysis will be performed to verify adequate voltage will be supplied
to the motor terminals ofethe Reactor Coolant Pumps (IP-OQJA/B, 2P-OO A/13), Feed
Water Pumps (IP-028A/B, 2P-028A/B), and Condensate Pumps (IP-025A/B, 2P025A/B). The only purpose of this analysis is to examine the motor terminal voltages
at these specific 4 kV motors.
For all of these motor starting cases, the model will be configured to simulate both
units on-line with the main generator output breakers open. This configuration will
provide conservative values for bus voltages as the bus loading will be greater than
what would occur during a normal start-up and the main generators will not be
providing voltage support to the X-02 transfonners.
111.2.07 DETImRavI[Nl DBORADED VOLTAGE_ RELAYS DROPOUT AND PICKUP VOLTAGE
SETPOINTS
The degraded voltage relay dropout setpoint is established to ensure that the 4.16 kV
safeguards buses are separated from offsito power prior to unsatisfactory operation of
equipment (c.g,, damage) or trip on overourrent, which would prevent the equipment
friom being re-sequenced onto the emergency diesel generators, Additionally, the
degraded voltage relay pickup setpoint is established to ensure that there is minimum
differential between the dropout and pickup setpoints to reduce the probability of the
saFeguards buses separaling f'om the preferred offsite power source during short-term
undervoltage transients (e.g. motor starting) that recover to a voltage above the pickup
setting,
The degraded voltage relays provIde tho means to transfer to emergency power
(Emergency Diesel Generators) when offsite power Is not sufficiently stable to allow
safe unit operation. Therefore, the degraded voltage relays are provided in two-out-ofthree logic to detect a sustained degraded voltage condition for each 4.16 kV safety
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related bus (References V11.5.02, VII.5.04, and V11.5,07). The degraded voltage relays
onsuro that the Bngineuring Safety Features (BSF) have sufficient voltage when
supplied from off,ite power to perform their function in a design basis accident. The
degraded voltage relay dropout and pickup settings are categorized as Category A
instrument setpoints per design guide DO-101 (Reference VII.4,03) and will be
calculated to a 95% probability at a 95% confidence level (95/95).
Figure I is a block diagram of the components that make-up each 4.16 kV safeguards
bus degraded voltagc protection loop on both units. There are two buses (A-train and
3-train) per unit. There are three independent loops per bus that each supply a
two out..of-three coincidence logic (twelve independent loops total), This section
describes the dropout and pickup set points involving blocks A and B.

Figure 1: Degraded Voltage Protection Loop Block Diagram:
A-Train Degraded Voltage Scheme
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Table 1: Degraded Voltage Loop Component Information

I.A05

I-A06

Coinpmnofli ID
2-AO5

2-A06

Was( 113798 or
GE3
Typo JVM.3

No I)

No ID

No ID

No II)

ABB 27N
41 IT4 I?5-H-L

POI 274/A05
PH) 275/AO5
PB1 276/AO5

PBI 274/A06
PHI 275/A06
PBI 276/AO6

P12 274/AO5
P132 275/AO5
PB32276/A05

PB2 274/A06
P12 2MMA06
PB2 276/A06

Alatnl 91`R
1433004 or
iD3DO00

PH I TDRA/A05
PBI TDIU3/A05
PH I TDRC/A05

P13162 I/A-06
PHI 02-2/A-O6
PBI 62-3/A-06

P32 'r'DRAA05
P132TDRB/A05
PB2 "rDRC/A05

PB2 62-VlA-06
P132 62-2/A-06
PB2 62-3/A-06

Block 0108Mi
Componennl

Mfr / Modol

A • Potontinl XFMR

B & C.- UV R1l7y

D TD Reaiy
(no Si signal promnl)

Veslinghouso

P13275X/A05
274X/A05
PHIJ

PHI 27,.5X/A06
274X/A06
PIl

(SI signul present)

NBFP6SNR

PB I 276X/A0

PJB)276(/AO6

PB2
274X/A05
PB2 275X/AOS
PB2 276X/A05

PB2 27X•XA06
274X/A06
P82
PB2 276X/A06

P Aux Rday2

A13BI
yRYMA.

N/A

P13162-iXI/A06
PH3)62-2X I/A06

N/A

PB3262.IXI/A06
P62 62-2X1I/A06

R Alx
Rolay I

Figure 2 illustrates the setpoint determination sequence (numbered ciroles) and the
relationship between the Safety Limit (SL), Analytical l.mil (AL), Nominal Trip
Setpoint (NTSP), Allowable Value (AV) and the Actual Trip Setpoint (ATSP) for
both the degraded voltage relay dropout and pickup setpoints.
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Figure 2: Dropout and Pickup Setpoint Diagram
4,16 kV Bus Voltage

--AI

.

Normal Bus Voltaga

V- --

= Masimum KrSPpu plus TLE

tallLoop Error
(TLE')
ATSPu plas calibratlon
tolerance (ATSPpuM0a)
Actual Pickup Trip Setpolni (ATSP..

()

Nominal Plokup Tdp Selpotnt (NTSPpu) C0
ATSPo plum.allbrallon
tolerance (ATSP00011)

0s

Actual Propout Trip Selpolni (ATSPnu)

-

Vý

0

Nominal Dropout Trip Saipolni (NTSPoo)

G)

Tole) Meaaaurrble Uncerlainties
(TMU)

(C)

Allowable Value (AV) In
Technical Spaellioalfon3,3.4.3,b

To[r atLoop Efror
(TL
-

Analytical Limit (AL) 0
Safety Limit (SL) 01

Note; The A'ISP and NTSP values shown on this Figure will be detenrined M the low
voltage (I 20V) signal level in this calculation, rather that at the high voltage (4160V)
signal level,
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The IrIcthodology of this calculation is based on the guidance of Design Guide 00-10 1
"Instrument Setpoint Methodology" (Reference V1H4.03). The sections below. are an
outline of the calculation approach to determine the appropriate degraded voltage
relay pickup and dropout selpoints, Note: Rounding the setpoints is performed by
round-up on lower limits and rounding down on upper limits for as-left calibration
settings. Yhis ensures the safety limit Is maintained,
111.2,07,1 The voltage sensing loop orror contributors associated with blocks A and B
in Figure I are identified based on the guidance within design guide DG101 (Reference V1.4.03). The following will determine whether each error
contributor is applicable, random, nonrandom, independent, and/or a
dhiection bias. With the exception of the Block A PT correction factor, the
error contributors will be expressed in percent of relay setting (rather than
in percent of relay setting span), to be consistent with the manufacturer's
published relay accuracy (see Reference VI1.4.04):
a. Accuracy: The manufacturer gives the relay setting accuracy as
repeatability, Because the relay setting for the dropout and pickup
are each approached firom only one direction, linearity and hysteresis
are not included in the relay accuracy term., Note that when the drift
is determined by as-left / as-found calibration data, relay accuracy is
included as part of the drift term.
b. Primary Element Accuracy (Potential Transformer):The degraded
voltage relays sense a voltage between 0 - 150Vac, therefore it is
necessary to a have a potential transformer (PT) to convert a high
voltage signal to a low voltage signal. As descr'ibed in IEEB Std.
C57.13-1993 (Reference V11.2,06), the voltage on the secondary side
ofua potential transfonner is a fuinction of the burden (load) on the PT
and is described by the PT's accuracy class or provided by the
manufaclurer. Because a PT has a fixed turn's ratio, the PT error is
limited to the correction applied to the turns ratio as a result of the
secondary side burden, This error is a bias, because the burden shifts
the PT output in only one direction for a given burden, The error of
the PT will be expressed as PT for the largest error in the negative
direction and PT' for the largest error in the positive direction, The
eIror of the PT will be accounted for in the conversion fi'om a high
voltage signal to a low voltage signal in Step ]11.2,07.6 below and
from a low voltage signal to a high voltage signal in Steps 111.2.07.13
and 111.2,07.14 below. The PT error is applied to the signal before
applying the total loop error because the PT error is based on the
turns ratio of the transformer and connected burden, and is unrelated
to the error of the degraded voltage relays themselves.
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c.

Drift: Relay selpoint drift applies as a randor uncertainty for both
dropout and pickup settings. Drift can be calculated or given by the
manufacturer. No manufacturer drift value is available, but relay
calibrations perfbrmed since the mid.. 1990's (when the relays were
installed) provide as-left / as-found data that can be used to calculate
the drift using statisticQl methods described in Appendix H of
DG4I1 (Reference V11.4.03). See Step 111,2.07.2 below for more
explanation of this method of determining drift.

d.

M&TR: The manufacturer of the M&TE provides an uncertainty
associated with frequency of calibration of the M&TE, The
uncertainty of the M&TE is random and independent in
consideration of the degraded voltage relay setpoint, However, when
relay setting drift is deternined using as-left/as-found calibration
date, M&TE accuracy is Included as part of the calculated drill term,
and does not need to be accounted for separately (as tong as the
M&TE uncertainty is less than or equal to the M&TE used to
peforma the calibrations).

e,

Setting Tolerance: The setting tolerance establishes a sufficient range
to allow the technician to set the relay. Setting tolerance is expressed
as a random (±) value around an ideal setting, although the tolerance
can also be asymmetric (eog., +2, -0). The tolerance range is
established based on the device accuracy, MT&E accuracy used to
calibrate the relays, the limitations of the technician in adjusting the
device, and the need to minimize calibration and testing time. When
drift is determined by as-left/as-found statistical methods, setting
toJerance is treated as a separate random contributor to total loop
error.

f

Power Supply Effect: The power supply effect is the effect of control
voltage variations on the relay settings. The manufacturer provides
an uncertainty of the relays due to control voltage. The degraded
voltage relays use 125 V0 c control power from DC buses that are
normally supplied by voltage-regulated battery chargers. This effect
is given a value by the relay manufacturer separate from the relay
accuracy and is considered random and independent from other error
terms. As-left/as-found calibration data will account for some of this
effect, however (he temperature recorded during performance of
calibrations does not cover the complete range of operation.
Therefore, it is conservative to apply the full power supply effect to
the overall relay uncertainty in addition to the drift tolerance.
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g, Temperature Effect: The manufacturer provides an uncertainty of the
relays due to temperature, This effect is assigned a value by the relay
manufacturer separate fr'om relay accuracy and is considered random
and independent from other error lerms, Similar to control voltage,
as-left/as-found calibration data will account for some of this effect,
however the temperature recorded during performance of
calibrations does not cover the complete range of operation.
Therefore, it is conservative to apply the fWl temperature effect to
the overall relay uncertainty separate from the drift tolerance.
h. Humidity Effect: There is no uncertainty due to humidity changes
provided by the relay manufacturer. The relays are rated over a
temperature range of +10°C to +401C (+501F to +104 0F) and have
performed well under vatying humidity conditions in the switchgear
rooms for 10 years. Since no separate term for humidity effects is
provided, these effects are taken to be negligible (essentially
hicluded In the overall accuracy for the relay) as described in DO-10l
(Reference VIIA,03), Therefore, no separate uncertainty due to
humidity Is considered in the total relay error,
i. Radiation Effect: The relays are located in plant areas (control
buildinlg and diesel generator building) that will not experience any
significant radiation exposure greater than background, even under
accident conditions. Therefore, no radiation effect is considered in
the total relay error.
There is no uncertainty due to seismic
j. Seismicnor Vibration offeot:
or vibration effect provided by the relay manufacturer, Per reference
VI,4,04, the Model 27N relay is a solid-state device rated at more
than 6g ZPA biaxial broadband multi-froquency vibration without
damage or malfunction, per ANSI C37,98- 1978, Therefore, no
additional uncertainty is required for the relay for seismic conditions
when maintained within capability.
111.2.07.2 As-found/as-left calibration data will be statistically analyzed to establish
the drift error on the degraded voltage relays, The general approach in
of
performing a statistical analysis of the data is provided in Appendix I-H
Design Guide DG-I01 (Reference VII,4,03), The following is a summary
of the steps performed In the statistical analysis:
a. As-left and as-found values for the degraded voltage relay dropout
settings were compiled from historical plant relay calibration data
collected between 1996 and 2005, The raw data for each of the
twelve degraded voltage relays were tabulated in Attachment A,
Including as-left and as-found dropout values and as-left and asfound dates,
b. From the dropout values and dates, the number of days between
calibrations and the measured drift over the interval was determined
on the spreadsheet, To make the sample size representative of the
'nominal 18-month calibration interval, only those as-left/as-found
pairings that were measured within ± 25% of 18 months (between
400 and 675 days apart) were analyzed.
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c. Several calibrations were performed with M&n3 that was less
accurate than the M&TE required by the calibration procedure (This
issue was documented in AR00426804). These readings were
discarded fr'om the final sample set,
d.

From the population of as-left/as-found pairings that were suitable
for analysis, Ihe standard deviation was calculated using the Excel
STDRV function,

e.

The standard deviation was then multiplied by a Factor based on the
sample size to determine a 95% confidence level drift value.

F. DO-101 provides the method ot identifying and removing "outliers"
fi-om the sample population,
g.

The data sot was tested for "normalcy" by determining skewness and
kurtosis using the procedure in DO-1i0 Appendix H.

111,2.07.3 The total loop error (TLE) includes all relay uncertainties (except the PT
ratio correction) and is determined in accordance with the requirements of
Design Guide DO-I01 (Reference VIRA4M03), The setpoint methodology at
PBNP utilizes a combination of the straight sum and the square root sum of
the square (SRSS) plus algebraic approaches, The error effects are
evaluated based on known behavior and are characterized as independent,
dependent, random or non-random. The random elements of uncertainty
are combined by SRSS, and any non-random uncertainties (commonly
known as a bias) are added algebraically (straight sum) to tho SRSS result
according to sign, The uncertainty equation for each instrument is based on
the characteristics of each applicable element of uncertainty. Therelfre, the
following general equation is utilized to calculate the positive (TIB) and
negative (TL.,) total loop uncertainty and is developed in design guide
DO-101.

(Fq. I) TLB - ±[A2 + B2 + (C + D)'2,
Whore:
A, B C, D X=
Y=
Z=

Independent and Random uncertainty crrors
Dependent and Random uncertainty errors
Non-random error with unknown sign
Non-random positive bias
Non-random negative bias
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111.2.07.4 The total measurable uncertainty,(TMU) is determined similarly to TLE,
but is limited to those errors that are included in the portion of the loop that
is measured during the calibration of the instruments/relays, The TMU is
utilized to establish the Technical Specification value (Allowable Value)
for the degraded voltage relays by "backing of of the nominal trip
setpoint (NI'SP). Therefore, the following equation is utilized to calculate
the measurable total loop uncertainty and is developed based on Design
Guide DG-I0 I.

(Eq. 2) TMU

t2+F2 +(C+H)

±Yul+Fv-zw
.2J

Where:
Independent and Random uncertainty errors included
in Calibration (Measurable orror)
Dependent and Random uncertainty errors included
0, H
in Calibration (Measurable error)
U
Non-random error with unknown sign included in
Calibration (Measurable error)
V
Non-random positive bias included in Calibration
(Measurable error)
W=
Non-random negative bias included in Calibration
(Measurable error)
111.2.07.5 The degraded voltage Safety Limit (SL) is determined for each safety
related 4.16 kV bus in Sections 111.2,04 and 111.2.05. The SL is established
E, F =

on a base voltage relative to the 4.16 kV system (See Figure 2, item 0).
The degraded voltage Analytical Limit (AL) is established based on the
most limiting SL for the safety related 4.16 kV buses, This provides a
common AL for each safety related 4.16 kV bus in which the degraded
voltage relays setpoints will be determined and will establish a single
Technical Specification Allowable Value for the 4.16 kV system. (See
Figure 2, Item 0),
111.2.07.6 The degraded voltage relays require an input voltage of 0- 150 VAC,
Therefore, a potential transformer (PT) is used to convert the 4.16kV
nominal bus voltage signal to a low voltage (120V nominal) signal using a
PT with a nominal 35;1 turns ratio. The low voltage signal is determined
by dividing the Analytical Limit by the nominal turns ratio of the PT (n)
and by the ratio correction factor in the negative direction of the PT(PT').
The low voltage signal corresponding to the Analytical Limit will be
defined as VAL and is determined by the following equation:
(Eq. 3) VAL, =

AL
n* PT
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111,2.07,7

The degraded voltage relay's dropout selpoint is detennined to ensure the
4.16 kV system voltage does not drop below the minimum tllowed voltage
established in Sections 111.2.04 and 111.2.05 (the Analytical Limit). The
Nominal Trip Setpoint (NTSPDo) for the degraded voltage relay dropout
set point is calculated to ensure the Analytical Limit (AL) is protected. The
difference between the NTSPDO and AL accounts for all uncertainties
associated with worst-case conditions (ie. the TLE'). The NTSPno is
calculated based on design guide DO-101 (Reference VI1.4.03) as follows
(See Figure 2, Item

0.):

(Eq. 4) NTSPDO =

VAtL
I - TLE'-

Where:
NTSPno:

Degraded Voltage relays nominial dropout setpoint

VAL:

low voltage signal's Analytical Limit on secondary

TIFT:

side of PT
Negative total loop error (in % of setting)

111.2.07.8 The Allowable Value (AV) to be placed in TS 3.3.4.3,b is determined to
ensure sufficient margin exists between the degraded voltage relay dropout
Nominal Trip Setpoint (NTSPoO) and the Analytical Limit (AL) to account
for instrument uncertainties that are either not present or are not measured
during periodic testing. The AV establishes the 4.16 kV degraded voltage
Technical Specification limit for the degraded voltage dropout setting, and
is used as the basis for determining that the degraded voltage relay setting
is operable. The AV is calculated based on Design Guide DG-101
(Reference VII.4.03) as follows (See Figure 2, Item 0)):
(Eq. 5) AV = NTSPDO - TMU * NTSPDO
Where:
AV:

NTSPIo:
TMU:

Technical Specification Allowable Value limiting
dropout setpoint found during calibration of degraded
voltage relays
Degraded Voltage relay nominal dropout setpoint
Total Measurable error - total instrument error for
calibration conditions of those uncerlaintles that can
be measured during performance of the surveillance

Note: The Allowable Value (AV) also provides the minimum as-found
setting for the Block B relay based on TMU. This as-found limit ensures
that the Block B Safety Limit (SL) is protected and that the relay is
exhibiting a 95/95 level of response.
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111.2.07.9 The degraded voltage relay setting tolerance is established to allow an
acceptable setpoint range for technicians to set the relays, The setting

tolerance will be determined to be equal to or greater than the SRSS of
accuracy of the degraded voltage relays and the M&TE accuiracy. This will
ensure that the setting tolerance is large enough to allow the trip setpoints
to be easily adjusted between the limits. This setting tolerance will apply to
both the dropout and picup setting of the degraded voltage relays. The
following oquation establishes the setting tolerance:
(Eq. 6) ST h± a 2l

2
-+1m

Where:
ST:
a:

Allowable setting tolerance of the relays
repeatability accuracy at constant temperature and
control voltage of the degraded voltage relays
m:
M&TE eiror for equipment used to calibrate the
relays
111.2.07.10 The degraded voltage relays dropout Actual Trip Setpoint (ATSPoo) is
determined by adding the NTSDoo and ST. This establishes the ATSPDO

and provides a positive and negative range for calibration of the relays to
ensure the as-left setting will always be greater than or equal to NTSPI~o.
(See Figure 2, Item @)
(Eq. 7) ATSPDo = NTSPDo + ST * NTSPDO
111.2.07.11 The degraded voltage relays pickup Nominal Trip Setpoint (NTSPpu) will
be set at 0.5% above the dropout NTSPoo, which is the minimum
pickup/dropout differential allowed by the relay design (Reference
VII.4,04). The differential between the dropout and pickup settings reduces
the probability of safeguards bus separation from the preferred offsite
power source during short-term undervoltage transients that recover above
the pjclkp setting, Therefore, the NTSPpu is determined by the following
equation (See Figure 2, Item 0):
(Eq. 8) NTSPpu = 1.005 *NTSPDo
111.2.07.12 The degraded voltage relay pickup Actual Trip Setpoint (ATSPu) is
determined by adding the NTSPpu and ST. This establishes the ATSPpu
and provides a positive and negative range for calibration of the relays to
ensure the NTSPpu is maintained above the AV. Additionally, this will
establish the maximum allowable ATSPpu based on the allowable setting
tolerance to evaluate the minimum required 345 WV system voltage. (See
Figure 2, Item

0)

(Eq. 9) ATSPpu = NTSPpOj + ST * NTSPpJ
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111.2.07.3 The maximum degraded voltage relay picku? actuation, including the total
loop enor', is determined by adding the TLEV to the maximum allowable
AI'SPIu. The maximum degraded voltage relay pickup actuation is
determined to establish the minimum allowed steady state 4.16 kV system
voltage to ensure the degraded voltage relays will recover to a voltage
greater than the pickup setting to reduce the probability of safeguards bus
separation. from preferred oftfsite power source during short term
undervoltage transients, This minhnum allowable steady state 4.16 kV
system voltage will be utilized to determine the minimum required 345 kV
system voltage that must be maintained (Section 111.2,07,15), The low
voltage signal will be converted back to a high voltage signal by
multiplying the low voltage by the turns ratio (n) of the PT and by the ratio
correction factor in the positive direction of the PT (PT+), Therefore the

maximum actuation of the degraded voltage relay pickup Is determ'ined by
the following equation (See Figure 2, Item 0):
-.ATSPyU + ATSPpu *ST
of)ATS)
(Eq. I(Bq,
,P
maloa) P
Va,

~AS~
MaxF-

ix ATSPiM'x *TLB+)*

(a*PT+)

111.2.07.14 The maximum degraded voltage relay dropout actuation, including the
total loop error, is determined by adding the TLE+ to the maximum
allowable ATSPpu, The maxhnum degraded voltage relay dropout
actuation is determined to establish the maximum 4,16 kV system voltage
in which the degraded voltage relays would reach their dropout voltage
setpoint and begin the time delay. This is utilized in the motor starting
analysis to determine the amount of time the degraded voltage relays are
below the dropout setting and the amount of time to reach above the pickup
setting during motor statting, Therefore, the maximum actuation of the
degraded voltage relay dropout is determined by the following equation

(See Figure 2, Item

(Eq. I0b)

0):

1
ATSPDMoAX

ATSPDO + ATSPDO * ST

VDn max = ATSp~ox

+AS~

L+

111,2.07.15 The degraded voltage relay dropout Maximum As-found Value
(MAFFoB X) is the maximum acceptable as-fbund value during relay
calibration above the Block B degraded voltage dropout maximum actual
trip setpoint (ATSpMoAX ). This tolerance accounts for instrwnent
uncertainties that are present and can be measured during periodic testing,
The as-found limit ensures that the Block B relay is exhibiting a 95/95
level ofresponse and is consistent with the setpoint methodology. The
is calculated based on the guidance within design guide DOMAFp,
10] (Reference VIT.4,03) as follows:
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(Eq. 1O0)MAFrMAX

-

ATSPOAX + TMU*ATSP-MX

Where:
MAFMAX =Maximum As-Found value for Blook B degraded
voltage relay dropout.
TMU
Total Measurable error - total 'instrument error for
calibration conditions of those uncertainties that cart
be measured during peifornance of the surveillance.
The TMU is applied to the as-left tolerance limit of
interest (ATSFOAX ) consistent with other parts of
this calculation, in which the error/uncertainty is
based on a percent of the as-left calibrated value,
11112,07,16 The degraded voltage relay pickup Minimumi As-found Value (MAF-tj)
is the minimum acceptable value during relay calibration below the Block
B degraded voltage pickup nominal trip uetpoint (NTSPu). This
tolerance accounts for instrument uncertainties that are present and can be
measured during periodic testing, The as-found limit ensures that the
Block B relay is exhibiting a 95/95 level of response and is consistent with
the setpoint methodology, The MAFMJN is calculated based on the
guidance within design guide DO-101 (Reference VIL4,03) as follows:

(Eq. lOd) MAFPMTP = N'TSpu - TMIJ * NTS p u
Where:
MAFp M
uTMWJ

Minimum As-Found value for Block B degraded
voltage relay pik-up.
Total Measurable error - total instrument error for
calibration conditions of those uncertainties that can
be measured during performance of the surveillance.
The TMU is applied to the as-left tolerance limit of
Interest (NTSPpu) consistent with other parts of this
calculation, in which the error/uncertainty is based on
a percent of the as-left calibrated value,
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111.2.07,17 'he degraded voltage relay pickup Maximum As-found Value
(MApMuAX ) is the maximum acceptable as-found value during relay
calibration above the Block B degraded voltage pickup maximum actoal
trip setpoint (ATSPMAX ). This tolerance accounts for instrument
uncertainties that are present and can be measured during periodic testing.
The as-found limit ensures that the Block B relay is exhibiting a 95/95
level of response and is consistent with the setpoint methodology. The
MAFpAX is calculated based on the guidance within design guide DG10 1 (Reference VII.4.03) as rollows:
(Eq, 10e) MAFIJA

=ATSPMAX + TMU * ATSP-AX

Where:
MA~p AX= Maximum As-Found value for.Block B degraded
TMU

=

voltage relay pickup.
Total Measurable error -. total Instrument error for
calibration conditions of those uncertainties that can
be measured during performance of the surveillance,
The TMU is applied to the as-left tolerance limit of
interest (ATSPpMAX) consistent with other parts of
this calculation, in which the error/uncertainty is
based on a percent of the as-left calibrated value.
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111.2.08 DETERMINE MVNIMUM STEADY STATE 345 KV SYSTEM VOI.TA013 REQUIRIPMENTS
A minimum 345 kV steady state system voltage is determined to ensure the degraded
voltage relays will recover to a voltage greater than the pickup setting prior to the
relay timing out to reduce the probability of safety related buses separation fi-om the
preferred offsite power source during short term undervoltage transients (e.g,, motor
starting). Therefore, the minimum voltage on the 345 kV system is established to be
greater than the ATSPJU of the degraded voltage relays plus total loop error (when
converted to an equivalent high voltage signal) and is deternined as V' 3M. by Section
111,2,07.13.
The minimum 345 tcV system voltage is calculated utilizing ETAP load flow analysis
module (Reference VII.3,01) to calculate the voltage at the safety related 4,16 kV
buses for each unit utilizing the AC Electrical System Model developed in Calculation
2008-0025 (Reference VII. 1,26). As discussed in the case descriptions above, the
configuration of the plant during a unit trip with LOCA in one unit with the other unit
in mode I (100% power) provides the worst-case loading on the high and low voltage
station auxiliary transfoml'ers (lX-03 and& X..04 or 2X-03 and 2X-04), This will
provide the worst-case minimum 345 kV system voltage to ensure the 4.16 kV safety
related buses are greater than the maximum degraded voltage pickup (VssM,,). Study
Case U I..MinV and oonfiguration LI-AX4 will be used to determine the minimum 345
kV system voltage based on Buses IA-05 (Unit I A-train) and IA-06 (Unit 1 B..train);
study case U2-MinV and configuration L2-2X4 will be used to determine the
minimum 345 kWsystem voltage for Buses 2A-05 (Unit 2 A-train) and 2A-06 (Unit 2
B-train) when both HVSATs are in service, Configurations LI-2X3 and L2-IX3 will
be used determine the minimum 345 kV system voltage for Unit I and Unit 2
respectively when only one HVSAT is in service.
An iterative process will determine the minimum voltage by updating the associated
generating category - voltage for the Grid (345 kV system) until a voltage equal to or
slightly greater than V, mx is obtained on either 4.16 kV safety related bus for the unit
being evaluated. The Newton Raphson iterative technique is used to calculate the
equipment voltages for each condition evaluated, The load flow study case and its
associated options were developed in Calculation 2008-0025 for each plant operating
condition evaluated. '1he generator category (UI Min Volt and U2 Min Volt) will be
used to establish the worst-case minimum 345 kV system voltage for each operating
unit (Unit I and Unit 2). The case resulting in the highest required switchyard voltage
will provide the minimum allowable 345 kV system voltage to ensure the steady state
4 kV voltage is greater than the maximum reset voltage for the degraded voltage
relays,
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111.2.09 MOTOR STARTING ANALYSIS AT MINIMUM 345 KV SYSTEM VOLTAGE
A dynamic motor starting analysis is performed to ensure that the degraded voltage
relays will not prematurely trip during safeguards motor starts with a loss of coolant
accident at the minimum 345 kV system condition determined in Section 111.2.08. The
minimum 345 kV system voltage may be adjusted, as necessary, to ensure the bus
voltage recovers above the degraded voltage maximum reset after motor starts,
Additionally, the motor starting analysis Is utilized to determine the duration of
voltage dips below the maximum actuation setpoint. These durations will then be
used to verify the time delay Is set long enough to ensure sufflcient time for the bus
voltage to recover (prior to relay timing out) without separating from preferned offsite
power.
The motor starting analyses are performed by utilizing ETAP (Reference V1I301)
motor acceleration analysis module using dynamic motor starting to determine the
ability of safeguards motors to start at the minimum system voltage utilizing the AC
Electrical System Model developed in Calculation 2008-0025 (Reference VII, 1.01).
The motor starting sequences (events) are developed to evaluate each individual
starting sequence to ensure that each safety related motor is capable of starting under
wost-oase conditions during a loss of coolant accident, The following was taken into
consideration for the motor starling sequence:
I. The starting sequence for each safeguards motor is evaluated at its nominal start
time in the sequence interval. A comparison of the starting sequence with respect
to motor stailing (acceleration) will be performed and if the total starting
(acceleration) time of the safeguards motor is greater than the minimum difference
between motor sequence steps, additional starting analysis will be performed to
evaluate the overlap of the motor starts.
2. Only a single containment accident fan motor would start during the sequence
because three of the four accident fans are running during plant operations
(Reference V11.4,29). Therefore, only a single contaiunent accident fan motor
start is considered in development of the motor starting sequences.
3. Containment spray pump (P-014) is not modeled to start for these study cases
since the limiting motor start is the SI pump motor, In these cases, the
contaimnent spray pump is modeled as ahleady running, thus providing
conservative bus loading and voltages for the safety buses during the SI pump
start.
The motor starting study case options are developed in Calculation 2008-0025
(Reference VII. 1.26). The following motor starting sequence (events) will be utilized
to perform the dynamic motor starting analysis!
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Study Case: U I.TD-A
['lhne Sequence

T-' 0 sec

I

1Equipment
JP-0)5A, IP-015 B, ICV-O0 12B, ICV-001 12C, ICV-003)13,
I RC-00427, ISW-02907, I SW-02908, ISI-00852A, IS1I-00852B,
FO..0.3930, FO7-03931, SW-02816, SW-028 17, SW-02927A,
SW-02927B, SW-02930A, SW-0293013, SW-04478, and

SW-04479

T=5,5 see
IP-01OAund IP-0IOB
T = 10,5 see
P-038A, P-038B, AP-04021 and AF-04023
T = 15.5 see
P-032A and P-032C
T - 20.5 see
P.032B and P-032D
T-- 39.4 see
IW-OOAI
Motors Ruining P-032E, P-032F, IW-001B1, IW-001CI and IW-00IDI
Tbrouglout Event
Total Simulation 60 seconds
Time,
Study Case: UI-TD-B
Time Sequence

Equipment

IP-015A, IP-0 15B, ICV-00Il 12B, ICV-00I 12C, ICV-00313,
IRC-00427, ISW-02907, ISW-02908, SI-00852A, 181-00852B,
T-= Oec
FO-03930, PO-03931, SW-02816, SW-02817, SW-02927A,
SW-02927B, SW-02930A, SW-02930B, SW-04478, and
SW-04479
T"= 5.5 soee
IP-01OA and IP-010B
1T- 10.5 see
P-038A, P-038B1, AF-0402) and AF-04023
T - 15,5 see
P-032A and P-032C
T - 20.5 see,
P..032B1 and P-032D
T' -39.4 see
IW-00ICI
Motors Running P-032E, P-032F, IW..001BII IW-00IA1, and IWW-001DI
Throughout Bvent
Total Sihnlation 60 seconds
Time
I
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Study Case: U2-TD-A
rEquipment

Time Sequenci

12P-0I5A. 2P-015B3. 2CV..001 12B, 2CV-O00112C, 2CV-00313.

'r=O sec

2RC-00427, 2SW-02907, 25W-02908, 2SI-00852A, 2S1-00852B,
FO-03930, 10-03931, SW-02816, SW.02817, SW-02927A,
SW-02927B, SW-02930A, SW-02930B, SW-04478, and
SW-04479

T_.5,5 see_,

2P-0]OA and 2P-01OB

T- 10.5 see

P-038A, P..038B, AF-.04020 and AF-04022

T- 20.5 see
T= 25.75 seec
T-=39.4 see

P..032B and

P-032D1

.,032H and P-032F_'
2W-001A

_

Motors Running P-032A, P.032C, 2W-00lB I, 2W.-OOICI, and 2W-0011D)
Throughout Event
Total Simulation 60seconds

Study Case,: U2-TD-B
Equipment

Time Sequence

Tr= 0 see

T = 5.5 see
T- .10.5 see

2P.0o1 5A, 2P-0o5l, 2CV-001 12)3, 2CV-001 J2C, 2CV-00313,
2RC-00427, 2SW-02907, 2SW-02908, 281-00852A, 2S1-00852B,
FO-03930, PO-0393 I, SW-02816, SW-02817, SW-02927A,
SW-02927B, SW-02930A, SW-02930B, SW-04478, and
SW-04479
2P-0oIA and 2P-01 oB
P-,03HA, P-038B, AF-04020 and AF-04022

T

20.5 see

P-032B and P-032D

T

-2-25.75 4ec

P-0321 and P-032F

T

39,4 see

2W-O0ICI

Motors Running
Throughout Event
Total Simulalion

P..032A, P..032C, 2W-001 BI, 2W-00JAI, and 2W-001DI
_

.

_...

.....

60 seconds
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The motor starting analysis is performed in a plant configuration with a largo break
LOCA (Configuration LI -IX4 and Configuration L2-2X4) at the minimum 345 kV
system voltage determined by Section 1II,2.08. This will place the, 4.16 kV system
voltage at a steady state voltage greater than the maximum degraded voltage relay's
reset (pickutp) sotpoint. The motor starting analysis will be performed with study cases
U I -TD..A and U I ..TD-B for Unit 1; and study cases U2-TD-A and L2-TD-B for Unit
2. If, during a motor start, the voltage drops below the relay actuation sutpoint, the
minimum 345 kV system voltage may be adjusted, as necessary, to ensure (he 4.16 kV
system voltage reuovers above the maximum pickup, Additionally, the 345 kV systetn
voltage may be increased to ensure the contaitnent accident fan does not drop out the
degraded voltage relay because the 4.16 kV system voltage may not recover quickly
enough to prevent separation due to the long accoleration time of the containment
accident fan motor.
The minimum tine delay relay setting when a safety injection signal is present is
established in Section 111,2.11, The purpose of this setting is to ensure the time delay
is long enough to ride through the starting of safety related loads in a loss of coolant
accident without prematurely separating from the preferred offsite power source, The
acceptability of the minimum time delay is determined by reviewing the motor starting
analysis performed above and determining the longest duration between the bus
voltage dropping below the maximum degraded voltage relcy actuation voltage
(Vn(oMo) and recovering above the maximum reset voltage (Vs8 Mx) on the 4.16 kV
safety related bus. This will establish the minimum required time delay for the
degraded voltage time delay relays with a loss of coolant accident (safety hijection
signal).
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lll.2.10) DETERMINATION OF OVERCURRENT TRIPPINO TIMES FOR SAFETY RELATELD CIRCIOITS
The overcurrent tripping limes of safety related circuits are determined to ensure that:
Under a degraded voltage condition, all safety related equipment is available
and the protective device will not inadvertently trip on overcurront, as long
as there is sufficient voltage at the 345 kV system (all equipment arc
operating at equal to or greater than their minimum voltage requirements).
b. Under a degraded voltage condition with a safety injection signal (LOCA),
the degraded voltage time delay will time out prior to a trip of any safety
related equipment protective devices actuating on overourrent due to motor
stailing (between the degraded voltage relay setpoint and the loss of voltage
relay setpoint) when Insufficient starting voltage exists and motors are stalled
in a locked rotor current condition.
c. Under a degraded voltage conditlon during nornal plant operation (without a
safety injection signal), the degraded voltage time delay will time out prior to
a trip of any safety related equipment protective devices due to higher
running currents experienced as a result of reduced system voltage (between
the degraded voltage relay setpoint and the loss of voltage relay setpoint).
a.

The protective device overcurrent tripping times are utilized to establish the upper
boundary of the time delay setpoints for the bus degraded voltage relays and bus time
delay relays. This ensures that all safety related motors are available to be
automatically loaded onto the emergency diesel generator after separation fiom the
preferred offsite power supply. These tripping times also ensure the safety related
loads are available throughout the normal operating voltage on the 34.5 kV system
without tripping on overcourrent. The safety related static loads are not evaluated
individually because they are constant impedance devices (as voltage decreases,
current also decreases). However, they are Included in the evaluations of the main
f'eeder breakers at each bus, The protective device tripping times are established for
each safety related bus and arc determined as follows for each condition:
111.2.10.1

All safety related equipment is expected to operate without its protective
device tripping on overcurrent when sufficient voltage exists at the
terminals of the equipment for continuous operation (voltages equal to or
greater that degraded voltage relay setpoints), This ensures that all safety
related equipment is available and will operate at voltages equal to or
greater than the safety limit (SL) 4.16 kY system voltage determined in
Section 111,2.04, The individual equipment and bus feeder breakers will be
evaluated as follows to ensure no protective device overcurrent trips occur
on overload due to a degraded voltage condition:
a.

Gather all protective device characteristics for safety related
equipment and bus feeder breakers Including device selpoints and
time ounrent curves.

b. Gather all equipment technical data including nameplate voltage,
nameplate current, for motors, looked rotor current, or KVA code,
and load demand factor.
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c.

Evaluation of Motors: The evaluation of,9afoty relaled motors
ensures that at the minimum steady state voltage, the subsequent
current Increase will not trip the protective device on overcurrent.
The motors are evaluated as follows: (1) The motor currents are
calculated by ETAP when the 4.16 kV buses are operating at the
safety limit voltage (See Section 111.2.04); (2) The current at
minimum voltage will be compared against the long time trip
setpoint (power circuit breakers) or the rating (mblded case circuit
breakers and/or overload heater) of the protective device including
device tolerances.

d. Evaluation of Bus Feeder Breakers: The bus feeder breaker
protective devices cannot trip at the minimum voltage established
based on the methodology In Section 111,2,04 and Is the minimum
4,16 kV system voltage (safety lirnit) utilized in setting the degraded
voltage relays, Therefore, the bus feeder breaker protective devices
long time trip setpoints or ratings (including tolerances) will be
compared against the load currents evaluated In Section 111.2.04, in
which BTAP is utilized,
111.2,10.2 The degraded voltage time delay relay setpoints (with a safety injection
signal) are established to ensure that no safety related equipment will trip
the protective device on overcurrent during a loss of coolant accident prior
to separating from offslite power. The equipment overcurrent tripping time
of safety related equipment is detemained to provide an input Into the
setting of the degraded voltage time delay relay setpoint. The overcurrent
tripping time is established as follows when the 4.16 kV system voltage is
below the degraded voltage relay setpoint and above the loss of voltage
relay setpoint.
a.

Gather all protective device characteristics for safety related
equipment and bus feeder breakers including device setpoints and
time current curves,

b.

Gather all equipment technical data including nameplate voltage,
nameplate current, and for motors, locked rotor current, or KVA
code, and load demand factor.

c. Evaluation of 480V Motors (including Motor Operated Valves MOVe): The safety related motors protective device tripping thnes
are determined at locked rotor current because the voltage may be
below the minimum starting voltage of the motors, The motors may
be unable to come up to full speed due to insufficient bus voltage and
would be at locked rotor current until either the protective device
trips or voltage recovers, Therefore, the overcurTent tripping times
will be established based on the safety related motors being at locked
rotor for the full time duration, The motors are evaluated as follows:
(1) During starting, the motors are constant impedance devices and
the current is directly proportional to the voltage similar to a static,
device, In this calculation, the locked rotor current will be equal to
the looked rotor current drawn when starting a motor at 90% of full
voltage. The locked rotor current is determined at 90% of full
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voltage because all safety related motors are capable of starting at
voltages as low as 90% of rated voltage (References VI.2,07 and
VII,2.08). (2) The calculated locked rotor curent will be compared
to the time current curve of its supply breaker and a tripping time
will be established.
(Eq. 11) linax-0,9 *IST

Where:
Jmax

=

Is'r -

motor maximum locked rotor current at the
minimum voltage
Motor rated locked rotor current at nameplate
voltage

d, Evaluation of 4,16 kV Motors: The 4.16 kV motors are evaluated
using the same basic method as the 480 V motors, The motors are
evaluated as follows: (1) For 4,]6 kV motors, the looked rotor
current will be equal to the locked rotor current drawn when starting
a motor at 85% of full voltage, The locked rotor current is
determined at 85% of full voltage because the only motors on the
4,16 kV safety related buses are the safety injection and auxiliary
feedwater pump motors, which are capable of starting at voltages as
low as 85% of rated voltage (References VII.4.39, VII,4.46, and
VI1.4.47), (2) The calculated looked rotor current will be compared
to the trine current curve of its supply breaker and a tripping time
will be established,
(Eq. I Ia) Ironx =0, 85* IST

e, Evaluation of safety related 480V MCC Source Breakers: The loads
on the safety related MCCs are capable of starting when the voltage
at the equipment terminals is equal to or greater than 90% of the
nameplate voltage, During a degraded voltage condition the voltage
on the 480V MCCs will be depressed due to the 4,16 kV system
voltage being somewhere between the degraded voltage relay
setpoint and the loss of voltage relay setpoint, Therefore the voltage
on the MCC may be below the starting and running voltage
requirements of the motors, The MCC source (and/or main, If exists)
breaker is evaluated as follows:
i. Induction motors are capable of starting and running at voltage
greater than or equal to 90% of rated nameplate voltage
(Reference VII.2,07 and VI],2.08). It is expected that all
motors will start unless a single failure occurs, All induction
motors modeled as "ON" at the MCC are considered to be
starting for the evaluation of the load on the MCC, fnduction
motors are constant Impedance loads when starting; therefore
the locked rotor cunront will be directly proportional to the
voltage. The looked rotor current is determined at 90% of rated
voltage because all safety related motors are capable of starting
at voltages as low as 90% of rated voltage. Therefore, the
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current drawn by induction motors during degraded voltage
conditions will be determined at a voltage of 90% of motor
rated voltage by multiplying the rated locked rotor current by
0.9. This will provide a conservative locked rotor current for
each induction rnotor.
ii. Battery chargers are modeled as constant kVA devices, For
this evalualion, the demand current (the product of demand
factor and rated current) is corrected to its 75% of rated
voltage value by dividing the demand current by 0,75,
iii. The Variable Frequency Drives (VFDs) feeding the charging
pumps are modeled as constant kVA devices. For this
evaluation the demand curren1t is corrected toits 75% of rated
voltage value by dividing the demand curnent by 0,75,
iv. The current drawn by the static loads supplied by the MCCs
will be equal to the nameplate current of the equipment, This
will provide a conservative full load current because static
loads are constant impedance devices where current is directly
proportional to voltage.
v. The total current drawn by the MCCs will be a summation of
all the individual currents determined In Steps 111.2,10,2.ei
through III,2,10.2.c.iv. The total current will then be compared
against the source breaker's time current curve and the worstease overcurrent trip time will be established. The total current
calculated will provide the worst-case MCC current drawn
during a dbgraded voltage condition,
17. Evaluation of safety related 480V Switchgear Breakers: The 480V
switchgear breakers are evaluated for the first 8.6 seconds
(Acceptance Criteria 111,3,10) after the receipt of a safety injection
signal (loss of coolant accident), This evaluation ensures that none of
the switchgear breakers will trip as a result of increased current
during degraded voltage conditions. This in turn ensures that the
loads they feed are available as expected when the emergency diesel
generator is ready to load within 14 seconds of a safety injection
signal if there is Insufficient voltage to supply the safety related loads
(An imposed condition in Reference VII. 1.11), The loading on the
safeguards buses is determined by: (1) the safeguards motors that
receive start signals within the first 8,6 seconds, i.e. the safety
injection pump motor (1/2P-01 5A/B) and residual heat removal
pump motor (I/2P-010A1B) (Reference VII,1.01). (2) The safeguards
motors (sequenced after 8,6 seconds) that may be running prior to
the event will be considered running. This includes service water
motors (P-032A/B/C/D/R/F) and the containment accident fans
(I/2W-00 IAI/BI/I C/DI), The auxiliary feedwater pumps
(P-038A/B) and containment spray pump motor (1/2P-014A/13) will
not be started within 8,6 seconds because they are sequenced on after
10 seconds (Acceptance Criteria 111.3.10). (3) The remaining loads
on the safeguards switchgear will be based on Calculation 2008-0025
(Reference VII, 1.01). The 480V swltchgear breakers need to be
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evaluated in2 different voltage segments (Segment I = 90% > X
75%; and Segment 2 = X < 75%) to ensure the degraded voltage time
delay relay setpoint prevents a spurious overcurrent protective device
trip. For Segment 1, the safety related motors that receive a start
signal from the safety injection signal have stalled because there is
not sufficient starting voltage. However, the motors that are already
operating prior to the safety injection signal will be operating at
increased current but will not stall because motors are capable of
operating at equal to or greater than 75% of rated voltage for up to
60 seconds with no damage (Reference VI,2,08), For Segment 2, all
the running and started molors are operating at less than 75% rated
voltage which is below the minimum running and starting voltage of
the motors connected to the buses, therefore all motors will be in a
stalled condition during this degraded voltage condition, Evaluation
of Segment I and 2 will ensure that, during the start of safety related
motors, the vollage dip on the 480V buses does not initiate the loss
ot voltage relays on the 4.16 kV switchgear. Therefore, the 480V
switchgear is evaluated to ensure they to do not trip during all
postulated degraded voltage conditions,
i. Segment I - The maximum current flow through the 480V
switohgear main breaker is determnined by a summation of the
locked rotor currents at 90% rated voLtage for the motors that
start during the event, the running currents at 75% rated
voltage for the equipment that would continue to run during the
event, and the MCC current calculated In Item d,
Conservatively, the locked rotor current will be determined at
90% rated voltage for the full voltage range of Segment 1. This
will provide the maximum looked rotor current by the stalled
motors for this range in voltage because, the locked rotor
current is directly proportional with terminal voltage. The
running motors will conservatively be de(ermined at 75% rated
voltage. This provides the maximum current from the running

motors because current is inversely proportional to the torminal
voltage of the motor. The total current will be compared
against the time current curve of the main feeder breaker for
the switchgear.
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(FNq12)

-TI=Z(0.9* sT(,i))

M

*DFR(.))+.[Mx;

Where:
ITI -

IsT(i,)
n
lR(m)
DFR(m)

m
Imce
O
MF=

total switchgear current for segment I
locked rotor current for each motor stalring
during the event
number of motors that start
nameplate current for each motor that is
running during the event
demand factor for each motor that is running
during the event and is determined within
Reference VII. 1.01
number of motors that are running
total current of MCC connected to switchgear
1,44; current multiplying factor at 75% voltage
(Reference V11.2,09)

ii, Segment 2 - The maximum current flow through the 480V
switchgear main breaker is determined by summing the locked
rotor currents at 75% voltage for all motors that start and run
(potentially stalled) during the event and the MCC current
calculated in Item 11f.2,10,2,o-v. Conservatively the locked
rotor current will be determined at 75% voltage for the full
voltage range of Segment 2. This will provide the maximum
locked rotor current by the stalled motors for this voltage
range, because the locked rotor current is directly proportional
to terminal voltage, The total current will be compared against
the time current curve of the main feeder breaker for the
switchgear.
(Eq. 13) Iw2 =_0..75*IMocor(n) + IMCC
Where:
tr2

total switchgear current for Segment 2

iMojr(,,) '=-locked rotor current for each motor starting and

running (potentially stalled) during the event
number or motors running and starting
IMCC = total current of MCC connected to switchgear
iii. The total current calculated for Segment I and Segment 2 will
then be compared against the main breaker's time current curve
and the worst-case overcurrent trip time will be established,
The total current calculated will provide the worst-case
switchgear current during a degraded voltage condition
coincident with a safety injection signal.
n -
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g. 4160- 480V station service transformer breakers: The station
service transfonners (IX-13, IX-)4, 2X-13, and 2X-14) that feed the
safety related 480V switchgear are protected on both the primary and
secondary side of the transformer. As shown in Calculation
2001-0049 (Reference VJJ,.,02) the primary and secoondary
protective devices fully coordinate with each other. Therefore, the
overculTent trip time of the primary protective device on the 4.16KV
switchgear will be at least equal to or greater than the trip time
established for the secondary side main protective device on 480V
switchgear. Therefore, the secondary side main protective device
(480V switchgear main breaker) will be used to establish the limiting
time delay for both protective devices.
h.

The maximum allowable time delay during a safety injection is
determined to be the most limiting trip time from the main breaker or
individual protective devices for the equipment, This will establish
the safety limit for the degraded voltage relay's time delay sotpoint
with a safety Injection signal,

111.2.10.3 The degraded voltage time delay relay setpoints (without a safety Injection
signal) are established to ensure that no safety related equipment would trip
its protective device, on overournent during normal plant operation prior to
separating from offite power during a degraded voltage condition. The
equipment overcurrent tripping time of safety related equipment is
determined to provide an input Into the setting of the degraded voltage time
delay relay setpoint. The overcurrent tripping time is established when the
4.16 kV system voltage Is below the degraded voltage relay setpoint and
above the loss of voltage relay setpoint.
a. Gather all the protective device characteristics for safety related
equipment and bus feeder breakers including device sotpoints and
lime current curves,
b, Gather all the equipment technical data including nameplate voltage,
nameplate current, and additional Information for motors including
locked rotor current or KVA code, and load demand factor.
o. Evaluation of 480V and 4,16 kV Motors: The safety related motors
protective device tripping times are determined at a minimum
running voltage 75% of nominal nameplate voltage. Induction
motors are capable of operation at 75% of rated voltage at the motor
terminals for up to 60 seconds without damage (Reference VII.2.08).
It is expected that during the degraded voltage condition no
equipment will be started because the PBNP control room will
receive notification from ATC and will enter Technical Specification
3.8.1 .C per operation procedure OP 2A (Reference VII6,06) to
declare offsite power inoperable, Bquipment operation will be
limited to ensure the safe operation of the PBNP units,
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d. The 345 kV system is evaluated to ensure that a single contingency
will not affect the ability of the (ransmission syslem to supply power
to PBNP (Reference VI8,03) and ATC is required under a single
contingency to maintain the PBNP switchyard voltage not less than
90% of nominal system voltage per the Interconnection Agreement
for PBNP (Reference VII4.05). Therefore, it is not credible that the
345 kV system voltage will have a sustained voltage less than 90%
of nominal voltage, If the voltage drops below 90%, the voltage on
the 345 kV system is collapsing and will drop below the loss oE
voltage relays quicldy and will separate the safeguards buses from
offl'ite power. This should maintain the voltage at the terminal of the
motor greater than or equal to 75% of rated voltage during normal
plant operation.
e, The maximupi running cul'ent for each individual motor will be
calculated at a terminal voltage of 75% because this will provide the
maximum worst-case current. In theory, current is Inversely
proportional to voltage for constant kVA loads. In actual practice,
the relationship is non-linear (Reference VI.2,09). Based on
interpolation of the data In table II in reference VII,2,09, Ihe
maximum current will be conservatively calculated by multiplying
the nameplate current by 1,44 (Reference V11,2,09) and the
maximum demand factor for the individual load. The following
equation is utilized;
(Eq, 14) ],,x 1,44"[R *DFR
Where:
linox = motor maximum current a( the minimum
voltage

nameplate current for the motor
demand factor for each motor that is running
and is determined within Reference VII. L01
P. Evaluation of 480 V safety related MCC Source (and/or main)
Breakers: The total current on the safety related MCCs is the
summation of the total running load during normal plant operation at
degraded voltage condition. The total current Is calculated as
follows:
i. The motor currents will be calculated using the methodology
described in Stop e above and Equation 14.
ii, The current to static loads supplied by the MCC will be equal
to the product of rated current and demand factor for each load
(note that demand factor is set to 1.0 for static loads), This will
provide a conservative full load current because static loads are
constant impedance devices and the full load current is dirctly
proportional to voltage,
iii. Battery chargers are modeled as constant kVA devices. For
this evaluation, the demand current (the product of demand
factor and rated current) Is corrected to its 75% of rated
voltage value by dividing the demand current by 0,75.
1R =
DFR
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iv. The VFDs feeding the charging pumps are modeled as constant
kVA devices. For this evaluation the demand current is
corrected to its 75% of rated voltage value by dividing the
demand current by 0.75.
v, The total MCC cun'ent will be a summation of all the
individual currents determined in Steps (1)through (iv). The
total current will then be compared against the feeder breaker's
time current curve and (he worst-case overcurrent trip lime will
be established. The total current calculated will provide the
worst-case MCC current during a degraded voltage condition.
g. Evaluation of 480 V Switchgear Breakers: The total current on the
safety related switchgear is the summation of the total running load
during normal plant operation at degraded voltage condition. The
total current is calculated as follows:

i. The motor currents will be calculated using the methodology
described in Step c and'Equalion 14.
ii, The current to static loads supplied by the switohgear will be
equal 1o the product of rated current and demand factor for
each load (note that demand factor is set to 1.0 for static loads).
This will provide a conservative full load current because static
loads are constant impedance devices and the fWll load current,
is directly proportional to voltage.
iii. The total safety related MCC current is calculated from the
methodology in step f above,
iv, The total non-safety related MCC current is conservatively
determined by multiplying the breaker long time pickup setting
by 1.25, A load equal to the maximum long time pickup current
of the breaker provides the maximum potential current on the
non-safety related breaker to be supplied from the switchgear
without tripping the breaker. Therefore, this provides the
maximum current from the non-safety related MCCs,
v. The pressurizer heater power panels are static load devices and
the total current will be entered based on nameplate current,
This will provide a conservative full load current because static
loads are constant impedance devices and the load current is
directly proportional to voltage,
vi. The total switchgear current will be a summation of all the
individual currents determined in Steps i, ii, iii, iv, and v. The
total current will then be compared against the main breaker's
time current curve and the worst-case overcurrent trip time will
be established. The total current calculated will provide the
worst-case swttchgear current during a degraded voltage
condition.
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h. 4160 - 480V station service transformer breakers: The station service
transformers (IX-1 3, IX- 14, 2X- 13, and 2X- 14) that feed the safely
related 480V switchgear are protected on both the primary and
secondary side of the transformer. As shown in Calculation
2001-0049 (Reference VII. 1.02) the primary and secondary
protective devices filly coordinate with each other. The overeulCent
trip time of the primary protective device on the 4,16 kV switchgear
will be at a minimum equal to or greater than the trip time
established for secondary main protective device on 480V
switchgear, Therefore, the secondary protective device (480V
switchgear main breaker) will be used to establish the limiting time
delay for both protective devices,
i. The maximum allowable time delay during normal plant operation
without a safety injection is determined to be the most limiting
(shortest) trip time from a main breaker or individual protective
device for the equipment, This will establish the safety limit for the
degraded voltage relays time delay setpoint Mithout a safety injection
signal.
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111.2.11 DETERMTNE DEORADED VOLAOGE RELAYS TIME DELAY SETPOINTS

The degraded voltage time delay relays perform two design functions to initiate a
degraded voltage trip to disconnect the 4.16 kV safeguards buses from offsitc power
following either (1) a lime delay associated with a safety injection signal or (2) a time
delay without a safety injection signal (See Figure I in Section III,2.07). The first time
delay setpoint (with a safety injection signal) is established to ensure quick grid
separation for a sustained degraded voltage signal during a loss oe'coolant accident.
This delay must be long enough to ride through the starting of accident loads without
separating if the preferred oflfite power voltage is acceptable. The second time delay
setpoint is established to ensure that operating safety related equipment is not
damaged or does not become unavailable due to protective device actuation under a
sustained degraded voltage condition during normal plant operations (no safety
injeclion signal present), Therefore, the two.degraded voltage relay time delay
setpoints are established for the safety related buses to ensure no spurious
(unnecessary) trips of protective devices and/or no thermal damage occurs to safety
related components.
The degraded voltage time delay relays provide the means to power the safety related
buses with emergency power (via Emergency Diesel Generators) when offstte power
is inadequate (i.e. degraded voltage or loss of voitage) to allow safe unit shutdown.
Therefore, the degraded voltage time delay relays are provided in two-out-of-thl'ee
logic to actuate after a specified time firame when a sustained degraded voltage
condition is detected for each 4,16 kI safety related bus (References VI115.02,
VYI.5.04, and VII.5,07). The degraded voltage time delay relays ensure that the
Engineering Safety Features (RSF) equipment is protected from damage(during the

time fr'amo that the degraded voltage relays have sensed a sustained degraded voltage
until the relays actuate, The degraded voltage time delay relays are categorized as
Category A instrument sutpoints per Design Guide DO-101 (Reference V114,03) and
will utilize a criteria which corresponds to a 95% probability at a 95% confidence
level (95/95) after the degraded voltage relay dropout setting is reached, The Block F
relay time delay is also considered for the Train B (A06) safeguards buses,
Figure 1, in Section 111.2.07, is a block diagram of the components that makeup each
4.16 kV safety, related bus degraded voltage protection loop on both units. There are
two buses (A-train and B..train) per unit. There are three independent loops per bus
that supply a two-out-of-three coincidence logic (twelve independent loops total), This
section describes the time delay set points established by blocks C, D and B.
Figures 3 and 4 below illustrate the setpoint determination sequence (numbered
circles) and the relationship between the Safety Limit (SL), Analytical Limit (AL),
Nominal Trip Setpoint (NTSP), Allowable Value (AV) and the Actual Trip Setpoint
(ATSP) for the degraded voltage time delay relays, Figure 3 applies to time delay with
a safety injection signal and Figure 4 applies to time delay without a safety injection
signal.
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Figure 3; Degraded Voltage Time Delay with a Safety injection Signal
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Figure 4: Degraded Voltage
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The methodology of this Calculation is based on the guidance of Design Guido
DG.0I "Instrument Setpoint Methodology" (Reference VII.4.03). The sections below
are an outline of the Caloulation approach and determine the appropriate degraded
voltage time delay relay setpoints.
111.2.11 1 The time delay loop error contributors for each relay are identified based
the guidance within Design Guide DO-101 (Reference VII,4.03). The
following will determine whether each error contributor is applicable,
random, nonrandom, independenl, and/or a direction bias, The error
contributors will be expressed In percent of relay setting (rather than in
percent of relay setting span), to be consistent with the manufacturer's
published relay accuracy (see Reference V11.4.04):
a. Block C and D Relay (See Figure I and Table 1)
i. Accuracy: Relay time delay setting accuracy (repeatability) in
percent of setting is provided by both relay manufacturers.
Because a time delay setting is approached from only one
direction, linearity and hysteresis are not included In the
accuracy term. Note that whendrift is determined using asleftlas-found calibration data, relay accuracy is included as part
of the calculated drift term, and does not need to be accounted
for separately.
ii, Drift: Relay setpoint drift applies as a random uncertainty for
both time delay settings. Drift can be calculated or given by the
manufacturer. No manufacturer drift value is available, but
relay calibrations performed since the mid-1990's (when the
relays were installed) provide as-left / as-found data that can be
used to calculate the drift using statistical methods described in
Appendix H of DO-101 (Reference VII,4,03), See item
111.2,07.2 above for more explanation of this motiod of
determining drift,
iii. M&TH: The manufacturer of the M&TE provides an
uncertainty associated with frequency of calibration of the
M&TE. The uncertainty of the M&TE is random and
independent in consideration of the relay time delay setpoinl.
However, when relay settIng drift is determined using
as-left/as-found calibration data, M&TE accuracy is included
as part of the calculated drift term, and does not need to be
accounted for separately (as long as the M&TE uncertainty is
less than or equal to the M&TE used to perform the
calibrations),
iv, Setting Tolerance: The setting tolerance establishes the
allowable range to allow the technician to set the relay. Setting
tolerance is expressed as a random (±) value around an ideal
setting, although the tolerance can also be asymmetric (e,g,, +2,
-0). The tolerance range Is established based on the device
accuracy, MT&B accuracy used to calibrate the relays, the
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limitations of the technician in adjusting the device, and the
need to minimize calibration and testing time.
v. Power Supply Effect: Relay time delay power supply affect is
included in the total uncertainty provided by the manufacturer
for both relays, The manufacturer provided a total uncertainty
of the timne delay relay to be utilized.
vi. Temperature Effect: Relay tine delay power supply affect is
included in the total uncertainty provided by the manufacturer
for both relays. The manufacturer provided a total uncertainty
of the time delay relay to be utilized,
vii. klumidity Effect: There is no uncertainty due to humidity
changes provided by the relay manufacturer. The relays are
rated over a temperature range of+l 0"C to +40'C (+50'F to
+1 04°F) and have performed well under varying humidity
conditions in the swilchgear rooms for 10 years, Since no
separate term for humidity effects is provided, these effects are
taken to be negligible (essentially included in the overall
accuracy for the relay) as described in DG-101 (Reference
V1.4,03), Therefore, no separate uncertainty due to humidity
is considered In the total relay error.
viii.Radiation Effect: The relays are located in shielded plant areas
(control building and diesel generator building) that will riot
experience radiation exposure greater than background, even
under accident conditions, Therefore, no radiation effect is
considered in the total relay error,
ix. Seismic or Vibration Effect: Seismic or Vibration Effect: There
is no uncertainty due to seismic or vibration effect provided by
the relay manufacturer. Per reference VII,4.04, the Model 27N
6
(Block C) relay is a solid-state device rated at more than g
ZPA biaxial broadband multi~frequency vibration without
damage or malfunction, per ANSI C37,98-1978. The Model
BTR (Block D) is a solid-state relay that is qualified for a
standard response spectrum shape in IEEE Std. 501-1978.
Therefore, no additional uncertainty is required for the relay for
seismic conditions when maintained within capability,
b. Block H and F Relay (See Figure I and Table 1)
i,

Accuracy: The block E (NBFD) relay and block F (RXMA-2)
relay are fixed operating time relays, The manufacturer
provides a maximum operating time of the relays that includes
all uncertainty for the relays. The relays do not require
calibration because no setpoint is required therefore drift and

M&TE do not contribute additional uncertainty to the relay
time delay,
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111.2.1 1.2 As-fbund/as-left calibral ion data will be utilized to perform a statistical
analysis to establish the drift error on the degraded voltage time delay
relays for Block C and Block D. The general approach in performing a
statistical analysis of the data is provided in Appendix H of Design Guide
DG-10 I (Reference V1.4,03). T.b following is a summary of the steps
perfonned in the statistical analysis:
a. As-left and as-found values for the degraded voltage relay dropout
settings were compiled from historical plant relay calibration data
collected between 1996 and 2004, The raw data for each of the
twelve degraded voltage relays were tabulated in Attaclhnent A,
including as-left and as-found dropout values and as-left and asfound dates,
b. From the dropout values and dates, the number of days between
calibrations and the measured drift over-the interval was determined
on the spreadsheet, To make the sample size representative of the
nominal 18-month calibration interval, only those as-left/as-found
pairings that were measured within ± 25% of 18 months (between
400 and 675 days apart) were analyzed.
c. From the population of as-left/as-found pairings that were suitable
for analysis, the standard deviation was calculated using the Excel
STDEV function.
d. The standard deviation was then multiplied by a factor based on the
sample size to determine a 95% confidence level drift value,
c.

DG-10I provides the method of identifying and removing "outliers"
from the sample population,

f. The data set was tested for "normalcy" by determining skewness and
kurtosis using the procedure in DO-T01 Appendix H.
111.2.11.3 The total loop error (TLE) for each degraded voltage time delay relay is
determined in accordance with Section 111,2,07, Item 111,2.07.3 and
Equation 1. The total measurable uncertainty (TMU) for each degraded
voltage time delay relay is determined in accordance with Section 1H1.2.07,
Item 111.2.07.3 and Equation 2,
111.2.11.4 The degraded voltage time delay relays have two different schemes that
account for the different plant operating conditions, The schemes are
developed for a loss of coolant accident (safety injection signal) and for
normal plant operations (without a safety injection signal). Figure 1
(Section 111,2.07) shows a block diagram representation of the A-train and
B..train degraded voltage sequence, Blocks C, D, and E (and F for B-train
only) represent the time delay portion once the 4.16 kV bus voltage meets
the dropout voltage setpoint. Note that Block C is a common time delay
that contributes to both delays with and without a safety injection signal.
Figures 3 and 4 show a pictorial representation of the process in which the
degraded voltage time delay relays are established. The time delay with a
safety injection signal will be established in Step 111.2.11.5 and the time
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delay for normal plant operation (without a safety injection signal) will be
established in Step 111.2. 1.6.
111.2.11.5

Refer to Figure 3 for the following discussion. The total degraded voltage
time delay with a safety injection signal is established with Blocks C and E
(and F for B-train only) from Figure I (Section J11.2.07). The total time
delay of the degraded voltage relays are a summation of Blocks C, E, and F
relays actuation times. Blocks E and F are fixed operating time relays and
therefore have a fixed time delay as shown in Figure 3. Block C provides
an adjustable time delay established to ensure the operation of safety
related equipment during a loss of coolant accident coincident with a
degraded voltage condition, Therefore, the setpoint of the Block C time
delay relay is determined to ensure the plant equipment is protected and no
spurious overcurrent.trips occur on safety related equipment during a loss
of coolant event (safety injection signal) because the adjustable time delays
for Blocks C and D are additive, This selptint will also be used to establish
the setpolnt for the Block D relay during normal plant operation (without a
safety injection signal), The following steps develop the Safety Limit
(SLsl), Analytical limits (ALhI,5 and ALI.,,), Technical Specification
Allowable Value (AVc), and Block C relay setpoints (NTSPc, ATSPc, anti
MATSPo) for the degraded voltage time delay scheme with a safety
injection signal (see Figure 1).
a. The maximun allowable total combined time delay of the relays
must ensure that during an accident coincident with degraded
voltage, the time delay relays allow the safety related buses to
separate from off.lto power prior to spurious protection device trips
due to overcun'ent that would make safeguards equipment

unavailable to sequence automatically onto the emergency diesel
generators, The maximum allowable time delay is considered the
safety limit (SLs,) to protect all safety related equipment. The safety
limit time delay Is established based on the methodology in Section
111,2.10 (See Figure 3, Item
b.

0).

Two Analytical Limits (maximum and minimum) are required for the
degraded voltage time delay with a safety injection signal (ALc.I,ýIh
and ALc.u,,), The ALO.hIgh is established to protect the SLsI maximum
allowable time delay by including the fixed operating time relays
(Blocks R and F) and also including margin to permit a small change
in the SLs, without the requiring the 'technical Specification
Allowable Value to change. Block R and F fixed delays are included
between the SLs, and ALc.hIsh to establish a Technical Specification
Allowable Value to be directly compared to the as-found relay
setpoint during calibrations to evaluate the operability of the relays
to protect the Safety Limit. The ALC.IIIh is determined by Equation
IS for A-train and B-train, which adds the fixed operate time delay
(Blocks B and F). (See Figure 3, Item (D)
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The ALc.low is established to ensure that the time delay is long
enough to ride through the starting of any one accident load without
prematurely separating from the preferred offsite power source at the
minimum allowable 345 kV system voltage, The ALc.lov is
determined in Section 111.2.05. (Soo Figure 3, Item

0).

(Eq.. 15) ALCihigh = SL 8 I - (TDa + TDp)
Where:

Maximum allow time delay, safety limhit
maximum operate time of Block E relay in
seconds
TD, = . maximum operate time of Block Frelay in
seconds
c. The time delay nominal trip setpoint (NTSPc) for Block C is
determined to ensure that, the Block C relay trip occurs bofore the
analytical limit (ALcý,Ih) is reached, The difference between the
NTSPc and ALehiph accounts for all the uncerlainties associated with
the Block C relay for worst-oase conditions (iLe, the Total Loop Errior
(TLE) for the Block C relay time delay), The NTSPc is calculated
based on the guidance within Design Guide DO-I01 (Reference
SL81 TD5 =

VII.4,03) as follows (See Figure 3, Item G)):
(Eq, 16) NTSPC -ALc-hlgh
1 + TLI2'"
Where:
Block C time delay nominal trip setpoint
NTSPc
max time delay total loop error (%)The Technical
d. TLE+ =
Specification Allowable Value (AVc) is determined to ensure
sufficiont margin exists between the Block C lime delay relay
nominal trip setpoint (NTSPc) and the Analytical Limit (ALchish) to
account for Instrument uncertainties that are either not present or are
not measured during periodic testing, This establishes Technical
Specification SR 3,3,4,3,b (Reference VII.8,01) maximum time
delay with a safety injection signal present, The AVc is calculated
based on the guidance within design guide DO-101 (Reference
V11.4.03) as follows (See Figure 3, Item
(Eq. 17) AVc

0):

NTSPC + TMU * NTSPC

Where:
AVc
TMU
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e. Note: The Allowable Value (AVc) also provides the maximum asfound setting for the Block C relay based on TM(J. This as-found
limit ensures that the Block C Safety Limit (SLsi) is protected and
lhat the relay is exhibiting a 95/95 level of response.The setting
tolerance for the Block C time delay relay is established is to allow
an acceptable setpoint range for technicians to sufficiently set the
relays. The setting tolerance will be determined to be equal to or
greater than the timing accuracy of the degraded voltage relays
(Block C) and the M&TE accuracy. This will ensure that the setting
tolerance is large enough to allow the trip setpoints to be easily
adjusted between the limits. The following equation establishes the
setting tolerance (See Figure 3, Item

):

(Bq. 8) STc = ±Ja-2+m 2 * NTSPc
Where:
STc:
a:
In:

Block C allowable setting tolerance In seconds
accuracy of the Block C relay time delay (%)
M&TE error that are used to calibrate the relays

(%)

f

NTSPc: nominal trip setpoint for Block C relay in
seconds
The time delay actual trip setpoint (ATSPc) and minimum actual trip
setpoint (MATSPC) are determined to provide a positive and
negative range for calibration of the relays by the technicians
(MATSPu to NTSPc). The ATSPc is determined by subtraoting ST(;
from the NTSPC (See Figure 3, Item 0), The MATSPc is
determined by subtracting STc" firom the ATSPc (See Figure 3, Item

0),
g.

The minimum time delay of the Block C relay Is then calculated to
be compared to the lower analytical limit (ALc.zoy) to ensure that the
time delay relay does not actuate prematurely during starting of any
one accident load when the preferred offsite power voltage is
acceptable, The minimum time delay is calculated with the following
equation (See Figure 3, Item 0):
(Eq, 19) TD mln = MATSPC - TLE- * MATSPU
Where:
TLE': min time delay relay total loop error (%)
TDc'"'n: minimum actuation time of tho Block C
relay
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h. The Minimum As-found Value (MAFc) is determined to ensure
sufficient margin exists between the Block C time delay minimum
actual trip setpoint (MATSPc) and the Analytical Limit (ALC-Low) to
account for instrument uncertainties that are not measured during
periodic testing. This as-found limit ensures that the Block C
Analytical Limit (ALc.1,,) is protected and that the relay is exhibiting
a 95/95 level of response. The MAFe is calculated based on the
guidance within design guide DG-]01 (Reference VII.4.03) as
follows:
(Bq. 19a) MAFC - MATSPc -TMUc * MATSPc:
Where:
MAFc = Minimum As-Found value for Block C time
delay.
TMUc = Total Measurable crror - total instrument error
for calibration conditions of those uncertainties
that can be measured during performance of the
surveillance, The "J'MU is applied to the as-left
tolerance limit of interest (MATSPc) consistent
with other parts of this calculation, in which the
error/uncertainty is based on a percent of the
as-left calibrated value.
111.2.11.6 Refer to Figure 4 for the following discussion, The total degraded voltage
time delay during normal plant operation (without a safety injection signal)
is established with Blocks C and D (and F for B-train only) from Figure I
(Section 111,2.07), The Block C time delay was determined in Step
111,2.11.5 The minimum and maximum time delay for the Block C relay
contributes to the total time delay during normal plant operation. The total
time delay of the degraded voltage relays are a summation of Blocks C, D,
and F relays actuation times. Block F is a fixed time relay (for B-train
only) and therefore has a fixed time delay as shown in Figure 4. For the
development of the degraded voltage time delay during normal plant
operation, Block C relay contributes two-fixed time delays based on the
maximum actuation time (ALcrnigh from Figure 3) and the minimum
actuation time (TDcm1" from Figure 4) in establishing the setpoint for the
Block D relay.
a. The Block D relay is established to ensure the operation of safety
related equipment during normal plant operation (withoul a safety
injection signal) with a degraded voltage condition, Therefore, the
selpoint of the Block D time delay relay is determined to ensure
safety related equipment will not be damaged or become unavailable
due to a protective device actuation on overcurrent, The following
steps develop the Safety Limit (SLNsi), Analytical limits (ALo.hIlh
and ALn. 0 )w), Technical Specification Allowable Value (AVD), and
Block D relay setpoints (NTSPI), ATSPo, and MATSP0 ) for the
degraded voltage time delay scheme for normal plant operation
(without a safety injection signal) in setting the Block D relay
(Figure 1).
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Note I= 0 seconds in Figure 4 represents the time at which Block D
relay receives signal to begin timing.
b. The maximum allowable time delay of the relays is established to
ensure that during normal plant operation, the time delay relay
separates the safety related bus from offsite power prior to damage to
equipment or spurious protection device trips due to overcurrent that
would make equipment unavailable to automatically load onto the
emergency diesel generators. The maximum allowable time delay is
considered the safety limit (SLNsi) to protect all safety related
equipment. The safety limit is established in Section MI/.2.10. (See
Figure 4, Item

0),

c. The degraded voltage time delay relays have a maximum and
minimum Analytical Limit (ALn.high and ALt.l,0,) for normal plant
operation, The ALo.hish is established to protect the SLNs, maximum
allowable time delay by including definite time delay relay (Block
F), Block C maximum time delay (AL-.flj,
1 j) and include margin to
penrmit a small change in the SLNs, without requiring a change to the
Toclhical Specification Allowable Value. Block C and F (B-train
only) are included between the SLNsq and AL.hiuh
1 to0 establish a
Technical Specification Allowable value to be directly compared to
the as-found relay sctpoint during calibrations to evaluate operability
of the relays. The ALD.),ish is determined in Equation 20 for A-train
and B-train, which adds the specified time delay relays and margin.
(See Figure 4,

),

Item

'rhe ALD. 0,,,is established to ensure that the time delay is long
enough to ride through the largest motor starting voltage transient
during normal plant operation without separating the bus from the
preferred offsite power source. Typically, this transient is the start of
a reactor coolant pump when recovering from an outage. AL•io0 is
determined in Equation 21 for A-train and B-train, (See Figure 4,
Item

0).

(Eq. 20) ALD-high =SLNs1 - (ALC-)igh +TDF)
Where:

SL=

Maximum allow time delay, safety limit
maximum time delay of BlocIc C relay
in seconds, which Is the analytical limit
maximum operate time of Block F relay in
seconds (B-Train only)

ALc-1,1sil=

TDP=
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(Eq. 21) ALDtow =MST -TDCMin

Where:
Myl- =largest motor starting transient in seconds
TDcmln =minimum actuation time of the Block C relay

(see Step g)

d. Note: The t - 0 in Figure 4 establishes the time at which the Block D
time delay begins, which is after the completion of the Block C relay
as shown in Figure 1. The time delay nominal trip setpoint (NTSPo)
for Block D Is determined to ensure that the Block D relay trip
occurs before the analytical limit (ALp.high) is reached, The
difference between the NTSPD and ALD.h181, accounts for all the
uncerlainties associated with the Block D relay for worst-case
conditions, The NTSPD is calculated based on the guidance within
Design Guide DO-101 (Reference VIL4,03) as follows (See Figure 3,
Item (4):
(Bq. 22) NTSPD= ALD-high
I + TLE+
Where:
NTSP 0 = Block D time delay nominal trip setpoint
TLE = max time delay relay total loop error (%)
a.

The Technical Specification Allowable Value (AV,) is determined to
ensure sufficient margin exists between the Block D time delay relay
nominal trip setpoint (NTSPro) and the Analytical Limit (ALDrIi.h) to
account for instrument uncertainties that are either not present or are
not measured during periodic testing, This establishes TechnIcal
Specification SR 3.3.4.3.b (Reference VII8,01) maximum time
delay without a safety injection signal present, The AV[ Is calculated
based on the guidance within Design Guide DO-101 (Reference
VII.4.03) as follows (See Figure 4, Item 0):
(Eq, 23) AVD =.NTSPD + TMU * NTSPD
Where:
Technical Specification Allowable value for
Block D time delay
TMU
Total Measurable error-- total instrument error
for calibration conditions of these uncertainties
that can be measured during performance of the
surveillance
Note: The Allowable Value (AVD) also provides the maximum
as-found setting for the Block D relay based on TMU, This asfound limit ensures that the Block D Safety Limit (SLNs1) is
protected and that the relay is exhibiting a 95/95 level of
response.
AVo
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f. The setting tolerance for the Block D tirne delay relay is established
to allow an acceptable setpoint range for technicians to sufficiently
set the relays, The setting tolerance will be detennined to be equal to
or greater than the timing accuracy of the Block D relays and the
M&TH accuracy. This will ensure that the setting tolerance is large
enough to allow the trip setpoints to be easily adjusted between the
limils. The following equation establishes t(ie setting tolerance (See
Figure 4, Item

0):

+ m' , NTSPD
(Eq. 24) STD = ±17P
Where:
Block D allowable setting tolerance (%)
ST0 :
accuracy of the Block D time delay relays (%)
a:
g, rn: M&TE error that are used to calibrate the relays (%)The time
delay actual trip setpoint (ATSPp) and minimum actual trip sotpoint
(MATSPI) are determined to provide a positive and negative range
for calibration of the relays by the technicians (MATSPD to NTSPp).
The ATSPD is determined by subtracting STC4 fi'om NTSP 0 (See
The MATS? 0 is determined by subtracting STD
Figure 4, Item
from ATSPo (See Figure 4, Item )),

0).

hi, The minimum time delay of the Block D relay is then calculated to
be compared to the lower analytical limit (ALI.)+,) to ensure that the
time delay relay does not actuate prematurely during starting of any
load when the preferred offsite power voltage 1s acceptable, The
minimum time delay is calculated with the following equation (see
Figure 4, Item 0):
(Eq. 25) TDm'" = MATSPD - TLE- * MATSPD

Where:
TLE*: rnin time delay relay total loop error (%)
T)Do"11: minimum actuation time of the Block D relay
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The Minimum As-found Value (MAFI) is determined to ensure
sufficient margin exists between the Block D time delay minimum
actual trip setpoint (MATSPD) and the Analytical Limit (ALo.,ov) I()
account for instrument uncertainties that are not measured during
periodic testing, This as-found limit ensures that the Block D
Analytical Limit (AL,.low) is protected and that the relay is exhibiting
a 95/95 level of response. The MAFr is calculated based on the
guidance within design guide DO-10I (Reference VIL,4,03) as
follows:

(Eq. 25a) MAFD =MATSPO -TMUD* MATSPu
Where:
MAFD - Minlimum As-Found value for Block D time
delay,
TMUD =Total Measurable error - total instrument error

for calibratlon conditions of those uncertainties
that can be measured during performance of the
surveillance, The TMU is applied to the as-lcf'
tolerance limit of interest (MATSPo) consistent
with other pails of this calculation, in which the
error/uncertainty is based on a percent of the
as-left calibrated value.
111.2.12 Determine Potential MOV Stall Time Windows
The voltage requirements for the safety related MOVs are evaluated in Calculation
P-90-017 (Reference VILI.25). Calculation P-90-0J7 uses Calcllation P-89,-031
(Reference VII, 1,06) to determine that the MOVs will operate for MCC voltages of
420 V or higher, Therefore, it is possible that the MOVs will stall when the MCC
voltage drops below 420 V.
There is a potential that the voltage at MCCs IB-32, 13-42, 2B-32, and 2B-42 may
dip below 420 V during load sequencing (motor starts), The MOVs fed from these
MCCs may stall during these dips, For MOVs that change position during load
sequencing, the times and durations where the MCC voltage dips below 420 V during
the sequencing will be determined to support the accident analysis.
The times at which the voltage is below 420 V will be determined by evauiaing the
ETAP voltage profiles for motor starting at the degraded voltage relay safety limits
(Attachments 09 through 024), The potential stalling of MOVs may impact the
required operation time for valves required to support the accident analysis, The
evaluation of the additional time delay for MOVs is analyzed in Calculation 97-0041
(Reference VII, 1. 11). There are no acceptance criteria related to the potential MOV
stall times within this calculation.
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111.3 ACOCPTANCR CRITERIA
111.3.01 Acceptance criteria for minimum steady state load voltage: All safeguards motors

shall be maintained above their minimum allowable continuous running voltage at the
terminals of the motors (90% of rated voltage) and the voltage limits are provided in
Calculation 2001-0033 and Calculation 2003-0007 (References VII, 1.04 and
VII. 1,05). This ensures that the required safeguards motors are capable of performing
their intended safety fimections as required to meet PBNP ODC 39 (Reference
V11.8.04).
111.3.02 Acceptance criteria For minimum steady state bus voltage! Safeguards motor control
centers 1B.B32, 2B-32, IB-42 and 2B-42 shall have a steady state bus voltage
maintained at greater than or equal to 420V. This is to ensure the safeguards motor
operated valves have sufficient voltage to perform their intended safety function to
meet PBNP GDC 39 (Reference VII.8,04), The rotor'operated valves minimum
voltage is determined in Calculation P-89-031 (Reference VII.1.06),
111.3.03 Acceptance criteria for motor stairing analysis: Motors that are required to start during
a loss of coolant accident must be capable of starting at the minimum allowable steady
state bus voltages. The starting safeguards motors shall be capable of starting at the
minimum allowable steady state system voltage, The motors operating during the
motor starting event shall maintain a minimum operating voltage greater than 75% of
rated voltage for less than 60 seconds (Reference VII,2.08) and achieve greater than
minimum steady state voltage after 60 seconds. This ensures that the required
safeguards motors are capable of performing their intended safety functions as
required to meet PBNP GDC 39 (Reference VII,8,04),
111.3.04 Acceptance criteria for motor starting analysis: The voltage at the 4.16 kV and 480 V
safeguard buses shall be greater than 3276 V and 264 V, respectively (Reference
VII. 1.08), This ensures that the depressed voltage at the safeguards buses will not
actuate the loss of voltage relays during safeguard motor starting when the minimum
required 345 kV system voltage is available,
111.3.05 Acceptance criteria for motor starting analysis at the 4.16 kV bus minimum voltage
(Safety Limit with offsite power): The motor acceleration time for the safety injection
pump motors shall be less Ihan 8,23 seconds (Reference VI, 1.11), for the residual
heat removal pumps shall be less than 1.2 seconds (Reference VII, 1,11), for the
conlaiunent spray pumps shall be less than 3.3 seconds (Reference V]I. . I1), for the
containment accident fans shall be less than 15.1 seconds (Reference V1. 1.1 I) and for
the service water pumps shall be less than 6.0 seconds (Reference VI1, I. 11) with
offsite power available. These motor acceleration criteria ensure that the starting times
meet the requirements of the FSAR Chapter 14 Accident Analysis.
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111.3.06 Acceptance criteria for degraded voltage relay dropout and reset voltage setpoints:
The degraded voltage relay dropout voltage setpoint shall provide a 95% probability at
a 95% confidence level (95/95) to protect the minimum steady state voltage
requirements of the 4.16 kV safeguard buses (safety limit). This ensures that the
required safeguards motors are capable of performing their intended safety functions
as require to meet PBNP GDC 39. (References VI1.8.04 and VII.4.03).
111.3.07 Acceptance criteria for the minimum required 345 kV system voltage: The minimum
steady state 345 kV system voltage shall be equal to or greater than the voltage
required to maintain the safety relatud 4 kV buses above the maximum reset voltage
for the degraded voltage relays, This ensures that the 4,16 kV system voltage will
recover to a voltage greater than the reset voltage of the relays to reduce the
probability of safeguards buses separating from the preferred offfite power source due
to short-term undervoltage transients, This allows the safeguards motors to perform
their intended safety functions 6s required to meet PBNP GDC 39. (Reference

VII.8,04).
111.3.08 Acceptance criteria for safeguards equipment overcurrent protective devices: The
safeguards equipment overcurrent protective devices, including the Incoming source
breakers to the safcguards buses, shall not trip at the minimum system voltage
assuming that the voltage is present indefinitely. This ensures that the required
safeguards motors are capable of performing their intended safety functions as require
to meet PBNP ODC 39 (Reference VII,8,04).
111,3.09 Acceptance criteria for the degraded voltage time delay relays with a safety injection
signal: The time delay relays setpoint shall ensure that no safeguards equipment trips
on overcurrent prior to separating from offbite voltage, The time delay relay setpoint
shall ensure that starting of accident loads will occur without separating from offsitc
power when voltage Is acceptable. This ensures that the required safeguards motors
are capable of performing their intended safety functions as required to meet PBNP
GDC 39 (Reference V1.8,04) and will not unnecessarily challenge the Emergency
Diesel Generators,

111.3.10 Acceptance criteria for the degraded voltage time delay relays with a safety injection
signal: The maximum time delay shall be less than 8,6 seconds when a safety Injection
signal Is present coincident with a degraded voltage signal. The allowable assumed
time for the emergency diesel generator output breaker closure is 14 seconds
(Reference VII, 1.11) to meet the IFSAR Chapter 14 Accident Analysis (References
VII.8,05, VII,8.06, VII,8,07, VII.8,08, VII,8,09, and VII.8, 10). A time delay of"4,427
seconds (3,375 second for the EDO breaker close delay relay + 0,886 second for the
4160 V loss of voltage relay time delay + 0,083 second for the auxiliary relays + 0.083
second for the EDO breaker closure) is subtracted to account for the loss of voltage
protection scheme, accounting for relay maximum settings and total uncertainty of
each component (Reference VII, 1,08). An additional time delay of 0,9 seconds
(rounding up from Input 11I.5.19) is subtracted to account for the residual voltage
decay when the main source breaker of the 4.16 kV safeguards bus opens and the loss
of voltage relay senses an undervoltage. This ensures that the required 14 seconds time
delay (Reference VII, 1.11) is not exceeded in order to meet the requirements of the
Accident Analysis contained in the FSAR Chapter 14 (References VII.8,05, VII.8.06,
V11,8.07, VII,8.08, VIg8.09, and VII.8,10).
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111.3.11 Acceptance criteria for the degraded voltage time delay relays without a safety
injection signal (normal plant operation): The time delay relays setpoint shall ensure
that safeguards equipment is not damaged or will not become unavailable due to
protective device actuation caused by sustained degraded voltage conditions during
normal plant operation, The time delay relay selpoint shall ensure that starting of large
4.16kV system motors (e.g. reactor coolant pump motors) will occur without
separating fi'om offalte power when voltage is acceptable. Establishment of the loss of
voltage relay voltage setpoints ensures that the large motor starts are maintained
greater that 80% of nameplate to ensure the relays do not actuate (Reference VI1.1.08).
This ensures that the required safeguards motors will be capable of performing their
intended safety functions as required to meet PBNP GDC 39 (Reference VI]8,04).
1113.12 Acceptance criteria for minimum voltage requirements of battery chargers: the battery
chargers shall be maintained above 412 V during steady state conditions (Assumption
111.4,04). This ensures that the required battery chargers perform their intended safety
functions as required to meet PBNP GDC 39 (Reference V11.8.04),
111,3,13 Acceptance criteria for minimum steady state bus voltage to support MCC minimum
voltage requirements for their control circuits: The safeguards MCCs listed below
shall have a steady state bus voltage maintained at or above the values tabulated
below:
MCC
IB-30
IB-32
1B-39
1B-40
13-42
IB-49
2B-30
213-32
213-39
2B.40
2B-42
213-49

Voltage
408V
422V
N/A
41"8V
426V
N/A
406V
424V
N/A
417V
422V
N/A

There are no voltage requirements for the 1/213-39 and 1/213-49 MCCs for inrush
conditions because the chargers they feed are energized prior to the event and, If
stripped, will not be re-energized automatically. Similarly, the battery charger loads
on I1B-32 (IB52-3212H) and 213-42 (21352-4212B) are energized prior to the event
and, If stripped, will not be re-energized automatically. Therefore, the inrush voltage
requirements for these circuits are not used as the bounding values for Inrush voltage
at MCCs 11B-32 and 213-42, The circuit with the next most limiting voltage for inrush
conditions is taken as the minimum required voltage at these MCCs. Note that the
charger circuits in these MCCs must be considered for hold in, and they provide the
limiting voltage for MCCs 1B-32 and 213-42 in the next criteria,
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This is to ensure that the control circuits for the 480V MCC safety related loads have,
sufficient voltage to perform their intended safety function (pick up when required) to
meet PBNP GDC 39 (Reference VII.8,04), The minimum voltage requirements for
Ihese control circuits are determined in Calculation 2005-0008 (Reference VII. 1.10).
111.3.14 Acceptance criteria for hold-in voltage to support MCC requirements for control
circuits: Safeguards motor control centers lB..30, 213-30, IB-40, 2B-40, 1B-32, 2B-32,
IB-42 and 213-42 shall have a bus voltage maintained at greater than or equal to the
following during motor starting:
MCC
1B-30
1B-32
113.39
113-40
1B-42
IB-49
2B-30
2B-32
2B-39
2B-40
211-42
2B-49

Voltage
279V
365 V
365 V
387 V
288 V
365 V
279 V
288 V
365 V
387 V
365 V
365 V

For MCCs I1B-32, IB-39, IB-49, 213-39, 2B-42, and 2B-49 the minimum required
voltage at the battery charger contactor for hold-in is 360 V per Calculation
2005-0008 (Reference VII.l.10), An additional 5 V is added to this value to give a
conservative minimum voltage at the MCC. The 5 V accounts for the voltage drop
between the MCC and contactor, This value is based on the bounding MCC-contactor
combination, which occurs between MCC 1B-32 and the D-109 charger with the
charger in current limit with a terminal voltage of 412 V, The charger draws 106 kVA
(Reference VII1.01), or 148,5 A in current limit at 412 V when conservatively treated
as a constant power load. Using the cable length and impedance data from Reference
VII 1,05, the cable impedance Is 0,0195 Q. Conservatively using the standard
IZI gives a voltage drop of 5 V.
engineering formula AV =

T

This is to ensure that the control circuits for the safety related 480V MCC loads have.
sufficient voltage to prevent dropping out during motor starts and to ensure that they
are capable of performing their intended safety functions to meet PBNP GDC 39
(Reference VII.8,04), The safety related 480V MCC control circuits hold-in voltage
requirements are calculated in Calculation 2005-0008 (Reference VIIL. 1.0) . The
circuit with the next most limiting voltage for inrush conditions is taken as the
minimum required voltage at these MCCs,
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111,3.15 Acceptance criteria for the static motor starting analysis for the non-safegaurds 4kV
motors 1(2)P-001A/B, l(2)P-025A/B, and 1(2)P-028A/B: The terminal voltage at the
non-safeguards 4 kV motors shall not drop be]ow 80% of rated voltage during motor
starting.
Rcfcrence VII1.,04 indicates the minimum acceptable terminal voltage For the RCP
motors [1 (2)P-00 IA/B] is 80% of rated voltage (3200 V) when starting, Reference
VII.4.51 indicates the minimum acceptable terminal voltage for the new feedwatcr
pump [) (2)P-028A/B] and condensate I1 (2)P-025A/B] motors is also 80% of rated
voltage (3200 V) whon starting.
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111.4 ASSUMPTIONS

Validated assumptions:
1I1.4.01 It is assumed that the uncertainty of the M&TE utilized to calibrate the dropout and
pickup voltage setting of the degraded voltage relays will be +0,105% or less.
Basis: The M&TE currently required by calibration procedure is a Fluke 8505A or
equivalent, which has an uncertainty of 0.105% when calibrated on a 12 month cycle
(References VII6.01, VJI,6,02, VII.6.03, VII,6.04, VIL6,07, and VII4,18), Therefore
the M&TE uncertainty will be equal to or less than ±0.105% when performing the
calibration of the dropout and pickup voltage setting of the degraded voltage relays.
The calibrations utilize the IOOV range, for which a maximum full scale reading is
160,000V, to measure an approximate 120V signal. This provides approximately an
additional 0,005% error to account for the number of counts with a I mV resolution.
111.4.02 It is assumed that the uncertainty of the M&TE utilized to calibrate the time delay
settings of the degraded voltage relays will be + 0.01% or tess,
Basis: The M&TE currently required by calibration procedure is a Multi-Amp TV-2
or equivalent, which has an uncertainty of 1,000,000 Hz + 25 Hz or +0,0025% as an
acceptance criteria to calibrate the M&TE (References VII4.3 1)
111.4.03 It is assumed that the temperature range of the degraded voltage relay in the Vital
Switchgear Room is 60 degrees Fahrenheit to 104 degrees Fahrenheit.
Basih: The design of the HVAC system is that with a worst-case outside air
temperature of-1.5 degrees Fahrenheit, the ambient temperatures in the general areas
of the turbine building are 65 degrees Fahrenheit (Reference VI.4,24). The maximum
allowable temperature allowed during operator rounds for the Vital Switchgear Room
is 85 degrees Fahrenheit and is established to maintain the D-05 and D-06 Battery
Rooms to less then 90 degrees Fahrenheit for operability of the batteries (Reference
VI,4.25). A review of operator logs of the Vital Switchgear room reveals that the
temperature stays between 60 and 85 degrees Fahrenheit (See Attachment H6),
therefore it is reasonable to assume an ambient temperature range of 60 to 85 degrees
Fahrenheit for the Vital Swittbgear Room, An additional 19 degrees Fahrenheit are
conservatively added to the upper end of the range to account for the difference In
temperature between inside the cubicle and the external ambient temperature. This is
conservative because the only heat load in the cubicles is the heat ftrom the bus bar and
relays. Therefore, the temperature of the degraded voltage relays would range between
60 and 104 degrees Fahrenheit. This is conservative at the lower end of the range
because the relays and bus bar generate heat and will bring the temperature inside (he
cubicles above 60 degrees. The 19 degrees added to the upper end of the range is
conservative because the amount of heat added by the bus bars and relays is small, and
given the volume and surface area of the enclosure, a rise of more than 10 degrees is
unlikely.
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111.4.04 It is assumed that the minimum steady state operating voltage of Battery Chargers D07, D-08, D-.09, D.107, D-108 and D-109 is 412 V.
Basis: The battery chargers provide power to the safety-related 125 Voc system and
maintain the station batteries at full charge, The fully charged station batteries are
capable of providing power to the 125 VDc system ror at least one hour. The minimum
voltage (-)10% of 480 V) stated in the charger manuals ensures that 1% voltage
regulation is maintained at the output of the charger over its full output current range.
If the bat(ery charger is supplied with a voltage outside the stated range, the voltage
regulation may increase (i.e. regulation could be >1%), but the charger output will not
fail. The battery charger would still be capable of providing sufficient voltage to the
DC system to support the 125 Vic system load and maintain the battery at full charge.
The battery charger test report for the PCP chargers shows that at a minimum voltage
of 412 V and the output voltage is maintained within DC system voltage requirements.
The Westinghouse battery chargers are of similar design and are assumed operate in a
similar manner. (References V1I,4,27 and VII,4,28)
111.4.05 It is assumed that the temperature range of the degraded voltage relay in the Diesel
Generator Building Switchgear rooms is 50 to 105 degrees Fahrenheit with an
uncertainty of+ 0,4% for the ABB.27N relay over this temperature range,
Basis: The basis for the temperature range of the switchgear rooms in the diesel
generator buildings is developed in Engineering Bvaluation BE 2005-0013 (Reference
VII. 1,09), The engineering evaluation accounts for the temperature inside the
switchgear cubicle during minimum and maximum conditions, The vendor provides a
uncertainty of+ 0,4% for a temperature range of 50 to 104 degrees Fahrenheit (10 to
40'C). However, Work Order 0510753 (Reference VI1,4,30) performed a test on the
ABB 27N by varying the relay ambient temperature between approximately 60 to 110
degrees Fahrenheit while maintaining control voltage constant. The relay test showed
that over the range a maximum variation of 0.2% of setting, Therefore, the vendor
provided uncertainty of± 0,4% was used over the range of 50 to 105 degrees
Fahrenh•eit. 1 degree Fahrenheit over the vendor stated range would have a negligible
effect on the uncertainty based on the test performed under Work Order 0510753
(Reference V11.4.30)
111.4.06 It is assumed that the cable and fuse Impedance will have a negligible effect on the
burden and ratio correction factor of the potential transformer supplying the degraded
voltage relays,
Basis: The highest burden on the potential transformer, when the relay is required to
operate, is 5.2 VA (or approximately 0,043 amps at 120 V nominal voltage), The
voltage drop across the cables would be negligible to the degraded voltage relays
because the potential transforner and degraded voltage relay are located in either tho
same or adjacent awitchgear cubicle with a relatively short cable length, Additionally,
the voltage drop across the fuse would be negligible due to the maximum current of
0.043 Amps since the resistance would be significantly less than I ohm, Therefore, the
cable and fuse impedance have a negligible affect on the ratio correction factor of the
potential transformer.
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111.4.07 It is assumed that the ABB 27N degraded voltage time delay repeatability is :5% of
setting.
Basis: The manufacturer's published 27N relay time delay repeatability is ± 10% of
setting (Reference VII.4.04), The published +10% value is based on the setting the
relay's time dial using tap (dial) settings on the 27N front bezel. However, the lime
delay setting may be adjusted more a precisely using time delay potentiometer R41.
The manufacturer does not provide the affects o" repeatability on the accuracy of the
27N relay if calibrated using the R41 potentiometer. The manufacturer factory
calibrates the relays prior to release with a maximum allowable variation from the dial
setting of +5%of tap setting,
Point Beach relay calibration practice is to set the 27N time delay precisely using the
relay's R41 internal potentiometer, rather than by the dial settings. ABB has
acknowledged that the potentiometer will provide tighter time delay repeatability than
the dial settings,
Repeatabi lity of the time delay setting is affected by temperature, control voltage, and
inherent accuracy, similar to the 27N relay degraded voltage setting repeatability
(Reference V1i4,04), To determine the 27N sensitivity to variations in ambient
temperature and control voltage, Work Order 0510753 was performed to bench test a
spare 27N relay (Reference VEI4.30). The test showed that the relay time delay
setting varied approximately 0.3% of setting over the voltage range of 100 to 140 V0)C,
and approximately 1.5% of setting over the temperature range of 60 to 110 degrees F.
The temperature and voltage ranges during the test reasonably bound the conditions
expected for the relay's installed location. The test data supports a 27N time delay
total repeatability value that is smaller than the manufacturer's published value of
± 10%.
Therefore, a repeatability value of ± 5% (greater than 2 sigma) of setting is
conservatively assumed when calibrated Is performed with the internal potentiometer.
This provides more than twice the uncertainty observed from combined temperature
wnd control voltage effects during bench testing of a spare relay. The value is also
consistent with the manufacturer's own release criterion,
Relay drift includes the relay inherent accuracy, Drift of the 27N time delay setting
has been determined separately (see Section 11,.7.07) based on as-found/as-left
calibration data, and will be combined statistically with the ± 5% repeatability to
account for any unmeasurable time delay errors caused by relay temperature and
control voltage variations.
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111.7 RESULTS
111,7.01 Minimum 4.16 kV system voltage (Calculation Section 111.6,03)
The minimum voltages (safety limits) for the safety related 4.16 kV buses are:
Minimum
Voltage
Switchgear,
3923 V
IA..05
.3923 V
IA-06
3912 V
2A-05
3927 V
2A-06
The following is a summary of the voltage at the critical equipment for Unit I A-Train
contained In Attachmont GlI:
Equipment
ID

Equipment
Voltage in
Volts

1A52-59
IA52-65

1P-015A

3921

P-038A

3921

1B-03

-

IB-03

428

IB-03
IB-03
[B-03

IB52-1OA
1B52-1OC
IB52-1IC

IP-01IA
P-032A
P-032B

426
425
424

IB-03

IB52-12A

P-0IOA

425

iB-03
iB..03
1B-03

IB52-14A
IB52-15A
IB52..15B

IP-014A
IW-00IA)
IW-001BI

426
422
422

Bus

Breaker

1A..05

1A-05

IB-30

-

IB-30

420

IB-30
1B-32
1B.32
iB-32
1B-32
IB-39

IB52-302D

P-206A
1B-32
W-014A
W-012A
D-109
D-07

419

1B52-329B
1B52-329H
]B52-3212H
1B52-391

426

418
419
424
426

Note that the safety limit voltage for Unit I A-train is being driven by the ovcrcurrent
protective device trip current for the service water pumps.
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The following is a summary of the voltage at the critical equipment for Unit I B-Train
contained in Attachment 02:

Bus
IA-06
IB-04
IB-04
J13-04
IB-04
IB-04
IB-04
113-04
IB-40 0

Breaker
IA52-85
1B52-.18A
3IB52-18B
1IB52-19A
IB52-20C
IB52-21A
IB52-23B

113-4 1 1352-4 011
352.4o iD
113-4o 11B52-4031B
1B-40
-1-40

113-40
IB-40
1B-40
113-40,

1B52-404D
IB52-4043
jB52-404M
1
lB52-405D

IB-42
1B-42

Equipment
ID
IP-015B
.IB-04
1W-00CI
MW-00]Dl
IP-014B
P-032C
IP-01013
IP-01 1B

w.183B
w- 183C
W-185A
W-181A3
W-181A2
W-181A3

Equipment
Voltage in
Volts
3911
431
426
423
429
424
428
430
426
428
425
426
426
426
426

P-206B

425

.IB-42
I1B52-427M

P-012B

429
417

1B-42

]BI2-428M

W-o1312

418

IB-49
IB-49

IB52-491
1B52-494

D-09
D-108

429
428

Note that the safety limit voltage for Unit I B-train is being driven by the overcurrent
protective device trip cunrent for the service water purmps.
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The following is a summary of the voltage at the critical equipment for Unit 2 A.-Train
contained in Attachment (5:

Equipment
Equipment
Breaker
2A-05
2B-03

2A52-74

2B-03
2B-03
2B-.03
213.03
2B-03
2B-03

2B52-34A
2B52..34B
2B52-36A
2B52-38A
2B52-39A
2B52-39B

22B-30

ID
2P-015A
2B-03

2P-01 1A
P-032F
2P-010A
2P-014A
2W-001A1
2W-001IB1
2B -30
P-207A
23-32
W,-013B1
W-012D
"W-012C
W-012B
P-012A
W-085

Voltage in
Volts
391]
430

429
425
426
428
422
423
421

213-30

2B52-302D

2B-32

-

420

2B-32
2B-,32
2B-32
2B-32
2B-32
2B-32

21352-328H
2B52-328K
2J352-328M
2B52-32914
2B52-3212M
2B52-3213C

2B1.39

2B52-391

D-09

427

22B-39

2B52-394

D-107

427

427

414
416
416
418
417
420

Note that the safety limit voltage for Unit 2 A-train is being driven by equipment
minimum voltage requirements,
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The following is a summary of the voltage at the critical equipment for Unit 2 B-Train
contained in Attachment G6:
Equipment
Voltage in
Volts
3916
3921
429
423

Bus
2A-06
2A-06
2B-04
2B-04

2B52-26A

Equipment
ID
2P-0I5B
P-038B
2B-04
2W-001CI

2B-04
2B-04

2B52-26B
2B52-27A

2W-00]DI
2P-014B

423
427

2B52-27B
2B-04
2B52-27C
2B-04
21352-28B
2B-04
2B52-29A
2B-04
2B-40 "
2B,52-401B
2B-40
2B52-401D
2B-40
2B52-40313
2B-40
2B352-404D
2B-40
2B52-404H
2B-40

P-032D
P-03211
2P-01 lB
2P-010B
W-I84C
W-184B
W-185B
W-181B1
W-181B2

425
424
428
426
431
429
428
430
430
430

2B-40
2B-40

2B52-404M
2B52-405D

W-181B3
P-207B

430
430

2B-42
2B-42
2B-42
2B-42
2)3-49

2B52-4261
2B52-4211M
2B52-4212B
2B52-491

2B-42
W-086
W-014B
D-109
D-08

427
419
417
425
428

Breaker
2A52-88
2A52-.90

2B-40

Note that the safety Ihmit voltage for Unit 2 B-train is being driven by the overcurrent

protective device trip current for the service water pumps.
The voltages were maintained above all safeguards equipment minimum steady state
running voltage at the terminals of the equipment, The steady state MCC voltage
remained above 420 V for safeguards buses 1IB-32, 2B..32, I3-42 and 2B-42,
Additionally, the battery chargers connected to the system were maintained above
412V. Therefore the Acceptance Criteria 111.3.01,111,3.02 and 111,3.12 have been
satisfied,
In addition, the voltages at the safeguards buses I B-32, 2B-32, 1B-42 and 211-42 are
greater than the voltages required to support the minimum voltage requirements for
safety related MCC control circuits for inrush conditions. Therefore, Acceptance
Criteria 111.3.13 has been satisfied.
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I1,7.02 Dynamic Motor StartingAnalysis at Minimum 4.16 kY system voltage (Section
111.6.04)
The dynamic motor starting analysis was performed for each safeguards buses to
ensure that each safeguards motor was capable of starting at the minimum 4.16 kV
system voltage, The results are as follows for each bus:
1A-05: The dynamic motor starting analysis is contained in Attachments 09 through
G12. The results show that all safeguards motors are capable of starting and coming
up to full speed at the minimum 4,16 kV system voltage, The results show that each
motor is capable of starting tlu'oughout the event, The following is a summary of the
worst-case minimum bus voltages taken from the graphs (i.e., the numbers represent
the voltages associated with the worst-case voltage dip on the plot and are rounded
down to the next lowest 50V for 4.16kV and 5V for 480V):

*

IA-05
I1B-03
IB-32
IlB-30
I1B-39

maintained greater than 3800 volts
maintained greater than 380 volts
maintained greater than 375 volts
maintained greater than 370 volts
maintained greater than 380 volts

The, 4.16 kV and 480V switchgear bus voltage remained above 78.75% (3276 V) at
the
4.16arekV buses and 55% (264 V) at the 480 V buses throughout the event, These
.values
greater than the 4.16 kV and 480V system loss of voltage relays'
maximum
dropout voltage, The acceleration times ofthe safety injection pump motor, residual
heat romoval pump motor, containment spray pump motors, containment accident fan
motors, and the service water pump motors remained within the established starting
times required per Acceptance Criteria I1.3,05, Therefore, the minimum 4,16 IV
system voltage is acceptable and Acceptance Criteria 111.3,03, 111,3,04 and 111,3,05
have been satisfied. Additionally, the minimum MCC voltages remained greater than
the required holding voltage for the MCC control circuits. Therefore, Acceptance
Criteria 111.3.14 has been satisfied,
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IA-06: The dynamic motor starting analysis Is contained in Attachments 013 through
G16. The results show that all safeguards motors are capable of statling and coming
up to fuill speed at the ndnimum 4.16 kV system voltage, The results show each motor
is capable of starting throughout the event, The following is a summary of the worstcase minimum bus voltages taken from the graphs (i.e., the numbers represent the
voltages associated with the worst-case voltage dip on the plot and are rounded down
to the next lowest 50V for 4.16kV and 5V for 480V):
• IA-06 maintained greater than 3800 volts
0 1B-04 maintained greater than 380 volts
• 1B-42 maintained greater than 380 volts
* 1B-40 maintained greater than 415 volts
0 IB49 maintained greater than 380 volts
The 4.16 kV and 480V switchgear bus voltage remained above 78.75% (3276 V) at
the 4,16 kV buses and 55% (264 V) at the 480 V buses throughout the event, These
voltages are greater than the 4.16 kV and 480V system loss of voltage relays'
maximum dropout voltage. The acceleration times of the safety injection pump motor,
residual heat removal pump motor, containment spray pump motors, the containment
accident fan motors, and the service water pump motors remained within the
established starting times required per Acceptance Criteria 111.3.05, Therefore, the
minimum 4,16 kV system voltage is acceptable and Acceptance Criteria 111.3,03,
111.3.04 and 111.3.05 have been satisfied, Additionally, the minimum MCC voltages
remained greater than the required holding voltage for the MCC control circuits,
Therefore, Acceptance Criteria 111,3,14 has been satisfied,
2A-05: The dynamic motor starting analysis is contained in Attachments 0 17 through
020. The results show that all safeguards motors are capable of starting and coming
up to full speed at the minimum 4.16 kW system voltage, The results show each motor
is capable of starting throughout the event. The following is a suromary of the worstcase minimum bus voltages taken from the graphs (I.e., the numbers represent the
voltages associated with the worst-case voltage dip on the plot and are rounded down
to the next lowest 50V for 4,16kV and 5V for 480V):
* 2A-05 maintained greater than 3800 volts
S213-03 maintained greater than 380 volts
* 2B-32 maintained greater than 380 volts
0 2B-30 maintained greater than 375 volts
9 2B-39 maintained greater than 380 volts
The 4,16 kV and 480V swltchgear bus voltage remained above 78,75% (3276 V) at
the 4,16 kV buses and 55% (264 V) at the 480 V buses throughout the event. These
voltages are greater than the 4.16 kV and 480V system loss of voltage relays'
maximum dropout voltage. The acceleration times of the safety injection pump motor,
residual heat removal pump motor, containment spray pump motors, the containment
accident fan motors, and the service water pump motors remained within the
established starting times required per Acceptance Criteria 111,3.05, Therefore, the
minimum 4.16 kV system voltage is acceptable and Acceptance Criteria 111,3.03,
111,3.04 and 111.3,05 have been satisfied, Additionally, the minimum MCC voltages
remained greater than the required holding voltage for the MCC control circuits,
Therefore, Acceptance Criteria 111.3.14 has been satisfied.
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2A-06: The dynamic motor stalring analysis is contained in Attachments 020 through
024. The results show that all safeguards motors are capable of starting and coming
up to full speed at the minimum 4.16 kV system voltage, The results show that each
motor is capable of starting throughout the event, The following is a surmnary of the
worst-case minimum bus voltages taken from the graphs (i.e., the numbers represent
the voltages associated with the worst-case voltage dip on the plot and are rounded
down to the next lowest 50V for 4.16kV and 5V for 480V):
0
0
*
*
9

2A-06 maintained greater than 3800 volts
2B-04 maintained greater than 380 volts
2B-42 maintained greater than 375 volts
2B-40 maintained greater than 420 volts
2B49 maintained greater than 380 volts

The 4.16 kV and 480V switchgear bus voltages remained above 78.75% (3276 V) at
the 4,16 kV buses and 55% (264 V) at the 480 V buses throughout the event,. These
voltages are greater than the 4.16 kV and 480V system loss of voltage relays'
maximum dropout voltage, The acceleration times of the safety injection pump motor,
residual heat removal pump motor, containment spray pump motors, the containment
accident fan motors, and the service water pump motors remained within the
established starting times required per Acceptance Criteria 111,3,05. Therefore, the
minimum 4,16 kV system voltage is acceptable and Acceptance Criteria 111.3.03,
111.3.04 and 111,3,05 have been satisfied, Additionally, the minimum MCC voltages
remained greater than the required holding voltage for the MCC control circuits,
Therefore, Acceptance Criteria 111.3.14 has been satisfied,
111.7.03 Degraded Voltage Dropout and Pickup setpoint (Calculation Section 111.6,05)
The drift uncertainty for the AB1 27N relays is ±0,26% of setting based on the
statistical analysis performed of the as-found / as-left data from past relay calibrations
and is contained in Attachment C,
Technical Specification requirement of>_3937V;
The nominal and actual settings for the degraded voltage relay dropout setpolnt and
the associated maximum 4.16 kV system voltage at which the degraded voltage relay
would dropout are as follows:
NTSP 0o0 = 113.1 volts
ATSPDO '- 113.3 volts
ATSPoo(max)

VjooM,x,'

3 98

'-

113.4 volts

l volts

The minimum as-found relay dropout settings for the degraded voltage relay to ensure
95/95 confidence ig:
Minimum As-Found (AV): 112.8 volts
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The maximum as-found relay dropout settings for the degraded voltage relay to ensure
95/95 confidence is:
Maximum As.-Found drop out (3.6

volt

An NTSPpo of 113.1V based on the Technical Specification Allowable Value of
3937V, and including all uncertainty, remains above the required safety limits of
3923V for A-train (IA-05 and 2A-05) and 3927V for B-train (IA-06 and 2A.-06).
The nominal and actual settings for the degraded voltage relay pickup setpoint and the
associated maximurn 4.16 kV system voltage at which the degraded voltage relay
would pickup (reset) are as follows:
NTSPpu = 113.7 volts
ATSPpt - 113,9 volts
ATSPpu(fiax) = 114.0 volts
Vssmx = 4002 volts
The minimum as-found relay pickup settings for the degraded voltage relay to ensure
95/95 confidence is:
Minimum As-Found pickup (MAFpTM): 113.4 volts
The maximum as-found relay pickup settings for the degraded voltage relay to ensure
95/95 confidence is:

Maximum As-Found pickup

AM

114,2 volts

The NUSPDo setting protects the Technical Specification Allowable value of 3937V to
ensure all equipment is maintained above its minimum operating voltage when
unoertainty is taken into account, The corresponding NTSPo setting is 113. IV. This
ensures the relays provide a 95% probability with at a 95% confidence level, and
Acceptance Criteria 111.3.06 will be satisfied.
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111.7.04 Minimum 345 kV system voltage (Calculation Section 111.6,06)
The minimum allowable 345 kV system voltage required for either one or both
i-IVSATs in service to ensure that the voltage on the 4,16 kV system is equal to or
greater than the degraded voltage relays' maximum pickup (reset) of 4002V during
steady state conditions is as follows (See Attachments G25 through G28):
For Unit 1: 342,930 (99.4%)
For Unit 2: 343,275 (99.5%)
The 345 kV system voltage must be maintained above 343.5 kV to provide margin
above the most limiting voltage, Currently, the minimum allowable 345 kV system
voltage is 348.5 kV per Reference VI1,6.06. Therefore, Acceptance Criteria 111.3,07
has been satisfied,
These values will be ro-oxamined in section.H1.7.05 for adequacy in the dynamic
motor starting analysis.
111.7.05 Dynamic Motor Starting Analysis at Minimum 345 kV system voltage (Section
111,6.07)
Dynamic motor starting analyses were performed for each unit to ensure that the
degraded voltage relays will not prematurely trip during safeguards motor starts with a
loss of coolant accident at the minimum 345 kV system voltage condition, The
dynamic motor starting analyses develop the minimum time delay of the degraded
voltage relays to ensure that sufficient time is provided to allow the relays to pickup
(reset) should bus voltage drop below the relays maximum dropout and retum above
its pickup during motor starting events. The results are as follows for each unit:
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I. A dynamic motor starting analysis was performed for Unit 1 for a large break

LOCA (Plant Configuration L1-1X4) using study cases U 1,,TD-A and UI-TD-B
and are contained in Attachments 029 and (330,
* The minimum 345 kV system voltage required adjustment. The resulting
required voltage Is was determined to be 343,965 V (99.7%).
.

The maximum time the voltage dropped below the relays' maximum dropout
and returned above the relays' maximum pickup (reset) was 3,3 seconds,

1. A dynamic motor starting analysis was performed for Unit 2 for a large break
LOCA (Plant Configuration L2-2X4) using study cases U2-.TD-A and U2-TD-B
and are contained in Attachments 031 and 032,
* The minimum 345 kV system voltage required adjustedment. The required
voltage, was determined to be 344,310 V (99,8%),
0 The maximum time the voltage dropped below the relay's maximum dropout
and returned above the relays' maximumn pickup (reset) was 3.2 seconds.
Summary:
The minimum required 345 IV system voltage and the minimum required time delay
for the degraded voltage relay are:
Voltage: 344.5 kV for either one HVSAT in service or both HVSATs in service, This
value envelopes both operating conditions, The minimum 345 kV system voltage as
determined in Section 1I1,7,04 required acushnsent as a result of the motor starting
analyses.
Minimum Time Delay: 3.3 Seconds, however the analytical limit of 4.6 see previously
determined in Revision 0 of Calculation 2004-0002 was retained in the setting
determinations for conservatism,
111.7,06 Evaluation of overcurrent trips of protective devices (Section 111,6,08)
The evaluation of the overcurrent tripping times for safety related circuits including
the 480V switehgear main breakers and MCC source breakers are determined in
Attachment B, The protective devices were evaluated to ensure that (1) the
overcurrent protective devices do not trip on overcurrent when voltage equal to or
greater than the minimum 4,16 kV system voltage is present, (2) the overcun'ent
protective devices will not trip when the 4,16 kV system voltage is less than the
minimum required, before the degraded voltage relays actuate with a safety injection
signal when the motors may be in locked rotor, and (3) the overcurrent protective
devices will not trip when the 4.16 kV system voltage is less than the minimum
required, before the degraded voltage relays actuate without a safety injection signal
when equipment is running at elevated load cunrents, The following is a summary of
the results:
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4. 16 kV Buses:
1. The safely injeclion pump motor breakers will not trip at minimum 4,16 kV
system voltage.
2. The minimum tripping time is 6 seconds (SI Signal)
3. This calculation imposcs a limitation (1.2,02.4) that the protective devices for the
new AFW pump motors must be set to trip at a current of at least 50A. In
addition, the protective device tripping time at 204A must exceed 7 seconds, and
the tripping time at 62A must exceed 50 seconds, This limitation is required to
ensure that the AFW pump protective relays will have a margin of at least 2
seconds above the 48 second safely limit (SLNsJ).
480V Switchgear:
1. The minimum tripping time is 10 seconds (SI Signal)
2. The minimum tripping time is 50 seconds (without SI Signal)
480V MCCs.
1. No protective devices on the MCCs will trip on overourrent at the minimum
4.16 kV system voltage.
2. The minimum tripping lime required fbr the MCC protective devices to prevent
overcurrent trip Is 4,5 seconds. The tripping lime is limited by the overload
heaters installed in breakers 2B52-328F (SW-02927B - 2B-32) and 2B52..427J
(SW..02927A - 2B-42), This does not provide sufficient margin to set the
degraded voltage relay's time delay with a safety Injection present, Therefore, the
next most limiting component with a required minimum tripping time of 6
seconds is utilIzed.
3. The minimum tripping time is 90 seconds (without SI Signal)
Acceptance Criteria 111.3.08 is not maintained for protective devices on circuits
2B52-.328F and 21352-427J because the protective devices may trip on overcurrent
during degraded voltage conditions,
The Safety Limit (SLNs,) value of 48 seconds previously determined in Revision 0 of
Calculation 2004-0002 is rotained for conservatism and to match the Safety Limit
value used as the basis for the Technical Specifications.
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1l1,7.07 Degraded Voltage Relay (ABB 27N) tlne delay setpoint with a safety injection signal.
The drift uncertainty for the ABB 27N relays lime delay is +0.92% of setting based on
the statistical analysis performed of the as-found / as-left data from past relay
calibrations and is contained in Attachment C.
Technical Specification Allowable Value: 5 5.68 seconds
The nominaland actual settings for the degraded voltage relays' time delay setting and
the minimum actuation time are as follows:
NTSPc = 5.63 seconds
ATSPc = 5.53 seconds
MATSPc = 5.43 seconds
TDc"" = 5,15 seconds
The minimum as-found (MAFc) relay time delay setting for the degraded voltage
relay to ensure 95/95 confidence is 5,38 seconds,
The maximum as-found (AVc) relay lime delay setting for the degraded voltage relay
to ensmue 95/95 confidence is 5,68 seconds.
The Technical Specification and settings for the degraded voltage time delay relays
with a safety injection signal provide adequate protection to ensure the time delay
safety limit of 5.92 seconds is maintained (Acceptance Criteria I1.310 is mct).
As described in Section 111,.06, Acceptance Criteria 111.3.09 is not maintained for
therm'il overload heater protective devices in Cubicles 2B52-328F and 2B52-427J
because they may trip within 4,5 seconds.
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111.7.08 Degraded Voltage Time Delay Relay (Agastat ETR) without safety intjection signal.
The drift uncertainty for the Agastat ETR relays time delay is +2375% of setting based
on the statistical analysis performed of the as-found / as-left data from past relay
calibrations and is contained in Attachment C.
Technical Specification Allowable Value: < 39.14 seconds
The nominal time delay setting for the degraded voltage time delay relay and the
minimum actuation time are as follows:
NTSPD - 38,09 seconds
ATSPrD - 36.99 seconds
MATSPtO -35.89 seconds
TDoWI'' - 32,16 seconds
The minimum as-found relay dropout (MA~rn) setting For the degraded voltage time
delay relay to ensure 95/95 confidence is 34 9_.seconds.,
The maximum as-found relay dropout (AVe) setting for the degraded voltage time
delay relay to ensure 95/95 confidence is 39.14 seconds,
The Teuhniual Specification and settings for the degraded voltage time delay relays
without a safety injection signal provide adequate protection to ensure that the total
time delay safety limit of 48 seconds is maintained (Acceptance Criteria 111.3.11),
111.7,09 Potential MOV Stall Time Windows
The potential stall times for safety related MOVs during load sequencing at degraded
voltage relay safety limits are tabulated below. The tables show the times at which the
MCC voltage drops below 420 V and the duration that the voltage remains below
420 V. No acceptance criteria exists In this calculation for the stall time windows.
The stall time values are used as an input to Calculation 97-0041 as described in
Section 111,8.09,
Bus

Segment

A
B
C

D

Steop1Ip#2
Time Duration
(Sec.)
(Sec.)
3.4
0

Time Duration
SeS) (See,
se, )
0.75
5,25

5,5
-

IB-32

ste

5,5
5,5

0,7
0.5

0,2

Time
.

Step #3
Duration
(See.)

Step #4
Time1 Duration
(See.)
(Sec,)

10,14
15.02
16,02

1.96
1,58
1.28

19,88

15.5

1.2

21.17 1
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-
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1,33

-
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Bus IB-42
Segment

A
B
C
D

Segment

A

B
C
D_

Segment

A
B
C
D

Ste #l
'rime Duration

Step #2
Duration
Time

Step V3
Time
Duration

(Sec.)

(Sec.)

(Scc.)

, (Sec,)

(Sec.)

0

0.4

5.25
5,5

0.75
0.5
0.4
0,1

10.14
15.02
16.02
15.5

5.5
5.5

-

Stoepj.
Time Duration
(Se,,)
(Sec,)
2.3
0

0

1.1

--

Step
#1
Time Duration
(Sec,)
2,9
0
-

-_

Step #2
Duration
Time
(See.)
(Sec.)
0,85
5,25
0,8
5.5
0, 7
5.5
0.5
5.5

Step #2
Time
Duration
(SeS
0.75
5,25
0,7
5,5
0.4
-5.5
0.1
5.5

(Sec,)
1.36
1,48
1.28
1,3

Bus 2B-32 .....
Step #3
Time
Duration
(Seo.)
(See.)
1,96
10,14
1.32
19,88
-

-

Bus 2B-42
Step #3
Duration
Time
(Se,)
1,96
10.14
19,88
1.72
1,43
21.17.
1.4
20.5

Time

(Seo.)

Step #4
Duration

(See.)

Time

Step #5
Duration

(Sec,)

(Sec.)

-

-

1.32

19.88

-

12.84

38.26

Step #4
Duration
Time
(Sec.)
(Sea,)

Step #5
Time Duration
(Sec.)
(Seo.)

24,99
26,57

38.26

Time
(Sec,)

1.51
1.33

Stop #4
Duration
(Sec.)

13,94

Stop #5
Duration
Time
(Sec.)
(Sec.)

-

-

24.99
26,57

1,71
1.43

-

38.26

13,54

Note: The voltage profile plots for MCC 11B-32 are in Attachments G9 through (312,
MCC I B-42 are in Attachments (313 through 0316, MCC 2B-32 are in Attachments
G17 through 020, and MCC 2B-42 are in Attachments 021 through 024.
111.7.1)o Static Motor Starting Analysis for Balance of Plant 4kV Motors.
The static motor starting analysis for the RCP, feedwate,', and condensate motors was
performed as described in section 111,6,10. The switchyard voltage was set at 98%
which is below the minimum acceptable switchyard voltage listed in sections 111.7,04
and 111.7.05. The ETAP output reports from these analyses are located in Attachments
035 through 037. The voltage supplied to all of the motors remains above 80% of the
ratud terminal voltage of the motor during starting, These results are acceptable,
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Section IT] - Degraded Voltage Analysis
11].8 CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions drawn in this section are contingent upon limitations 1.2,01.2 through
1.2.01.12 being met. If any of these limitations are not met, one of more of the conclusions
drawn in this section may not be met.

Revision 2 of Calculation 2004-0002 (Ref, VI1, 1,27) imposed a limitation (1.2.02.3) on the
AFW modifications that the charging pump variable fiequency drive (VFD) modifications for
all 6 charging pumps are Installed and accepted prior to acceptance of the AFW moditications.
This limitation is also valid for this calculation.
Revision 2 of Calculation 2004-0002 (Ref. VIL, 1,27) Imposed a limitation (1,2,02.4) that the
protective devices for the new AFW pump motors must be set to trip at a current of at least
50A, In addition, the protective device tripping time at 204A must exceed 7 seconds, and the
tripping time at 62A must exceed 50 seconds, This limitation is required to ensure that the
AFW pump protective relays will have a margin of at least 2 seconds above the 48 second
safety limit (SLNst). This limitation is also valid for this calculation,
111.8,01 Minimnum 4.16 kV system voltage
The minimum voltage of the 4,16 kV system was determined to ensure all equipment
are maintained equal to or greater than their minimum allowable continuous running
voltage at the terminals of the equipment, Safeguards MCCs IB-32, 2B-32, IB-42 and
2B-42 were maintained above 420V as required to support MOV operation. The
voltage at these MCCs was maintained above the minimum required voltage for
control circuit pull In. Acceptance Criteria 111,3,01, 111,3,02,111,3.12, and 111.3.13
have been satisfied.
111.8.02 Dynamic motor starting analysis at minimum 4.16 kV system voltage
The dynamic motor starting analysis demonstrated that all safety related motors were
capable of starting throughout the worst-case sequence of events and all equipment
was maintained above 75% voltage, The safeguards 4,16 kV switchgear buses were
maintained above 3276V and the 480V swltchgear buses were maintained above 264V
to ensure the loss of voltage protection scheme does not actuate, The safety injection
pump motors (P-015), residual heat removal piump motors (P-010), containment spray
pump motors (P-014), containment accident fan motors (W-001), and (he service
water pump motors (P-032) were maintained within the required motor starting limes.
Acceptance Criteria H1.3.03,111,3,04, and 11,3,05 have been satisfied, In addition, the
minimum MCC voltages remained greater than the required holding voltage for the
MCC control circuits and Acceptance Criteria 111.3.14 is satisfied,
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Section III -Dograded Voltage Analysis
111.8.03 Degraded voltage relays dropout and pickup sotpolnt
The degraded voltage relays dropout and pickup setpoints were determined, The
required settings have been established to ensure a 95% probability with a 95%
confidence level to ensure the 4.16 kW minimum voltage level is maintained and that
Acceptanco Criteria 111.3.06 is satisfied,
M1.8.04 Minimum 345 kW system voltage
The minimum voltage for tlhe 345 kV system was determined to ensure that the
4.16 kV steady state voltage was maintained above the degraded voltage pickup
setting, This reduces the probability of the safeguards buses separating from offsite
power. Acceptance Criterion 1113.07 is satisfied for system alignments where both
JIVSATS are inservice,
111.8.05 Dynamic motor starting analysis at minimum 4,16 kV system voltage
The dynamic motor starting analysis performed in section 1113,704 demonstrated that
the degraded voltage relays would not prematurely trip from offslte power,
Acceptance crilteria 111.3,09 and 111.3,1 0 are satisfied.
111.8.06 fBvaluation of overcurrent trips of protective devices
The maximum allowable trip times that would prevent premature trip of the protective
devices during a degraded voltage condition wore established, These trip times were
used to establish the maximum allowable degraded voltage time delay relay settings
with a safety injection signal and without a safety injection signal, It was determined
that chicults 2B52-328F and 2B52-427J would trip on overcurrent and would not
satisfy Acceptance Criteria 111.3,08 and 111,3,09, AR00889745 was Initiated to
document the condition that the subject protective devices do not meet Acceptance
Criteria 111.3,08 and 111.3,09. The breakers identified in this major revision as failures
have already been captured via AR00889745, which was initiated under major
Revision 0 to document the condition that the subject protective devices do not meet
Acceptance Criteria 111,3.08 and 111.3,09, No new failures are being identified by this
revision, and no new action requests are required.
Revision 2 of Calculation 2004-0002 (Ref, VII. 1,27) imposed a limitation (1.2,02,4)
that the protective devices for the new AFW pump motors must be set to trip at a
current of at least 50A, In addition, the protective device tripping time at 204A must
exceed 7 seconds, and the tripping time at 62A must exceed 50 seconds, This
limitation is required to ensure that the AFW pump protective relays will have a
margin of at least 2 seconds above the 48 second safety limit (SLNs3, Limitation
1.2,02A4 remains valid for this calculation,
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Section III - Degraded Voltage Analysis

111.8.07 Degraded Voltage Relay (ABB 27N) time delay setpoint with a safety injection
The degraded voltage relays (ABB 27N) time delay setpoints were determined. The
required settings have been established to ensure a 95% probability with a 95%
confidence level to ensure that the time delay prevents protective devices overcurrent
trip and Acceptance Criteria 111.3,10 is satisfied, The Technical Specification
Allowable Value and time delay settings satisfy Acceptance Criteria 111.3,10,
111.8.08 Degraded Voltage Time Delay Relay (Agastat ETR) setpoint without a safety
injection
The degraded voltage time delay relays (Agastat BTR) setpoints were determined, The
required settings have been established to ensure a 95% probability with a 95%
confidence level to ensure that the time delay prevents protective devices overcurrent
trip and equipment damage, The new Technical Specifloations Allowable-Value
settings onsure that the safeguards equipment are not damaged or their protective
devices (1o not prematurely trip. Acceptance Criteria 111.3,11 has been satisfied,
111.8.09. Potential MOV Stall Time Windows
The potential stall times for safety related MOVs during load sequencing at degraded
voltage relay safety limits were determined and are tabulated in Section 111.7,09.
AR01 115662 has been initiated to revise Calculation 97-0041 to incorporate the
additional time delay or perform additional analysis of the MOVs, The values used
for AROI J 15662 were developed by revision 2 of Calculation 2004-0002
(Ref. V11.1,27), The values from this revision are bounded by the values found in
Reference V11.1 .27. Therefore, the revision to calculation 97-0041 resulting from
AR0 1115662 bounds any changes that would be required by this calculation.
111.8.10 Static Motor Starting Analysis for Balance of Plant 4 kV Motors
The terminal voltage for all balance of plant motors evaluated remains above 80% of
the rated voltage when starting, Acceptance criteria 111.3.15 is salisfied.
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IV EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR STEADY STATE LOADING ANALYSIS
The purpose of this calculation is to perform steady state loading analysis of the safety
related 4160V and 480V systems being supplied by the alternate emergency standby
power source after a loss of offsite power (LOOP). The analysis will determine whether
each emergency diesel generator (G-01, G-02, G-03, and G-04) is capable of supplying
the power requirements of one complete set of safeguards equipment for one unit
having a loss of coolant accident (safety injection) and also providing sufficient power to
place the second unit in a safe shutdown condition.
The analysis includes an evaluation of the emergency diesel generator's (EDG's) ability
to support both the automatically loaded and the manually added loads prior to entering
the EDG load management procedures by plant operators. In addition, this calculation
section demonstrates that the EDGs are capable of supplying the required manually
added loads (e.g. CCW, battery chargers, control room ventilation) after entering the
EDG load management procedures by plant operators.
This calculation also determines:
*

The maximum and minimum allowable voltage settings for the EDGs to ensure
that all equipment will operate satisfactorily within their acceptable voltage
ranges.

" The required loading (kW) values associated with the optional loads that may be
added by Plant Operators utilizing the EDG load management procedures to
support management of the load placed on the EDGs.
METHODOLOGY
The following steps are used to develop the worst-case total EDG steady state loading,
to determine the EDG's minimum and maximum allowable output voltage to ensure all
equipment will operate under LOOP conditions, and to evaluate EDG Load
Management.
Step 1 - AC Electrical Distribution System Model
The AC electrical distribution system model is developed and contains the technical
data, equipment demand factors, and operating (e.g. ON/OFF, brake horsepower, etc.)
status for plant equipment from the 345 kV system through the 480 V system in ETAP.
The ETAP model will be used to determine the EDG steady state loading as well as to
determine the EDG minimum output voltage limit. The maximum voltage limit will be
determined from the ratings of the EDGs and loads without using ETAP.
Step 2 - Plant Operating Conditions (Scenarios/Cases)
The EDG steady state loading analysis evaluates the 4160V and 480V system being
supplied by the EDGs following a LOOP. The different plant operating conditions
(scenarios) are evaluated to determine the worst-case plant conditions. The operating
conditions in which the EDGs are required to operate to supply emergency stand-by
power are as follows: (1) The EDGs supplying power with one unit in mode 3 following a
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LOCA and the other unit in shutdown (modes 3, 4, 5, 6 or defueled - see discussion
below) concurrent with a LOOP in both units. (2) The EDGs supplying power to both
units shut down (modes 3, 4, 5, 6 or defueled) with a LOOP in both units; and (3) for the
shut down unit in mode 6 or defueled with the B03/B04 cross-tie breaker closed.
Although the EDGs are normally aligned so that each EDG will feed its associated safety
train for a single unit (G-01 normally supplies emergency power to 1A-05, G-02 normally
supplies emergency power to 2A-05, G-03 normally supplies emergency power to 1A-06
and G-04 normally supplies emergency power to 2A-06), the PBNP licensing basis
requires that a single EDG can support the loading required to safely shut down both
units. Aligning each diesel to support both units for this analysis places the plant in the
most limiting design basis power supply configuration, and results in the highest design
basis load on the EDGs. The EDGs are designed to provide the necessary power to
cool the core and maintain containment pressure within the design value for a loss of
coolant accident in addition to supplying sufficient power to shut down the unaffected
unit (no accident is assumed in the second unit) coincident with a loss of offsite power to
both units. Therefore, each EDG is required to be capable of supplying power to one
complete set of safeguards equipment for one reactor unit and allow the second reactor
unit to be placed in a safe shutdown condition.
The plant operating conditions evaluated for each EDG for the LOCA are based on the
injection phase of the event. Plant operators enter AOP-22 and begin managing the
EDG load during the injection phase of the LOCA. Load management continues through
the transition from injection to recirculation and throughout the recirculation phase of the
event. EDG load management and evaluation during the recirculation phase of the
LOCA event is discussed later.
For the purposes of this calculation section, the non-accident (shut down) unit may be in
modes 3, 4, 5, 6, or defueled. The automatic loading in the shut down unit is the same
whether the unit is in mode 3, 4, 5, 6, or defueled. In mode 3, the Auxiliary Feedwater
(AFW) system provides core cooling via the steam generators, and RHR is not used. In
modes 4, 5, and 6, an RHR pump (200 hp) must be manually started following a LOOP
to restore shutdown cooling. In these modes, the motor driven AFW pump in the shut
down unit will start automatically as a result of the SI signal in the opposite unit.
Therefore, the unit is modeled in modes 4, 5, or 6 to establish the worst case EDG
loading since RHR and AFW will be required.
The plant operating conditions being evaluated are consistent with plant operating
procedures, design bases events and licensing commitments to ensure the worst-case
conditions are evaluated for EDG steady state loading. The following are the plant
operating scenarios to be evaluated for EDG steady state loading and their supporting
basis.
Case 50: This case models Unit 1 in mode 3 due to a unit trip because of a large break
LOCA concurrent with a LOOP, and Unit 2 shut down when the LOOP occurs. EDG G01 is connected to both 1A-05 and 2A-05; and G-03 is connected to both 1A-06 and 2A06. This case models only the automatic loads connected to the EDG as "ON", all
remaining loads are modeled as "OFF". This provides the worst-case automatic loading
conditions for the A-train and B-train EDGs for a Unit 1 LOCA. This case provides the
maximum automatic loading on an individual EDG based on a failure of the opposite
train's safeguards EDGs. All 4.16 kV and 480 V bus ties are modeled as OPEN.
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Case 51: This case models Unit I in mode 3 due to a unit trip because of a large break
LOCA concurrent with a LOOP, and Unit 2 shut down when the LOOP occurs. EDG
G-01 is connected to both 1A-05 and 2A-05; and G-03 is connected to both 1A-06 and
2A-06. This case models the automatic loads connected to the EDG as "ON". In
addition, manual loads 2P-010A and 2P-010B (which are manual loads added to the
EDG by plant operators prior to entering the EDG load management procedures) are
modeled as "ON". All remaining loads are modeled as "OFF". This provides the worstcase loading conditions on an individual EDG considering both autombtic and manual
loading for A-train and B-train EDGs for a Unit 1 LOCA based on a failure of the opposite
train's safeguards EDGs. This case provides the maximum loading on an individual
EDG based on a single failure of the opposite train's safeguards EDG prior to entering
the EDG load management procedures by plant operators. All 4.16 kV and 480 V bus
ties are modeled as OPEN.
Case 52: This case models Unit 2 in mode 3 due to a unit trip because of a large break
LOCA concurrent with a LOOP, and Unit 1 shut down when the LOOP occurs. EDG
G-02 is connected to both 1A-05 and 2A-05; and G-04 is connected to both 1A-06 and
2A-06. This case models only the automatic loads connected to the EDG as "ON", all
remaining loads are modeled as "OFF". This provides the worst-case automatic loading
conditions for A-train and B-train EDGs for a Unit 2 LOCA. This case provides the
maximum automatic loading on an individual EDG based on a failure of the opposite
train's safeguards EDG. All 4.16 kV and 480 V bus ties are modeled as OPEN.
Case 53: This case models Unit 2 in mode 3 due to a unit trip because of a large break
LOCA concurrent with a LOOP, and Unit 1 shut down when the LOOP occurs. EDG
G-02 is connected to both 1A-05 and 2A-05; and G-04 is connected to both 1A-06 and
2A-06. This case models the automatic loads connected to the EDG as "ON". In
addition, manual loads 1P-01OA and 1P-01OB (which are manual loads added to the
EDG by plant operators prior to entering the EDG load management procedures) are
modeled as "ON". All remaining loads are modeled as "OFF". This provides the worst
case loading conditions on an individual EDG considering both automatic and manual
loading for A-train and B-train EDGs for at Unit 2 LOCA based on a failure of the
opposite train's safeguards EDGs. This case provides the maximum loading on an
individual EDG based on a single failure of the opposite train's safeguards EDG prior to
entering the EDG load management procedures by plant operators. All 4.16 kV and 480
V bus ties are modeled as OPEN.
Case 54: This case models Unit 1 in mode 3 due to a unit trip because of a large break
LOCA concurrent with a LOOP, and Unit 2 in modes 5, 6, or defueled as required by
Technical Specifications 3.8.9 and 3.8.10 (References VII.8.18 and VII.8.19) when 480 V
bus ties on the opposite unit are closed, when the LOOP occurs. EDG G-01 is
connected to both 1A-05 and 2A-05; and G-03 is connected to both 1A-06 and 2A-06.
This case models only the automatic loads connected to the EDG as "ON", all remaining
loads are modeled as "OFF". In addition, prior to the event 480V bus tie breaker 2B5240C is CLOSED, while supply breakers 2A52-89 and 2B52-25B are OPEN and 2B-03 is
supplying power to 2B-04 with the required load limitation that 2P-01 1 B, P-032D and P032E are out-of-service. The single failure considered is that bus tie breaker 2B52-40C
fails to open upon receipt of the undervoltage signal. This provides the worst-case
loading conditions considering both automatic loading for A-train EDGs for a Unit 1
LOCA and the Unit 2 480V bus tie breaker closed. This case provides the maximum
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loading on an A-train EDG based on the single failure of the 480V bus tie breaker to
open on an undervoltage signal. In this case, A-train and B-train EDGs are available to
supply necessary loads that need to be manually started in both units.
Case 55: This case models Unit 1 in mode 3 due to a unit trip because of a large break
LOCA concurrent with a LOOP, and Unit 2 in modes 5, 6, or defueled as required by
Technical Specifications 3.8.9 and 3.8.10 when 480 V bus ties on the opposite unit are
closed, when the LOOP occurs. EDG G-01 is connected to both 1A-05 and 2A-05; and
G-03 is connected to both 1A-06 and 2A-06. This case models only the automatic loads
connected to the EDG as "ON", all remaining loads are modeled as "OFF". In addition,
prior to the event 480V bus tie breaker 2B52-40C is CLOSED, while supply breakers
2A52-75 and 2B52-40B are OPEN and 2B-04 is supplying power to 2B-03 with the
required load limitation that 2P-011A and P-032F are out-of-service. The single failure
considered is that bus tie breaker 2B52-40C fails to open upon receipt of the
undervoltage signal. This provides the worst-case loading conditions considering both
automatic loading for B-train EDGs for a Unit 1 LOCA and the Unit 2 480V bus tie
breaker closed. This case provides the maximum loading on a B-train EDG based on
the single failure of the 480V bus tie breaker to open on an undervoltage signal. In this
case, A-train and B-train EDGs are available to supply necessary loads that need to be
manually started in both units.
Case 56: This case models Unit 2 in mode 3 due to a unit trip because of a large break
LOCA concurrent with a LOOP, and Unit 1 in modes 5, 6, or defueled as required by
Technical Specifications 3.8.9 and 3.8.10 when 480 V bus ties on the opposite unit are
closed, when the LOOP occurs. EDG G-02 is connected to both 1A-05 and 2A-05; and
G-04 is connected to both 1A-06 and 2A-06. This case models only the automatic loads
connected to the EDG as "ON", all remaining loads are modeled as "OFF". In addition,
prior to the event 480V bus tie breaker 1B52-16C is CLOSED, while supply breakers
1 A52-84 and 1B52-17B are OPEN and 1 B-03 is supplying power to 1 B-04 with the
required load limitation that I P-01I B and P-032C are out-of-service. The single failure
considered is that bus tie breaker 1 B52-16C fails to open upon receipt of the
undervoltage signal. This provides the worst-case loading conditions considering both
automatic loading for A-train EDGs for a Unit 2 LOCA and the Unit 1 480V bus tie
breaker closed. This case provides the maximum loading on an A-train EDG based on
the single failure of the 480V bus tie breaker to open on an undervoltage signal. In this
case, A-train and B-train EDGs are available to supply necessary loads that need to be
manually started in both units.
Case 57: This case models Unit 2 in mode 3 due to a unit trip because of a large break
LOCA concurrent with a LOOP, and Unit 1 in modes 5, 6, or defueled as required by
Technical Specifications 3.8.9 and 3.8.10 when 480 V bus ties on the opposite unit are
closed, when the LOOP occurs. EDG G-02 is connected to both 1A-0 and 2A-05; and
G-04 is connected to both 1A-06 and 2A-06. This case models only the automatic loads
connected to the EDG as "ON", all remaining loads are modeled as "OFF". In addition,
prior to the event 480V bus tie breaker I B52-16C is CLOSED, while supply breakers
1A52-58 and 1B52-16B are OPEN and 1B-04 is supplying power to 1B-03 with the
required load limitation that 1P-011A, P-032Aand P-032B are out-of-service. The single
failure considered is that bus tie breaker 1B52-16C fails to open upon receipt of the
undervoltage signal. This provides the worst-case loading conditions considering both
automatic loading for B-train EDGs for a Unit 2 LOCA and the Unit 1 480V bus tie
breaker closed. This case provides the maximum loading on a B-train EDG based on
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the single failure of the 480V bus tie breaker to open on an undervoltage signal. In this
case, A-train and B-train EDGs are available to supply necessary loads that need to be
manually started in both units.
Case 58: This case models Unit 1 and Unit 2 shut down in modes 5, 6 or defueled as
required by Technical Specifications 3,8.9 and/or 3.8.10 for a shut down unit when 480 V
bus ties are closed, when the LOOP occurs in both units. This case is evaluating each
unit independently. The automatic load on the EDGs is based on the ESF loading that
would occur in a shut down unit when the other unit has a LOCA in order to provide the
worst-case loading on the non-accident unit as a result of the common system loads.
Therefore, the status of the equipment in both units is based on a LOCA in the opposite
unit in developing the loading on the safeguard buses. EDG G-01 is connected to 1A05, G-02 is connected to 2A-05; G-03 is connected to 1A-06 and G-04 is connected to
2A-06. This case models only the automatic loads connected to the EDG as "ON", all
remaining loads are modeled as "OFF". In addition, prior to the event 480V bus tie
breaker 1B52-16C is CLOSED, while supply breakers 1A52-84 and 1B52-17B are
OPEN, and 1 B-03 is supplying power to 1B-04. 480V bus tie breaker 2B52-40C is
CLOSED, while supply breakers 2A52-89 and 2B52-25B are OPEN, and 2B-03 is
supplying power to 2B-04. No loading limitations are required for this alignment. The
single failure considered for each train evaluated in this case is that bus tie breakers
1 B52-16C and 2B52-40C fail to open upon receipt of the undervoltage signal. This
provides the worst-case loading conditions for automatic loading on the A-train EDGs for
Unit 1 or Unit 2 shut down in modes 5, 6 or defueled with the Unit 1 or Unit 2 480 V bus
tie breaker closed and the EDG aligned to a single unit. This case provides the
maximum loading on an A-train EDG based on a single failure of a 480 V bus tie breaker
failing to open on an undervoltage signal.
Case 59: This case models Unit 1 and Unit 2 shut down In modes 5, 6 or defueled as
required by Technical Specifications 3.8.9 and/or 3.8.10 for a shut down unit when
480 V bus ties are closed, when the LOOP occurs in both units. This case is evaluating
each unit independently. The automatic load on the EDG is based on the ESF loading
that would occur in a shut down unit when the other unit has a LOCA in order to provide
the worst-case loading on the non-accident unit as a result of the common system loads.
Therefore, the status of the equipment in both units is based on a LOCA in the opposite
unit in developing the loading on the safeguard buses. EDG G-01 is connected to
1A-05, G-02 is connected to 2A-05; G-03 is connected to 1A-06 and G-04 is connected
to 2A-06. This case models only the automatic loads connected to the EDG as "ON", all
remaining loads are modeled as "OFF". In addition, prior to the event 480V bus tie
breaker 1B52-16C is CLOSED, while supply breakers 1A52-58 and 1 B52-16B are
OPEN, and 1 B-04 is supplying power to 1B-03. 480V bus tie breaker 2B52-40C is
CLOSED, while supply breakers 2A52-75 and 2B52-40B are OPEN and 2B-04 is
supplying power to 2B-03. No loading limitations are required for this alignment. The
single failure considered for each train evaluated in this case is that bus tie breakers
1 B52-16C and 2B52-40C fail to open upon receipt of the undervoltage signal. This
provides the worst-case loading conditions for automatic loading on the B-train EDGs for
Unit 1 or Unit 2 shut down in modes 5, 6, or defueled with the Unit 1or Unit 2 480 V bus
tie breaker closed and the EDG aligned to a single unit. This case provides the
maximum loading on a B-train EDG based on a single failure of a 480 V bus tie breaker
failing to open on an undervoltage signal.
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Step 3 - Emergency Diesel Generator Load Addition To Account For Frequency
Tolerance
The EDGs operate at a nominal frequency of 60 Hz, however the frequency of the
system is dependent on the operation of the EDG governor, which controls the output
frequency of the EDG. The EDG governor setpoint and plant operating procedures
ensure that the EDG is maintained at an operating frequency of 60 1 0.3 Hz. The
operating frequency of the system impacts the power demands of centrifugal pumps and
fans as a result of the speed change of the equipment. The power demands of
centrifugal pumps and fans change as a cube of the ratio of the speeds based on the
mechanical affinity laws.
The EDG steady state loading analysis evaluates the EDG loading equivalent to the
power demand at a frequency deviation of + 0.3 Hz, which will increase the power
demand of the centrifugal pumps and fans in the system. Therefore based on the
mechanical affinity law, an increase of 101.5% must be included for the centrifugal
pumps and fans powered by the EDG for the purposes of EDG steady state loading.
Step 4 - Development of Study Cases for EDG Steady State Loading Analysis
The study case for each type of analysis within ETAP (including EDG steady state
l6ading) contains, as applicable, the solution control variables, loading conditions,
tolerance adjustments, load diversity factors and a variety of options for output reports.
The set-up for the EDG steady state loading analysis study case options are developed
and the specific options chosen for the EDG steady state loading analysis are discussed
below:
Loading Category - "Max EDG": The maximum EDG demand factor loading category is
conservatively chosen because it provides the worst case loading on the system and
therefore provides the worst-case loading onto the EDGs. The maximum brake
horsepower (BHP) of the loads are used.
Generation Category - "Min Voltage": The generation category of "Min Voltage" is
chosen to perform the EDG steady state loading analysis. The EDG steady state
loading analysis will utilize this category to determine the voltage at downstream loads
when the EDGs are operating at the minimum allowable output voltage.
Resistance Temperature Correction - "Cable - Individual Max Temperature": The
conductor temperature used for the cable impedance used to determine the EDG steady
state loading is developed. The conductor temperature used for the EDG steady state
loading is 90 0C. The 90 OC temperature is conservative because higher conductor
temperatures result in higher cable losses, which is conservative for EDG steady state
loading.
Load Diversity Factor - "Global - Constant KVA": An increase in the power demand for
induction motors supporting centrifugal pumps and fans occurs as a result of the positive
frequency variation (increase) of the EDG. Therefore, to account for the increased
power demand the "Global - Constant KVA" load diversity factor is utilized to increase
the demand for all constant KVA loads (e.g. induction motors). This is conservative
because the entire EDG constant KVA load will be treated as frequency dependent
similar to a pump and fan, where the load increases as the cube of frequency. However,
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not all of the constant KVA loads are frequency dependent (e.g., battery chargers). The
"Global - Constant KVA" load diversity factor entered in ETAP is conservatively
increased to 102% since ETAP will not accept more than 3 characters in the global
demand factor field. It should be noted that the 102% value corresponds to a frequency
deviation of 0.4 Hz. The additional kW added will offset the station service transformer
(1X-13, 1X-14, 2X-13 or 2X-14) no-load (excitation) losses, which are not specifically
modeled.
Load Diversity Factor - "Global - Constant Z": The maximum steady state loading on
the EDG is to be determined throughout the entire operating range of the EDG. The
power demand of constant impedance (static) loads in the system is directly proportional
to the square of the system voltage, and the resulting maximum load for constant
impedance loads would occur at the maximum EDG voltage. The power demand
associated with constant KVA loads (e.g., motors) remains constant throughout the EDG
output voltage range except for changes in cable losses as a result of current being
inversely proportional to system voltage. Therefore, to limit the total number of ETAP
runs required, the overall static load is increased by using a global demand factor for all
static loads. Since static load power is proportional to the square of voltage, the global
demand factor is set the square of the maximum to minimum EDG voltage. This will
allow the same ETAP runs to be used both for determining the minimum allowable EDG
voltage and the overall EDG steady state loading. The approach is conservative for
determining the minimum allowable EDG output voltage because the increased loading
Increases losses in the cables and transformers feeding the loads, thus producing lower
voltages at the buses used to determine when the minimum allowable voltage is
reached. Since the static load represents a small portion of the overall load, this
approach will not add an undue amount of additional conservatism for either evaluation.
Step 5 - Establish Emergency Diesel Generator Derated KW Ratings
The EDGs load ratings are based on a certain air intake (combustion air) temperature
and a given maximum engine coolant temperature. The manufacturer provides engine
derating factors at elevated temperatures as a % of the standard (90 *F) intake air
temperature. The purpose of the curves is to determine the maintenance intervals at
higher air Intake (combustion air) temperature. If the temperature limits are exceeded,
then the load ratings may be reduced to maintain the original maintenance intervals, or
the maintenance intervals shortened to accommodate the originally stated power levels
(i.e., a constant kW-hr value). For the purposes of this calculation, the A-train EDG kW
ratings are retained for the existing maintenance intervals. For the purposes of this
calculation, the B-train EDG maintenance intervals are shortened to accommodate the
originally stated kW values. The calculated values for EDG steady state loading will be
compared to the appropriately derated kW values to determine whether the EDGs have
the capability to supply the required loads at the maximum expected intake air
temperatures.
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,G-01 and G-02 Load Ratings
Intake Air Temperature: 115 OF
Coolant Temperature: 190 °F
Standard Rating

Derate
Factor

Time
2000 hr

kW

Derated
kW

2850

2850

1.000

200 hr
4 hr
30 min

See Note
See Note
3050

See Note
See Note
2958

See Note
See Note
.970

Note: With an intake air temperature of 115 "F, the engine cannot support a kW
loading above 2850 kW for the desired maintenance intervals for the 200 and
4 hour ratings. Therefore, the EDG must remain within the 2000 Hr rating.
G-03 and G-04 Load Ratings
Intake Air Temperature: 95 OF
Coolant Temperature: 190 OF
Standard Rating
Time
2000 hr
200 hr
4 hr
30 min

kW

Derated
Time

Derate
Factor

2848
2951
2987
N/A

2850
195 hr
3.75 hr
N/A

1.000
0.986
0.986
0.994

The 197.2 and 3.94 hour values corresponding to the standard (original) 200
hour and 4 hour ratings, respectively, will be conservatively rounded down to 195
hours and 3.75 hours respectively for conservatism.
Step 6 - Determination of EDG Steady State Loading and Minimum EDG Voltage
The EDG steady state loading analysis is to establish the maximum loading on the EDG
during the worst-case plant conditions and to establish the minimum EDG output voltage
requirements to ensure that all safety related equipment in the 4160V and 480V systems
have sufficient voltage to perform their design function during a Design Basis Event (e.g.
LOCA).
The maximum EDG kW loading and the minimum EDG output voltage is calculated by
utilizing ETAP load flow analysis module and the AC Electrical System Model. Case 50
through 59 will be used to determine the kW loading of the EDG for the defined plant
configuration and determine the minimum allowable EDG output voltage. The minimum
allowable EDG output voltage is defined as the lowest EDG output voltage that allows
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the licensing basis required equipment to meet the acceptance criteria without going
below the EDG minimum rated output voltage. An iterative process will determine the
minimum EDG output voltage by updating the associated generating category - voltage
for the EDG (G-01, G-02, G-03 and/or G-04) until the minimum steady state voltage
criteria for all safety related equipment supplied by the EDG is satisfied. Essentially, the
most limiting safety related component would be at its minimum voltage rating. The
Newton Raphson iterative technique is used to calculated the EDG kW loading and the
equipment voltages for each condition evaluated. The load flow study cases and their
associated options are discussed in Step 4 above. The generation category "Min
Voltage" will be utilized for the associated EDG for each condition evaluated.
The generator rated kVA and power factor are compared to the calculated generator
MVA and power factor values In the ETAP load flow report for each case. The manually
added loads are evaluated separately using standard complex arithmetic and
trigonometry to convert from kW and power factor to kVA and kVAR as necessary.
The minimum allowable EDG output voltage for equipment operability will be compared
to the minimum rated generator output voltage (95%) to confirm that the machine rated
minimum voltage bounds (is lower than) the voltage required for downstream equipment
operability.
Step 7 - Determination of Maximum EDG Voltage
The EDG steady state loading analysis will establish the maximum allowable EDG
output voltage to ensure that all safety related equipment in the 4160V and 480V
systems are within their maximum voltage rating to ensure they will perform their design
function during a Design Basis Event (e.g., LOCA),
The maximum system voltage within the safety related system will be manually
calculated based on the maximum rated EDG output voltage (105%). The system
voltages will be determined by conservatively ignoring the voltage drop between the
EDG and the equipment and calculated based on the applicable transformer voltage
ratios within the system. The maximum system voltage will be compared to the
maximum rated voltage of the safety related utilization equipment only (the non safety
related equipment is addressed further below). If the maximum rated voltage of the
utilization equipment is below the maximum voltage of the generator, no further analysis
or ETAP runs are required. The comparisons will be made using rated equipment
voltages, simple transformer voltage ratios and percentages of the nominal voltages.
Step 8 - Determination of KW Values for EDG Load Management
Plant operators manage the load on the EDGs by following the EDG load management
procedures. The EDG load management procedures allow the plant operators to add
and subtract load on the EDG, however the EDG must remain within its specified rating.
Therefore, to support the management of EDG load, the maximum kW loading values for
manually added loads are determined. The maximum kW loading values are provided to
establish the maximum potential kW load value that would be loaded onto the EDG upon
load energization to prevent overloading of the EDG.
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The individual equipment loading values (kW) for loads listed in the Emergency
Operating Procedures that may be added to the EDGs under the guidance of AOP-22
Unit 1 or AOP-22 Unit 2 are calculated from the equipment nameplate ratings in the
master input calculations in most cases and applying the maximum demand factor for
each load. For the purpose of conservatism in this calculation, MCC loads will be
calculated with a 100% demand factor evenif the actual demand factor is less than
100%. The rated kW value for motor loads will be calculated from the rated voltage,
current and power factor of the motor using a standard engineering formula.
The rated kW will be scaled by the ratio of the actual demand horsepower to the motor's
rated horsepower to account for the expected motor loading.
For motor loads, the kW loading will be corrected to increase the loading value by 102%
to account for the impact of EDG frequency.
To account for additional losses in the distribution system, one additional kW will be
added for loads less than 50 kVA or 50 hp. Two additional kW will be added for loads
50 kVA or 50 hp and larger. The 1 and 2 kW values are an engineering judgment based
on a review of the ETAP output reports for Cases 50 through 59. Cable losses for
circuits feeding motors are nearly all less than 2 kW, and less than 1 kW for all smaller
motors, In either case, the calculated kW value will be rounded up to the next higher full
kW.
The individual loading for transformer and static loads will be based on the KVA rating of
the equipment and conservatively consider the load as having a unity power factor, so
that 1 kVA = 1 kW. No efficiency values are required. As with motors, one kW will be
added for loads smaller than 50 kVA, and two kW will be added for loads 50 kVA or
larger to account for additional distribution system losses, and the calculated kW value
will be rounded up to the next higher full kW.
Battery charger loads are a special case. The chargers will be in current limit when
initially picked up, and the load will gradually decrease as the battery is recharged. For
the purposes of this analysis, the charger load will be taken as the kW value at the
current limit setting of the chargers. The kW value for chargers D-07, D-08, D-09, D-107,
D-108, and D-109 will be calculated from the maximum dc output voltage, current limit
amperes and efficiency using standard engineering formulas. The charger output power
is governed by the charger loading and is not affected by input frequency. Since the
charger load is > 50 kW, 2 kW will be added and the resulting value rounded up to the
next higher full kW.
Security battery charger D-24 will also be in current limit, but certain details about this
charger are considered safeguards information, and are not available for this calculation.
The input kW during current limit is calculated from the input voltage and current, then
scaled to match the current limitation caused by the upstream MCC breaker. The
computation is similar to that used for motors (including adding 1 kW since the charger
load is < 50 kW and rounding up to the next higher full kW), but without the frequency
multiplier. Since power factor is not given, the kW is conservatively calculated as ifthe
power factor was unity.
The charging pumps, which are fed via Variable Frequency Drives (VFDs), are another
special case. The VFD controls output voltage and frequency, so pump speed and
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loading are not impacted by EDG output frequency. Therefore, the load multiplier for
EDG frequency variation does not apply for these pumps. The loading is calculated from
the drive input kVA and pf using the standard engineering formula, adding 2 kW (since
the VFD load is > 50 kW), and rounding up to the next higher full kW.
Step 9 - Evaluation of EDG Load Management
The EDG loading provides the maximum load including the loads automatically supplied
by the EDG and the manual loads added prior to entering the EDG load management
procedures by plant operators. However, to support the design basis events
(e.g.,LOCA, MSLB), there are several loads that must be capable of being supplied by
the EDG to support plant operation. Plant operators must be capable of managing the
load on the EDG to be able to cope with the event by removing and adding load from the
EDG to maintain the EDG within its desired load rating.
Therefore, an evaluation is performed utilizing the load kW from Step 8 above to
demonstrate that the plant operators are capable of managing the EDG load within its
desired rating to support adding the necessary plant loads to support the design basis
event. This includes the required loads to be manually loaded onto the EDG to support
the transition from the injection phase to the recirculation phase of a LOCA event. The
following is a discussion of the loads that are required to support the event based on
emergency operating procedures and plant licensing basis:
Component Cooling Water (CCW) Pumps - The component cooling water pumps are
required to support the removal of residual and sensible heat from the reactor coolant
system, via the RHR heat exchangers during the recirculation phase of a LOCA to
support long term cooling and remove heat from the RHR, SI and Containment Spray
pump seal coolers to maintain the integrity of the pump seals. Therefore, the plant
operators must have the capability to manually load a CCW pump on the accident unit
prior to entering the recirculation phase of the event. The CCW pumps are not required
to support a safety function prior to the recirculation phase of the LOCA. For a Main
Steam Line Break (MSLB), seal water flow to the RCPs must be maintained in order to
prevent a small break LOCA through the RCP seals. The required seal water flow can
be provided via either the CCW pumps or the charging pumps. Therefore, the plant
operators must have the capability to manually load either a CCW pump or a charging
pump on the accident unit during an MSLB.
Charging Pumps - For a Main Steam Line Break (MSLB), seal water flow to the RCPs
must be maintained in order to prevent a small break LOCA through the RCP seals. The
required seal water flow can be provided via either the CCW pumps or the charging
pumps. Therefore, the plant operators must have the capability to manually load either a
CCW pump or a charging pump on the accident unit during an MSLB.
Battery Chargers - The station battery chargers are interlocked such that if a LOOP
occurs they will disconnect from their 480V source until manually restored by plant
operators. The safety related station batteries are sized to supply load to the DC system
for a period of 1 hour. Therefore, the plant operators must have the capability to
manually load the battery chargers that were aligned prior to the event after a LOOP to
restore supply to the DC system from the battery chargers. Therefore, a maximum of
2 battery chargers per EDG are required to be restored to support the event. Swing
charger D-09 can be aligned to replace either D-07 or D-08. Similarly, swing charger DPage 99
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109 can be aligned to replace either D-107 or D-108. Therefore, the two chargers per
EDG consist of one of D-07, D-08, or D-09 and one of D-107, D-108, or D-109.
Miscellaneous Loads - All remaining loads the plant operators may manually load onto
the EDG will be as EDG loading permits following the EDG Load Management
Procedure. The above loads provide the required manual loads to support the event
and are time critical in nature depending on the event. Therefore, no additional loads
are required to be evaluated and plant operators will manage EDG loading as
necessary.
All ECCS loads may be operating during the injection and recirculation phase for some
period of time. The SI, RHR and CS pumps may all be loaded onto the EDG during the
recirculation phase of a LOCA until conditions permit turning off the load (RCS pressure,
containment pressure, or NaOH requirements). Therefore this calculation ensures that
the EDG will be capable of carrying all ECCS loads in addition to the CCW pump to
support the beginning of the recirculation mode of a LOCA.
ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
The EDG steady state loading must be within the following ratings:
*
*

EDGs G-01 and G-02 - 2850 kW for 2000 hours/year
EDGs G-03 and G-04 - 2848 kW for 2000 hours/year and 2951 kW for
195 hours/year

These ratings can be used in combination provided that the total load hours do not
exceed the overall EDG rating within the 30 day mission time for the EDGs. For
example, 100 hours at a loading between the 200 and 2000 hour ratings is effectively
worth 1000 hours of running at a value below the 2000 hour rating in terms of engine
wear. This is to ensure that the EDGs are capable of supplying their licensing basis
required loads as necessary to meet PBNP GDC 39.
Acceptance criteria for minimum steady state terminal voltage for 4.16 kV system loads
supplied by EDGs: All safeguards motors fed from the 4.16 kV buses shall be
maintained above their minimum allowable continuous running voltage at the terminals
of the motors (90% of rated voltage. This ensures that the required 4.16 kV system
safeguards motors are capable of performing their safety functions as required to meet
PBNP GDC 39.
Acceptance criteria for minimum 480 V switchgear and MCC voltage: All 480 V
switchgear and MCC bus voltages shall be maintained at or above 440 V. This value
exceeds the highest (most conservative) voltage requirement for the 480 V switchgear
and MCCs. It allows a margin of approximately 3.3 V above the limiting value of 436.7 V
at MCC 1 B-49, and margins of approximately 9 V above the most limiting 480 V
switchgear and MCC voltages.
The extra voltage margin resulting from the 440 V acceptance value selected for this
section is included to allow for additional voltage drop through the system cables and
transformers resulting from loads that may be added by the operators under the
guidance of AOP-22. As stated above, this results in required switchgear and MCC
voltages higher than those used to determine the degraded grid setpoint. The resulting
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terminal voltage at the manually added loads will be higher than the terminal voltage
where these loads are energized because no load shedding occurs. This ensures that
the required 480 V system loads evaluated are capable of performing their safety
functions as required to meet PBNP GDC 39.
Acceptance criteria for maximum allowable voltage setting for EDGs: All safety related
motors shall be maintained below their maximum allowable continuous running voltage
at the terminals of the motors (110% of rated voltage). All safety related battery
chargers shall be maintained below 506 V (see assumption below). The secondary
voltage under loaded conditions (rated kVA on the secondary side of the transformer
shall not exceed 105%. This ensures that the required safeguards loads evaluated will
be capable of performing their intended safety functions as required to meet PBNP
GDC 39 without excessive heating or loss of service life due to over excitation.
Acceptance criteria for generator kW and kVA loading: The steady state loading on
G-01, G-02, G-03 and G-04 shall be maintained within the machine rating of 3560 kVA
down to a power factor of 0.8 (2848 kW and 2136 kVAR at minimum power factor). This
ensures that the generator is capable of performing its intended safety function as
required to meet PBNP GDC 39 without excessive heating.
ASSUMPTIONS
It is assumed that the Motor Operated Valves (MOVs) do not impact the EDG steady
state loading.
Basis: The majority of MOVs in the system receive an automatic start signal to change
position within the first minute of the accident. The total maximum load as a result of the
MOVs will be no greater than approximately 30 HP. The MOVs will operate prior to the
addition of any manual loads by the plant operators.j-Therefore, the operation of the
MOVs will remain within the EDG capability since the 200 HP RHR pump would not be
manually loaded on the shutdown unit until after the MOVs have actuated automatically.
In addition, the plant operators may manually operate individual valves to support
mitigation of the event, which will not impact the steady state loading of the EDG
because they operate for a short duration (less than one minute) and are a relatively
small load on the EDG. Therefore, the operation of MOVs on the EDG will not impact
the EDG steady state loading analysis and are not considered part of the overall load. It
should be noted that a number of MOVs are shown in the ETAP model as "ON" with 0%
loading. These are the valves that would change position on an SI signal. The valves
were modeled this way to make iteasy to identify which valves change position
automatically as a result of the event. The 0% loading ensures that these valves do not
impact the EDG steady state loading analysis.
It is assumed that the maximum intake air temperature for G-03 and G-04 is 95 OF.
Basis: G-03 and G-04 draw their intake air directly from the outdoors via the louvered
openings on the EDG building. The assumed maximum temperature of 95 OF is
consistent with the licensing basis maximum outdoor air temperature for the Control
Room Ventilation System as defined as defined in FSAR Section 9.8.1. This
temperature is conservative based on the 0.4% dry bulb temperature of 89.7 OF for
Manitowoc, Wisconsin in the hottest month of July. A temperature of 95 °F is chosen for
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the design basis cases for conservatism and to provide margin in the event that the peak
daytime temperature increases slightly above 89.7 OF.
It is assumed that the maximum BHP values for the SW pumps when there are only
3 pumps in operation are:
Pump
P-032A
P-032B
P-032F
P-032C
P-032D
P-032E

BHP
300
287
307
302
289
305

Basis: A separate calculation determines the SW system flow for various configurations
allowed during plant operations and provides the maximum flow to establish the
minimum header pressure. However, this calculation provides a list of the minimum
flows to safety related components for any SW configuration that will be achieved during
a LOCA. These values represent the minimum flows to safety related components
because they are determined with the maximum amount of diversionary flow present. If
the diversionary flow decreases, the flow to these safety related components increases.
Therefore, the most limiting sum of flows for essential equipment is 5185 gpm using the
flow (gpm) values to the safety related components in the most limiting case Header 0
(Header 9a is not considered in the scenario because a Technical Specification 3.7.8
TSAC is entered as a result of the configuration). It should be noted that the flows in the
table for the recirculation phase in the calculation total to a lower flow value, however the
CC heat exchangers would be in operation for residual heat removal and the inclusion of
this additional flow would result in a higher overall flow requirement than during the
injection phase. The remainder of flow is comprised of flow to non-essential loads
(e.g., turbine hall, various room coolers, and main Zurn strainer backwash). Zurn
strainer backwash (SW-2911-BS and SW-2912-BS) is always maintained in operation.
The flow to each strainer backwash at a frictional pressure drop of 73 psid is 512 gpm.
However considering a frictional pressure drop of 36.5 psid (which is less than the
worst-case predicted values), the flow through each strainer backwash was
conservatively calculated to be 362 gpm.
Therefore, the approximate total minimum flow in the service water system would
conservatively be 5909 gpm (5185 gpm + 362 gpm + 362 gpm).
Since the flow across each pump varies due to the individual pump characteristics, the
minimum flow is expected to be proportioned across the pumps similarly to the
proportions shown for 6 pump operation. The pump flow and associated BHP from the
pump curves are tabulated below:
A train
PumP
P-032A
P-032B
P-032F

GPM
(6 Pump)
918
1231.85
958.54
3108.39

Fraction
29.53%
39.63%
30.84%

GPM
(3 Pump)
1745
2342
1822
5909
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B train
Pump
P-032C
P-032D
P-032E

GPM
(6 Pump)
860
1355.79
1066.10
3281.89

Fraction
26.20%
41.31%
32.49%

GPM
(3 Pump)
1548
2441
1920
5909

BHP
(3 Pump)
302
289
305

These values represent the worst case BHP expected for 3 pump SW system operation
when supplied from a single EDG.
It is assumed that the maximum allowable voltage for battery chargers fed by the 480V
system is 506 V.
Basis: Non-motor loads on the 480 V system have a rated voltage of 460V or 480V. The
maximum utilization and service voltage in a nominal service voltage of 480V system Is
508V, Therefore, the maximum allowable voltage for the battery chargers are
conservatively limited to 506V based on 460V + 10%, which is bounded by (less than)
480V + 10%.
It is assumed that the RHR mini-flow recirculation flow is 200 gpm.
Basis: This value is based on ultrasonic flow measurements of 160 gpm to 165 gpm and
the vendor reported sizing basis for the flow restricting orifice. The flow is rounded up to
200 gpm for additional conservatism since the BHP of the RHR pumps increases with
flow.
It is assumed that the mission time for the EDGs following a design basis event is
30 days.
Basis: The duration of design basis accidents (e.g., LOCA) in FSAR Section 14 analyses
extends to 30 days. The 30 day accident duration covers mitigation to a point where the
accident unit is in a stable long term recovery condition. As a limiting condition, these
accidents assume a concurrent loss of offsite power to both units during the event such
that onsite emergency power sources (EDGs) are required to supply loads for the
accident unit, as well as shutdown loads for the non-accident unit.
A loss of offsite power duration for these events is not specified in the FSAR. For
conservatism in this calculation, the loss of offsite power duration will be assumed to be
the same as the longest accident duration analyzed, although offsite power may be
restored well before termination of the analyzed event.
Assuming a 30 day EDG mission time for accidents bounds loss of offsite power
durations assumed for other design basis events, such as plant fires (up to 72 hours)
and station blackout (up to 4 hours). The 30-day mission time exceeds the onsite fuel oil
storage capacity credited in the Technical Specifications to support 7 days of EDG
operation, after which fuel oil can be replenished from offsite sources (FSAR 8.8 and TS
B3.8.3). The onsite fuel oil capacity does not necessarily bound EDG mission time
because onsite capacity is just one of multiple fuel oil sources that can support EDG
operation.
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Therefore, for the purposes of this calculation, an EDG mission time of 30 days is
conservatively assumed based on offsite power restoration occurring at the completion
of the longest FSAR analyzed accidents. This assumption is used only to estimate the
impact of the EDG loading for a design basis event on the normal engine overhaul
maintenance intervals.
Unvalidated Assumptions - None
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
EDG Steady State Loading
The EDG loading resulting from each of the cases was tabulated (see EC 13180 for
tabulated results). As expected, the worst case loading for each EDG occurs when the
EDG is carrying the load for both units with a LOCA/LOOP in one unit and a LOOP in
the other unit. The bounding case for each EDG includes the automatic (sequenced)
loads plus the manually added loads that are added prior to Plant Operators utilizing the
EDG Load Management Procedure for the EDGs.
The results of the analysis show that the A-train EDGs will remain at or below the 2000
hour rating of the machine under the worst-case plant. The results of the analysis show
that the B-train EDGs will remain at or below the 195 hour rating of the machine under
the worst case configurations. The loading on the EDGs will be reduced as time from
the initiation of the LOCA increases. It Is expected that within the first 24 hours the
operators are capable of managing the load on the EDG to a value within the 2000 hour
rating of the machines. The EDG loading is reduced over time because the SI pumps
can be turned off as the primary loop is depressurized, the containment spray pumps
can be turned off because the RWST is empty with containment temperature and
pressure recovering, the loading on the containment accident fans is reduced as
containment pressure recovers, and the battery charger loading is reduced as the
batteries return to full charge. These items will allow the operators to manage the load
on the EDGs to a value within the 2000 hour rating of the machine within the first
24 hours following a design basis event. For up to the first 24 hours, the loading on the
B-train EDGs may be above the 2000 hour rating but will be below the 200 hour rating of
the machines.
During the 30 day mission time for a DBE, the A-train EDGs will use less than 36.0% of
their Integrated maintenance interval. The B-train EDGs will use approximately 47.1% of
their integrated maintenance interval. This leaves at least 52.8% (rounding down) of the
integrated maintenance interval available to allow for surveillance and preventive
maintenance testing between the 18 month overhauls. Therefore, the loading on the
EDGs is considered acceptable.
It should be noted that there are several unquantified conservatisms included in the EDG
loading modeled in ETAP. These include:
0 Several transformer loads are taken at connected load with no diversity.
• The battery room vent fans (W-85 and W-86) are modeled at their high speed
rating (25 HP) rather than the low speed rating (12.5 HP) (the fans automatically
drop to low speed following a LOOP).
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0
0

Static loads within the model are considered to have a demand of 122% and
actual loading would be less under EDG normal allowable voltage (97.3% to
103.3%) conditions.
The impact of frequency is conservatively rounded up to a 102% (approximately
60.4 Hz) increase in load within the analysis for ETAP and would be less since
the maximum allowable frequency is 60.3 Hz, which corresponds to a 101.5%
increase in load.

Generator kVA Capability Evaluation
The kW value associated with 3560 kVA at 0.8 power factor is 2848 kW, which closely
matches the 2000 hour rating of the prime movers. Provided that the power factor
remains above 0.8 (80%), the 2000 hour rating of the prime movers will be more limiting
than the generator rating. At the 195 hour prime mover rating of 2951 kW, 3560 kVA
corresponds to a power factor of 0.83. As with the 2000 hour rating, provided that the
power factor remains above 0.83 (83%), the 195 hour rating of the prime mover will be
more limiting than the generator rating. The generator output MVA and power factor are
within the rated values for all scenarios.
A review of the automatic and manually added loads shows that the bulk of the loads
have a power factor better than 0.83, and that those that do not tend to be very small
loads. Given the power factor of the base load, it is obvious that shedding and adding
the loads shown in the table to manage EDG load will result in a load power factor
higher than 0.8 under all expected conditions when the load is approaching but below
the 2000 hour rating of the prime mover, and higher than 0.83 under all conditions when
the B-train EDGs are expected to be loaded to a value between the 2000 hour and
195 hour ratings of the prime mover. The power factor of the base load is below 0.8 for
some of the very lightly loaded cases, but in these cases, the loading is so low that 3560
kVA rating of the generator will not be challenged.
Therefore, Acceptance Criteria is met for all expected loading conditions on G-01, G-02,
G-03, and G-04.
Minimum and Maximum Allowable EDG Voltage Settings
The highest minimum voltage setting required to meet the acceptance criteria is 4,049 V.
This value is below and therefore bounds the existing procedural minimum voltage
setting of 4050 V. The maximum allowable voltage setting for the EDGs is limited by the
EDG maximum rating of 105%, not the loads it serves since the safety related load
voltages remain below their maximum rated voltages. The maximum allowable voltage
setting is 105% of nominal, or 4,368 V. This value is above and therefore bounds the
existing procedural maximum voltage setting of 4300 V.
Therefore, the equipment are maintained within the acceptable voltage range and
Acceptance Criteria have been satisfied.
Load KW Values for EDG Load Management
The kW values for each load considered for EDG load management was tabulated. The
load values are the expected worst case load values based on the appropriate design
inputs. The actual loading on any given piece of plant equipment may be lower based
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on actual plant conditions during an event. When removing load, the actual kW
recovered at the EDG may be lower than what is tabulated. Similarly, when adding load,
the actual kW added may be lower than what is shown in the table. Monitoring and
allowing for these differences is the responsibility of the operators when implementing
the EDG load management procedures in AOP-22.
EDG Load Management Evaluation
The plant operators are required to manage the EDG kW loading to ensure the EDGs
remain within their applicable rating. During a LOOP with or without a LOCA, there are
several loads that must be capable of being supplied by the EDG to support plant
operation which total approximately 362 kW. Since the total kW for these load exceeds
the available margin on all of the EDGs it is obvious that in order to remain under the
applicable rating for the EDGs, the plant operators must remove some load prior to
adding all of the remaining CLB required loads to the EDGs. In addition, consideration
was given to the reduction of SW brake horsepower based on the number of operating
pumps during the event being considered.
The results indicate the plant operators will be capable of managing the load on the
A-train EDGs and maintaining the loading within the 2000 hr rating of the A-train EDGs.
The plant operators will be capable of managing the load on the B-train EDGs within the
195 hr rating for up to 24 hours, bringing the loading to a value within the 2000 hour
rating in no more than 24 hours after the start of the event, and maintaining it within the
2000 hour rating of the B-train EDGs for the remainder of the event.
For a Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) concurrent with a dual unit LOOP, the automatic
loading on the EDGs will be the same as or bounded by that of the LOOP/LOCA event
previously evaluated. The release of steam will cause a containment high pressure
signal, which will initiate an SI signal, and a containment high-high pressure signal,
which will initiate containment spray. The additional cooling resulting from the steam
release will cause a reactor trip due to low pressurizer level. Since the primary coolant
loop is intact, RCS pressure stays above 700 psig. The SI pump will run at full load until
shutoff head is reached, and then the load will be reduced to its recirculation flow value.
The pressure will remain above the RHR pump's shutoff head (345ft, or 150 psi from the
pump curves), so the load will be at the recirculation flow value throughout the event. A
single CCW pump (203 kW) or charging pump (88 kW) must be manually started to
restore RCP seal flow for this scenario.
The RHR mini-recirculation flow is assumed to be 200 gpm (see above). From the pump
curves the corresponding motor loading is 84 BHP at 60 Hz. This gives a kW loading of
70.5, rounded up to 71 kW using the pump motor data that results in the smallest change in
RHR kW loading. Subtracting this from the lowest accident unit value results in a reduction
of 140 - 71 = 69 kW from the value used to calculate the automatic loading.
The A-train EDGs can accommodate either the charging pump OR the CCW pump (but
not both) and remain within their 2000 hour rating for an MSLB. The B-train EDGs can
accommodate a charging pump and remain within their 195 hour rating for an MSLB.
Depending upon plant conditions and EDG loading, the B-train EDGs can accommodate
a charging pump within their 195 hour rating. They may be able to accommodate a
CCW pump and remain within their 195 hour rating, but that is not assured for the worst
case conditions. Therefore, a limitation must be imposed that either one CCW pump or
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one Charging pump is required to be manually loaded onto the EDG to re-establish RCP
seal cooling for events without a LOCA (e.g., MSLB in containment).
The loading evaluated in this calculation envelopes both the injection and recirculation
phases of the event, and demonstrates that all four EDGs are applied at loading values
that are within the applicable ratings of the machines for all phases of the event. The
loading evaluated considers that each EDG is the only EDG available to support both
units loading. If more than one EDG were to start, run and connect to the bus, the load
could be managed between the EDGs, thus ensuring additional margin on each machine
after the EDG load management procedure was entered. Therefore, the Acceptance
Criteria has been satisfied.
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V.

MAXIMUM VOLTAGE ANALYSIS

V.I PURPOSE AND SCOPE
The purpose of the maximum voltage analysis is to determine the maximum voltage at plant
equipment fed fltom the AC electrical distribution system to assure that the equipment Is within
its maximum voltage rating under normal.operating conditions with the highest system voltage.
The plant electrical system alignments developed In Section II,2,02 are used to determine the
maximum voltage at each piece of plant equipment evaluated, The maximum pre-fault source
voltages discussed in Section 11,2,03 will be used to determine the voltage for each bus to be
evaluated for maximum voltage,
The scope of the maximum voltage analysis is to evaluate the maximum voltage at the
following 13.8 kV, 4.16 kV and 480 V buses including their associated electrical equipment
(motors, transformers, cables, etc.), Additional buses may be added in the future, if necessary'.
The following buses will be considered in the maximum voltage analysis:
H-01
1-1-02
H-03
H-05
1-1-06
5-08
H1-09
IA-01
IA-02
IA-03
IA-04
IA-05
IA-06
IA-07
2A-01
2A-02
2A-03
2A-04
2A-05
2A-06
2A-07
1B-01

IB-.02
iB-03
IB-04
2B-01
2B-02
2B,.03
2B-04
B-07
B-08
B-09
B-507
IB-Il
113-30
IB-31
18-32
IB-39
13-40
IB-41
IB-42
1B-43
IB-49
2B-11I

2B-30
2B-31
28-32

28-39
213-40
2B-41
2B-42
213-43
2B-49
B-21
B-22
B-33
B-43
B-44
B-45
B-46

B-47
B-48

B-51

B-500
B-501
B-60

B-65
B-66
B-71
B-81
PP-I
PP..2
PP-3
PP-4
PP-5
PP-6
PP-7
PP-8
PP-9
PP-10
PP-It
PP-12
PP-13
PP-14
PP-15
PP-16
PP-17
PP-18

PP-19
PP-20
PP-21
PP-22
PP-23
PP-26
PP-28
PP-29
PP-30
PP-31
PP-32
IP-33
PP-34
PP-35
PP-36
PP-42
PP-43
PP-44
PP-45
PP-46
PP-47
PP-48

PP-54
PP-55
PP-56
PP-58
PP-59
PP-63
PP-65
PP-67
PP-70
PP-71
PP-75
PP-76
PP-80
PP-81
PP-82
PP-83

The scope of this analysis does not Include the evaluation of the maximum voltage [t the
secondary of transformers with secondary voltages below 480 VL, or security transformers
XL-21 and XL-22.
The scope of this analysis does not include evaluation of the maximum voltage of G-501 and
the portions of the system it provides alternate power for (i.e., the TSC and G-05 auxiliaries),
when they are fed from G-501,
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OLOQY
V.2 M•y HOIH

The methodology used in this calculation section is not described in the Current Licensing
Basis (CLB) for PBNP.
The following steps develop the maximum voltage at plant equipment within the Point Beach
Nuclear Plant AC Electrical Distribution System. The plant equipment evaluated includes
cables, motors, transformers and miscellaneous loads (e.g. heaters, battery chargers, etc.).
V.2.01

DETERMINATION OF MAXIWUM SYSTEM VOLTAGES

The maximum system voltages are calculated by Section 11 of the calculation. The
maximum system voltages utilized for the short circuit analysis to provide the
maximum pre-fault system voltages also provide the worst-case maximum system
voltages. The worst-case maximum system voltages are calculated utilizing Sections
11.2,01,11.2,02,11.2,03, 11.2,04, and 11,2,05, The following is a surmanry of the steps
used to determine the maximum voltage at plant equipment.
V.2.01.1

The AC electrical distribution system model in ETAP is developed in
Calculation 2008-0025 (Reference VII.l,26). The ETAP AC electrical
system model will be utilized to calculate the maximum 13,8kV through
480V system voltages, (See Section 11.2.01)

V.2,01.2

The plant operating conditions were developed in Calculation 2008-0025
(Rcference VII. 1.26) and Section 11.2,02 determined the worst-case plant
conditions for each bus being evaluated, The maximum system voltage will
be equivalent to the worst-case prefault voltages calculated for short
circuit, The worst-case plant configurations will provide the same
bounding cases for both short circuit and maximum voltage, The cases
above provide the worst-case maximum source voltage with the minimum
loading on the system. All additional cases are bounded by the plant
conditions evaluated and therefore no additional plant operating conditions
are required. (See Section 11,2,02)

V.2.01.3

The analysis utilizes the maximum allowable source voltages (eg. main
generators, ofWhite power, gas turbine, etc.) to provide the worst-case
system voltage, The minimum cable temperature is utilized which provides
the worst-case minimum cable impedance providing the maximum voltage
at the equipment. (See Sections 11,2.03 and J1.2.04)
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V.2.01.4

The maximum voltage is calculated by utilizing the BTAP load flow
analysis module (Reference VI1.3.01) and the AC Electrical System Model
developed in Calculation 2008-0025 (Reference VII, 1.26) to calculate the

steady state voltage at each bus within the 345 kV system through the
480 V system, The Newton Raphson iterative technique is used to
calculate the bus voltages for each plant operating condition evaluated. A
load flow study case and its associated options were developed in
Calculation 2008-0025 (Reference VII, 1,26) for each plant operating
condition. The load flow study cases place the generating sources (Main
Generators, Gas Turbine Generator, EDGs and the 345 kV system) at their
maximum allowable voltage. (See Section 11.2.05)
V.2.02

EVALUATION OF MAXIMUM VOLTAO01 AT EQUrpMENT
A review of Calculation 2008-0025 (Reference VI1, 1,26) and the Master Input
Calculations (References VII,1.03, VII.1,04, and VII, 1,05) are performed for each
13,8 kV, 4160 V and 480 V bus to establish the nominal voltage ratings of the
equipment connected to each bus, The maximum allowable voltage rating for each
component will then be established based on manufacturer's data, plant specifications,
and/or industry standards, The maximum calculated voltage at the bus will be
compared against the maximum allowable voltage rating of each component type. The
calculation conservatively compares the supply bus voltage against the equipment

maximum voltage because the minimum loading demand factor calculated is based on
the transformer loading (See Reference VII.1,26), The demand factor Is then applied
to all components supplied by the transformer, This provides the maximum voltage to
each bus supplied in the system but may be non-conservative on an individual load
basis, Therefore, the maximum voltage rating will be conservatively compared to the

maximum calculated voltage for the bus. This will provide a conservative evaluation
because it neglects voltage drop through the cable and ensures that a wide range of
demand factor values for Individual equipment is enveloped,
The maximum calculated worst-case voltage at each bus is determined by establishing
the maximumn voltage determined under all plant operating conditions analyzed. This
will establish the worst-case maximum voltage to be used to evaluate maximum

voltage conditions versus the maximum allowable equipment voltage, For each
component type under consideration (e.g., cables, miscellaneous loads, motors, and
transformers), the maximum voltage shown in any of the study cases will be compared
against the appropriate Acceptance Criteria.
As stated above, the maximum calculated voltage under each plant operating condition
Is utilized to determine the transformer secondary terminal voltage under minimum
loading conditions. The Acceptance Criteria V.3.03 value of 105% will be compared
to transformer secondary terminal voltages calculated by ETAP. The light loading on
the transformers will give higher (more conservative) voltages, and the transformers
will be evaluated against the full load voltage criteria, The initial analysis
conservatively considers the difference between the no-load and full load criteria as a
step change from 110% at no load to 105% for any non-zero loading.
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V.2.03

EVALUATION OF TRANSFORMER VOLTAGE DURING No-LOAD CONDITIONS

The evaluation whether the maximum voltage of transformers will be acceptable
during no-load conditions are based on the transformer tap configurations and the
maximum allowable system source voltage. The figure below is a demonstration of
how a particular set of transformer's taps and system source voltage are configured in
the ETAP Model (Reference VII, 1.26 and Input V.5.06):

Figure 1 -Transformer Tap
Requirements for No-Load
Condition
lax: IX.O- l0 1X-10)

swllhyard

Ir

-1'•

10p
P.0 ..

IX-O1 ,,'ll

•

X-03

-0436%
0-06

iA-

@4Ip

L,1.j
o1 p

XL-0I

0%OF4

Note: All taps are on the primary side of the transformer (Reference V1!. 1,01),
V.2.03.1

Determination of Source Maximum Voltage
In order to evaluate maximum voltage at the transformers under no-load
conditions, the source maximum voltage must be determined, From Figure
I above, the possible maximum voltage sources for any transformer are the
a) Switchyard, b) Gas Turbine Generator, c) Main Generator and/or d)
Emergency Diesel Generator. The maximum voltage for each source is
listed in Input V.5.06.
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The EDGs are not connected to the system under transfonner no-load
conditions unless the generator is in isochronous mode (i.e,, not paralleled
with the system) as a result of a LOOP or outage testing, When in
isoobronous mode, the EDQ Is procedurally limited to 4300 V, or 103,37%
of 4160 V (Reference VII,6,27 through VII.6,30)
V.2.03.2

Calculation of Maximum Secondary Voltage at Transformers Under
No-Load Conditions
Aflere the maximum source voltage is determined from Section V,2,03.1,
the transformer maximum secondary voltage (in %) Is calculated by
dividing the maximum source voltage in percent of system nominal by the
primary tap setting of the transformer in percent of the nominal primary
voltage (eg., 0% tap - 100%, -5% tap = 95%), multiplying by the ratio of
the system nominal voltage to the transformer nominal primary voltage
(this will be 1.00 In most cases, and will be left out of all but the first
example unless It Is not 1.00). This will be performed for each source to
establish the worst-case transformer secondary voltage. It should be noted
that the transformer secondary voltage is the same as the system nominal
voltage in all cases. A multiplier of 100 Is used to obtain the voltage In
percent of nominal system voltage.
For example, if the maximum source voltage for the switchyard of
104.49% of 345 kV (Input V.5,06) Is used as the source via transformer
1X-03 (see Figure I above), the voltage at the secondary of IX-03 is
calculated as

104.49% Vltage

345 kV) 100 = 101.94% on the

.13,8 kV system, Since the gas turbine generator can be run at 104.35% of
13,8 kV, the maximum no-load voltage for the 13,8kV system would be
104,35%. Therefore, the worst-case 13.8kV system voltage utilized would
be 104,35%,
For transformer X-65, the primary is rated 13.2 kV, tapped at +5%, and
connected to thc 13.8 kV system. With a maximum source voltage of
104.35%, the transformer secondary voltage isW
104,35% Voltage 1( 13.8kV 100' =l0.90%of480 V.
105,0% Tap 1),. 13.2kV)

(

As can be seen from Figure 1 above, the source that provides the maximum
transformer primary voltage is used for each transformer, for example,
transformer 1X..11 can be fed fr1om the main generator ITO-01, the
switchyard, or the gas turbine generator, The gas turbine generator
(through the LVSAT IX-04) provides the highest no-load primary voltage,
The no-load secondary voltage calculated as described above is then
compared to the 110% of the transformer secondary voltage rating
(Acceptance Criteria V.3.02) for no-load conditions,
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V.3 ACCtPTANCE CRITRIUA
V.3.01 Acceptance criteria for motor voltage: The terminal voltage at anly 4160, 4000, 480,
460, or 440 VAC motor shall not exceed 110% of the motor's nominal voltage rating
(References VI1,2.07 and VII.2,08), For the safety related motors, meeting this
ensures that the motors are within their equipment ratings and are capable of
performing their Intended safety functions as required to meet PBNP ODC 39 and
FSAR Section 8.0 (References VII.8,04 and VII,8.26).
V.3.02 Acceptance criteria for transfonrners under no-load conditions: The secondary voltage
under no-load (See Figure I in Section V.2,03) conditions shall not exceed 110%
(References VIL,2,12 and VII.2.17). This is to ensure that the safety related
transformers are capable of perforrning their intended safety functions as required to
meet PBNP CDC 39 and FSAR Seclion 8.0 (References VII,8,04 and VI1.8,26),
V,3,03 Acceptance criteria for transformers under loaded conditions: The secondary voltage
under full load (rated kVA on the secondary side of the transformer) shall not exceed
105% (References VII,2,12 and VII2.17), This is to ensure that the safety related
transformers are capable of performing their Intended safety functions as required to
meet PBNP CDC 39 and FSAR Section 8,0 (References VII.8,04 and VII,8,26). See
Note in Section V,2,02,
V.3.04 Acceptance criteria for miscellaneous 480V system loads (e.g., heaters, control panels,
power receptacles, battery chargers, Variable Frequency Drives (VFDs) other than for
the charging pumps, which are addressed In V,3,06): The calculated voltage at the
miscellaneous loads shall be less than 110% of the load's nominal voltage, or 506V
for 460V or 480 V rated miscellaneous loads (Assumption V,4,01, 1), or below 600 V
for power receptacles (Assumption V.4.01,2), This is to ensure that the safety related
miscllaneous loads are capable of performing their Intended safety functions as
required to meet PBNP GDC 39 and FSAR Section 8.0 (References VII,8.04 and
VIL.8.26).
V.3,05 Acceptance criteria for cables: The calculated ETAP maximum voltage for PBNP
cables shall be less than the maximum cable voltage ratings of 25kV and 15kV (bus
duct) for the 13.8kV system, 5kV for the 4.16kV system, and 1kV or 600V for the
480V system (References VIL1,04, VI.1,05, VII.4.34, V11,4.35, and VII,4.36). This
is to ensure that the cables are capable of performing their intended safety functions as
required to meet PBNP GDC 39 and FSAR Section 8,0 (References VI1.8.04 and

VII8,26),

V.3.06 Acceptance criteria for charging pump VrDs: The terminal voltage at the VFDs for
the charging pumps (IP-002A, IP-002B, 1P002C, 2P-002A, 2P.002B, and 2P-002C)
shall be less than 514 V (Reference VII,4.41), This is to ensure that these non-safety
related loads are capable of performing their design functions,
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VA4 ASSUMPTrONS

V.4.01

VAJJDATRD ASSUMPTIONS

V.4.01.1

It is assumed that the maximum allowable voltage for Miscellaneous Loads
fed by the 480V system (heaters, control panels, battery chargers, inverters,
variable firequency drives, etc.) is 506 V.
Basis: Miscellaneous loads have a rated voltage of 460 V or 480 V per
References VII. 1.03 through VII, 1,05. A review of Reference VI1.2.03
states that the maximum utilization and service voltage in a nominal 480V
system is 508 V. Therefore, the maximum allowable voltage for the
miscellaneous loads are conservatively limited to 506V based on 460 V +
10%, which is bounded by (less than) 480 V + 10%.

V.4.01.2

It is assumed that the maximum allowable voltage for power receptacles
installed at PBNP on the 480 V system is 600 V.
Basis: A review of the power receptacles installed shows that the majority
are Crouse-Hinds or Russelstoll receptacles, all of which are rated 600 V
(Reference VU1,5,281, VIU.5.282, and VII,5,283). Therefore, it is
reasonable to assume that all power receptacles have a rating of 600 V
consistent with the known ratings of the power receptacles installed at
PBNP,

V.4.02 UNVALIDATED ASSUMPTIONS
None
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V.? US3IUS
The Maximum Voltage calculations were performed as described in Section V.6. The ETAP
results appear in the sunmmary table in Attachment 134. The full ETAP output reports are
contained in Attachments F1, F3, F•, F7, F9, F 19, F21, F23, F25, F27, F29 and F31.
V.7.01

Motor Maximum Voltage
Attachment H5 provides a comparison of the maximum calculated voltage versus the
maximum allowable motor voltage. The following tables provide a summary of buses
that supply motors for which the calculated maximum voltage is greater than the
maximum allowable motor voltage, Therefore, Acceptance Criteria V,3.01 is not
satisfied for motors (as rated below) supplied by these buses.
4000 V motors:
None.
460 V motors:
None,
440 V motors:
1B-01

213-32

B-500

IB-32
1B-41

2B-41
2B-42

B-501
PP-03

IB-42
113-43

2B-43
B-22
B-43
B-66

PP-04
PP-05
PP-08
PP-31

2B-01
213-31

V.7.02 Transformer (Loaded) Maximum Voltage

Attachment E5 provides a comparison of the maximum calculated transformer
secondary voltage versus the maximum allowable transformer secondary voltage.
Acceptance Criteria V.3.03 was met for all transformers evaluated.
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V.7.03 Transformer (No-Load) Maximum Voltage
The following table is a summary of the worst-case maximum calculated voltage at the
transformer's secondary winding(s) as calculated in Section V.6.03. A review of the
results show that for all transformers, the no-load secondary voltage is less than 110%
and therefore Acceptance Criteria V,3.02 is satisfied, The calculated transformner
secondary terminal voltages at No-Load conditions are as follows:

Transformer

IX-01
2X-01
1X-02
2X-02
IX-04
2X-04
IX-.03
2X-03
IX- 11
]X-12
IX-13
IX-14
2X. 11
2X-12
2X-13
2X-14
IX-06
2X-06
X..07
X-08
X-27
X..48
X-65
X-66
X-72
X-500
X-704

Calculated
Maximum
Secondary
Voltage
(Max source,
accounting for
tap settings)
104.49%
104.49%
104.74%
104,74%
107,03%
107,03%
102,37%
102,37%
109,84%
109.84%
107,03%
107,03%
109.84%
109.84%
107.03%
107,03%
107.16%
107,16%
109.84%
104,35%
104.35%
104,35%
103,90%
103,90%
103.90%
104.35%
109,84%
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Acceptance
Criteria
V,3,02 for
Transformer
No-Load
Conditions

PHSs/Fail

110%
110%
110%
110%
110%
110%
110%
110%
110%
110%
110%
110%
110%
110%
110%
110%
110%
110%
110%
110%
110%
110%
110%
110%
110%
110%
110%

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
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V,7.04 Miscellaneous Load Maximum Voltage
Attachmont B5 provides a comparison of the maximum calculated voltage vwrsus the
maximum allowable equipment voltage for miscellaneous loads. The following table
is a summary of buses that supply miscellaneous loads for which the calculated
maximum voltage is greater than the maximum allowable equipment voltage.
Therefore, Acceptance Criteria V.3,04 are rot satisfied for miscellaneous loads
supplied by Ihese buses as shown in Attachment E5.
Miscellaneous Loads:
None.
V.7.05

Cable Maximum Voltage
A review of the maximum voltage in each system from Attachment E4 shows that the
maximum voltage on the 13.8 kV system Is less than 14,2 kV, the maximum voltage
on the 4.16 kV system is less than 4,5 kV and the maximum voltage on the 480 V
system is less than 520 V. A comparison of the maximum.calculated voltage for each
system versus the maximum allowable cable voltage (see Input V,5.03) shows that the
maximum calculated system voltages are less than the maximum allowable cable
voltage, Therefore, the cables within the 13.8 kV, 4.16 kV and 480 V systems are
within their voltage ratings and will meet Acceptance Criteria V.3,05,

V.7.06

Charging Pump VFD Maximum Voltage
Attachment E5 provides a comparison of the maximum calculated voltage versus the
maximum allowable VFD voltage, The maximum calculated VFD terminal voltage is
less than or equal to the maximum allowable voltage for the normal and alternate
(buses B-08 and B-09) feeds for the charging pump VFDs. Therefore, Acceptance
Criteria V,3,06 is satisfied for the charging pump VFDs.
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V.8 CONCLUSIONS
This calculation section analyzes the maximum voltage on the 13.8 kV system to the current
procedural limit of 14.4 kV (Reference VIL.6,26), This value is above the 13.87 kV maximum
voltage Imposed in Limitation 1,2,02.1, Therefore, the conclusions drawn in Ibis section
envelope and are not impacted by the restrictions in Limitation 1.2,02. 1.
The calculation performed the maximum voltage analysis for the equipment contained within
the 13.8 kV through the 480V systems based on the worst-case plant operating conditions,
V.8.01 MOTOR MAXIMUM VOLTAGES
The maximum voltage at the buses supplying motors (i.e,, the 4.16 kV and 480 V
systems) were determined to ensure that all motors supplied by those systems are
maintained at less than the maximum allowable motor voltage, The results of the
calculation show that the following list of buses supply motors for which the
calculated maximum voltage Is greater than the maximum allowable motor voltage,
4000 V motors:
None,
460 V motors:
None,
440 V motors:
IB-01
1B-32
I3-41
IB-42
IB-43
2B-01
2B-31

2B-32
2B-41
2B-42
2B-43
B-22
B-43
B-66

B-500
B-501
PP-03
PP-04
PP-05
PP-08
PP-31

The maximum voltage applied to certain motors at these buses does not meet
Acceptance Criteria V.3,01, During the periods when the voltage applied at the
motors exceeds 110% of the motor's rated voltage, the motor will be overexcited and
will run hotter than anticipated at full load in its rated ambient temperature, Under
these conditions, motor service life may be reduced, however immediate failure is not
expected, Running the motors less than fully loaded or at a lower ambient air
temperature under these conditions will reduce the heating and reduce the Impact of
higher terminal voltage, PBNP performs motor condition evaluation (MCE) analysis
per RMP 9387 (Reference VII,6,31) as periodic maintenance callups In PassPort
(Reference V]1,9) to trend the performance of the motor insulation on safety related
motors, This will allow identifying degrading insulation performance prior to motor
failure. AR01 115746 has been initiated to document the condition that the subject
motors powered from the buses listed above do not meet Acceptance Criteria V.3.01,
Due to changing the X04 transformer taps to -2.5%, the terminal voltages for the
safety related motors are reduced, The recommendations of AR01 115746 remain
bounding for this calculation,
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V.8.02 TRANSFORMER MAXIMUM VOLTAGES
The maximum voltage at the transformers secondary terminals were determined to
ensure transformers secondary voltage in the 13.8kV, 4.16kV and 480V systems are
less than the maximum allowable voltage rating under no-load and full load
conditions. The results of the calculation show that calculated transformer secondary
voltages under no-load conditions (see Section V.7,03) were less than the maximum
allowable voltage of 110% and Acceptance Criteria V,3.02 has been satisfied.
The results of the calculation show that all transformers have have a maximum
calculated secondary voltage less than the maximum allowable voltage of 105% under
loading conditions. The results for these transformers are acceptable.
V.8.03

MISCELLANEOUS LOAD MAXIMUM VOLTAGES

The maximum voltage at the buses supplying miscellaneous loads were determined to
ensure all equipment supplied by the buses in the 480V system are maintained less
than the maximum allowable equipment voltage. Acceptance criteria V.3.04 has been
satisfied.
V.8,04 CABLE MAXIMUM VOLTAGES
The maximum system voltages (and consequently the cable maximum voltages) were
determined to ensure all cables within the 13.8 kV, 4.16 kV and 480 V systems are
maintained at less than the maximum allowable cable voltage. The results of the
calculation show that the maximum calculated system voltages are less that the
maximum allowable cable voltages, Acceptance Criteria V,3.05 has been satisfied.
V.8.05

Charging Pump VFD Maximum Voltage
The maximum voltage at the buses supplying normal and alternate power to the
charging pump VFDs were determined to ensuro that all of the charging pump VFDs
are maintained at voltages within the allowable maximum. The results of the
calculation show that the maximum calculated VFD terminal voltage is less than or
equal to the maximum allowable voltage for all buses feeding the charging pump
VFDs. Therefore, Acceptance Criteria V,3,06 has been satisfied,
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1.

Purpose
The purpose of this engineering evaluation is to determine the impact of the proposed Extended Power Uprate
(EPU) changes on the Point Beach AC Auxiliary System. The EPU changes to the AC electrical system include
the uprate of major motors (steam generator feedwater pump motors and condensate pump motors),
replacement of the generator step up transformer (X-01), upgrade of the generator isolated phase bus duct
cooling, rewind and uprate of the main generator and addition of main generator circuit breakers. These
changes were all evaluated during the summer of 2008 in calculations 2008-0025 and 2008-0026.
These same calculations took into account the other major plant modifications that were intended to be installed
prior to the power uprate modifications. The most significant modifications were the replacement of the 480V
motor driven auxiliary feed pump motors (P-38A and P-38B) with new 4160V motor driven pumps, the
completion of the four remaining charging pump variable frequency drive units and the installation of the main
control room alternate source term modifications. Since the calculations for EPU were performed, the plans for
the 4160V bus source for the new motor driven auxiliary feedwater pumps (1P-053 and 2P-053) and these other
projects have changedjlihtly. These changes will be evaluated here to determine their impact on auxiliary
power system performance in conjunction with the installation of the EPU changes.

2.

Required actions:
1.

The charging pump variable frequency drive installation for IP-2C should be completed before
implementation of the AST and EPU modifications to regain margin.

2.

A detailed short circuit analysis must be performed to determine the short circuit duty for the breakers
at Power Panel 4. If the breakers are shown to be applied above their interrupting ratings following the
EPU change and auxiliary feedwater changes, these breakers must be replaced with higher rated
breakers. Revision 0 of calculation 2004-0002 shows Power Panel 4 to be applied within its short
circuit rating which reflects the present plant configuration. This is very similar to the configuration
with the auxiliary feedwater pumps presently installed at the 480V buses. Therefore, it is likely, that
the more detailed ETAP short circuit calculation revision will also show that this panel is applied
within its rating.

3.

The protective overcurrent relays for the main feed breakers for buses IB-03, 1B-04, 2B-03 and 2B-04
must be verified to allow the required loading without tripping the overload relay settings with the
460V auxiliary feedwater pump motor (P-38A) running during a LOCA in conjunction with the impact
of not installing the VFD drive units for charging pumps IP-2A, 2P-2A and 2P-2B.

4.

A formal revision to calculation 2004-0002 must be completed to verify the terminal voltages for the
existing 460V motor driven auxiliary feedwater pumps when being used as emergency backups during.
a design basis LOCA event.

5.

The 4160V and 460V auxiliary pumps for each train of safety related equipment must be controlled
such that both may not run simultaneously. Also, the 460V MDAFW motors must automatically trip
on an SI signal, a degraded voltage trip or loss of voltage trip.
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3.

Descriptions of changes since the EPU evaluations were performed:
The changes are described below for the major projects that have the potential to impact the already completed
AC auxiliary system analysis performed for the EPU and generator breaker modifications contained in
calculations 2008-0025 and 2008-0026. In attachment 1, a table is created that lists the recent changes to
ongoing modifications versus the potentially impacted plant calculations prepared to reflect the plant design
basis and for the EPU and generator breaker modifications. This table forms the road map for this evaluation.
3.1..

Auxiliary Feedwater Modification changes (EC 1565_1566 and 13401):
When the EPU auxiliary power system calculations were performed, the two existing 460V motor driven
auxiliary feedwater (MDAFW) pumps and motors were to be replaced by two new 4160V motor driven
auxiliary feedwater pumps and motors fed from the same safety related division as the existing motors
(Bus lA-05 and 2A-06) and physically located where the existing pumps and motors are presently
installed. The Unit I MDAFW Pump was to be moved from 480V bus IB-03 to 4160V bus 1A-05 and
the Unit 2 MDAFW Pump was to be moved from 480V bus 2B-04 to 4160V bus 2A-06. The operation
of the new pumps would be the same as the existing pumps.
Since this EPU AC auxiliary power calculation was performed, the scope of the auxiliary feedwater
pump modification has changed as part of responses to questions by the US NRC during the license
amendment request review. The planned approach now includes adding the two new 4160V motor
driven pumps with the Unit 1 MDAFW pump (1P-053) fed from Bus 1A-06 and the Unit 2 MDAFW
pump (2P-053) fed from bus 2A-05. along with keeping the two existing 460V motor driven pumps. The
new 4160V pumps and motors would be located in the primary auxiliary building in the boric acid
evaporator rooms. The new 4160V pumps and motors would fulfill the safety related functions for the
various design basis accidents as originally planned. The new 4160V motors and pumps would now each
be dedicated to one unit. The IP-053 pump would be used for Unit 1 design basis events and the 2P-053
pump would be used for Unit 2 design basis events. The two existing.460V motor driven pumps would
be used for startup, shutdown, certain non-accident events (SBO or Appendix R fire safe shutdown), and
as manually operated backup auxiliary feedwater should a 4160V motor driven pump fail to operate. The
relocation of the 4160V pump and motors results in an additional 150 feet of cable length for each motor
from the 4160V bus to the motor terminal and is fed from the opposite safety train on each unit as
compared to the existing 460V pumps.
The new 4160V MDAFW motors have been purchased as part of EC 1565 and 1566. The motor
nameplate ratings are 350hp, 4160V, full load current 43A and locked rotor current 558% (240A) of full
load current. The maximum running load will be the nameplate rating of 350HP.
In no case would a 4160V and 460V MDAFW pump be allowed to run simultaneously on the same
safety related train of equipment.

3.2.

Charging Pump Modification Installation Schedule Changes (EC 7372, 7375, 7376 and 7377):
The six charging pumps are being modified to add variable frequency drive units to convert the 60 cycle
AC power for each motor to a variable frequency output to control the speed of the motor and pump.
The existing motors are being uprated with new larger motors that would still supply the same maximum
100 break horsepower. At the time of the preparation of calculations 2008-0025 and 2008-0026, two of
the charging pumps (1P-2B and 2P-2C) were installed with the remaining four VFDs (1P-2A, 1P-2C, 2P2A and 2P-2B) scheduled to be installed prior to the first EPU and generator breaker outage for Unit 2 in
the Fall of 2009. At this time, the installation may be delayed for the remaining four drives until 2011
which will be after the EPU and generator breaker modifications are installed.

3.3.

Main Control Room Alternate Source Term modification changes (LAR 241):
When the EPU auxiliary power system calculations were performed, there were no changes planned to
the AC auxiliary system that impacted the performance of the 480V or 4160V systems.
Since this EPU evaluation was performed, the scope of the alternate source term modification has
changed as part of responses to questions by the US NRC during the license amendment request review.
A revised amendment request was submitted in early December and now includes modifications to the
common control room and primary auxiliary building ventilation systems and the Unit 2 fagade freeze
protection. The first change is during design basis accidents (LOCA) with a loss of offsite AC power, one
train of control room ventilation must start automatically from the emergency diesel generator. This
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includes fans W-14A with W-13Bi or W-14B with W-13B2. Also, one primary auxiliary building
ventilation exhaust filter fan (W-030A or W-030B) and one exhaust stack fan (W-021A or W-021B)
must be manually started within 30 minutes under the control room's electrical management procedure
guidance after the beginning of a design basis accident. This will occur by manual control room operator
action after completing the injection phase of safety injection and during the recirculation phase with the
main safety injection pumps (1P-015A, 1P-015B, 2P-015A and 2P-015B) secured. In order to
accommodate the additional load on the "B" train emergency diesel generators (G-03 or G-04), the
existing Unit 2 fagade freeze protection circuits fed from MCC 2B-42 will be automatically shed during a
loss of offsite power.
3.4.

Main Generator rating after the EPU rewind
The main generator is planned to be rewound as part of the extended power uprate project. At the time of
the preparation of calculations 2008-0025 and 2008-0026, the new maximum MVA rating was to be
713MVA. Based on recent input from Siemens, the rating after the rewind will be 684MVA with a 0.94
power factor with 75 psig of hydrogen pressure and a maximum of 85TF exciter cooling water.

3.5.

13.8kV Capacitor Bank Addition (EC 13600)
A modification has been created to add a new 3 phase capacitor bank to 13.8kV bus H-01. The new
capacitor bank will have 5 stages of 3 MVAR each for a total capacitance of 15 MVAR. It will be
connected to spare cubicle 15 at bus H-01. It will be used to support voltage for the 13.8 KV system for
certain specific low offsite voltage scenarios when the G-05 gas turbine is not operating. Plant Operating
procedures will prevent the CAP bank and G-05 from operating simultaneously.

3.6.

Control room chiller modification to repower P-1 I1A, PP-23 and HX-038B.
Several existing electrical loads will be reconnected to different power buses to allow relocation of the
existing control room chiller HX-038B from a train B power source (MCC B-22 fed from 2B-02) to a
train bus A power source (MCC B-33 fed from 2B-03). This provides greater capability to provide
control room and cable spreading room cooling with a LOOP and a single failure.
This modification makes the following changes:
P-1IlA Cable Spreading Room chilled water pump - moving from IB-31 (fed from 1B-03) to B43 (fed
from IB-04) with FLA 6.2 amps. 3-1/C-10 AWG, between 350 and 500 feet long, routed in conduit, tray
and PAB penetration with current cable run from computer/mechanical room to MCC of 320 feet.
PP23 Warehouse I Power - moving from B33 (fed from 2B-03) to B43 (fed from IB-04) with FLA 17.4
amps (from page 848 of 2004-0001). 3-1/C-2 AWG. -520 feet long, routed in conduit and tray and
current cable run from B33 to WIll of 515 feet, B43 is -2 feet away from B33.
HX-038B Control Room Compressor set - moving from B22 (fed from 2B-02) to B33 (fed from 2B-03)
with FLA 98 amps (per dwg E-5 sheet 4B. 4 motors Q 23A each plus 6A static load). 3-1/C-1/0 AWG.
between 100 and 500 feet long, routed in conduit, tray and PAB penetration with current run from
computer/mechanical room to MCC of 254 feet. B22 is in the water treatment area, B33 is in the 26'
PAB, directly above the RHR cubicles.

3.7.

Battery room chiller addition
This modification adds a new chiller unit for the plant battery rooms that consists of 2 compressors with
a total load of 125A and six fan motors of 3 hp each. These loads will be connected to 480V bus
B08/B09 which is fed from the 13.8kV bus H-01.

3,8.

Pump overhaul and reconditioning for service water pump (P-32F).
As part of a routine overhaul, the pump and impeller were re-conditioned for service water pump P-032F.
The new pump was tested and the maximum running brake horsepower is 1.7 kW greater than the
existing pump as modeled in the EDG loading section in calculation 2008-0026. Service water pump P032F is fed from 480V bus 2B-03.
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4,

Evaluation of impact on available short circuit levels for AC auxiliary power systems buses from 480V to
345kV (Calculation 2004-0002 section II).
The changes since the analysis in calculations 2008-0025 and 2008-0026 have an impact on the calculated
available short circuit levels. Each of the changes will be evaluated individually and then the combined impact
will be determined.
4.1.

Impact of auxiliary feedwater modification changes:
4160V Motor Driven Feedwater Pumps
The calculations performed for the generator breaker and EPU projects assumed that the new 4160V
motor driven auxiliary feedwater pumps were installed in the existing location of the existing 460V
motor driven pumps. The new electrical feeds were 1A-05 for the "A" train motor and 2A-06 for the "B"
train motor. The present project scope for the motor driven auxiliary feedwater pumps is to install two
new 4160V motors fed from IA-06_and 2A-05 and the MDAFW pumps will be located in the PAB boric
acid evaporator rooms instead of the existing auxiliary pump rooms. This adds an additional 150 feet of
cable from the 4160V bus to the motor terminal and changes the power feed for Unit I from the A train
to the B train bus and for Unit 2 from the B train to the A train bus. In addition, the existing 460V motor
driven pumps will be retained and fed from their existing electrical sources of 1B-03 and 2B-04.
The impact of the new location and 4160V bus source for the 4160V motors is to reduce the fault
contribution for buses 1A-05 and 2A-06 and increase the fault contribution for buses 1A-06 and 2A-05.
This impact can be evaluated by adding the full short circuit contribution of the 4160V motor to
calculated available short circuit current at buses 1A-06 and 2A-05 and ignoring the reduction of fault
current contribution for the original planned 4160V buses lA-05 and 2A-06.
The impact of the motors being moved is an increase of 240A (LRC) of short circuit current to buses IA06 and 2A-05. This is still within the short circuit ratings of each bus. The impact to the downstream
480V buses 1B-04 and 2B-03 is negligible since the IX-14 and 2X-13 transformers limit the fault current
and this is such a small portion of the fault current available at the 4160V buses IA-06 and 2A-05.

460V Motor Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps
The impact of retaining the 460V motor driven pumps is to add additional short circuit current when the
motor driven pump is running. The existing motor driven pumps are kept for startup, shutdown and as a
backup should the 4160V motor be unavailable. Calculation 2008-0026 does not include these 460V
motors in the calculations for available short circuit current.
To evaluate the impact of this difference, the results from calculation 2008-0026 for available short
circuit current are increased to account for the 460V motor driven auxiliary feedwater pump's motor
contribution. This increased level of short circuit current is compared to the breaker ratings for the bus
and verified to be within the equipment capability.
For example, auxiliary feedwater pump P-38A is fed from bus IB-03. The existing 460V pump motor is
rated at 250HP, 460V, 286A full load and subtransient reactance of 0.122 per unit (reference calculation
2001-0033, Rev 9). The short circuit current for this motor is 286A / 0.122 = 2344A. To simplify this
impact, we just added the full motor short circuit contribution to the worst case calculated short circuit
results for bus 1B-03 and the other motor control centers and power panels fed from 1B-03 (Attachment
El and E2 of calculation 2008-0026). This new available value of short circuit current is then verified to
be below the ratings of the associated circuit breakers. See section 4.9 for the compiled results for each
motor.
4.2.

Impact of charging pump VFD installation delay for 1P-2A (1B-03), IP-2C (IB-04), 2P-2A (2B-03) and
2P-2B (2B-03)
The calculations performed for the generator breaker and EPU projects assumed that all six of the
charging pumps would be replaced with variable frequency drives (VFD) that ultimately feed new
charging pump motors. After the VFD is installed the charging pump motor can no longer contribute
short circuit back to the source electrical bus for a fault on the system. At this time four of the six
charging pump motors have not yet been replaced. These may not be installed until after the EPU and
generator breaker are installed and placed into service.
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The impact of the four motors not being replaced is higher available short circuit current will be available
at the supply bus due to contribution from the existing motor, which is directly fed from the bus without
a VFD. To evaluate the impact of this difference, the results from calculation 2008-0026 for available
short circuit current are increased to account for the charging pump motor contribution. This increased
level of short circuit current is compared to the breaker ratings for the bus and verified to be within the
equipment capability.
For example, charging pump IP-2A is fed from bus IB-03. The existing charging pump motor is rated at
IOOHP, 460V, 134A full load and subtransient reactance of 0.229 per unit (reference calculation 20010033, Rev 9). The short circuit current for this motor is 134A / 0.229 = 585A. To simplify this impact,
we just added the full motor short circuit contribution to the worst case calculated short circuit results for
bus 1B-03 and the other motor control centers and power panels fed from IB-03 (Attachment El and E2
of calculation 2008-0026). This new available value of short circuit current is then verified to be below
the ratings of the associated circuit breakers. See section 4.9 for the compiled results for each motor.
4.3.

Impact of alternate source term modification changes.
The changes for the alternate source term project involve changes to the loads when fed from the
emergency diesel generators after a design basis accident with a concurrent loss of offsite power. These
cases are much less severe than the cases already analyzed with offsite power available and these control
room and PAB ventilation loads already modeled as running. The existing results for short circuit levels
are not impacted by the recent AST project changes.

4.4.

Impact of new main generator rating after rewind.
The main generator for unit I and 2 were modeled at the largest size being considered by the project in
June 2008. This rating for the main generator use in the calculation is 713MVA. The latest data
provided by Siemens is a rating of 684MVA. This value only impacts the available short circuit current
from the machine. A smaller machine rating will reduce the contribution from the main generator to
faults at the 19kV portion of the system and the downstream 4160V buses fed from X-02. The existing
calculation is more conservative than the actual data and shows that the buses and breakers will be
applied within their ratings.
The calculations have an open action item to verify the actual electrical parameters for the main
generator once the final electrical design parameters are available. This action is still required to be
completed as part of the project.

4.5.

Impact of 13.8kV capacitor bank addition
The new capacitor bank will contribute short circuit current to bus H-01 during a fault. The capacitor
bank will not be operated at the same time as the G-05 gas turbine generator. The existing analysis
models the fault currents with G-05 ON in the limiting cases. The available fault current from the
capacitor bank is less than the contribution from the G-05 generator and is of a much shorter duration.
Thus the existing calculation bounds the case when the new capacitor bank is operating and the G-05
generator is OFF.

4.6.

Impact of control room chiller modification to repower P-1I IA. PP-23 and HX-038B
The impact of the move of the three loads P-i IIA, PP-23 and HX-038B are listed below:
P-1lIA - Full load current of 6.2A with X"d of 0.206 (Ref master input calc 2003-0007) adds a short
circuit current of 6.2A / 0.206 = 30A to bus B-43 and other buses fed from I B-04.
PP-23 has two loads that contribute fault current. They are air conditioning units HX-303 and HX-304.
HX-303 has a full load current of 11.2A with X"d of 0.256 (Ref master input calc 2003-0008) and adds a
short circuit current of 11.2A / 0.256 = 44A to bus B-43 and other buses fed from lB-04. HX-304 has a
full load current of 6.2A with X"d of 0.275 (Ref master input calc 2003-0008) and adds a short circuit
current of 6.2A / 0.275 = 23A to bus B-43 and other buses fed from 1B-04. This is a total net impact of
44A + 23A = 67A to bus B-43 and other buses fed from IB-04.
HX-038B - has four motors each rated with full load current of 23A with X"d of 0.216 (Ref master input
calc 2003-0007) and adds a short circuit current of 4 * (23A / 0.216) = 426A to bus B-33 and other buses
fed from 2B-03.
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4.7.

Impact of battery room chiller addition
The new battery room chiller is being added to bus B08/B09 which is fed from 13.8kV bus H-01. This
addition is a negligible impact to the available short circuit currents for the safety and non-safety buses
downstream of transformers IX-04 or 2X-04. The transformer impedance of X-04 will limit the short
circuit contribution from these motors to buses A-05 and A-06. Therefore there is no impact to the safety
buses. The impact on buses B08/B09 and downstream power panels is evaluated in the modification.

4.8.

Impact of pump overhaul and reconditioning for service water pump (P-32F)
The change of the pump element has no impact on the motor short circuit contribution and thus no
impact on the calculated short circuit calculations.

4.9.

Compilation of short circuit differences on the impacted 480V buses
The combined impact for the short circuit currents as calculated in calculation 2008-0026 is tabulated
below. The impact on 480V buses 1B-03, IB-04, 2B-03 and 2B-04 is tabulated below, including the
impact from the motor driven auxiliary feedwater pumps and the charging pumps that have not been
installed with VFDs.
The data for the worst case available fault current for each 480V bus is taken from attachment El of
calculation 2008-0026. The breaker ratings are taken from attachment E2 for the 480V motor control
centers and power panels. The ratings for buses 1B-03, IB-04, 2B-03 and 2B-04 are taken from the
master input calculation (Calc 2001-0033).
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Bus

Max SC
from calc
(amps)

Impact of
460V
MDAFW
Pumps
(amps)

Impact
of Ctrl
Room
Chiller
Mod

Impact of
charging
pumps
(amps)

New max
SC value
(amps)

Breaker
rating
(amps)

Within
rating?

1B-03

38,280

+2,344

+585

41,209

50,000

Yes

IB-31

16,762

+2.344

+585

19,691

25,000

Yes

IB-32

29,701

+2 344

+585

32,630

65,000

Yes

B-47

16,762

+2 344

+585

19,691

25,000

Yes

IB-30

12237

+2,344

+585

4,166

65,000

Yes

PP42

16,762

+2,344

+585

19691

35000

Yes

IB-04

36,474

+97A

+585

37,156

50,000

Yes

B43

22,940

+97A

+585

23-622

25,000

Yes

1B-42

29,138

+97A

+585

29_820

65,000

Yes

2B-03

37,356

+426A

+1,170

3

50,000

Yes

2B-32

27,653

+426A

+1,170

29-249

65,000

Yes

2B-31

16,419

+426A

+1,170

18.015

25,000

Yes

B-33

24,441

+426A

+1,170

26.037

35,000

Yes

2B-30'

1,292

+426A

+1,170

2•j

65,000

Yes

PP43

16,419

+1,170

18.015

35,000

Yes

2B-04

39,395

±2,344

41,739

50,000

Yes

2B-42

29,320

+2,344

31,664

65,000

Yes

B-21

27,843

+2,344

30187

65,000

Yes

14000

Potentially
Exceeded

4

-+-426A

34414.8

PP 4

12,245

+2,344

14-589

10

PP 9

18,637

+2,344

20,981

25,000

Yes

PP 20

27,843

+2,344

30,187

35,000

Yes

The conclusion for the combined short circuit impact is that all bases with the exception ofPower
Panel4 are applied within their short circuitrating. The quick conservative results of this evaluation
show that availableshort circuit currentat Power Panel4 may exceed the short circuitrating of its
breakers. This Potentialfailure needs to be evaluatedin more detailin the revision to calculations
2004-0001 and 2004-0002 that areto be completed as Partof the detaileddesign for the EPUproiect.
It is possible thatthe breakersat panelPP-4may have to be replacedwith breakerswith higher
interruptingratings.
Revision 0 of calculation2004-0002 shows PowerPanel 4 to be appliedwithin its short circuitrating
which reflects the Presentplant configuration. This is very similarto the configurationwith the
auxiliary feedwaterPumps Presently installed at the 460V buses. Therefore. it is likely, that the more
detailed ETAP short circuitcalculation revision will also show that this panel is appliedwithin its
ratilig
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5.

Evaluation of impact on voltage drop for safety related buses 1(2)A-05 and 1(2)A-06. (Calculation 2004-0002
section lII)
5.1.

Impact of auxiliary feedwater modification changes:
4160V Motor Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump
Impact of moving the MDAFW Motors to Buses 1A-06 and 2A-05 along with the additional cable length
to new 4160V motor driven pumps:
First, quantify the impact of additional cable length to new 4160V motor driven pumps when fed from
IA-05 and 2A-06:
The impact of the change for the 4160V motor driven auxiliary feedwater pumps (as already calculated)
is the increased voltage drop to the motor terminal due to the increased cable length between the 4160V
bus and the motor. For each motor, it is estimated that the increase in cable length is 150 feet. To allow
for installation tolerance, this analysis uses an additional 200 feet of cable for each motor.
The cable lengths already used in calculation 2008-0025 and 2008-0026 are 200 feet of 3-1/C- #4/0 cable
for the A train pump P-38E (called P-38A in the calc 2008-0026) and 880 feet of 3-1/C-#4/0 cable for the
B train pump P-38F (called P-38B in the cale 2008-0026).
The most limiting motor terminal voltage for steady state running voltage and motor starting voltage
were examined for each motor driven pump. The voltage drop from the 4160V bus to the motor was recalculated using the new total cable length. This was done by taking the voltage drop from the bus to the
motor and increasing it by the ratio of the new cable length divided by the original designed cable length.

Steady state voltage for A train pump from attachment G-01 of calculation 2008-0026:
Voltage at bus (IA-05) = 3923V
Voltage at motor terminal = 3921V
Voltage drop = 3923V - 3921V = 2 V
New voltage drop with longer cable = 2V * (200.ft + 200ft)/200ft = 4 V
New motor terminal voltage - 3923V - 4V = 3919V which is above 90% of motor rated (3600V)

Motor starting voltage for A train pump from attachment G-09 of calculation 2008-0026:
Voltage at bus (lA-05) = 3841V
Voltage at motor terminal = 3835V
Voltage drop = 3841V - 3835V

=

6V

New voltage drop with longer cable = 6V * (200ft + 200ft)/200ft = 12 V
New motor terminal voltage = 3841V - 12V = 3829V which is above 80% of motor rated (3200V)
The voltage drop performance when the A train MDAFW pump motor is fed from 2A-05 instead of 1A05 will be very similar to the calculated values above for IA-05. This is valid since the loading and X-04
transformer impedances are nearly identical from Unit 1 to Unit 2, In addition, since the voltage is well
above the acceptance criteria, any small error in the calculated voltage after the move will still be
acceptable.
Steady state voltage for B train pump from attachment G-06 of calculation 2008-0026:
Voltage at bus (2A-06) = 3927V
Voltage at motor terminal = 3921V
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Voltage drop = 3927V - 3921V = 6V
New voltage drop with longer cable = 6V * (200ft + 880ft)/ 880ft = 7.4 V
New motor terminal voltage = 3927V - 7.4V = 3919.6V which is above 90% of motor rated (3600V)

Motor starting voltage for B train pump from attachment G-21 of calculation 2008-0026:
Voltage at bus fZA-0a6= 3840V
Voltage at motor terminal = 3815V
Voltage drop = 3840V - 3815V = 25V
New voltage drop with longer cable = 25V * (200ft + 880ft)/ 880ft = 30.7V
New motor terminal voltage = 3840V - 30.7V = 3809.3V which is above 80% of motor rated (3200V)
The voltage drop performance when the B train MDAFW pump motor is fed from IA-06 instead of 2A06 will be very similar to the calculated values above for 2A-06. This is valid since the loading and X-04
transformer impedances are nearly identical from Unit 2 to Unit 1. In addition, since the voltage is well
above the acceptance criteria, any small error in the calculated voltage after the move will still be
acceptable.
The impact of the additional cable length and the move from lA-05 to 2A-05 and from 2A-06 to IA-06
for the 4160V MDAFW pumps is acceptable
Impact of retaining the existing 460V motor driven pumps:
For the existing 460V motor driven pump, the recent calculation 2008-0026 has removed them from
buses 1B-03 and 2B-04. These pumps are to become startup, shutdown and emergency backup auxiliary
feedwater pumps. The electrical power configuration to these pumps is exactly the same as they exist in
the plant today. The calculation of record for the existing configuration is calculation 2004-0002,
revision 0. It shows that these motor driven pumps have adequate motor terminal voltage. The minor
changes to the safety related portion of the AC system will not have a significant impact on these
calculated results. However, a formal revision to calculation 2004-0002 must be completed to verify the
voltages for these existing 460V motor driven pumps when being used as emergency backups during a
design basis LOCA event.
5.2.

Impact of charging pump VFD installation delay for 1P-2A, 1P-2C, 2P-2A and 2P-2B
The delay of the charging pump installation would leave the four remaining charging pumps in the
present plant configuration. This configuration is already analyzed for the existing plant and is
acceptable.

5.3.

Impact of alternate source term modification changes.
The recently proposed changes for the alternate source term modification since calculation 2008-0026
was performed involve adding loads when fed from the onsite emergency diesel generators during a
LOCA with concurrent loss of offsite power. This only impacts the cases with the emergency diesel
generators providing power to the safety buses. The impacts for the EPU and generator breaker
modifications all involve the auxiliary system when supplied from offsite power. In these calculations
(2008-0025 and 2008-0026) for EPU and the generator breaker modification, the control room
ventilation and primary auxiliary ventilation are analyzed as running in the existing analysis. The
recently proposed AST modification changes do not impact this analysis and the results are valid without
any adjustments.

5.4.

Impact of new main generator rating after rewind.
The change to the main generator rating has no impact on the safety related electrical distribution system
and no impact on the degraded grid relay set point.
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5.5.

Impact of 13.8kV capacitor bank addition
The new 13.8KV capacitor bank improves the voltage on the 13.8kV buses and downstream 4160V and
480V buses. Therefore the existing analysis without the capacitor bank installed is conservative.

5.6.

Impact of control room chiller modification to repower P-1I IA. PP-23 and HX-038B
P-I 11A impact of move from IB-31 (1B-03) to B-43 (1B-04)
Load is 5 hp, 460V, 6.2A full load (ref.Calc 2003-0007) - impact is 6.2A * 0.46kV * sgrt (3) = 5kVA

Power Panel 23 impact of move from B-33 (2B-03) to B-43 (1B-04)
Total load fed from PP23 as used in DBA cases fed from offsite power in calculation is 164kVA (ref.
Calc 2004-0001) however the main feed breaker is IOOA (PASSPORT for B52-333B) so the maximum
load is 100A * 0.48kV * sgrt(3) = 83 kVA

HX-038B impact of move from B-22 (2B-02) to B-33 (2B-03)
Total chiller load is 78.1 WVA (ref. Calc 2003-0007)

These loads are moved to motor control centers B-33 and B-43 which are automatically shed (deenergized) during an "SI" or Loss of Voltage (Loss of Offsite Power, LOOP), therefore there is no
impact to the previously calculated voltage drop to the safety loads during a design basis event by these

changes.
5.7.

Impact of battery room chiller addition
The new battery room chiller is added to bus B-08/B-09. This bus is fed from 13.8kV bus H-01. This
small amount of load added to the 13.8kV system has a negligible impact on the calculated voltage for
buses fed downstream of transformers IX-04 or 2X-04. This change therefore has a negligible impact on
the voltage at the safety buses as previously calculated during design basis events in calculation 20080026.

5.8.

Impact of pump overhaul and reconditioning for service water pump (P-32F)
The Rump overhaul very slightly changed the mechanical characteristics for the pump. As a result there is
no measurable impact on the load or voltage drop during design basis accident conditions.
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6.

Evaluation of impact on loading of safety related distribution equipment when fed from offsite power
(Calculation 2004-0002 section III)
6.1.

Impact of auxiliary feedwater modification changes:
The new motors are 350HP, 4160V, 43A full load operated at 350hp brake horsepower or less. This
results in the following changes from the results in calculation 2008-0026.
Bus IA-05 - decrease load by 4.16kV * 43A * sqrt(3) = 310 kVA
Bus 2A-06 - decrease load by 310 kVA
Bus 2A-05 - increase load by 310 kVA
Bus IA-06 - increase load by 310 kVA

The combined impact of the load changes is compiled and evaluated below in section 6.9.

6.2.

Impact of charging pump VFD installation delay for IP-2A, IP-2C, 2P-2A and 2P-2B
Calculation 2008-0026 evaluates the generator breaker and EPU modifications assuming the remaining
four charging pumps have the new motors and variable frequency drives installed. The one B train
charging pump (IP-2C) must be replaced before the EPU and AST modifications are implemented which
reflects the already calculated configuration. For the A train charging pumps (IP-2A, 2P-2A and 2P-2B),
the increased load for each charging pump is 17kW. This means that IB-03 (1X-13 transformer) may
see an additional 17kW of load and 2B-03 (2X- 13 transformer) may see an additional 17kW *2 = 34kW
of load.
The combined impact of the load changes is compiled and evaluated below in section 6.9.

6.3.

Impact of alternate source term modification changes.
The changes for the alternate source term project involve changes to the loads when fed from the
emergency diesel generators after a design basis accident with a concurrent loss of offsite power. These
cases are much less severe than the cases already analyzed with offsite power available and the control
room and PAB ventilation loads already modeled as running. The existing results for worst case
electrical distribution equipment loading are not impacted by the recent AST project changes.

6.4.

Impact of new main generator rating after rewind.
The change to the main generator rating has no impact on the electrical distribution equipment loading.

6.5.

Impact of 13.8kV capacitor bank addition
The new 13.8kV capacitor bank is added to 13.8kV bus H-01. When operating, it will supply VARS to
the auxiliary system which results in a net decrease in VARs being supplied from offsite power and thus
reduced current being required from offsite transformers IX-03 or 2X-03. It has no impact on the load
being provided through transformers IX-04 or 2X-04 or their downstream buses.

6.6.

Impact of control room chiller modification to repower P-1 1A. PP-23 and HX-038B
P-1 11A impact of move from IB-31 (0B-03)to B-43 (1B-047
Load is 5 hp, 460V, 6.2A full load (ref. Calc 2003-0007) - impact is 6.2A * 0.46kV * sqrt (3) = 5kVA

Power Panel 23 impact of move from B-33 (2B-03) to B-43 (1B-04)
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Total load fed from PP23 as used in DBA cases fed from offsite power in calculation is 164kVA (ref.
Calc 2004-0001) however the main feed breaker is IOOA (PASSPORT for B52-333B) so the maximum
load is 1OQA * 0.48kV * sqrt(3) = 83 kVA

HX-038B impact of move from B-22 (2B-02) to B-33 (2B-03)
Total chiller load is 78.1 kVA (ref. Calc 2003-0007)

6.7.

Impact of battery room chiller addition
The new battery room chiller is added to bus B-08/B-09. This bus is fed from 13.8kV bus H-01. This
small amount of load added to the 13.8kV system has a negligible impact on the total load being supplied
by transformer 1X-03 or 2X-03. It has no impact on any of the buses downstream of transformer 1X-04
or 2X-04. The impact on the 13800-480V transformer supplying bus B-08/13-09 is evaluated in the
modification and does not impact the results of calculation 2008-0026.

6.8.

Impact of pump overhaul and reconditioning for service water pump (P-32F)
The pump overhaul very slightly changed the mechanical characteristics for the pump. As a result there is
no measurable impact on the load or voltage drop during design basis accident conditions,
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7.

Evaluation of impact on emergency diesel generator steady state loading (Calculation 2004-0002 Section IV)
The main generator breaker and EPU modifications do not change, add or remove loads from the safety related
electrical buses for either unit. However, calculation 2008-0026 evaluated the impacts of the auxiliary
feedwater modifications and other known changes and provides the technical basis for the EDG loading. This
section will discuss how the recent changes in these other modifications impacts this EDG load evaluation.
7.1.

Impact of auxiliary feedwater modification changes:
Existing calculation 2004-0002, revision 2 considers the loading on the emergency diesel generator with
the new 46iV. 350hp motor driven feedwater pump motors installed. The move from IA-05 to 2A-05
and from 2A-06 to 1A-06 still leaves one 4160V MDAFW pump on each train of emergency diesel
generators (EDG). Since the existing analysis in calculation 2008-0026 models both train A buses on a
single train A EDG and both train B buses on a single train B EDG, the load of the 4160V MDAFW is
already correctly considered.
The decision to retain the existing 250hp motors fed from the 480V buses does not adversely impact the
worst case load on the emergency diesel generators. One 4160V MDAFW and one 460V MDAFW
pumps are fed from each safety division and procedural controls for the new and existing pumps will
preclude running both pumps from one train at the same time. The existing analysis considers the larger
4160V pumps and therefore bounds the loading that would occur if the existing 460V motor driven pump
is run instead of the new 4160V motor driven pump.

7.2.

Impact of charging pump VFD installation delay for IP-2A, 1P-2C, 2P-2A and 2P-2B
Calculation 2004-0004, Rev 2 evaluates the emergency diesel generator loading assuming the remaining
four charging pumps have the new motors and variable frequency drives installed. The modifications for
the generator breaker and EPU have no impact to the loads fed from the emergency diesel generators
after a loss of offsite power.

--- T.he-loading used for the new charging pumps is 90 KVA per pump in this calculation for a load of 100
brake horsepower at the pump. The original charging pumps are rated at 100 hp but are less efficient and
thus require 107 KVA of load. This is determined from data in the calculation 2001-0033, revision 9. The
original charging pumps have an efficiency of 77% and require 134A at 460V to develop 100 hp. This
results in the load of 107 KVA (134A * 0.46kV * sqrt(3)).
7.3.

Impact of alternate source term modification changes.
The loadlng for the emergencv diesel generators after the changes for the AST modifications have
already been evaluated and are repeated below from attachment 2:
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Per Calculation2004-0002, the EDG margins with automatic(sequenced)or manually added
operatorrequiredloads are:
TrainA
G-02
G-01
2,774 kW
2,773 kW
2,850 kW
2,850 kW
77 kW
76kW
-

Worst Case Load
2000 hr rating
195 hr rating
Margin 2000 hr rating
Margin 195 hr rating

Train B
G-03
G-04
2,920 kW
2,917 kW
2,848 kW
2,848 kW
2,951 kW
2,951 kW
-

-

31 kW

34 kW

The addition of 25 kW to TrainB EDGs would significantly reduce the availablemargin and
could be consideredan adverse change. To recover margin, it has been proposedthat controls be
added so that the automaticallyloadedheat tracingtransformer(X-1 7B) on Bus 1B42 would be
strippedon a loss ofpower and would require operatoraction to restorepower to transformerX17B under EDGLoad Management Procedures. Calculation 2004-0002 uses 35.6kW(35% of
102 kW ratedload) as the power requirementfor the transformerX-17B (atbreaker 1B52-429B).
Thus, removal of the heat tracingas an automatic (sequenced)load would provide sufficient
margin to allow the automaticloading of the CREFSfans.
In order to maintain the integrity of the reactor coolant pump seals, the control room operator must start
either a component cooling water pump or a charging pump to provide cooling water flow to the RCP seals.
The loading for the CCW pump (203 kW) is greater than the charging pump with VFD installed (88kW).
The existing calculation for the A train emergency diesel generators uses one CCW pump. This is more
severe that one charging pump including the impact of the original pumps which is an additional 17kW (for
a total of 105kW) greater than the ones with VFDs. The B train diesel generators cannot support a CCW
pump and only include one charging pump. For the calculated load on the B train EDG, we need to account
for the additional 17kW of load for the original charging pumps.

Worst Case Load
2000 hr rating
195 hr rating
Change for CREF loads
Remove Fagade Freeze (U2
B train)
Add power for original
single Charging Pump (delta
versus the ones already
included with VFD)
Additional load for SWP P032F
New worst case load
Margin2000 hr rating
Marain 195 hr ratie( with
IP-002C VFD not installed
Margin195 hr rating (With
1P-002C VFD installed)

Train A
G-01
G-02
2,774 kW
2,773 kW
2,
850 kW
-2,951

+ 25kW

_

+ 25 kW

+1.7 kW

+1.7 kW

2801 kW
49_kW

2800 kW
50 kW

-

-

1

Train B
G-03
G-04
2,920 kW
2,917 kW
2,848 kW
2,848 kW
kW
2,951 kW
+ 25 kW
+25 kW
- 35.6kW
-35.6kW
+ 17 kW(if
IP-002C is
not installed)

+ 17kW if
IP-002C is
not installed)

2926.4 kW

2923.4 kW

1_1

-

-

24.6 kW

27.6 kW

41.6KW

44.6 KW
_

1

This additional1 7kVA per chareingpunn decreasesthe loading margin to the 195 hr ratingon the B
train diesel generators.Of the four remainingcharine tPumps to be installedwith VFDs. three are fed
umnt (1P-2C)
from A train buses and one is fed from a B train bus. As a result, the B train chargingu
must be replacedwith the variablefrequency drive unit prior to the installationof the alternatesource
term: modifications andthe EPU modifications.
7.4,

Impact of alternate source term modification changes.
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The changes to the emergency diesel generator loading as a result of the recent changes to the alternate
source term project have been evaluated as part of the recent revised license amendment for that project
and therefore are not part of this evaluation.
7.5.

Impact of new main generator rating after rewind.
The change to the main generator rating has no impact on the loading for the emergency diesel
generators.

7.6.

Impact of 13.8kV capacitor bank addition
The new 13.8kV capacitor bank is added to 13.8kV bus H-01 which is not fed from the EDG and
therefore has no possible impact.

7.7.

Impact of control room chiller modification to repower P- I11A, PP-23 and HX-038B
These loads are not presently considered in the EDG loading since the buses they were fed from are
automatically shed with an undervoltage condition during a loss of off site power. The buses where the
loads are being moved to are also load shed and can be manually added back by the control room
operator under the load management guidance in the operating procedures. Since these loads are not
automatically loaded they will not be included in the EDG loading in calculation 2008-0026. This results
in no change to the load requirements for the EDGs.

7.8.

Impact of battery room chiller addition
The new battery room chiller is added to bus B-08/B-09. This bus is fed from 13.8kV bus H-01. Bus H01 cannot be fed from the EDG and therefore has no possible impact.

7.9,

Impact of pump overhaul and reconditioning for service water pump (P-32F)
The change of the mechanical pump element for Pump P-032F has a net possible impact of adding 1.7
kW when the pump is at run out. Thus it may add 1.7 kW to the A Train EDG.
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